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ABSTRACT 

GRAMMAR OF NARRATIVE DISCOURSE IN MIGABAC, 
A PAPUAN (NON-AUSTRONESIAN) LANGUAGE 

 
Richard Steven McEvoy 

Master of Arts 
With major in 

Applied Linguistics 
The Graduate Institute of Applied Linguistics, December 2008 

 
Supervising Professor: Arden G. Sanders 

Migabac is a Papuan (non-Austronesian) language spoken in Morobe Province, Papua 

New Guinea, and is grouped in the same Eastern Huon family as the Kâte language.  

Migabac is an SOV clause chaining language with a Switch reference system and 

tail-head linkage.  This thesis presents a basic grammatical description of Migabac below 

the sentence level with phrase and clause structure presented in an X-bar theoretical 

framework.  Then narrative discourse structure is analyzed based upon the methodologies 

developed by Longacre, Dooley, Levinsohn, and Givón.  The plot structure, participant 

reference system, Switch reference system, and other features that contribute to text 

cohesion are described.  The notional and surface structures of interclausal relations are 

presented, which includes coordinated, chained, subordinated, and embedded clauses.  

Then intersentential relations are presented, which include dialogue.  The conclusion 

illustrates how the findings contribute to the production of natural translated texts.
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1. Problem statement 

The Migabac language is a Papuan language in the eastern Huon family.  1,670 

people speak Migabac as their first language.  They live in seven villages on the eastern 

end of the Huon peninsula in Morobe province of Papua New Guinea. 

There is an unpublished basic grammatical description of the Migabac language 

(McEvoy 2002).  That document describes grammatical structures and relationships of 

morphemes, phrases, and clauses..  However, a description of that type, focusing on 

isolated statements, is unable to adequately explain the variety of possible structures that 

are used, and to describe what form to use in a particular context.  It can describe how a 

pronoun or noun phrase can be used in a clause, but it cannot explain what context would 

prefer a pronoun.  It can describe the various ways that clauses can be conjoined, but it 

cannot explain when to utilize the Switch reference system within one sentence or to 

utilize several independent sentences. 

In order to provide an analysis that explains which forms should be used in what 

context, the discourse structure needs to be studied and described.  In addition, little 

discourse-level analysis has been published on any of the Huon family of languages.  

Grammatical publications on these languages are described in section 1.2 below. 

1.2. Literature review 

The only literature on the Migabac language beyond brief comparative surveys 

was written by me.  These include an unpublished grammar essentials (McEvoy 2002) 
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that describes the basic grammatical structure from a morpheme to sentence level, and a 

phonology essentials published in a �Data papers in Papua New Guinea languages� 

(McEvoy 2005). 

The closely related Kâte language, that is utilized in the Lutheran church of Papua 

New Guinea in many areas, has an extensive dictionary, which includes a brief 

grammatical description (Flierl & Strauss 1977).  There is also an old language handbook 

(Schneuker 1962), but I am aware of nothing that has been published that analyzes any 

aspect of the discourse level grammar. 

A thorough grammatical description of the Nabak language, from the Western 

Huon language family, was written by Fabian et al. (1998).  The book presents a 

systematic description of the Nabak language from the morphophonemic level to the 

sentence level in a theoretically neutral form.  It is rich with many interlinear examples.  

In the last chapter, it also presents a number of features of the language as they relate to 

cohesion.  Over half of the publication consists of the appendices that contains a Nabak 

lexicon, an English-Nabak index, and interlinear texts with occasional comments on 

various grammatical and semantic features.  This publication provides the most thorough 

published grammatical treatment of any of the Eastern or Western Huon languages.  

Many similarities can be seen between Migabac and Nabak. 

An excellent grammar on Korafe, a Papuan language, was written by Cynthia Farr 

(1999).  Many discourse-related features were analyzed, from serial verbs to the Switch 

reference system to other clause and sentence relations, as well as chapters entitled �An 

introduction to Korafe discourse� and �Cohesion and prominence�.  Although the 
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Migabac and Korafe languages are not closely related, many similarities can be observed 

between them.  Her development of the distinctions between chaining paragraphs and 

thematic paragraphs are insightful. 

Other comprehensive grammars on Papuan languages published recently include 

Menya (Whitehead 2004) and Fuyug (Bradshaw 2007).  These languages reveal fewer 

similarities to Migabac. 

Haegeman (1994) provides a good text book on government and binding theory.  

X-bar syntax, a portion of government and binding theory, provides a framework in the 

generative tradition for a structural analysis of Migabac phrases, clauses and sentences in 

Chapter 2. 

Longacre (1996) provides a good framework for discourse analysis at all levels.  

His treatment of plot structure, as well as interclausal and intersentential relations, 

provides the framework for much of the analysis of those topics in this thesis. 

Dooley & Levinsohn�s (2001) book provides practical guidelines for analyzing 

discourse structure.  Their treatment of the participant reference system in particular is 

utilized extensively in analyzing participant reference in this thesis.  Their methodology 

builds upon Givón (1983), whose writings on topic continuity have influenced much of 

the development in discourse analysis.  His updated 1994 book provides some additional 

revised information since his original methodology has been used in various languages. 

Lambrecht�s (1994) treatment of information structure provides a solid analysis of 

the basis for various means of presenting information in discourse.  He introduces various 
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sentence forms, and also deals extensively with how Topic and Focus can be expressed 

syntactically, and the pragmatic differences in their presentation. 

Typological articles and books present information that is helpful to evaluate 

Migabac.  This includes Comrie�s (1983) chapter, that compares Switch reference in 

three languages from around the world, in Haiman & Munro�s book, that brings together 

many articles that describe the types and functions of switch-reference systems around 

the world.  Mattheissen & Thompson (1988) delineate various types of subordination in 

discourse.  Andrews (2007) provides a clear description of relative clause structures 

found in world languages in Shopen�s book.  In the same volume, Thompson, Longacre 

& Hwang (2007) describe adverbial clauses and compare the similar structure that is 

found in some languages for relative clauses. 

An article by de Vries (2006) examines some of the similar discourse practices 

found in narrative texts of Papuan languages.  He focuses upon thematization, 

distribution of nominals and modifiers, and linkage that builds on Farr�s description of 

chaining and thematic paragraphs from a more comparative perspective.  Other than 

language-specific descriptions, this represents the best recent treatment of discourse 

features specific to Papuan languages that I have seen. 

Other useful articles on aspects of specific Papuan languages, as well as 

comparative or typological articles, are also cited when their content relates to the 

analysis of Migabac. 
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1.3. Methodology 

The thesis is based upon an analytical and statistical study of eleven third person 

narrative Migabac written texts as described below.  It describes the linguistic patterns 

and processes through the use of prose and representative examples from the texts.  The 

texts �Cassowary story� and �They shot Sangamu� provide the primary source of 

examples so that the reader can focus on being familiar with the context of these stories.  

The other stories are used for statistical purposes, additional examples, and identifying 

general patterns in the language. 

The description and analysis employs various linguistic theories and frameworks 

as they help to understand and analyze the Migabac texts.  No knowledge of a particular 

theory is assumed, so theoretical frameworks and their terminology are briefly explained.  

This thesis does not seek to support or critique any particular theory beyond helping to 

understand Migabac texts and discourse structure, although it is hoped that the material 

presented will enable theoretical linguists to better refine their theories. 

1.3.1. Data collection 

The Migabac people are eager to share stories in their language in order to study 

and learn more about their culture and language.  A selection of third person narrative 

texts, written by Migabac people or transcribed from oral stories, are the basis for 

discourse analysis of natural texts in this thesis.  The texts received some minor editing 

and correction by native speakers.  I collected most of the texts from 2002-2005 with a 

few from 1997-1999.  The corpus includes eleven texts that contain a total of 1491 

clauses or 525 sentences, excluding quotations.  Examples taken from the texts in this 
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paper are identified by the one-word label in parentheses after the titles.  The stories are 

as follows: 

1. �John Flierl� (Flierl), a story of the history of the first missionary who came to the 
region (342 clauses, 147 sentences). 

2. �Death of taking tobacco� (Tobacco), a story of a father who accidentally killed his 
son in anger after the son knocked the father�s tobacco into the fire (49 clauses, 22 
sentences). 

3. �They shot Sangamu� (Sangamu), a story of the planned murder and eating of the 
man Sangamu and the subsequent consequences (158 clauses, 49 sentences). 

4. �The origin of the Migabac and Dedua languages� (Languages), a story that describes 
how the languages began from two brothers (40 clauses, 16 sentences). 

5. �Senio Frierl, the first church man� (Trip), another story of the first missionary 
traveling through different language groups in the area (49 clauses, 12 sentences). 

6. �Mapoisa� (Mapoisa), the story of a boy who was killed for stealing from a garden 
(117 clauses, 41 sentences). 

7. �Mula river story� (Mula), a traditional story of brothers who were killed by a stone 
trap, then eaten by a woman, and the subsequent rescue by the youngest brother (188 
clauses, 67 sentences). 

8. �Cassowary story� (Cassowary), a modern story of the capture of a cassowary (36 
clauses, 10 sentences). 

9. �Kpea story� (Kpea), a traditional story of how a man found a woman through magic, 
and through trickery they eventually were turned into stones (211 clauses, 77 
sentences). 

10. �Wasika and Sangamu� (Wasika), another version of the story of �Sangamu� above 

(155 clauses, 40 sentences). 

11. �Kwengeng waterfall, old man and woman�s story� (Kwengeng), a traditional story 
of a child-eating woman and the deception by a man, children, and their parents, 
which resulted in the old man and woman falling over a waterfall and turning into 
two stones (151 clauses, 41 sentences). 

Various other shorter texts and language data collected at the same time are also 

utilized in Chapter 2. 
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1.3.2. Charting methodology 

The texts were charted in Microsoft Excel 2003 utilizing an eclectic method from 

various types of charts and suggestions that I have received.1  The analytical framework 

of the charts is primarily influenced by the methodology described by Dooley & 

Levinsohn and by Givón. 

1.3.2.1. Text columns 

I set up a chart template in Excel with the basic column headings as in Figure 1 

below according to the features and basic word order of the language.  Since clauses in 

Migabac are typically short, it is not helpful to include a column for every possible 

grammatical relation.  The columns from left to right are included: A) clause and 

sentence numbering, B) conjunctions or other preposed phrases, C) Subject, D) Object, 

E) oblique, F) Verb, G) subordinator, H) quotations, and I) a clause level translation.  The 

text retains the natural order of the language, so when constituents do not follow the 

typical order as indicated by these columns, such as when oblique information precedes 

an Object, the Object is placed in the oblique column with �>>>� inserted in the Object 

column to indicate that the Object is in the following column. 

                                                 
1 This description assumes a basic understanding of formatting, entering data, and 

manipulating data in Excel and does not attempt to explain the details on how to use the 
program.  The help menu in Excel was useful for explaining how to implement the 
methodology provided here. 
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Figure 1. Sample of a text chart 

  Conj/Intro S O Obl V Subord Quote Translation 

  
Kesowa 
Siduc             Cassowary story 

1   
Ngic monic ngigac 
madecfocine yenge   katemacka   gaibong.     

One man, a woman, all 
his boys, they existed at 
a jungle house. 

2a         Gacguebong       
While they continued to 
exist, 

2b 
wenac 
monicka  mamacnginengti   katewa hikelu     

another day their father 
went to the jungle & 

2c     muc    lowec.     put a vine (trap). 
 

Some formatting makes the chart more user-friendly and easier to read.  

Alternating colors on each row help to distinguish one line from another.  The text 

columns do not have any lines between them to help show the unity across a clause.  

Rows are divided by a thin line in the template to separate clauses.  Cells are formatted to 

wrap text, and rows are set to �autofit to contents� so that all the text visibly fits into the 

appropriate cell. 

In order to chart a text, I divided each text so that there is one clause on each line.  

If it is ambiguous or uncertain whether certain constituents form a separate clause or are 

part of another clause, I separated them at the charting stage of the analysis.  It was easier 

to combine them later into a single clause rather than try to separate them when 

something was later re-analyzed as a distinct clause.  In the Migabac language, these 

ambiguous elements include non-verbal (equative) clauses, serial verb constructions, 

tail-head linking constructions, and some relative clauses. 

In preparation to place the text into the Excel document, I copied the template into 

another worksheet.  Each text was inserted into its own worksheet within the same 
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document so that the texts were kept separate, but the data from them was easily 

combined.  Since verbs are the most common element within a clause in Migabac, I 

copied the text into the verb column of the Excel worksheet.  Then I moved the text into 

the appropriate columns using cut and paste. 

Each clause in a text has two levels of numbering listed in the first column.  

Sentences within a text are numbered using Arabic numerals (1,2,3), and multiple clauses 

within a sentence are labeled alphabetically (a,b,c).  Solid lines are drawn on the bottom 

of the row containing the final clause of each sentence to provide a visual division 

between sentences. 

A column with a literal clause-by-clause translation provides an aid for others to 

see what is in the chart and enables me to quickly skim through a text to find what I am 

looking for.  Providing a fully interlinearized text in the chart is cumbersome to format 

and difficult to view large sections at a time, so it is easier to keep an interlinearized text 

in a separate document. 

1.3.2.2. Analytical columns 

To the right of the text columns are columns to aid in analysis of the text.  The 

columns for the complete story can be found in the appropriate appendix.  A full 

explanation of the analytical and statistical methodology is given where the information 

from the relevant columns are used in this thesis.  A summary follows. 
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Figure 2. Participant reference columns of a text chart 

  father mother boys 

clause F GR CON PER RD F GR CON PER RD F  GR CON PER RD 

1 F1 S S4 6 12 F1 S S4 1 12 F1 S S4 2 12 
2a F5 S S1 5 1 F5 S S1 0 1 F5 S S1 1 1 

2b F3kd S S1 4 1           F6 P N3 0 1 
2c F5 S S1 3 1                     

 
Each participant in the story receives his own sets of columns, as in Figure 2 

above.  These columns are based on methods of participant tracking as described by 

Givón and by Dooley & Levinsohn.  The codes entered allow patterns to be seen and 

statistics generated to aid in tracking how participants are identified throughout a story.  

Sometimes a clause may refer to more than one participant, as in �2a� above.  In this case, 

the verbal agreement refers to all three participants, so the encoding in the chart is given 

to each of the three participants.  Because of this, there are more referential codes than 

actual referents in the texts.  The categories encoded are based on the features observed in 

the Migabac language.  The meanings of the codes are in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Participant reference codes in text charts 

F Form of participant identification 
F1 Independent existential/ equative clause 
F2 Noun Phrase with relative clause 
F3m Modified noun 
F3p Proper name 
F3k Kinship term 
F3 Unmodified noun 
F4 Pronoun (4 also added to F2-F3 when following them) 
F5 Verbal agreement 
F6 Possessor 
F7 Zero anaphora 
d =di Subject marker (added to F2-F4) 

 
GR Grammatical Relation in the clause 

S Subject 
O Object 
O2 Secondary (Benefactive) Object 
OB Oblique 
P Possessor 

 
CON Continuity with the previous clause 

S1 Same Subject as previous clause 
S2 Addressee in previous clause 
S3 Non-Subject in previous clause 
S4 Other change of Subject from previous clause 
N1 Occupies same non-Subject role as in the previous clause 
N2 Addressee of Reported speech was Subject (speaker) of speech reported in 

previous clause 
N3 Referent was involved in the previous clause in a different role than that 

covered by N2 
N4 Other non-Subject references than those covered by N1-N3 

 
Per Persistence: number of clauses the participant persists being mentioned 

RD 
Referential distance: number of clauses since last referred to (12 is used for 

first mention.) 
 

Additional columns were inserted to the right to track and generate statistics of 

other grammatical features, as in the first two sentences of the Cassowary story in 

Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Additional analytical columns in text charts 

    Verbal suffixes    

Count 
Subj 
Part Link =di Serial Obj Aspect subord medial final Trans Quote QF 

a S   NP           R E     
  S- H       C   LD   E     

  S T T         QS   M     
c S               R T     

 
The �Count� column copies the last clause count in each sentence to generate 

statistics on the number of clauses within sentences. 

The �Subj Part� identifies whether the Subject is the same (S) or different (D) 

from the following clause, and a + or � is also used to indicate when a part of the Subject 

is added or removed from the following clause.  For example, if the following clause 

refers to an individual included in a group of the first clause, the first clause would be 

marked as S-. 

The �Link� column indicates whether the clause contains a tail-head linking verb 

(H), the verb aime or ailu �doing� used to conjoin (A), a conjunction (C), or a temporal 

phrase (T) as a link to the previous clause.  The tail-head linking clause is also labeled if 

information is supplied in addition to the verb (+). 

A column is included to provide more detailed analysis for the =di enclitic.  This 

column includes Subjects that do not refer to participants.  The labels designate the 

enclitic used as a Subject marker (T), the homophonous instrumental postposition (I), a 

subordinator (U), and overt Subjects without the Subject marker as containing a noun 
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phrase (N), pro-form (P), and/or demonstrative (D).  That is, a noun phrase and a 

pro-form is indicated by �NP� in the column. 

Abbreviations for the verbal suffixes used within a clause are also marked so that 

certain types of suffixes can be seen at a glance.  Statistics can also be generated to show 

frequency of occurrence within a story.  Each clause is also marked for the transitivity 

status of the verb as used in the clause.  Subcategories of transitive and intransitive are 

also distinguished.  Finally, I added two columns to compare the content of quotations 

and the forms of Quote formulas used.   

The verbal affix codes as used for these Migabac narrative text charts are given in 

Table 2. 

Table 2. Verbal suffix codes in text charts 

Serial Clause with serial verb marked with �S� 
Obj Object agreement 

B Benefactive Object agreement 
O Object agreement 

 
Aspect  

R Reflexive 
I Inclusive 
C Continuous (Imperfective) 

Subord Clause with a subordinating clitic marked with �U� 
 
Medial Medial suffix, contains two codes as below 

M Simultaneous 
Q Sequential 
S Same Subject 
D Different Subject 
L Prolonged (durative) action 
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Final Final verb suffix 
R Remote past 
N Near past 
P Present 
F Future 
I Imperative 
H Hortative 
E Equative (null verb) 

 
Trans Transitivity 

T Transitive 
A Awareness or Speech (transitive) 
I Intransitive 
M Movement (intransitive) 
E Existential (intransitive) 
S Stative/ Equative (non-verbal) 

 

QF 
Quote Formula & following link (usually a 

combination of codes below) 
Y yanguc �like this� 
V Verb 
C Conjunction 
Q Quote 
I inguc �like that� 

 
Quote Quotation content (based on notional relations) 

Q Question 
P Proposal 
R Remark 
A Answer 
S Response 
E Evaluation 
# number of quotations in dialogue 
a-h sequence in dialogue 

 
Columns for clause relations and sentence relations (not shown) are expanded 

with lines drawn into a horizontal tree structure and labeled to identify the relationships 

between clauses and sentences, which is used to visualize Longacre�s notional relations. 
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A column for notes is included on the far right to provide a place for comments 

about a clause.  These columns and the labels are based upon the known structure of 

Migabac.  Because of the number of columns, viewing or printing the entire width of the 

chart on a page is not possible while still being readable, so I hid columns and revealed 

columns in order to view the information that I was analyzing. 

1.3.2.3. Preparation for analysis 

The process of inputting all these codes is a time consuming method, but it forced 

me to carefully analyze the details and relationships in every single clause, and it 

provided a wealth of data for analysis.  Once all the codes were typed in, the data was 

prepared for analysis.  Based upon the way that the information was set up in these 

charts, two different sets of data were needed for analysis.  A worksheet was added to the 

document for each of these two sets. 

The first set of data focuses on participants.  Column headings were typed into the 

worksheet (Row, Text, Participant, Clause), then the column headings from one 

participant �F� to �final� were copied into the following columns.  A �Status� heading was 

added to identify whether a participant is a major, minor or VIP participant.  Now the 

worksheet was ready to copy in the data, one participant at a time from each text.  On the 

first text, I hid all the text columns from �Conj/Intro� to �Translation� and all but the first 

participant columns.  I then copied all the data from the �clause� cell in the first row of 

the text to the �Quote� cell in the last row of the text.  After switching to the participant 

data worksheet, I pasted the data as a link in the first empty clause cell.  By pasting as a 

link, the information was automatically updated when I made changes or corrections to 
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the analysis of the texts.  The first three columns were then filled in by typing in the row 

number, text name, and participant name, and copying them down through the end of the 

data for that participant.  The process was repeated for each participant in every text.  The 

data could then be sorted by the �F� column, and all the rows with empty data in that 

column deleted.  The other participant columns should be empty as well.  The data as 

displayed is not useful for other clause level analyses because the data on this worksheet 

is entirely focused upon participant reference, and there are multiple participants within a 

clause. 

A second worksheet was prepared to paste data for clause level analysis.  This 

worksheet was prepared in a similar way.  The column headings from the previous 

worksheet were copied, and then the columns from �Participant� to �RD� are deleted.  All 

the text columns and participant reference columns in a text were hidden, then the 

columns from �Clause� to �Final� copied and pasted as a link.  The �row� and �text� 

columns were once again entered and copied. 

1.3.2.4. Analysis 

A pivot table for each of the worksheets provides a powerful means to achieve a 

variety of statistical analyses and to study what features can be associated together.  Most 

of the statistics and other patterns discussed in this thesis are based upon the information 

as presented in these pivot tables.  One pivot table was created for each of the two data 

worksheets.  Aside from generating statistics, the pivot table was also useful for quickly 

obtaining a list of all clauses that contain a certain feature or combination of features.  
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Double-clicking on a data cell in a pivot table opens a new worksheet with a list of the 

rows from the data worksheet that contain the data represented in that cell. 

This method of charting texts and the data columns utilized provided a foundation 

for analyzing the discourse grammar of Migabac.  The information gleaned from these 

charts is found in the remaining chapters of this thesis. 

1.4. Elements of study 

Chapter 2 of this thesis provides an overview of the Migabac language that serves 

as a foundation and reference for the discourse grammar topics developed in the other 

chapters.  It begins with the socio-political context of the Migabac speakers in Papua 

New Guinea.  It then provides a brief phonological description that also describes the 

morphophonemic processes and introduces the orthography used in the text examples.  A 

grammatical description from the morpheme to the basic sentence level is given that 

presents the information from McEvoy (2002) in reduced form with revisions based upon 

further understanding and re-analysis of the Migabac language since that time. 

Chapter 3 examines Migabac narrative discourse as found in the corpus of eleven 

third person narrative texts.  The full interlinear texts of the Cassowary story and the 

story of when they shot Sangamu, with literal and free translations, are given at the 

beginning of the chapter.  These two stories provide the primary source for illustration 

and examples when describing different aspects of narrative discourse.  An analysis of 

the plot structure of these two texts is presented along with the surface structure features 

from the text corpus as they relate to plot structure.  This is followed by an analysis of the 

various forms utilized in the participant reference system that explains the different 
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functions of the forms in the context of narrative discourse.  The basic function of the 

Switch reference system is explained, and an analysis of the anomalous forms of Switch 

reference as found in the narrative texts is provided.  Finally, some additional features 

that provide cohesion within a narrative are explained. 

Chapter 4 describes the forms and functions of interclausal relations as found in 

the text corpus.  The notional relations between clauses, as described by Longacre (1996), 

provide a framework to illustrate the functions of the various forms that constitute 

interclausal relations.  The forms of interclausal relations are organized into four main 

types: coordinated sentences, clause chains, subordinated clauses, and quotation.  

Relative clauses are structurally very similar to other subordinate clauses in Migabac, so 

they are also described in the same context. 

Chapter 5 builds upon the notional relations presented in chapter 4 to describe 

intersentential relations found in the text corpus.  In addition, dialogue structure, as found 

in the narrative texts, is described.  The patterns of intersentential relations provide a 

means to establish a paragraph structure that can be divided between two types: chaining 

paragraphs and thematic paragraphs. 

Chapter 6 concludes the thesis by showing how the findings can be applied to 

evaluating translated material.  A draft Migabac translation of the story of Cain and Abel 

from Genesis 4:1-16 is used as a sample.  I made proposals to create a more natural text 

based upon the results of the analysis of Migabac narrative plot structure, participant 

reference patterns, Switch reference, interclausal relations, and intersentential relations. 
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Chapter 2: The Migabac Language 

The Migabac language (Ethnologue code- mpp) is a non-Austronesian (Papuan) 

language that belongs to the Trans-New Guinea phylum, Main Section, Central and 

Western, Huon-Finisterre stock, Eastern Huon Family (Gordon 2005).  The following 

languages are categorized in the same family: Dedua, Kâte, Kosorong, Kube, Mape, 

Momare, and Sene (McElhanon 1984:15). 

2.1. Speakers of Migabac and their socio-political context 

It is important to recognize that a study of the Migabac language is not an isolated 

academic pursuit, but it is based upon the context of a group of people who are using this 

language daily as an important part of their culture and life.  Much can be learned of 

these people through the study of their language.  The following provides some 

background to the context of these people. 

The Migabac language group consists of seven main villages with a population of 

1,670 (National Statistical Office 2002).  The villages are located on the eastern coast and 

coastal mountains of the Huon Peninsula between the Masaweng and Tewea rivers as 

part of the Sialum district in Morobe province.  Three other villages that border the 

Dedua area and one other village that borders the Kâte area speak both Migabac and the 

corresponding neighboring language, bringing the total number of Migabac speakers to 

around 2,600. 

The Dedua language group is located to the west.  The Ono language group lies to 

the north with the Kâte language group to the south.  Kâte is used as the �church� 
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language throughout these language groups, and was the lingua franca of the region 

before Melanesian Pidgin, also known as Tok Pisin, became widely used. 

Map 1. Migabac area in Papua New Guinea 

 
 

There are two main dialects of the Migabac language.  The dialects are divided 

between the villages of Walingai and Hudewa to the north and Kapawa, Daumbole, 

Tanka, and Butengka to the south.  The central village of Ago exhibits some dialectical 

variations, primarily lexical, but is quite similar to the southern dialect.  The Ethnologue 

lists Ago as a distinct dialect (Gordon 2005). 

The people meet most of their needs from the resources that they can gather or 

grow.  They are excellent gardeners, and because of their location, they are able to grow a 

variety of produce that can be found in both the lowlands and highlands of Papua New 

Guinea.  The people raise pigs, chickens, cows and goats, and hunt for small game that is 

in the jungle.  People on the coast go fishing in the ocean. 
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They often sell some of their produce at local markets to provide some cash 

income.  People in the villages on the coast can process and sell copra, while those at 

higher elevations grow and sell coffee beans.  Some are experimenting with raising other 

cash crops such as vanilla, spices, and rice. 

They build their homes primarily from materials that they gather in the jungle.  

Their carpentry skills are exhibited in their efficient use of resources that include 

hand-hewn planks, woven bamboo blinds, and thatched roofs. 

Transportation to the area can be difficult.  There are no air strips within the 

langauge group.  A road that passes through the two coastal villages connects 

Finschhaffen to Sialum.  However, this road can be impassable due to heavy rains, high 

rivers, and poor maintenance.  Passenger boat service is available from Finschhaffen to 

the larger coastal city of Lae, so people are able to travel to a large town and other areas 

of Papua New Guinea if they have a reason and the fare for transportation.  Well used 

foot paths through the mountainous area connect the other villages together. 

Formal educational opportunities in the area are limited.  Many of the younger 

generation have attended government-sponsored community schools.  These are taught in 

English, and go through sixth grade.  Only one of these schools is found within the 

Migabac language group itself, and it only serves one of the Migabac villages.  Some 

students have progressed into high school, but few have finished grade ten.  Many of the 

older generation attended schools for two years.  These were taught by the Lutheran 

mission in the Kâte language.  Recently, some children have attended informal village 

level schools taught in the Migabac language, and two villages have started 
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government-sponsored schools taught in the local language for the first three years of 

education. 

The people continue to use the Migabac language as the preferred language in all 

contexts in the village, and with one another when traveling outside of their area.  The 

children learn Migabac as their first language.  Many adults are bilingual with at least one 

of the neighboring languages to at least some degree.  Most of the people can also 

communicate in Melanesian Pidgin, or Tok Pisin, and they utilize Tok Pisin when 

communicating with those from outside their area who do not share a common local 

language.  The Kâte language is still used for parts of the Lutheran church services, but 

its use is fading, and most have little understanding of that language. 

2.2. Phonology 

The following phonological description of Migabac is summarized from sections 

of McEvoy (2005).  All analysis is based upon the southern dialect.  See McEvoy (2005) 

for further evidence and analysis, as well as discussion of vowel sequences and complex 

nuclei, stress, and intonation. 

2.2.1. Phonemes 

The consonants are presented in Table 3.  The glottal stop is an archiphoneme as 

discussed at the end of this section. 
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Table 3. Consonant phonemes 

 Place/ 
Manner 

Labial Alveolar Palatal Velar Labial-velar Glottal 

     
Plosive 

     

Fricative      

Affricate      

Nasal      

Lateral      

Approximant      

 
Each of the consonants is listed below with its phonemic symbol.  A phonetic 

description and samples from a corpus of 390 mono-morphemic words are given in 

various contexts.  Minimal pairs are included, when possible, between phonetically 

similar segments.  Other similar segments can be contrasted based upon analogous 

environments found in the sample words below.  Note that in the phonemic spelling, the 

ties are dropped from the affricates and labial-velars, and /y/ is utilized for the palatal 

approximant. 

/p/ is realized by 
 [], voiceless bilabial plosive 
  [] �stone� 
  [] �large spear� 
  [] �fireplace rim� 
 
/b/ is realized by 
 [], voiced bilabial plosive 
  [] �pig� 
  [] �basket� 
  [] �group' (Noun) 
 

/t/ is realized by 
 [], voiceless alveolar plosive 
  [] �Chinese taro� 
  [] �grandmother� 
  [m] �knife� 
  [] �empty shell� 
 
/d/ is realized by 
 [], voiced alveolar plosive 
  [] �night� 
  [] �girl� 
  [] �boy� 
  [] �noise� 
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/k/ is realized by 
 [], voiceless velar plosive 
  [] �mango� 
  [] �meat� 
  [] �3� 
 
/g/ is realized by 
 [], voiced velar plosive 
  [] �tail� 
  [] �leg� 
  [] �trap' (Noun) 
 
/kp/ is realized by 
 [], voiceless labial-velar plosive 
  [ �cucumber� 
  [] �shirt� 
  [] �knock' (Noun) 
 
/gb/ is realized by 
 [], voiced labial-velar plosive 
  [] �wind' (Noun) 
  [] �bush nut� 
  [] �finger� 
 
/f/ is realized by 
 [], voiceless labiodental fricative 
  [] �hill� 
  [] �master� 
  [] �fireplace� 
 
/s/ is realized by 
 [], voiceless alveolar fricative 
  [] �blood� 
  [] �air� 
  [] �stubborn� 
 
/h/ is realized by 
 [], voiceless glottal fricative 
  [] �snake� 
 

/dz/ is realized by 
 [], voiced alveolar affricate 
  [] �number� 
 
// is realized by 
 [], voiceless velar labialized 
plosive with simultaneous release 
  [] �sprout� 
  [ �he breaks� 
 
/m/ is realized by 
 [], voiced bilabial nasal 
  [] �what� (Interrog) 
  [] �father� 
 
/n/ is realized by 
 [], voiced alveolar nasal 
  [] �I� 
  [] �bird� 
  [] �uncle� 
 
// is realized by 
 [], voiced velar nasal 
  [] �and� 
  [] �man� 
  [] �light� 
  [] �star� 
  [] �cliff� 
 
/l/ is realized by 
 [], voiced alveolar lateral 
  [] �bow' (Noun) 
  [] �green snake� 
 
/y/ is realized by 
 [], voiced palatal approximant 
  [] �he/she/it� 
  [] �taro� 
  [] �plenty� 
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/w/ is realized by 
 [], voiced labial-velar approximant 
  [] �sun� 
 

 [], glottal stop 
  [] �tree� 
  [] �banana�

Note that [] and [] are not contrastive for some speakers.  Some speakers 

utilize only [], and others exhibit free variation. 

The glottal stop is an archiphoneme, that is, a neutralization of the voiceless 

plosives in syllable final position.  It is written with its own symbol orthographically.

The five vowels of Migabac are presented in Table 4. 

Table 4. Vowel phonemes 

  Front Central Back 
Close   

Mid   

Open   

 
A phonetic description and sample words of each of the vowels are listed below. 

/i/ is realized by 
 [], close front unrounded vowel 
  [] �grasshopper� 
  [] �mountain� 
 
/e/ is realized by 
 [], mid front unrounded vowel 
  [] �how many� 
  [] �garden� 
 
/a/ is realized by 
 [], open central unrounded vowel 
  [] �friend� 
  [] �sweet potato� 

/u/ is realized by 
 [], high back rounded vowel 
  [] �long bamboo� 
  [] �swing� 
  [] �air� 
 
/o/ is realized by 
 [], mid back rounded vowel 
  [] �cousin� 
  [] �spear� 
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2.2.2. Syllable structure 

The maximal syllable template of Migabac is a CVC pattern.  The monosyllabic 

words in Table 5 below illustrate the possible syllable structures. 

Table 5. Syllable Types 

CV  �door� 
VC  �noise� 
V  �that� (Demonstrative) 
CVC  �finger� 

 
In Table 6, representatives of the possible positions (word initial, medial, final) of 

syllable types that have been identified in mono-morphemic words are listed.  Those with 

adjacent vowels are ambiguous, but provide the best examples available. 

Table 6. Syllable type distribution 

CV  �sweet potato� 

VC 






�house corner�

�bad�

�morning�

V 






�girl�

�guava�

�kangaroo�

CVC 






�mango�

�moon�

�flame�

 
In the Migabac language, any consonant, except for the glottal stop, may be used 

in onset position.  The only consonants allowed in the coda are the glottal stop and a 

homorganic nasal that is always velar when it is not followed by another consonant 

within the same phonological word.  Therefore, the only consonant cluster found across 
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syllable boundaries is a homorganic nasal or a glottal stop followed by another 

consonant. 

The general stress pattern in Migabac is primary stress on the first syllable with an 

alternating secondary stress that decreases in intensity across the phonological word.  

However, stress is not always consistent.  In a reading test of long words, a variation was 

found, with some readers placing primary stress on the second syllable, again with an 

alternating stress pattern.  This is found in natural speech as well.  Adjectives, which are 

often three syllables, are consistently stressed on the penultimate syllable.  Vowel 

sequences often function as a unit in the alternating stress pattern. 

2.2.3. Morphophonemics 

Morphophonemic processes in the Migabac language are relatively simple.  

Morphophonemic alternations can be divided between those that occur with enclitics and 

those that occur with suffixes of the complex verbal morphology. 

The assimilation of syllable final [] applies across morpheme boundaries within 

the same phonological word. 

The postpositions are enclitics that fulfill case roles.  They are phonologically 

bound to the phrase that they govern.  This is most apparent in the nasal assimilation that 

occurs with words ending with [].  The postpositions and their alternations followed by 

examples are in Table 7.  The alternations are based on whether or not the final phone of 

the previous word is a consonant or vowel. 
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Table 7. Postpositions 

 C= V= 
 �dog� 
 �stone� 

 �man� 
 �knife� 

 �niece� 
 �taro� 

Instrumental = =   

Genitive = =   

Locative 
(inanimate) 

= =   

Locative 
(animate) 

= =   

Comitative = =   

 
In addition, a set of possessive agreement suffixes reveals the phonological unity 

in the nasal assimilation that occurs across the morpheme boundary, as seen in Table 8.  

The result of two adjacent nasals is realized as length, as in  �my niece�. 

Table 8. Possessive agreement suffixes 

 Possessive  �dog�  �man�  �niece� 
1S -   

2S -   

3S -   

1D -   

23D -   

1P -   

23P -   

 
The possessive agreement suffix combined with the =wa locative postposition 

results in a contracted form in which the final vowel of the suffix becomes /a/, as in 

Table 9. 
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Table 9. Possessive with locative postposition 

 Possessive 
with locative 

 �dog�  �man�  �niece� 

1S -   

2S -   

3S -   

1D -   

23D -   

1P -   

23P -   

 
Verbs in Migabac can optionally bear an Object agreement suffix, then one or two 

optional aspectual suffixes.  This is followed by a mandatory portmanteau suffix that 

shows either tense/mood or SWITCH REFERENCE marking and that includes Subject 

agreement.  Example (1) illustrates three suffixes on a verb. 

(1) ---
break -3S.O -IMPERF �1P.PRES 
�We habitually break it.� 

A morphophonemic alternation is apparent when some Object agreement or 

aspectual suffixes are attached to the verb root, as in the suffix [-()] in example (2) 

below.  These suffixes begin with a glottal stop that is retained and associated with the 

preceding syllable when the verb root ends in a vowel.  The glottal stop is deleted when it 

follows a consonant because of the syllable distribution restriction. 

(2) --    --
cover-3S.O-3S.PRES  take-3S.O-3S.PRES 
�He covers it.�    �He takes it.� 

2.2.4. Orthography 

The Migabac orthography follows the phonemic system described above, as 

shown in Table 10 with some symbols being different than those used for phonemes. 
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Table 10. Orthography chart 

/                       / 
< a b d dz e f g gb h i k kp kw l,r2 m n ng o p s t u w y c > 
 

The allophone //, an archiphoneme of the voiceless plosives, is written as <c> 

following the standard set in the region by the Kâte and Dedua orthographies. 

Assimilation of // in syllable final position is written phonetically (i.e. <m> or 

<n>) rather than the underlying phoneme in both morpheme-internal and 

morphophonemic alternations. 

All Migabac text in this thesis is written in the orthography unless otherwise 

marked. 

2.3. Grammar 

This section provides a summary of the grammar of the language from morpheme 

to sentence level.  Examples are taken from the eleven narrative texts when possible. 

2.3.1. Word classes 

Word classes in Migabac can be divided between the open word classes of nouns 

and verbs and the closed word classes that include pro-forms, demonstratives, quantifiers, 

conjunctions, adverbs, and postpositions.  Adjectives exist only as a derived category, 

and will be described in derivational morphology in the next section. 

                                                 
2 The northern dialect distinguishes between [] and [].  The southern dialect analyzed 

here only utilizes [], but they sometimes write borrowed proper names with an <r> as in 
the source language even though they pronounce them with a []. 
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2.3.1.1. Nouns 

There is a large open class of nouns.  Nouns function as the arguments of verbs 

and complements of postpositions.  In example (3), the nouns translated as �day� and 

�jungle� are the complements of the postpositions that follow them.  The noun �vine� is 

the Object of the verb.  The Subject marker on �father� is discussed later. 

(3) � wenac monic=ka mamac-ngineng=ti kate=wa hike-lu 
� day  one=to  father-their=SUB  jungle=to go-SEQ.SS 
muc lo-wec 
vine put-3S.REM.PAST 
�� one day their father went to the jungle and put a vine (trap).� 

Nouns can also function as the Subject or complement in a non-verbal equative 

clause (i.e. a clause with a null copula). 

(4) ngic yaeckang haegba 
man two  brothers 
�Two men (were) brothers.� 

Nouns do not take any of the tense or mood suffixes found on verbs.  They are 

divided into two classes based upon animacy.  This division determines which of two 

locative postpositions govern the noun.  Animate nouns take the locative postposition 

=ta, while inanimate nouns take the locative postposition =ka. 

(5) a. mac=ka le-wec. 
 house=to go-3S.REM.PAST 
 �He went to the house.� 
 
b. ngic=ta le-wec. 
 man=to go-3S.REM.PAST 
 �He went to the man.� 

Nouns do not need to be grammatically divided into alienable and inalienable 

classes.  Nouns encoding such notions as kinship and body parts are typically possessed, 
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but not always.  Thus, this is simply a semantic distinction and is not grammatically 

necessary.  Example (6) demonstrates a possessed �leg� followed by an example of an 

unpossessed �leg�. 

(6) a. muc=ti  hige-ina ba=wec 
   vine=SUB leg-on.its hold=3S.REM.PAST 
  �a vine held on its leg.� 
 
b. kesowa=di   hige wicke-lu � 
  cassowary=SUB leg  kick-SEQ.SS 
  �The cassowary kicked a leg.� 

It is clear in the context of the story that the �leg� is in reference to the 

cassowary�s leg. 

2.3.1.2. Verbs 

The verb carries the greatest functional load in the language.  The characteristic 

function of verbs is to be the predicate of a clause.  Verbs can be inflected with a wide 

variety of morphology that indicates: 1) person and number of the Subject, 2) person and 

number of the Object, 3) whether or not the Subject of the current clause and that of the 

following clause are co-referential, 4) tense, 5) aspect, and 6) mode.  Much, and 

sometimes all, of the information given in a clause is supplied by the verb and its 

suffixes. 

Morphological Transitivity 

Verb roots belong to three different morphological classes based on transitivity.  

This division is not necessarily parallel with syntactic transitivity, that is, whether the 

verb takes an Object, but it is based upon a morphological distinction that determines the 

placement of the Object or Benefactive Object agreement suffixes with verb stems.  This 
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is distinguished from transitivity as it is normally understood, whether or not a verb takes 

an Object, by identifying it as morphological transitivity. 

Morphologically intransitive verbs, such as the following, cannot take any Object 

agreement markers: ngaegac �he knows�, fikegac �he appears�, and fitogac �he blows�.  

These verbs can be syntactically transitive, as in example (7), but they can never receive 

an Object agreement marker.  No reason has been found that explains why certain 

syntactically transitive verbs cannot receive an Object agreement marker. 

(7) dac  fito-gaic 
fire  blow-3D.PRES 
�They blew a fire.� 

The existential verbs are a subset of the intransitive verbs and are used to identify 

existence and, sometimes, posture.  These verbs are also syntactically intransitive in that 

they never occur with an Object.  In Table 11, a complete list of the existential verbs is 

given. 

Table 11. Existential Verbs 

fa-gac �he lies� 
ngie-gac �he sits� 
doma-gac �he stands� 
ga-gac �he exists� 
ai-gac �he does� 
fike-gac �he appears� 
fale-gac �he continues to exist� 
moto-gac �it reaches completion� 

 
The first three refer to the state of the Subject�s posture in relation to their 

existence.  Thus, a person could be the Subject of any of the three.  A tree could be 

standing or lying.  A rock may be sitting.  The verb gagac �he exists� is a simple 

statement of existence. 
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Although aigac �he does� seems to be an active verb, it refers to a state of action 

rather than to the action itself, and functions more like the other existential verbs.  Some 

of its inflected forms also frequently function as a conjunction as discussed later. 

The last three verbs in Table 11 above refer to a state of existence that 

incorporates a lexicalization of aspect.  The first, fikegac �he appears�, is a lexicalization 

of inceptive aspect, with focus on the beginning of an event.  The second is a 

lexicalization of imperfective aspect, viewing the event in process, with the final verb 

lexicalizing completive aspect, focusing on the completion of an event. 

Morphologically transitive verbs include an Object agreement suffix.  It is 

required for some verbs such as the following:  fosaegac �he shapes it�, mengockegac �he 

brings it�, and tengkegac �he carries it�.  For others, such as mulugac �he shoots�, it is 

optional.  Experiential verbs that would be passive or intransitive in English are 

morphologically transitive in Migabac.  These are involuntary changes of state or attitude 

that affect the experiencer.  In these verbs, the experiencer is encoded as Object, which is 

identified by the verbal Object agreement marker.  These include verbs as in example (8). 

(8) a. alic-ke-gac 
  cause.anger-3S.O-3S.PRES 
  �It angers him. 
 
b. angac-ke-gac 
  cause.happiness-3S.O-3S.PRES 
  �It makes him happy. 

Morphologically ditransitive verbs can optionally receive either an Object 

agreement suffix or a Benefactive Object agreement suffix.  Some, such as uwagac �he 

asks�, cannot take an Object agreement suffix.  A list of representative ditransitive verbs 
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with no Object agreement, Object agreement, and Benefactive Object agreement 

respectively are in Table 12.  All forms are shown with the -gac third singular present 

tense suffix. 

Table 12. Ditransitive verbs 

no O AGR gloss O AGR gloss BEN.O AGR gloss 

ba-gac �he gets� ba-cgu-gac �he gets you� ba-gele-gac 
�he gets 

for you� 

bafua-gac �he finds� bafua-cgu-gac �he finds you� bafua-gele-gac 
�he finds 

for you� 

hi-gac �he bites� hi-cgu-gac �he bites you� hi-gele-gac 
�he bites 

for you� 

lo-gac �he puts lo-cgu-gac �he puts you� lo-gele-gac 
�he puts 

for you� 

mi-gac �he says�   mi-gele-gac 
�he says to 

you� 

we-gac �he cuts� we-cgu-gac �he cuts you� we-gele-gac 
�he cuts 

for you� 

uwa-gac �he asks�   uwa-gele-gac 
�he asks to 

you� 
 

Object agreement suffixes occur immediately after the verb root, thus preceding 

all other suffixes.  The suffixes agree in person (first, second, third) and number 

(singular, dual, plural) with the Object or Benefactive Object of the verb, which may or 

may not be stated within the clause.  A verb cannot receive both an Object agreement and 

Benefactive Object agreement suffix.  The paradigms are listed in Table 13 and Table 14. 

Table 13. Object Agreement suffixes 

 S D P 
1 -(c)nu -(c)nopa -(c)noba 
2 -(c)gu -(c)ngepa -(c)ngeba 
3 -(c)(k)e -(c)(y)epa -(c)eba 
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Table 14. Benefactive Object Agreement suffixes 

 S D P 
1 -nele -note -nole 
2 -gele -ngete -ngele 
3 -(c)no -yete -yele 

 
A reflexive suffix �nagu is also used in the same slot as the Object agreement 

suffixes of Table 13 above in transitive verbs.  This suffix is used for all persons and 

number, and identifies the Object as being co-referential with the Subject.  The result is 

either a reflexive or reciprocal construction.  When the agent is singular, that agent both 

produces and receives the action.  When the agent is plural, they perform the action to 

each other, as in example (9). 

(9) we-nagu-gabiec 
hit-REFL-3D.PRES 
�They hit each other.� 

The verb meaning �give� is analyzed as an Object-nucleus verb.  That is, rather 

than having an identifiable verb root with an Object agreement suffix, the verb root has 

separate suppletive forms in which the Object agreement is incorporated into the verb 

root.  The Dedua language has about six Object-nucleus verbs (Ceder 1983), but only 

�give� has been identified in Migabac.  The verb stems are identical to the Benefactive 

Object agreement suffixes, except for 3S.  This variation may have arisen to distinguish 

lacnogac �he gives him� from nogac �he eats�.  These Object-nucleus verbs do not take 

Object agreement suffixes.  Example (10) illustrates the use of this verb. 
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(10) a. naka lacno-gac 
  axe  give.him-3S.PRES 
  �He gives him an axe.� 
 
b. madec  yengi  homu  monic nole-ibong. 
  boy they.SUB coconut one  give.us-3P.REM.PAST 
  �The boys, they gave us one coconut.� 

Tense and mood 

Fully inflected verbs are divided into two groups based on their morphology: 

medial and final verbs.  A sentence in Migabac can consist of a clause chain made up of a 

series of clauses with medial verbs that concludes with a clause containing a final verb.  

A sentence such as example (11) containing ten clauses and translated from �The 

Cassowary story� is a long example but not uncommon. 

(11) �Their mother came-saw the cassowary & it stood & she threw a knife & cut 
the cassowary on the neck & it kicked its leg & missed their mother & broke a 
tree in half & their mother was surprised & her hands and legs shook & she 
stood.� 

In example (11), an ampersand �&� is written in the translation to separate each 

clause in the chain.  Medial clauses are not marked for tense and mood, but receive their 

tense and mood from the final clause in the sentence.  The first clause contains a serial 

verb construction �came-saw� that constitutes a single clause.  Each of the verbs in the 

first nine clauses is a medial verb with only the last verb �she stood� receiving a final verb 

suffix.  The use of these two types of verbs in sentence and discourse structure is 

described later.  This section presents their forms and basic functions. 

Final verbs receive a portmanteau tense or modal suffix that also indicates the 

person and number of the Subject of the final clause.  In the dual and plural forms, the 

distinction is between first and non-first person.  Some forms, such as the non-first person 
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plural present tense, contain a contracted form that is used in free variation with the 

longer forms.  A list of the final suffixes is in Table 15 and Table 16. 

Table 15. Tense suffixes 

 Remote Past Near Past Present Future Remote Future 
1S -iba -bac -gabac -dacte -noagabac 

2S -ing -mec 
-gamec 
-gic 

-damecte 
-noagamec 
-noagic 

3S -wec -yec -gac -daicte -noagac 
1D -ibec -belec -gabelec -dabelecte -noagabelec 

23D -iboc -biec 
-gabiec 
-gaic 

-dabiecte 
-daicte 

-noagabiec 
-noagaic 

1P -ibeng -beleng -gabeleng -dabelengte -noagabeleng 

23P -ibong -bieng 
-gabieng 
-gaing 

-dabiengte 
-daingte 

-noagabieng 
-noagaing 

 
The tense suffixes are indicative mood.  The basic use of each of the five tenses is 

as follows.  The remote past tense refers to events that happened before yesterday.  The 

near past tense refers to events that occurred yesterday or earlier today.  The present tense 

refers to events that just happened recently, or are in the process of happening.  The 

future tense refers to events that have not yet happened, but are expected to occur within 

the next year or so.  The remote future suffix is used for events that will occur more than 

a year from now, or whose distant occurrence is in doubt. 

The modal suffixes, in Table 16, are a continuation of the final suffixes and, by 

their nature, refer to events that have not occurred. 
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Table 16. Modal suffixes 

 Imperative Hortative Hypothetical Contrafactual Desiderative 
1S  -dac -dacka -daba 

2S 
-c 
-nong 

-damec -damecka -deng 

3S -na -daic -daicka -dec 
1D -nac -dabelec -dabelecka -dabec 
23D -nic -dabiec -dabiecka -daboc 
1P -nang -dabeleng -dabelengka -dabeng 

23P -ning 
-dabieng 
-daing 

-dabiengka 
-daingka 

-dabong 

-noga 

 
The imperative mood is used in strong commands.  In first person dual or plural, 

it would be translated into English something like �let us�.  The hortative mood is used in 

requests to do something and in exhortations.  It functions as a �polite imperative�.  The 

hypothetical mood refers to events that are possible but have not occurred.  The 

contrafactual mood refers to possible events that did not occur because something 

prevented the event.  These contrafactual forms rarely occur in any texts that have been 

collected.  The desiderative mood uses the same form for all persons and number to 

express desired or planned action. 

Switch reference 

Medial verbs have a switch-reference suffix that indicates whether or not the 

Subject of the current clause is co-referential with that of the following clause.  The 

suffixes also distinguish simultaneous (SIM) versus sequential (SEQ) action in relation to 

the following clause.  The Different Subject (DS) markers indicate the person and 

number of the Subject of the current clause.  The Same Subject (SS) markers indicate that 

the current and following clauses have co-referential Subjects.  All medial verbs receive 
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their tense and mood from the final verb of the sentence in which they occur.  A list of 

the medial verb suffix forms is given in Table 17. 

Table 17. Medial switch-reference suffixes 

 SEQ.DS SIM.DS3 SEQ.SS SIM.SS 
1S -be -ebe 
2S -ng -eng 
3S -me -eme 
1D -bec -ebec 
23D -boc -eboc 
1P -beng -ebeng 
23P -bong -ebong 

-lu -la 

 
In addition to the above forms, another suffix �(c)gu adds the component of 

durative aspect, since it indicates prolonged action of the verb.  When used on its own, it 

indicates Same Subject.  It can also precede any of the Different Subject markers to add 

the component of durative aspect. 

Aspect 

The aspect suffixes in Table 18 optionally precede the final and medial verb 

suffixes. 

Table 18. Aspect suffixes 

Inclusive -(y)acke4 
Imperfective -(c)ai 
Continuous -gi 

 
The inclusive suffix -acke is used to emphasize the inclusion of everyone or 

everything involved.  It can also refer to the extent of the action.  Action that occurs 
                                                 
3 The =wa locative postposition is often utilized in combination with the simultaneous 

Different Subject suffixation. See the discussion before example (100) for more 
information. 

4 Some dialects use �fole rather than �acke. 
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either continuously or on a habitual basis is designated by the imperfective suffix -ai, 

which is only used with the present tense.  An action that will not stop is identified by the 

continuous suffix �gi, which is only used with the future tense.  This also rarely occurs in 

the data. 

2.3.1.3. Adjectives 

Adjectives have an adjectival �(c)ne suffix, which indicates that they are only a 

derived category.  For some roots, only the adjective form is in use.  Adjectives normally 

function as attributive modifiers within a noun phrase, but they can also function as 

complements or adjuncts in a clause when used substantivally.  See Table 27 in 

derivational morphology, section 2.3.2.1, for representative adjectives and related 

derivations. 

2.3.1.4. Closed word classes 

Pro-forms 

The pro-forms are used in much the same way as the NP constituents they 

represent, occurring in the same syntactic position.  Pro-forms are also used in participant 

tracking. 

Because the verb morphology indicates the identity of the Subject and sometimes 

the Object, use of personal pro-forms is not syntactically obligatory.  However, they are 

frequently used for clarity or emphasis, even when the verbal morphology makes them 

unnecessary.  The possessive agreement suffixes are included with the personal 

pro-forms because their referent can be outside of the noun phrase in which they occur.  

A chart of the personal pro-forms and possessive agreement suffixes are in Table 19.  The 
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personal pro-form with the Subject marker and the possessive agreement suffix with the 

locative postposition are contracted forms. 

Table 19. Personal pro-forms & possessive agreement 

 Personal Personal with 
Subject marker 

Emphatic Intensive Possessive Possessive with 
Locative 

1S na nani neicne naneuc -ne -na 
2S ga gagi geicne gageuc -gone -gona 
3S ye yei~yedi yeicne yeuc -ine -ina 
1S noke noki nokilec nokuuc -nonggec -nonggac 
2D ngeke ngeki ngekilec ngekuuc -nginec -nginac 
3D yeke yeki yekilec yekuuc -nginec -nginac 
1P nonge nongi nongileng nongung -nonggeng -nonggang 
2P ngenge ngengi ngengileng ngengung -ngineng -nginang 
3P yenge yengi yengileng yengung -ngineng -nginang 

 
Most of the interrogative pro-forms are based on two primary interrogative 

formatives, ma �who� and we �what�, as shown in Table 20. 

Table 20. Interrogative pro-forms 

ma �who, what� (did that) 
ma dameng=ka �when� (lit. at what time) 
oma �what� (tell me) 
oma=le �why� 
oma=wa �to what� (near only) 
weni �which, who� 
wenuc, weninguc  �how� 
wenu=wa~ wenuc=ka �where� 
we �what (did you say)� 
edomeng �how many, how much� 

 
The interrogative pro-forms function syntactically like the other pro-forms.  That 

is, they can occur in the same position substantivally within a clause as the corresponding 

constituent in a non-interrogative sentence.  They can also modify a noun as in ngic weni 

�which man�. 
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Demonstratives 

The demonstratives, as listed in Table 21, fulfill various functions as described 

below. 

Table 21. Demonstratives 

yago �this� 
yogo �that� 
yanguc �like this� 
inguc �like that� 
kec �this here� 
edi �that there� 
ya �here� 
i �that� 

 
Yago �this� is a near demonstrative that usually modifies a noun as a determiner in 

reference to something being nearby, either physically or contextually.  It can also 

function as a substantive to encode a clausal argument.  The remote demonstrative, yogo 

�that�, functions the same as its near demonstrative counterpart yago.  It indicates that an 

Object is out of reach.  Like yago, it can function as the determiner of a noun, and can 

function substantivally to encode clausal arguments. 

Yanguc �like this� is a cataphoric demonstrative that points to what comes ahead, 

and often refers to something that is to be said or thought.  The counterpart to yanguc is 

the anaphoric demonstrative inguc �like that�.  It functions in the same way, except it 

points to something mentioned previously. 

Kec �this here� is a proclitic placed before a near demonstrative to emphasize an 

Object near by, either visually or something recently mentioned. 

The proclitic edi �that there� identifies something still within sight but at a further 

distance. 
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Ya �here� is used in the same �nearby� sense as yago �this�.  It fulfills a more 

emphatic locative function than yago. 

The i �that�, as a determiner, fills an emphatic role more than a deictic role.  It 

focuses on one item in contrast to another.  It is also frequently used anaphorically as a 

demonstrative to refer to something in the previous context. 

Numeracy 

In everyday speech, the numbering system from Melanesian Pidgin or English is 

normally used, although the vernacular numerals for one through three are sometimes 

used.  Their numbering system can be extended based on the number of hands (�5� each) 

or men (�20� each).  However, this quickly becomes cumbersome, so anything over five 

is rarely used.  A sample of the potential numbering system is listed in Table 22. 

Table 22. Numerals 

moniang �one� 
yaeckang �two� 
habackang �three� 
yaec nga yaec �four� (lit. two and two) 
mole monic �five� (lit. one hand) 
habac nga habac �six� (lit. three and three) 
mole monic nga yaec �seven� (lit. one hand and two) 
Mole yaeckang �ten� (lit. two hands) 
Ngic monic �twenty� (lit. one man) 

 
Sequence can be shown by the following expressions: molic-molic �first�, 

kebang(ine) �middle�, and lobe(ine) �last�, or dic(ine) �last-born�. 

The quantifiers in Table 23 can modify nouns or be used as a substantive.  The 

final three in the list are enclitics and can only be used with a noun phrase. 
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Table 23. Quantifiers 

bocyac �plenty� 
sasawa �all� 
monic �one� 
susugu �every� 
sugu �only� 
homacne �many� 
neboc �part� 
gocne �some� 
=kec �Dual� 
=foc �Plural� 
=soc �all� 

Conjunctions 

The conjunctions are listed in Table 24. 

Table 24. Conjunctions 

nga(c) �and� 
me �or� 
so �so� 
o.k. �o.k.� 
ine �however� 
entac(ka) �if� 

 
The conjunction nga �and� is the most common coordinate conjunction.  It can 

coordinate words, phrases and sentence. 

The conjunction me �or� can also join words, phrases, and sentences in an 

alternative relation.  It is homophonous with the sentence final question marker. 

The conjunctions so �so� and o.k. �o.k.� seem to be borrowed expressions.  

However, they differ from their English counterparts in that they only serve to indicate a 

new section at a section break. 
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The conjunction ine �however� serves to indicate contrast or counter-expectation.  

It is employed frequently in spoken speech, but native speakers often choose to minimize 

its occurrence when editing transcriptions. 

Entac(ka) �if� is one structure used to introduce a condition.  It is rare in natural 

texts. 

Negation 

The following three forms of negation are utilized in the Migabac language.  A 

verb is negated when it is immediately preceded by mi �not�.  A negative answer is 

indicated by miyac �no�.  The verb form mikac �be without� indicates non-existence.  It is 

a defective form since it does not receive any of the normal verbal morphology.  It can 

indicate the lack of something, such as nosing mikac �There is no food�. 

Adverbs 

In general, the primary purpose of adverbs is to modify verbs and adjectives.  

Other expressions that do not fit within the other categories are also included here.  A list 

of adverbs is in Table 25. 
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Table 25. Adverbs 

benang �very� (good) 
sanang �very� (strong) 
hatac �again� 
moc �just� (limiting) 
biac �already, quickly� 
bucnac �unintentionally� 
hocne �only� 
sifu �unexpectedly� 
=bac �first� 
=mac �little� (diminutive) 
=toa �great� 
=hac �also� 
=yac �same� 

Postpositions 

The postpositions have already been introduced in section 2.2.3 above.  

Postpositions identify case roles that are the relation of the phrases to the verb.  Since 

they are phonologically bound to the end of the phrase that they govern, they are 

enclitics.  Their normal use is with nominal phrases to identify the adjunct role in a 

clause. 

Their use extends beyond the normal use of case since they can also govern 

clauses.  In this role, they are subordinators, as introduced in section 2.3.3.4 and 

described in detail in section 4.2.3 below. 

The case role and glosses of the postpositions with nominal phrases are identified 

in Table 26.  The ablative postposition always follows a locative postposition or the 

contracted possessive locative.  It is analyzed as a single compounded postposition.  The 

morphophonemic alternation when a postposition follows a consonant is given in 

parentheses. 
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Table 26. Postpositions 

Postposition Case role Gloss 
=le (=te) Genitive �of, for� 
=wa (=ka) Locative (inanimate) �to, in, at� 
=la (=ta) Locative (animate) �to, in, at� 
=(wa)cni (=(ka)cni) Ablative �from, out� 
=holec (=kolec) Comitative �with� 
=di (=ti) Instrumental �with� 

 
The genitive postposition =le indicates possession or association between its 

complement and the following noun.  This can be compared to the possessive agreement 

suffix, which is bound to a single noun and shows agreement in person and number to its 

possessor.  Often, a clause can be structured using either form with the same basic 

meaning, as in the two clauses from the same text in example.  The use of a personal 

pro-form with the genitive postposition emphasizes the ownership or close association 

more than the possessive agreement suffix. 

(12) a .� lue-ine falec=ka lo-wec 
  � bone-his shelf=on put-3S.REM.PAST 
�She put his bones on the shelf.� 
 
b.  � yenge=le lue  ya  hocne ngigac  sugucne 
  �they=of  bones here only woman  big 
 noc-ai-gac 
 eat-IMPERF-3S.PRES 
  ��Only their bones (remain) here, the old woman is eating them.�� 

The optional Subject marker =di is homophonous with the instrumental 

postposition and has the same morphophonemic alternation.  It disambiguates the Subject 

from other arguments of the clause.  Its usage is discussed further in section 3.3.2.4 

below. 
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2.3.2. Derivational morphology 

2.3.2.1. Adjectives 

Adjectives are derived by adding the adjectivizer suffix �(c)ne to the roots of 

adverbs, nouns, and verbs.  Many times the adjective form or other derivative forms are 

the only forms in use so a root cannot be defined, as in kpisicne �small�.  A representative 

list of typical adjectives is in Table 27. 

Table 27. Typical adjectives 

Adjective root Related derivations or forms 
sugucne �big� sugu 'only' sugu-le-gac �he becomes big� 
kpisicne �small�   
sanangne �strong� sanang 'very' sanang-ke-gac �he strengthens� 
pelecne �soft�  pelec-ke-gac �he makes soft� 
sasacne �red� sac 'blood'  
gobocne �black�   
madicne �good�  madic-ke-gac, �he becomes good� 
sowacne �bad�  sowa-le-gac �he becomes bad� 
dondonne �straight�  dondong-ke-gac �he straightens� 
bangkacne �short�  bangka-le-gac �it shortens� 
dalicne �long�  daliwe-gac �it lengthens� 
umacne �heavy� umac �trial� uma-le-gac �he is troubled� 

 
Other types of adjectives can be derived by the same process by adding the 

adjectivizer suffix to a verb stem that may include an Object agreement marker.  

Representative adjectives are in Table 28. 
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Table 28. Derivative adjectives 

Adjective Stem Related derivations or forms 
hedickeicne �barricaded� hedic-ke-gac �it barricades�  
kpelengkeicne �written� kpeleng-ke-gac �he writes� kpeleng, �letter� 
lobeicne �cooked� lobe-gac �he cooks�  
ebeckeicne �covered� ebec-ke-gac �he covers� ebec, �covering� 
holecne �closed� hole-gac �he closes�  

fangkefangkeicne �high� fangkefangke �risen� 
fang �pole� 
fang-ke-gac �rise� 

feicne �high (importance)�  fe-gac �he goes up� 

2.3.2.2. Verbs 

Verbs can be derived from non-verbs by adding an Object agreement suffix as a 

verbalizer.  Most of these derived verbs function as transitive verbs, requiring any of the 

Object agreement suffixes.  Derived verbs that function as intransitive verbs receive the 

-(c)ke 3S Object agreement suffix.  A representative list of derived verbs and their root is 

given in Table 29 with the -(c)ke 3S Object agreement suffix and the -gac 3S present 

tense ending. 

Table 29. Derived verbs 

fung-ke-gac �he starts� from fung �base� 
efec-ke-gac �it becomes all right� from efecne �easy� 
honac-ke-gac �he hooks� from honac �hook� 
kpeleng-ke-gac �he writes� from kpeleng �(alphabet) letter� 
long-ke-gac �he buries� from long �hole� 
asu-we-gac �it heats him� from asu �breath� 

 

Verb roots, sometimes only the first syllable, can be reduplicated to derive nouns.  

A representative list of derived nouns and their verb root with the 3S present tense ending 

is in Table 30. 
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Table 30. Derived nouns 

wewedu ~ weduwedu �teacher� from wedugac �he teaches� 
baba �actions� from bagac �he does� 
gaga �life� from gagac �he is� 
mimiteng �praises� from mitengkegac �he praises� 
nono �eater� from nogac �he eats� 
nganingani �sight� from nganigac �he sees� 

2.3.3. Phrase and clause structure 

The analysis of phrases and clauses is based on the theory of syntactic structure 

that consists of part of a Government & Binding framework.  Haegeman provides a clear 

description of X-BAR PHRASE STRUCTURE in her textbook on Government & Binding 

theory (1994:81-137).  The theory recognizes the similar structure between various 

phrase types so that general rules can be written that encompass all types of phrases.  Not 

all phrases make use of all of the rules. 

The phrase types that are described below include noun phrases (NP), determiner 

phrases (DP) adjective phrases (AP), postpositional phrases (PP), verb phrases (VP), 

agreement phrases (AGRP), tense phrases (TP), and complementizer phrases (CP).  The 

agreement phrase corresponds to what is traditionally considered a clause, and the tense 

phrase corresponds to a sentence. 

Each type of phrase consists of a head preceded by its complement(s).  

Complements are selected by the head and are necessary to complete the meaning of the 

phrase, although they are not always explicit.  The types of complements a lexical item 

takes are considered to be a matter of lexical specification. 

The combination of Head plus Complement can be recursively modified by 

adjuncts.  This is normally limited to three adjuncts.  Adjuncts modifying a verbal phrase 
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(VP, AGRP, TP) precede the Head.  Adjuncts modifying other phrase types follow the 

Head of the phrase.  Adjuncts are optional and provide additional information. 

At the highest level, an optional Specifier can be joined at the beginning of a 

phrase.  This structure is represented in the following rules.5 

XP  (YP) X'  SPECIFIER RULE 

X' (YP); X'  ADJUNCT RULE 

X' YP* X  COMPLEMENT RULE 

The Migabac language typically keeps phrases at the clause level (AGRP) and 

below fairly simple in the surface structure.  This is accomplished in two ways.  The first 

is that information is often spread across multiple clauses rather than being encoded 

within one clause.  The second is because of the rich inflectional morphology on the 

verbs.  The temporal elements are also not always necessary because the agreement 

inflection identifies the temporal relationship between clauses.  In addition, the 

arguments of a clause can be identified through verbal agreement.  This results in 

pro-drop, so that the arguments are not explicitly realized on the surface level.  The result 

of these features of the language is that, within a text, the complements and adjuncts of a 

clause are kept to a minimum, and many clauses consist solely of the inflected verb on 

the surface level.  Clauses with more constituents are most commonly found at the 

                                                 
5 In the symbolism of X-bar rules as used in this section, parentheses indicates 

optionality, a semicolon indicates varying constituent order, a comma indicates an 
alternative selection, and a �*� indicates the option of 0 or more constituents.  In the 

case of the complement rule, the head specifies the number of complements.  In the case 
of the adjunct rule, semantics limit the number of adjuncts.  �X� and �Y� each indicate a 

constituent of any type.  �Y� is used to distinguish from a constituent represented by �X� 
in the same set of rules. 
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beginning of a text or a major section break, and noun phrases with more constituents are 

most commonly found the first time a participant is mentioned, at the beginning or within 

a text.  Thus, the more complicated examples in this section are not commonly found 

throughout a text. 

This section presents the normal order of constituents within a clause.  However, 

the postpositions and verbal agreement suffixes are more important than word order in 

determining grammatical function, and constituents can occur in various orders, 

sometimes with little semantic or pragmatic difference in meaning.  The rules are 

structured to allow for the various orderings, which sometimes requires combining two 

rules into one. 

2.3.3.1. Noun phrase 

Pro-forms and proper names belong to the category of NP.  That is, they cannot 

be modified.  The structure of a noun phrase is generated by the following phrase 

structure rules.  The application of each of these rules in generating noun phrase structure 

is examined below. 

NP {PP[gen], NP[poss]} N' Specifier Rule6 

N' (N*) N (X*)    Adjunct Rule 

Adjunct Rule- N' (N*) N (X*) 

The adjunct rule allows the noun to be recursively modified by adjuncts, although 

it is rare to find more than two adjuncts within one noun phrase.  The adjuncts limit the 

                                                 
6 The symbols �{�}� indicate the choice of one of the constituents enclosed in the curly 

brackets. 
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range of meaning or provide more information about the head.  An attributive noun or 

nouns can occur before the head to narrow the range of meaning of the head noun, as in 

example (13).  Example (13)c includes a noun derived from a verb by reduplication. 

(13) a. nosing damba 
  food basket 
 
b. bec oda 
  pig fence 
 
c. redio bamenang-bamenang ngic 
  radio repairing    man 

The adjuncts that follow the head noun typically occur in the following order: 

 N (AP) (QUANT) (PP) (CP[Relative]) (DEM) 

One adjective phrase can modify the noun.  A quantifier can specify the quantity 

of the noun.  A postpositional phrase can also further identify the noun with a locative or 

ablative phrase, or association/accompaniment with a comitative phrase.  It may at times 

be ambiguous whether the postpositional phrase is functioning as an adjunct of a noun or 

a verb.  The noun may be further identified or described by a relative clause.  Finally, a 

demonstrative can identify its deictic orientation within the clause.  Samples of some of 

the combinations of these adjuncts are in example (14). 
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(14) a. N   PP 
  soge-ine ngulung=kolec 
  nose-his piercing=with 
 �his pierced nose� 
 
b. N  AP   Q 
  yoc  sugucne monic 
  tree big   one 
 
c. N   DEM 
  moneng yago 
  money  this 

Specifier Rule-  NP {PP[gen], NP[poss]} N' 

The N' can be optionally specified by a preceding possessive noun phrase or a 

genitive postpositional phrase that indicates possession or association. 

When a possessive noun phrase is used, a possessive agreement suffix that agrees 

with its antecedent in person and number attaches directly to the head noun.  In example 

(15), an NP containing three adjuncts specifies the head noun, and a possessive 

agreement suffix on the head noun agrees with its antecedent. 

(15) NP[poss]           N' 
[N   AP   Q  PP]    N 
[madec  kpisicne monic tangka=cni] dongo-ine 
boy  small  one  Tanka=from name-his 
�One small boy from Tanka�s name (is Nana).� 

The antecedent to the possessive agreement suffix can be subject to pro-drop 

within the noun phrase, so its referent is identified from the wider context.  This is very 

frequent for inalienable nouns, which includes kinship terms, such as mamac-ngineng 

�father-their� and body parts, such as mole-ine �his arm�.  The agreement suffix is not a 

grammatical requirement for these inalienable nouns since the terms can be used without 

possession or with a genitive phrase to show possession. 
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A genitive postpositional phrase that specifies the head noun is in example (16). 

(16) PP[gen]  N' 
bole=le oda 
garden=of fence 
�fence of a garden� 

An NP that contains two embedded genitive postpositional phrases is illustrated 

as a tree diagram in Figure 4.7 

Figure 4. NP structure 

 
A possessive NP and a genitive PP can often be used interchangeably, such as 

ye=le mamac �father of him� or mamac-ine �his father�.  The genitive PP is stronger with 

                                                 
7 See Determiner phrase in the next section that represents a left-dislocated NP followed 

by a personal pro-form, as on the first NP of Figure 4. 
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a greater emphasis on ownership, whereas the possessive NP more commonly expresses a 

weaker association. 

2.3.3.2. Determiner phrase 

A Determiner phrase consists of a determiner or personal pro-form as its head that 

governs an NP. 

DP  NP DET Specifier rule 

The determiner i �that� can be used with an NP in any grammatical role.  When a 

personal pro-form is used as DET, it agrees with its antecedent in person and number.  

The result of the application of this rule is a left-dislocated noun phrase followed by a 

personal pro-form, as in example (17).   

(17) NP   DET 
Sangamu ye umale-lu   ngie-wec 
Sangamu he be.heavy-SEQ.SS sit-3S.REM.PAST 
�Sangamu, he felt heavy & sat.� 

An NP followed by a personal pro-form is most commonly found in Subject 

position, but it can also be the complement of a genitive postposition, as in example (18). 

(18) NP      DET P 
ngigac  sugucne ye  =le  mac=ka hole-wec 
woman  big   she  =of  house=on land-3S.REM.PAST 
�It landed on the big woman�s house.� 

This structure is not found in other grammatical roles.  The discourse function of 

the DP with a personal pro-form as head is described in Chapter 3. 
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2.3.3.3. Adjective phrase 

Adjective phrases are extremely simple in structure.  Adjectives may be modified 

by a following adverb of degree.  The only X-Bar phrase structure rule applying to them 

is the adjunct rule AP A (ADV).  An adjective phrase is illustrated in example (19). 

(19) A   ADV 
madicne benang 
good  very 

2.3.3.4. Postpositional phrase 

Postpositional phrases have the postpositions as heads, which identify the phrase's 

grammatical relation to other constituents.  All the postpositions govern NPs.  Like the 

Adjective phrase, Postpositional phrases do not exhibit much structure.  The only X-Bar 

phrase structure rule applying to them is the Complement rule. 

PP  NP P 

Genitive PPs are already illustrated in the tree structure in Figure 4 above.  

Examples of other Postpositional phrases with a governed NP are in example (20). 

(20) a. NP  P 
  fitec =ti 
  knife =INST 
 
b. NP  P 
  mac =kacni 
  house =from 
 
c. NP    P 
  kuc-ine   =holec 
  strength-his =with 
 
d.  NP    P 
  wenac monic =ka 
  day  one  =on 
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All but the comitative postpositions may also govern Agreement and Tense 

phrases, which results in a subordinate clause.  The subordinating function of 

postpositions is better handled as a Complementizer phrase, as described in 0.  The 

subordination of clauses is discussed in more detail in chapter 4. 

2.3.3.5. Verb Phrase 

The verb phrase structure is generated by the following rules that are examined 

below.  The head of a verb phrase is a verb stem consisting of a verb root and its Object 

agreement marker.  Because complements usually occur at the beginning of a verb 

phrase, the complement and adjunct rules are combined.  This results in a more flexible 

flat tree structure at the V' level.  Although complements are usually at the beginning, it 

is not clearly established as the basic order.  Therefore, the rule is structured to allow 

complements and adjuncts to be applied in any order in Migabac. 

VP  V'*       Serialization Rule 

V'  NP[comp]*; XP[adjunct]* V  Complement & Adjunct Rule 

Complements 

The verb stem is lexically specified for what complement(s) it governs.  

Intransitive verbs cannot govern a complement, so they take only adjuncts. 

In section 2.3.1.2, verb roots were divided into morphological transitivity 

categories based upon their need for Object agreement markers.  These categories do not 

wholly correspond to the syntactic transitivity of verbs.  That is, some verbs require an 

Object as their complement, but may not require the Object agreement marker.  Thus, 

verb roots require two levels of subcategorization regarding transitivity.  The first level 
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specifies their ability to receive the Object agreement or Benefactive Object agreement 

markers, and applies at the morphological level.  The second level specifies the 

complements that a verb receives, and applies at the syntactic level. 

For some transitive verbs, such as nogac �he eats�, a complement is optional.  For 

others, such as wegac �he hits�, the complement is a required constituent.  Some verbs are 

ditransitive and govern two complements, a Direct Object and a Benefactive Object.  In 

example (21), the clauses give examples of verbs with their complements in a clause. 

(21) a. NP  V 
  bec  tengke-gaic 
  pig  carry-3D.PRES 
  �They carry a pig.� 
 
b. NP  V 
  hibi ngani-gac 
  book see-3S.PRES 
  �He sees a book.� 
 
c. NP[BEN.OBJ] NP[OBJ]     V 
  ngic  woc  wiac gocne lacno-dainte 
  man  kind.of thing some give.to.him-3P.FUT 
  �They will give the man some kinds of things.� 

The verb gumegac �he feeds� in example (22) governs two Objects.  This verb is 

distinct from other ditransitive verbs in that the beneficiary can be identified by an Object 

agreement marker as the Direct Object rather than a Benefactive Object agreement 

marker.  The food eaten is optional as the secondary Object, and is not identified by an 

Object agreement marker. 

(22) NP[OBJ1]  NP[OBJ2] V 
madec-ine gisic  gume-gac 
boy-its  worm  feed-3S.PRES 
�(The bird) feeds its baby a worm.� 
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Although the complement is often semantically obligatory, the complement is not 

always explicitly stated within the clause.  The obligatory complement is represented by a 

null element pro to identify the implicit complement.  This is designated as pro-drop 

when there is a definite antecedent, which frequently occurs with Objects.  In the eleven 

narrative texts, 67% of the participants as Object and 93% of participants as Benefactive 

Object exhibited pro-drop.8 Although the Object may be optional for some verbs, in 

clauses with pro-drop constructions, an Object could be identified either by an Object 

agreement marker on the verb or by the context.  The following sentence, with a serial 

verb construction in the first of the two clauses, does not overtly refer to the mango that 

was identified earlier. 

(23)  NP[OBJ]  V       NP[OBJ] V 
� pro   ba  kwesi-lu    pro  duwe-wec. 
�    take come-SEQ.SS    plant-3S.REM.PAST. 
�he took (the mango) & came & planted (it).� 

Further examples of pro-drop are shown in Figure 9 below and in other 

Agreement phrase and Tense phrase structures below. 

Verbs of movement and verbs like �put� have no clear evidence that a PP of 

location is required.  They frequently occur with no location mentioned or identified 

contextually.  These types of verbs can select a locative PP as an optional complement. 

                                                 
8 Out of 1369 clauses, participants were the Object in 158 clauses (44- Object agreement 

only, 62- context only) and the Benefactive Object in 273 clauses (77-Object agreement 
only, 178- context only).  Props were not counted, but would be explicit more 
frequently since they are not always active in the wider context. 
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Adjuncts 

Adjuncts include the phrases of time, location, direction, instrument, and manner 

or degree.  These are most commonly postpositional phrases, but they can be noun 

phrases or adverbs as well.  The order in which these adjunct phrase types are listed 

above reflects their most common relative order of occurrence, but this order is often 

changed for pragmatic reasons.  Normally, no more than two or three adjuncts are found 

within a clause.  Example (24) labels verbs and their adjuncts.  Constituents outside the 

verb phrase are unlabeled. 

(24) a.   NP[TIME]  PP[LOC]  V 
  nonge yucne   kiwec=ka hau-ibeng 
  we  two.days.ago ocean=to go.down-1P.REM.PAST 
  �We went down to the ocean two days ago.� 
 
b. PP[INSTR]  NP[OBJ]   V 
  fitec=ti   salewec  we-lu � 
  knife=INST  bamboo.floor cut-SEQ.SS � 
  �We cut the bamboo floor with a knife �� 
 
c. ADV[MANNER] PP[TIME]   NP[LOC]V 
  hatac   mac deboc=ka ya  ofe-ibeng 
  again   place  night=at here come.up-1P.REM.PAST 
  �We came up here again at the place�s night.� 

Complement & Adjunct Rule-  V'  NP[comp]*; XP[adjunct]* V 

The application of the Complement and Adjunct rule in a flat tree structure is 

illustrated in Figure 5 and Figure 6.  Details outside the verb phrase are unspecified.  

Note the variations in word order of complements and adjuncts. 9 

                                                 
9 A triangle is used in the tree structures to show that the details of its constituent are not 

identified.  Details above or outside of the currently relevant section are also sometimes 
not included in the examples. 
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Figure 5. V' structure with complement first 

 

Figure 6. V' structure with adjunct first 

 

Serialization Rule-  VP V'* 

A serial verb construction consists of a series of verb phrases (structurally 

analyzed as V') strung together with the Subject agreement inflection occurring only on 

the last verb.  The Subject agreement is structurally analyzed outside of the VP as the 

head of an AGRP in section 2.3.3.6 below.  A clause chain consists of a series of AGRP, 

each with Subject agreement inflection, as part of a TP, as analyzed in section 2.3.3.7 

below. 

The phrase containing the serial verbs is conceived of as one event with the verbs 

expressing generally equal segments of the event.  Most expressions with serial verbs in 

Migabac include a movement or existential verb.  The Subject is shared across all verbs, 

�He holds a bird in his hand.� 
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which is reflected in its identification at a higher level than the verb phrase.  Each verb in 

a serial verb construction can govern its own complements and adjuncts.  For verbs that 

govern complements, the complements are considered to be shared if they are not 

explicitly stated.10 

The structural analysis of serialization constructions is that V' can be chained in a 

series into a single Verb phrase, as in Figure 7 and Figure 8. 

Figure 7. VP structure 

 
Figure 8. VP structure 

 
                                                 
10 For further discussion on the relations of arguments between verbs in a serial 

construction, see McEvoy (2003). 
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Up to four verbs, as in Figure 9, have been observed in a serial verb construction. 

Figure 9. VP structure 

 

2.3.3.6. Agreement Phrase 

X-bar theory has developed an INFL category that marks inflectional features, 

often tense and agreement, to form an Inflection phrase (IP) (Haegeman 1994:113-116).  

Roberts (1996:54-59) demonstrates the need for this category to adequately describe the 

verbal inflection in Amele, a language with verbal morphology more complicated than, 

but similar in many ways to, Migabac. 

In his earlier analysis of the Switch reference system of Amele, which he claims 

is typical of Papuan languages, Roberts (1988:46) states that the Switch reference system 

�is not an intrasentential syntactic device subject to the rules of Universal Grammar such 

as government and binding but instead an intersentential device of discourse deixis�.  

While it may be true that Finer�s government and binding analysis does not adequately 

express the coordinate relationship between clauses, as Roberts demonstrates in his 

article, it seems to be more a weakness of the application of the theory.  These sentences 

can appear in isolation outside of a discourse and their structure can be described.  Yet 
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Roberts is correct in that it is within a discourse that the full functional use of the Switch 

reference system is exhibited, as described in section 3.4 below.  In order to account for 

the Switch reference system in the application of X-bar theory to the description of 

Migabac, the IP is divided into two phrase types, the Agreement phrase and the Tense 

phrase. 

An Agreement phrase has as its functional head either the switch-reference suffix 

or the Subject agreement marking of final verbs.  The Subject agreement and tense/mood 

markings on final verbs are portmanteaus whose functions are considered to be split in 

the syntactic analysis adopted here.  For example, in the suffix -gac �-3S.PRES�, a 

morpheme that marks third person Subject agreement cannot be separated from the 

present tense marking.  In the phrase structure, the Subject agreement on a final verb 

functions as the head of the Agreement phrase, and the tense functions as the head of a 

Tense phrase.  The following rules form the structure of an Agreement phrase. 

AGRP XP[subj] AGR'   Specifier Rule 

AGR' (CP) {AGR', AGRP} Adjunct Rule 

AGR' VP AGR     Complement Rule 

The head of the Agreement phrase governs a VP as its complement.  The AGR' 

takes the Subject as the Specifier.  A Complementizer phrase, as described in section 

2.3.3.8 below, can occur as an Adjunct either before or after the Subject, so it can be 

governed by either AGR' or AGRP.  An Agreement phrase corresponds to a clause in 

traditional grammar. 
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The Subject of a sentence also frequently exhibits pro-drop since the Subject is 

always indicated in some way by the Agreement suffix.  Even a clause in isolation often 

exhibits pro-drop when there is no explicit mention in the written or verbal context.  

When single clause sentences were elicited as descriptions of pictures, 91% of transitive 

clauses and 55% of intransitive clauses exhibited pro-drop for the Subject.  The 

significantly higher percentage in transitive clauses may be attributed to the desire to 

limit the number of explicit arguments within a single clause.  In the eleven narrative 

texts, participants as Subject exhibited pro-drop in 77% of clauses.11  This corresponds 

with Du Bois�s (1987:819) theory of Preferred Argument Structure.  In his article in 

which he seeks to establish motivation for an Ergative system, he proposes the �One 

Lexical Argument Constraint� that states �Avoid more than one lexical argument per 

clause.�  He recognizes that this is not a categorical rule, but a strong tendency in the data 

that he was analyzing.  This is strongly supported by the data in Migabac as well, and 

explains why transitive clauses exhibit pro-drop for Subject more frequently than 

intransitive clauses, since there are at least two competing arguments that can potentially 

be explicit. 

In Figure 10 and Figure 11, the tree structures of Agreement phrases are 

illustrated with and without Subject pro-drop. 

                                                 
11 Percentage of single clause elicitations are from 170 intransitive clauses and 235 

transitive clauses.  In the narrative texts, participants were counted as Subject of clauses 
1329 times.  This number exceeds the actual number of clauses since occasionally more 
than one participant was the Subject of the same clause.  In addition, some clauses have 
non-participants as Subject. 
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Figure 10. AGRP structure without pro-drop 

 
 

Figure 11. AGRP structure with pro-drop 

 
When Agreement phrases are chained together, it is the Subject of the current 

AGRP that is compared with the Subject of the next AGRP in order to determine whether 

Same Subject (SS) or Different Subject (DS) Agreement marking is needed.  Agreement 

phrases must be subcategorized as either final or non-final.  SS or DS suffixation makes 

the agreement phrase [-final] while person-number suffixation for Subject without 

switch-reference marking makes the agreement phrase [+final].  This requires one 
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AGRP[+final] only at the end of a sequence of AGRP[-final], since it is a portmanteau of the 

Tense in the Tense phrase analyzed below. 

2.3.3.7. Tense Phrase 

A Tense Phrase (TP) corresponds to a complete sentence consisting of one or 

more AGRP chained together and concluding with a fully inflected final verb.  A flat 

chaining structure illustrates the coordinate relationship between AGRP with the tense or 

mood equally governing each of the AGRP.  A TP is formulated by the following rules. 

TP (XP) T'      Specifier Rule 

T'  (XP) ; T'      Adjunct Rule 

T' AGRP[-final]* AGRP[+final] T Complement rule 

The head of a Tense phrase is the tense or mood marking found in the suffix of a 

final verb.  It governs an AGRP or a sequence of chained AGRP as its Complement(s). 

A temporal or locative adjunct can occur T' initially, as in Figure 12 below or, 

rarely, T' finally, as in example (25).  It is analyzed as an adjunct of the T'.  Because it 

occurs outside of other constituents such as the Subject, it is not considered part of the 

AGRP. 

(25) T'       PP 
pro gung fa-gaic   dac=ka 
  asleep lay-3D.PRES fire=at 
  �they lay asleep at the fire.� 

In a text, the T' can also receive a specifier that indicates its relation to the 

previous TP.  This is discussed in more detail under discourse grammar.  It can consist of 

an anaphoric demonstrative or a TAIL-HEAD LINK, in which the final verb in the previous 
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sentence is repeated as an AGRP[-final].  This AGRP is outside of the coordinate structure 

of the complements to T that consist of the main line events in a text.  It occurs before a 

temporal adjunct, as in Figure 12, which also indicates that it is not a Complement like 

the other AGRP[-final] in the clause chain.  It functions as a cohesive device, and the 

Switch reference still participates in tracking the participants.  It is applied as a specifier 

because it always occurs first in a TP, and a temporal adjunct like �one day� can only 

occur after a tail-head link. 

Figure 12. TP structure 

 

�While they continued to exist, on one day their father went to the jungle & put a 
vine (trap).� 
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An equative clause in Migabac contains a Subject NP and a Predicate complement 

with a null copula.  In the account of phrase structure, the verb and its corresponding 

morphology are analyzed as null as part of a TP, as illustrated in Figure 13. 

Figure 13. Equative clause structure 

 
Common equative clauses include those, like Figure 13, that introduce a person or 

place and give his/its name as the predicate.  An equative clause can also further describe 

the attributes of someone or something, as in example (26). 

(26)          DP[Subj]  NP[Pred]  V 
ata    dandang  ngigac  ye   ngic nono Ø 
grandmother  old   woman  she  man eater 
�The old grandmother woman, she (is) a man eater.� 

�One place�s name (is) Bole.� 

mac 
place 

monic 
one 
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Ø Ø 
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2.3.3.8. Complementizer phrase 

The Complementizer phrase (CP) is the highest level phrase in a sentence 

structure.  The head of a CP can be a subordinating postposition, an adverbial enclitic, or 

the sentence final question particle.  In the case of a relative clause, the Complementizer 

is null. 

CP {TP,AGRP} C  Complement Rule 

The use of a locative postposition as a subordinator to show the setting for the 

matrix clause is illustrated in Figure 14 below. 

Figure 14. Locative complementizer structure 

 
The Complementizer phrase in this example provides the time frame for the 

matrix clause, and the CP occurs before the Subject of the matrix clause.  Figure 15 

illustrates a CP with a genitive complementizer. 

ngic habu  gocne 
man group  some 

=ka 
=for 

-ibong 
-3P.REM.PAST 

P TP 

CP

ga 
exist 

�When the heathen life laid (existed) in the past, some groups of men existed (lived).� 

esecne kpapuc  gaga fa-wec 
of.old heathen life  lie-3S.REM.PAST 

NP[Subj] 

VP AGR 

AGR' 

AGRP 

T 

T' 

TP 

AGRP[+final] 
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Figure 15. Genitive Complementizer structure 

 
In this example, CP expresses the reason in an Efficient cause relation to the 

matrix clause, which is the first clause in the two clause chain.  The matrix clause�s 

Subject nongileng �we� occurs before the CP.  Subordinate clause structure is described 

in more detail in Chapter 4. 

An example of the use of the question particle, which is homophonous with the 

me �or� conjunction, is illustrated in Figure 16. 

ai 
do 

=te 
=for 

-gabeleng 
-3P.REM.PAST 

P TP 

CP

yakuc=mac 
now=little 
moc  ga  
without exist 

�Because all those things completely burned on the fire, we do & right now we exist 
without.� 

wiac  susugu i  dac=ka 
thing all that fire=on 
lobe-yacke-wec 
burn-all-3S.REM.PAST 

NP[Subj] 
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Figure 16. CP structure with question particle 

 
A relative clause is a TP (final clause) that further describes a noun.  In Migabac, 

relative clauses are formed as two types.  An internally headed relative clause retains the 

head noun of the matrix NP within the relative clause.  The relative clause is structured as 

a Complementizer phrase with a null Complementizer.  The CP is an adjunct of an NP 

with a null head.  See section 4.2.4.1 below for a more complete analysis of relative 

clauses.  The examples below present the basic structure of a relative clause within its 

matrix clause. 

The internal TP relative clause modifies the Object of the second verb in a serial 

verb construction in Figure 17. 

�It already finishes, eh?� 
 

biac 
already 

 

moto-gac 
finish-3S.PRES 

 

me 
eh? 

pro 

C TP 

CP 
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Figure 17. Internally headed relative clause structure 

 
Like an NP, an internally headed relative clause can be followed by the 

determiner i �that�, as in example (27).12 

(27) N CP[rel]        DET NP[ben] V 
 [nosing lobo-ibong]   i  Senio lacno-bong 
  food  cook-3P.REM.PAST  that  Senio give.him-3P.SEQ.DS 
NP V 
pro no-wec. 
  eat-3S.REM.PAST 
�They gave Senio that food they cooked & he ate (it).� 

                                                 
12 The relative clauses are enclosed in square brackets in the examples. 

��Who must go see the vine (trap) that I put in the jungle?�� 

ma=di 
who=SUB 

hike 
go 

pro kate=wa muc lo-bac 
 jungle=in vine put-1S.NR.PAST 

ngani 
see 
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-3S.IMP 
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The relativized NP with the determiner can also be governed by one of the 

postpositions, which assigns the relative clause�s adjunct role in the matrix clause, as in 

example (28). 

(28)              DP P 
NP             DET 
N CP[rel]              V 
 [biac Ago tutumang ai-ibong]   i =wa tumane-bong ... 
 already Ago  meeting  do-3P.REM.PAST that=to  meet-3P.SEQ.DS 
�They met there at Ago where they already did a meeting�� 

The second type of relative clause, which is rare in natural texts, is an externally 

headed relative clause.  It consists of a final clause that functions as a modifier within a 

noun phrase, which further specifies or describe the referent.  An interrogative used as a 

relative pro-form occurs in the relativized position in the relative clause, as in example 

(29).  In this example, the head noun ngic �man� and its modifying relative clause are left 

dislocated and followed by a pronominal copy. 

(29) N  CP[rel]         DET V 
ngic [weni=di mi  lo-wec]   ye  ngage-gac 
man who=SUB  not put-3S.REM.PAST he  know-3S.PRES 
�The man who did not put (make a contribution), he knows (who he is).� 

2.3.3.9. Coordination 

Coordination is a process that can apply to a number of different types of 

constituents.  Coordination consists of two or more constituents of the same type 

conjoined by a conjunction or another term functioning as a conjunction.  Coordination 

fits into the phrase structure rules as a constituent of the type that is coordinated, as the 

following rule demonstrates. 

X  X conj X 
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Recursive coordination is allowed by the above rules since an X can be reinserted 

as X again.  The types of conjunctions and some of the constituents that can be conjoined 

are given in example (30).  Note that the medial verb ai-lu �do-SEQ.SS� is sometimes 

used as a conjunction. 

(30) a. NP  Conj NP 
  kagua nga pilatoc 
  cloud and  lightning 
 
b. PP    Conj PP 
  himong=kacni me  honocmeng=kacni 
  earth=from or  heaven=from 
 
c. TP    Conj TP 
  lo-gaing  nga ai-gaing 
  put-2P.PRES and  do-2P.PRES 
  �You put (things) and you do (things).� 
 
d. NP Conj NP    Conj  NP 
  na nga adu-ne   ai-lu  hoda-nonggec 
  I and  daughter-my do-SEQ.SS dog-our.D 
  �I and my daughter and our dog (went up).� 

The conjunction in Migabac is also subject to elision when noun phrases can be 

coordinated by juxtaposition.  This most commonly occurs with constituents that are 

typically associated together, as in example (31). 

(31) NP   Conj NP  Conj NP   Conj NP 
nenggac Ø mamac  Ø  adu  Ø  madec 
mother   father    daughter   son 
�Mother, father, daughter, and son (went).� 

An alternative analysis to the AGRP coordination in the TP is to analyze them in 

a juxtaposed coordinate relationship as a single AGRP in the TP.  However, it would be 

more difficult to structurally specify that the last AGRP must be [+final].  Therefore, this 

alternative analysis is rejected. 
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A coordinated head noun with a noun adjunct that applies to both nouns is 

represented in Figure 18.13 

Figure 18. Coordination structure 

 

2.4. Summary 

This chapter introduces the socio-linguistic context of the Migabac language and 

presents a brief structural analysis of the language to serve as a reference for the 

following chapters.  The remainder of the thesis examines narrative discourse and 

presents the structure of the discourse above the clause level.  It examines contexts in 

which particular structures at all levels are utilized, and seeks to explain and provide a 

basis for choosing one structure over another. 

                                                 
13 In Migabac, kinship terms as in Figure 18 are used to designate the relationship of parts 

to the whole.  A lebe �bow & arrow� is conceived of as a unit with the bow as its 

�mother� and the arrow as its �son�. 

�bow and arrow (lit. bow/arrow mother and son)� 

lebe 
bow/arrow 

nenggac 
mother 
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Chapter 3: Narrative discourse 

Chapter 2 presents a summary of Migabac from the phonetic level to the internal 

structure of clauses and sentences.  Chapters 4 and 5 return to clauses and sentences and 

explain how they relate to one another within a paragraph.  This chapter analyzes some 

features of the largest level of a narrative text, the entire discourse. 

The interlinearized text of the two stories that are studied in detail are given in 

section 3.1.  Additional information is incorporated from the other nine texts.  Section 3.2 

describes the overall plot structure of complete texts.  Section 3.3 describes the 

participant reference system.  Section 3.4 describes the Switch reference system.  Section 

3.5 describes other cohesive devices that connect a narrative together. 

3.1. Interlinear texts 

The two narrative texts below are the primary source for analysis and examples.  

Each sentence is numbered with the text divided into morphemes and morpheme glosses.  

Each sentence includes a literal translation.  Implicit arguments are in parentheses in the 

literal translation.14  Serial verbs and clauses chained within a sentence are separated by 

�&� in the translation.  Tail-head linkage is indicated by �after� for sequential and �while� 

or �when� for simultaneous verbal suffixes.  The ordering of clauses is retained as much 

as can be understood in the translation.  A free translation follows each paragraph. 

                                                 
14 Implicit arguments have no overt identification of any kind within a clause.  Referents 

indicated by the agreement morphology are translated by pronouns.  When the referent 
is unclear in the translation, it is also specified in parentheses. 
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3.1.1. The Cassowary story 

Yani wrote this story in 1998. 

(title) kesowa  siduc 
  cassowary story 
  �The cassowary story� 
 
1. Ngic  monic  ngigac   madec-foc-ine  yenge 

man  one  woman  boy-all-his  they 
kate  mac=ka15  ga-ibong. 
jungle house=to  exist-3P.REM.PAST 
�One man, a woman, all his boys, they existed at a jungle house.� 

FT: A man, his wife, and all his boys were living at their jungle house. 

2. gac-gu-ebong   wenac  monic=ka  mamac-ngineng=ti16 
exist-DUR-3P.SIM.DS  day  one=at   father-their=SUB 
kate=wa  hike-lu  muc  lo-wec. 
jungle=to  go-SEQ.SS  vine  put-3S.REM.PAST 
�While they continued to exist, another17 day their father went to the jungle & put a 
vine (trap).� 

3. Kesowa  yefe-ina  lo-lu   kwesi-wec. 
cassowary  trail-on.its  put-SEQ.SS  come-3S.REM.PAST 
�He put (it) on a cassowary trail & came.� 

FT: One day while they lived there, their father went into the jungle in order to set a vine 
trap.  He set it on a cassowary trail and returned to their house. 

4. Kwesi   ga-cgu-eme=wa    wenac  habackang ai-me 
come   exist-DUR-3S.SIM.DS=at  day  three   become-3S.SEQ.DS 
mamac-ngineng=ti  yanguc  mi-wec, 
father-their=SUB   like.this  say-3S.REM.PAST 
�Ma=di  hike  kate=wa  muc  lo-bac     ngani-na?� 
who=SUB  go   jungle=to  vine  put-1S.NR.PAST  see-3S.IMP 
�While he came & continued to exist, it became three days & their father said like 
this, �Who must go see the vine I put in the jungle?�� 

                                                 
15 A morphophonemic alternation occurs for the locative postposition as described in 

section 2.2.3 above: =ka follows a consonant and =wa follows a vowel. 
16 A morphophonemic alternation occurs for the Subject marker as described in section 

2.2.3 above: =ti follows a consonant and =di follows a vowel. 
17 When the locative postposition is used with the expression �one day�, it refers to 

�another day�. 
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5. Nenggac-ngineng=ti  mi-wec    nga,  �nani  hike  ngani-be� 
mother-their=SUB   say-3S.REM.PAST  and  I.SUB  go   see-1S.SEQ.DS 
�Their mother said, �I go see.�� 

6. mi-lu    hike-wec. 
say-SEQ.SS  go-3S.REM.PAST 
�After she said (that), she went.� 

FT: After three days passed, their father asked, �Who will go check on the trap that I 

placed in the jungle?�  Their mother replied, �I will go check on it.�  Then she left. 

7. Hike  ngani-me   kesowa  yefe-ina   kwesi  ga-cgu-eme 
go   see-3S.SEQ.DS  cassowary  trail-on.its   come exist-DUR-3S.SIM.DS 
muc=ti  hige-ina  ba-wec. 
vine=SUB  leg-on.its  hold-3S.REM.PAST 
�She went & saw (that) a cassowary came & continued to exist on the trail & a vine 
held on its leg.� 

8. Ba-me     muc  welo-cke-lu 
hold-3S.SEQ.DS  vine  cut-3S.O-SEQ.SS 
yoc=towa  sugucne  debang-ina  hau-lu     doma-wec. 
tree=great  big   base-on.its  go.down-SEQ.SS  stand-3S.REM.PAST 
�After it (vine) held, it (cassowary) cut the vine & went down to the base of a very big 
tree & stood.� 

9. Nenggac-ngineng  hike  ngani-me   doma-me 
mother-their   go   see-3S.SEQ.DS  stand-3S.SEQ.DS 
fitec  wicke-lu   kesowa  ube-ina   welo-cke-me 
knife  throw-SEQ.SS  cassowary  neck-on.its  cut-3S.O-3S.SEQ.DS 
kesowa=di   hige  wicke-lu   nenggac-ngineng  lilo-lu 
cassowary=SUB  leg   throw-SEQ.SS  mother-their   miss-SEQ.SS 
yoc  monic  hewac.hewac  kpodu-me    nenggac-ngineng  kwatacke-lu 
tree  one  middle   break-3S.SEQ.DS  mother-their   be.startled-SEQ.SS 
hige  mole-ine  teng.teng kwe-me    doma-wec. 
leg   hand-her  carrying stab-3S.SEQ.DS  stand-3S.REM.PAST 
�Their mother went & saw (that) it stood & she threw a knife & cut the cassowary on 
the neck & the cassowary threw (its) leg & missed their mother & broke the very 
middle of one tree & their mother was-startled & her leg hands shook & she stood.� 

FT:  She went and saw that a cassowary had come along the trail and got caught in the 
trap.  Then the cassowary had cut the vine and now stood by a large tree.  Their mother 
threw a knife at the cassowary and cut its neck.  Then the cassowary kicked at their 
mother but missed her and broke a tree right in the middle.  Their mother jumped and she 
stood trembling. 
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10. Doma-me    kesowa  homa-lu  loding.loding  hau 
stand-3S.SEQ.DS  cassowary  die-SEQ.SS  rolling    go.down 
kpie=wa  fa-me    nenggac-ngineng  hike-lu 
ditch=in  lie-3S.SEQ.DS  mother-their   go-SEQ.SS 
mamac-ngineng  mi-cno-me     kwesi  tengke-lu 
father-their   say-3S.BEN.O-3S.SEQ.DS  come  carry-SEQ.SS 
mac=ka  hike-iboc. 
house=to  go-3D.REM.PAST 
�After she stood, the cassowary died & went down rolling & laid in a ditch & their 
mother went & said (what happened) to their father & they (mother & father) came & 
carried (the cassowary) & went to the house.� 

FT: As she stood there, the cassowary died and rolled down and lay in a ditch, so their 
mother went and told their father what happened.  They came and carried the cassowary 
to their house. 

3.1.2. They shot Sangamu story 

Tomsen and Teenosh wrote this story in 2003. 

Siduc Sangamu kweibong 
story Sangamu shoot-3P.REM.PAST 
�They shot Sangamu story� 
 
1. Sangamu  nga  Wasika  yeke 

Sangamu  and  Wasika  they(D) 
Nandzo  misa  ediec  neboc   ga-iboc. 
Nandzo  water  there  alongside  exist-3D.REM.PAST 
�Sangamu and Wasika, they existed alongside Nandzo water.� 

2. Ga-eboc=ka    Gemeng ngic yenge biac  Sangamu  kwe-ning=te18 
exist-3D.SIM.DS=at Gemeng men they  already Sangamu  shoot-3P.IMP=for 
yowa  hefe-gaing. 
talk  fasten-3P.PRES 
�While they exist, in order that Gemeng men, they must already shoot Sangamu, they 
fasten talk (did sorcery).� 

3. Hefe-lu   biac  wac-ine  ba-lu    wapoc=ka  hefe-ibong. 
fasten-SEQ.SS  already name-his  take-SEQ.SS  leaf=to  fasten-3P.REM.PAST 
�After they fastened, they already took his name & fastened to a type of leaf (did 
sorcery).� 

                                                 
18 A morphophonemic alternation occurs for the genitive postposition as described in 

section 2.2.3 above: =le follows a consonant and =te follows a vowel. 
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FT:  Sangamu and Wasika lived alongside the Nandzo River.  While they lived there, the 
Gemeng men planned to shoot Sangamu, so they did sorcery by tying his name to a leaf. 

4. Hefe-bong    fa-me,    ngic monic  sale-bong 
fasten-3P.SEQ.DS  lie-3S.SEQ.DS  man one   send-3P.SEQ.DS 
hike-lu  wa-cepa-wec,     �Ngic  yaec,  ngic  yaec, 
go-SEQ.SS  call-3D.O-3S.REM.PAST man  two  man  two 
wa     ofe-nic,    Hebe  ngic  yenge=holec  yu-noga!� 
come.down  come.up-2D.IMP Hebe man they=with  fight-DES 
�After they fastened, it (some time) lay & they sent one man & he went & called 
them, �Two men, two men, you must come down & come up; we intend to fight with 
those Hebe men!�� 

5. Mi-lu    wa-cepa-me,    yeke   edi   ngie-lu 
say-SEQ.SS  call-3D.O-3S.SEQ.DS  they(D)  there  sit-SEQ.SS 
ngage-iboc. 
hear-3D.REM.PAST 
�After he said, he called them & they sat over there & heard.� 

6. Ai-me    monic=ti  ngage-lu   biac   monic 
do-3S.SEQ.DS  one=SUB  hear-SEQ.SS  quickly  one 
mi-cno-wec,      �Nefe=mac.  Wa-cnupa-gaing    i, 
say-3S.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST  cousin=small  call-1D.BEN.O-3P.PRES  that 
hau   fe-nac.     Hebe  ngic  yenge=holec  yu-noga 
go.down  go.up-1D.IMP  Hebe  man  they=with   fight-DES 
mi-gaing.� 
say-3P.PRES 
�Then one heard & quickly said to another, �My cousin, they call us, so we must go 
down & go up.  The Hebe men intend to fight with them they say.�� 

7. Mi-lu    biac  wa     ofe-iboc. 
say-SEQ.SS  quickly come.down  come.up-3D.REM.PAST 
�After he said, they quickly came down & came up.� 

FT: Some time after they did sorcery, they sent one of the men, so he went and called 
them, �Two men, two men, you must come over here because we want to fight with those 

Hebe men!�  Sangamu and Wasika sat on the other side and heard them, so one said to 
the other, �Cousin, they (are) calling us so we must go over there.  They say they want to 

fight with the Hebe men.�  So they quickly went. 

8. Ofe    ngani-boc,  yenge  sobeng=ka  ngie-ibong. 
come.up  see-3D.SEQ.DS  they  clearing=at  sit-3P.REM.PAST 
�They came up & saw (that) they sat at a clearing.� 
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9. Ngie-lu  ngani-cyepa-lu  biac   wa-cke-ibong, 
sit-SEQ.SS  see-3D.O-SEQ.SS  quickly  call-3S.O-3P.REM.PAST 
�Wele-nic,   wele-nic,� 
come-2D.IMP  come-2D.IMP 
�After they sat, they saw them & quickly called, �come, come,�� 

10. Mi-bong   biac,   le-iboc. 
say-3P.SEQ.DS  quickly  go-3D.REM.PAST 
�They said & they quickly went.� 

11. Le-boc,   sawec,   latec    nga  nepa  udu-lu 
go-3D.SEQ.DS  betelnut  betel pepper  and  lime  remove-SEQ.SS 
yete-boc      no-iboc. 
give.to.them-3D.SEQ.DS  eat-3D.REM.PAST 
�After they went, they removed betelnut, betel pepper and lime & gave to them & 
they ate.� 

12. No-boc   moto-me,    biac,   mi-ibong, 
eat-3D.SEQ.DS  finish-3S.SEQ.DS  quickly  say-3P.REM.PAST  
�Hike-nang.  Hebe  ngic  yenge=holec  yu-dabelengte,� 
go-1P.IMP   Hebe  man  they=with   fight-1P.FUT 
�After they ate, it finished & quickly they said, �We must go.  We will fight the Hebe 
men with them,�� 

FT:  The two came and saw that they sat in a clearing.  When they came up, the others 
saw them and called, �come here, come here.�  So the two quickly went over.  Then they 

got out betel nut, betel pepper and lime and shared with them and the two ate it.  After it 
was finished, they quickly said, �Let�s go.  We must fight with the Hebe men.�� 

13. ai-me    biac   fe-ibong. 
do-3S.SEQ.SS  quickly  go.up-3P.REM.PAST 
�Then they quickly went up.� 

14. Fe-lu    hudu=le  asasa   ede-lu   fe-na   wa-na 
go.up-SEQ.SS  fight=of  exercise  do-SEQ.SS  go.up-IMP come.down-IMP 
ga-cgu    biac   Sangamu   ngage-cno-ibong=te 
exist-DUR.SS   quickly  Sangamu   think-3S.BEN.O-3P.REM.PAST=for 
ai-lu   wa     ngie-wec. 
do-SEQ.SS  come.down  sit-3S.REM.PAST 
�After they went up, they did fighting exercises & went up & came down & continued 
& quickly they intended to tire (lit. think) Sangamu so, he did & came down & sat.� 

15. Ngie-me   Wasika=di  le-lu   hige=di  we-wec, 
sit-3S.SEQ.DS  Wasika=SUB  go-SEQ.SS  leg=with  hit-3S.REM.PAST 
�After he sat, Wasaki went & hit (him) with (his) leg.� 
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16. �Ee,  nefe=mac   hau   latec    ba   ofe-ng=ka 
Hey  cousin=small  go.down  betel pepper  take  come.up-2S.SEQ.DS=at 
no-nac.� 
eat-1D.IMP. 
��Hey, cousin, when you go down & get betel pepper & come up, we must eat.�� 

17. Mi-me    Sangamu=di   mi-cno-wec, 
say-3S.SEQ.DS  Sangamu=SUB  say-3S.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST 
�Sobeng  ya   sugu,  me?  Kec  edi=wa 
clearing  here  only  eh   there  there=to 
mi   le  doma-damecte,  me?� 
not  go  stand-2S.FUT   eh 
�After he said, Sangamu said to him, �The clearing (is) only here, eh?  You will not 
go over there & stand, eh?�� 

18. Ai-me    Wasika=di  yanguc  mi-cno-wec, 
do-3S.SEQ.DS  Wasika=SUB  like.this  say-3S.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST 
�Hau   latec    ba-lu    ofe-ng      no-nac.� 
go.down  betel pepper  take-SEQ.SS  come.up-2S.SEQ.DS  eat-1D.IMP. 
�Then Wasika said like this, �Go down & get betel pepper & come up & we must 
eat.�� 

19. Ai-me    miac,  Sangamu  ye  umale-lu    ngie-wec. 
do-3S.SEQ.DS  no   Sangamu  he  feel.heavy-SEQ.SS  sit-3S.REM.PAST 
�Then no, Sangamu, he felt-heavy & sat.� 

FT: So they quickly went up and did fighting exercises in order to tire Sangamu out, so 
he sat down.  Then Wasika went and kicked him and said �Hey cousin, go down and 

bring back some betel pepper so we can eat it.�  Then Sangamu said, �This (is) the only 

clearing, right?  You will stay here?�  Wasika said again, �Go bring back betel pepper so 
we can eat it.�  But no, Sangamu was too weak and sat. 

20. Ngie-emo=wa,  ngic  losi  donge-ina   mi-lu   hefe-ibong, 
sit-3S.SIM.DS=at  man  trouble name-to.his  say-SEQ.SS fasten-3P.REM.PAST 
yenge=lacni  monic=ti  lebe  ba   fangke-lu 
they=from   one=SUB  arrow  take  raise-SEQ.SS 
bunac  mulu-wec     hocne. 
really  shoot-3S.REM.PAST  just 
�While he sat, one from them, the trouble men (that) said to his name & fastened him 
(did sorcery on him), took & raised an arrow & just really shot him.� 
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21. Mulu-me    lebe  ba   bali-cke-lu 
shoot-3S.SEQ.DS  arrow  take  carry-3S.O-SEQ.SS 
hike  Nandzo  misa=wa  homa-lu  fa-wec, 
go   Nandzo  water=at  die-SEQ.SS  lie-3S.REM.PAST 
nga nefe-ine   Wasika=di,  ye  mulu-ceba-noga=le  ai-me, 
and cousin-his  Wasika=SUB  he  shoot-3P.O-DES=for  do-3S.SEQ.DS 
hoba-lu   lebe  ngama-ine  badu-lu   wicke-cno-ibong. 
hold-SEQ.SS  bow  thing-his   break-SEQ.SS  throw.3S.BEN.O-3P.REM.PAST 
�After he shot, he (Sangamu) carried the arrow & went & died at the Nandzo Water & 
laid, and because his cousin Wasika, he did that he intended to shoot them, they held 
(him) & broke his bow things & threw (them) from him.� 

22. Hike-acke-wec. 
go-INCL-3S.REM.PAST 
�It completely went.� 

FT:  While he sat, one of the trouble men that did sorcery with his name raised his bow 
and just really shot him.  Then Sangamu went carrying the arrow in him and died at the 
Nandzo River.  His cousin wanted to shoot them back so they held him and broke his 
bow and things and threw them far away. 

23. Inguc   ai-bong   Wasika  ye  ngage  sowa-lu   hia-lu 
like.that  do-3P.SEQ.DS  Wasika  he  think  be.bad-SEQ.SS  cry-SEQ.SS 
yanguc  mi-wec,    �Oo  nefe-ne,   inguc   ai-note-noga=le 
like.this  say-3S.REM.PAST  Oh   cousin-my  like.that  do-1D.BEN.O-DES=for 
kwesa-cnupa-bong  wa     ofe-belec.� 
trick-1D.O-3P.SEQ.DS  come.down  come.up-3D.NR.PAST 
�After they did like that, Wasika, he thought-badly & cried & said like this, �Oh, my 
cousin, because they intended to do like that to us, they tricked us & we went down & 
came up.�� 

24. Inguc   mi-lu   sac-ine  balaibie-lu  hau-wec. 
like.that  say-SEQ.SS blood-his  follow-SEQ.SS  go.down-3S.REM.PAST 
�After he said like that, he followed his blood & went down.� 

25. Hau   ngani-me,   Nandzo  misa  kwelina  fa-wec. 
go.down  see-3S.SEQ.DS  Nandzo  water  inside   lie-3S.REM.PAST 
�He went & saw (that) he laid inside Nandzo water.� 

26. Inguc   fa-me    biac   hau   ngani-wec. 
like.that  lie-3S.SEQ.DS  quickly  go.down  see-3S.REM.PAST 
�After he laid like that, he quickly went down & saw.� 
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27. �Oo  nefe-ne  inguc   nopa-ning=te 
Oh   cousin-my  like.that  give.to.us-3P.IMP=for 
kwesac  ai-bong   wa     ofe-belec.� 
trick   do-3P.SEQ.DS  come.down  come.up-1D.NR.PAST 
��Oh my cousin, because they intended to give to us like that, they tricked & we went 
down & came up.�� 

28. Inguc   mi-lu    sofoc  sowacne  nimbung=ka   mi-lu 
like.that  say-SEQ.SS  spit  bad   sorcery.talk=to  say-SEQ.SS 
sofoc-ke-lu   mi-wec    nga,  �Na  inguc   bac, 
spit-3S.O-SEQ.SS  say-3S.REM.PAST  and  I   like.that  just 
geuc=ti=yac     ame  ba-nagu-damec.� 
you.yourself=SUB=self  debt  take-REFL-2S.HORT. 
�After he said like that, he said bad spitting of sorcery-talk & spit & said and �I (am) 
just like that, you yourself may take your own debt.�� 

29. Inguc   mi-lu    sofoc-ke-lu   hike-wec. 
like.that  say-SEQ.SS  spit-3S.O-SEQ.SS  go-3S.REM.PAST 
�After he said like that, he spit & went.� 

FT:  Then Wasika cried in sorrow and said, �Oh my cousin, they wanted to do that so 

they tricked us and we came to them.�  Then he spit with sorcery talk and said, �May the 
same thing happen to you that you did to me.�  Then he spit and went. 

30. Hike-me   biac,   ngic  Sangamu  kwe-ibong. 
go-3S.SEQ.DS  quickly  man  Sangamu  shoot-3P.REM.PAST 
�He went quickly & the men, they shot Sangamu.� 

31. Yenge  hadeng  monic  ewali-me     biac   kwesi-ibong. 
they  day   one  overcome-3S.SEQ.DS  quickly  come-3P.REM.PAST 
�one day overcame & they already came.� 

32. Hangoc  soc=ka  kwesi  ngani-bong  sac-ine  yefe=wa 
escaping  skin=at  come  see-3P.SEQ.DS  blood-his  trail=on 
nga  yoc  muc=ka  hoso-la   hau-wec      i 
and  tree  vine=on  stick-SIM.SS  go.down-3S.REM.PAST  that 
ngani-lu  biac   mi-ibong,    �Ngic  wiac,  sac-ine  yago� 
see-SEQ.SS  quickly  say-3P.REM.PAST  man  thing  blood-his  here 
�They came & saw escaping at the skin (that), while his blood stuck on the trail and 
on a tree vine, it went down; they saw that & quickly said, �Man things, his blood (is) 
here.�� 

33. mi-lu    biac   ngani-la  ngani-la  hau-ibong 
say-SEQ.SS  quickly  see-SIM.SS  see-SIM.SS  go.down-3P.REM.PAST 
�After they said, they quickly saw & while they saw, they went down.� 
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34. Hau   ngani-bong  misa  kwelina  homa-lu  fa-me, 
go.down  see-3P.SEQ.DS  water  inside   die-SEQ.SS  lie-3S.SEQ.SS 
kpata-cke-lu     biac,   hau   ba-ibong. 
be.startled-3S.O-SEQ.SS  quickly  go.down  take-3P.REM.PAST 
�They went down & saw (that) he died inside the water laid & they quickly 
were-startled & went down & took (him).� 

FT:  The day after he went, the men that shot Sangamu came and saw that his blood 
escaping at the skin ran down and stuck on the path and on a vine, so they said, �The 

man�s trail of blood (is) here.�  So they quickly followed it and went down and saw that 

he lay dead inside the water.  They were startled and quickly went down and got him. 

35. Ba-lu,    �sic-nonggeng  wac=kolec�19 
take-SEQ.SS  meat-our    desire=with 
mi-lu    tengke  hike-ibong. 
say-SEQ.SS  carry  go-3P.REM.PAST 
�After they took, they said �Our meat (is) with desire� & carried & went.� 

36. Hike-lu  biac,   dac  ba-bong    lobe-wec. 
go-SEQ.SS  quickly  fire  take-3P.SEQ.DS  burn-3S.REM.PAST 
�After they went quickly, they made a fire & it burned.� 

37. Lobe-me,    ngic  Sangamu  hedu-ibong. 
burn-3S.SEQ.DS  man  Sangamu  cut-3P.REM.PAST 
�After it burned, the men cut Sangamu.� 

38. Hedu-bong  fe   ngie-me, 
cut-3P.SEQ.DS  go.up  sit-3S.SEQ.DS 
biac   umec=ka   umec-ke-ibong. 
quickly  bamboo=in  bamboo-3S.O-3P.REM.PAST 
�After they cut, it went up & sat & they 'bambooed' (stuffed it) in the bamboo 
quickly.� 

39. Umec-ke-bong    moto-me,    lobe-ibong, 
bamboo-3S.O-3P.SEQ.DS  finish-3S.SEQ.DS  cook-3P.REM.PAST 
Nga  siong.siong  ngic-ngineng,  ye 
and  guard    man-their   he 
mendeng-ina  nga  kupic=ka,   lumoa  me  i=wa  me  i=wa, 
side-on.its   and  mountain=on gorge  or  that=at or  that=at 
ye  moc  losi  yenge=le  helocke.nganic  ga-wec. 
he  only  enemy  they=of  cutting.seeing  exist-3S.REM.PAST 
 �After they 'bambooed', it finished & they cooked it, and the guard of the men, he 
just existed cutting (back & forth) & looking for their enemy alongside and on the 
mountain, in the gorge, or whatever place.� 

                                                 
19 A morphophonemic alternation occurs for the comitative postposition as described in 

section 2.2.3 above: =kolec follows a consonant and =holec follows a vowel. 
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40. Ga-emo=wa    gocne  yenge  sic-ngineng  i   lobe-lu 
exist-3S.SIM.DS=at  some  they  meat-their   that  cook-SEQ.SS 
ga-ibong. 
exist-3P.REM.PAST 
�While he existed, some, they cooked that their meat & existed.� 

41. Lobe-acke-bong   moto-me, 
cook-INCL-3P.SEQ.DS  finish-3S.SEQ.DS 
kpadang  welo-cke-bong   kwesi-wec. 
leaf   cut-3S.O-3P.SEQ.DS  come-3S.REM.PAST 
�They completely cooked & it finished & they cut leaves & he came.� 

42. Welo-cke  kwesi-lu   luma-cke-bong   fa-me    biac 
cut-3S.O  come-SEQ.SS  place-3S.O-3P.SEQ.DS  lie-3S.SEQ.DS  quickly 
umec-ngineng  ba-lu    wou-cke-lu    no-ibong. 
bamboo-their  take-SEQ.SS  break-3S.O-SEQ.SS  eat-3P.REM.PAST 
�They cut & came & placed (leaves) & it laid & they quickly took their bamboo & 
broke it & ate.� 

43. No-bong   moto-me 
eat-3P.SEQ.DS  finish-3S.SEQ.DS 
fangke  lebe  ngama-ngineng  ba-lu    fe   hike-ibong. 
rise  bow  thing-their    take-SEQ.SS  go.up  go-3P.REM.PAST 
�After they ate, it finished & they rose & took their bow things & went up & went.� 

44. So  yefe=wa  fe-lu,    gobe-ngineng  doic-ine  ai-me 
so  trail=on  go.up-SEQ.SS  stomach-their  pain-its  do-3S.SEQ.DS 
yefe  hewac=ka  homa-nagu-ibong. 
trail  side=on  die-REFL-3P.REM.PAST 
�So they went up on the trail & their stomach did its pain & they died together 
alongside the trail.� 

FT:  They took him and said �This is the meat we wanted,� and carried him away.  They 

lit a fire and cut up Sangamu and stuffed his meat in bamboo.  Then they cooked it.  
Their spy man zig-zagged back and forth up the mountain and in the gorge and all over 
searching for their enemy.  While he searched, the men cooked their meat and cut up 
leaves.  When they were all ready, the spy man came back.  They spread out the leaves, 
broke the bamboo and ate.  After they finished eating, they got up, took their bows and 
things and left.  While they traveled up the path, their stomachs cramped and they all died 
alongside the path. 
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45. So  gaga  ingucne  fa-emo=wa,   ngesa   yenge  ngage.ngage-ngineng 
So  life  like.that  lie-3S.SIM.DS=at  ancestor  they  think.think-their 
hefalie-me    yanguc  ngage-ibong, 
turn-3S.SEQ.DS  like.this  think-3P.REM.PAST 
�Nongileng  hefec   nga  wiac  susugu  i   wike-acke-nang.� 
we.ourselves  sorcery  and  thing  all    that  throw-INCL-1P.IMP 
�So when life lay like that, the ancestors, they, their thinking turned (changed) & 
thought like this, �We must completely throw sorcery and all these things.�� 

46. Inguc   mi-lu,    �Yesu  Hobung=ka  kwesi-gac�  mi-ibong. 
like.that  say-SEQ.SS  Jesus  Hobung=to  come-3S.PRES  say-3P.REM.PAST 
�After they said like that, �Jesus comes to Hobung� they said.� 

47. Damba  sugucne  monic,  teng  hefe-lu,  tengke-lu   mac  soc 
basket   big   one  stick  tie-SEQ.SS  carry-SEQ.SS  place  all 
lolicke-lu    hefec   dinac   wiac,  hoda=le  wiac, 
go.around-SEQ.SS  sorcery  sorcery  thing  dog=of  thing 
ngigac=te   wiac,  bec=te  wiac,  bole  duwe-noc=te   wiac, 
woman=of  thing  pig=of   thing  garden  plant-2D.IMP=for  thing 
nosing  no-lu   gebe-ceba-daicte=le  wiac  nga  sofoc  sowacne 
food  eat-SEQ.SS  feed-3P.O-3S.FUT=for thing  and  spit  bad 
i   susugu i   damba=wa  hau-yacke-me     ba   hike 
that  all   that  basket=to   go.down-INCL-3S.SEQ.DS  take  go 
dac=ka nga  gieng=ka  long  ba-lu    long-ke-acke-ibong. 
fire=to   and  ground=to  hole  take-SEQ.SS  bury-3S.O-INCL-3P.REM.PAST. 
�They tied one big basket to a big stick & carried & went around all places; sorcery 
things, things of dogs, things of women, things of pigs, things of garden planting, 
things of they will eat food so they will become full, and bad spitting, all that 
completely went down into the basket; (they) took & went & got a hole at the ground 
and at the fire & completely buried it.� 

48. Bole  i   ba-bong   moto-me, 
work  that  do-3P.SEQ.DS  finish-3S.SEQ.DS 
Senio  Flierl,  Wapong=te  yowa  siduc  lobe  ba   kwesi-wec. 
Senio  Flierl  God=of   talk  story  later  take  come-3S.REM.PAST 
�They did that work & it finished & Senio Flierl, later he took God's talk story & 
came.� 

49. Kwesi-me    yakuc  madicne  ga   ofe-gabeleng. 
come-3S.SEQ.DS  now  good   exist  come.up-3P.PRES 
�After he came, now we exist & come up good.� 

FT:  So while they lived like that, the ancestors changed their minds and they thought, 
�We must get rid of all these sorcery things.�  Then they said, �Jesus comes to Hobung.�  

They tied a big basket to a stick and went around to all the places and gathered all kinds 
of sorcery things.  These include things for dogs, for women, for pigs, for planting a 
garden, for filling food, and for bad spitting sorcery.  They collected all those things in 
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the basket, burned it all in a hole and buried it.  Some time later Senio Flierl came and 
brought God�s message.  Now we live a good life. 

3.2. Plot structure 

Longacre (1996:36) describes plot as the NOTIONAL
20 (i.e. underlying) structure of 

narrative that serves to provide a framework upon which the surface structure features of 

a given language can be built.  He identifies seven stages in the notional structure of plot: 

1) EXPOSITION, 2) INCITING MOMENT, 3) DEVELOPING CONFLICT, 4) CLIMAX, 

5) DENOUEMENT, 6) FINAL SUSPENSE, and 7) CONCLUSION.  The surface structure is built 

upon this notional structure, and results in sections of a narrative that exhibit distinct 

features.  The chart in Table 31 is adapted from Longacre�s diagram that compares the 

notional and surface structure and typically-associated features. 

                                                 
20 Technical terms are written in small caps the first time they are introduced. 
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Table 31. Narrative discourse with surface peaks 

Surface 
Slots 

Surface Structure features Notional Structure 

Title Noun phrase/ sentence (surface feature only) 
Aperture Formulaic: phrase/ sentence (surface feature only) 
Stage Paragraph/discourse 1.  Exposition 

Prepeak 
episodes 

Paragraph/discourse articulated by means of: 
 Time horizons in succession 
 Back reference in paragraph/discourse to 

preceding 
 Conjunctions 
 Juxtaposition, i.e., clear structural transition to 

another paragraph or embedded discourse 

2.  Inciting moment 
 
3.  Developing conflict 
 
(4.  Climax) 

Peak 
episode 

Paragraph/discourse marked by: 
 Rhetorical underlining 
 Concentration of participants 
 Heightened vividness 

 Shift of tense 
 Shift to more specific person 
 Narr>pseudo-dialogue>dialogue>drama 

 Change of pace 
 Variation in length of units 
 Less conjunction & transition 

 Change of vantage point/ orientation 

4.  Climax 
 
(5.  Denouement) 

Peak′ 
episode 

Same as Peak 5.  Denouement 

Postpeak 
episode 

Same as Prepeak 
(5.  Denouement) 
6.  Final suspense 

Closure 
Of varied structure: especially expository paragraph, 
but can be expository discourse, narrative discourse, 
hortatory discourse (=moral?) 

7.  Conclusion 

Finis Formulaic: phrase/sentence (Surface feature only) 
 

Longacre identifies the TITLE and APERTURE of a narrative as surface structure 

features only, without a corresponding notional structure.  The STAGE gives the necessary 

background information for the narrative.  The PREPEAK episodes begin moving along the 

main event line when they introduce the inciting moment, and continue with developing 

conflict.  Longacre (1996:33-38) defines PEAK as �any episodelike unit set apart by 
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special surface structure features and corresponding to the climax or denouement in the 

notional structure�.  In his diagram, he also notes that climax may encode as Prepeak or 

Peak, and denouement follows encoded either as Peak, Peak′ or POSTPEAK.  The Postpeak 

episode begins to wrap up the story with the same surface structure as the Prepeak 

episodes.  The CLOSURE often has some other surface structure, often non-narrative, as 

the conclusion.  The FINIS, like the Aperture, is only a surface structure feature to mark 

the end of the narrative. 

The remainder of this section analyzes the Migabac texts to see how they 

correspond to the notional structure, and what surface features are at each stage in the 

narrative. 

Below is a summary of the Cassowary story divided into surface structure 

episodes.  The full interlinear text is in section 3.1.1 above.  Divisions are based upon a 

change in participant(s), time, and/or location.  The sentence numbers of the text are 

given first.  The surface slots and notional structure labels are in parentheses, separated 

by a hyphen. 

(Title)  Cassowary story. 

S1 (Stage- Exposition) A man, his wife, and his boys were living at their jungle 
house. 

S2-3 (Prepeak 1- Inciting moment) One day, their father set a vine trap on a 
cassowary trail in the jungle. 

S4-6 (Prepeak 2- Developing conflict) After three days, their father asked for 
someone to check the trap.  Their mother went. 

S7-10 (Peak- Climax + Denouement) She found that a cassowary had been caught 
and broke the vine and stood by a tree.  She threw a knife at the cassowary and 
cut its neck.  Then the cassowary kicked and missed her but broke a tree and 
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startled her.  Then the cassowary rolled down into a ditch dead, so their mother 
went and got their father, and they carried it home. 

In this short story, some typical features of Migabac written narrative can be 

identified.  The Title, as is typical of Migabac narrative, refers to the significant feature or 

character and the word �story�.  The Stage introduces the participants and their location in 

the first sentence, which is an existential clause.  The Stage expresses the notional 

structure of Exposition.  Each Prepeak episode is introduced by a temporal expression.  

The second clause of sentence 2 shows a change in time by the preposed �one day�.  This 

first Prepeak episode provides the Inciting moment, which gives the basis for the 

upcoming events.  The second clause of sentence 4 is a temporal expression that states 

�three days passed.�  The second Prepeak episode consisting of sentences 4-6 continues 

moving the events along as the Developing conflict and incorporates a brief dialogue.  

The sentence length before the Peak does not exceed three clauses in this story. 

The Peak episode begins in sentence 7 and expresses the notional structure of 

Climax.  At this point, the story transitions to a new location and introduces the 

cassowary.  At the height of the action in sentence 9, a sentence that contains ten clauses 

is used, and the brief activity expressed in the Peak gives the details in a way that 

heightens the intensity and rapidity of the events in an emotional manner that is 

disruptive to the typical flow of the narrative.  The intensity decreases in the final 

sentence, but the events are still reported in quick succession.  The Denouement is 

represented in the last four clauses of the last sentence at the conclusion of the peak 

episode, which reports a series of separate events in quick succession.  Because of the 

shortness of this ten sentence narrative, not all of the notional structures are clearly 
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realized in separate surface episodes, as the incorporation of Denouement with the 

Climax in the same Peak episode shows.  But the Peak demonstrates an obvious contrast 

with the first part of the story. 

The second narrative presents a longer, more complex story with a well developed 

notional structure.  This is a well known story among the Migabac people that describes a 

situation that is considered to reflect what life was like for their ancestors.  The full 

interlinear text is in section 3.1.2 above.  Below is a summary of each episode in the story 

divided according to a change in participants, time, and/or location. 

(Title)  Story of when they shot Sangamu. 

S1-3 (Stage- Exposition) Sangamu and Wasika lived by the Nandzo river.  
Gemeng men did sorcery to shoot Sangamu. 

S4-11 (Prepeak 1- Inciting moment) Later, they sent one man to call Sangamu and 
Wasika to come fight with the Hebe men.  One said, �Let�s go fight�, so they 

went up and joined the Gemeng men and ate betel nut with them. 

S12-19 (Prepeak 2- Developing conflict) Then they said, �Let�s go fight the Hebe 

men.�  So they did fighting exercises to tire out Sangamu.  He sat down, and 

Wasika told him to go get betel nut, but he was too weak. 

S20-29 (Peak- Climax)  Then, one of the men that did sorcery shot Sangamu.  He 
ran with the arrow in him and died at the Nandzo River.  They broke Wasika�s 

bow and things and threw them away because he intended to shoot back.  Then 
Wasika cried and said, �Oh, my cousin, they tricked us.�  Then he followed the 

blood and found him in the Nandzo River.  Then he did sorcery and said, �May 

the same thing happen to you Gemeng men.�  Then he went. 

S30-43 (Peak′- Denouement) The next day the Gemeng men found Sangamu dead 
in the river, and it startled them.  So they took him and cut him up and cooked 
him in bamboo while a guard kept watch.  Then they spread out leaves and split 
open the bamboo and ate. 

S44 (Postpeak- Final suspense) Then they left, got stomach aches, and died along 
the trail. 
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S45-49 (Closure- Conclusion) So the ancestors lived like that and decided, �We 

must get rid of these things.� So they went around to all places and collected all 

these sorcery and magical things and burned them in a hole in the ground and 
buried them.  Later after that, Senio Flierl brought God's message.  So now we 
live well. 

In this second story, more features and sections of narrative are evident because of 

the length.  The Title is given by stating the main character and event of the narrative 

with siduc �story�. 

The Stage is set by introducing two groups of participants in the first two 

sentences linked by a simultaneous tail-head link.  A further explanation of the setting is 

in sentence 3. 

As with the cassowary story, the non-Peak portions consist of shorter sentences 

with only a few exceeding four clauses.  These sentences have a steadily proceeding 

event line that incorporates brief dialogue.  The second clause of sentence 4, �it laid�, is a 

reference to the passing of some time, and serves to divide the Stage from the first 

Prepeak episode in sentences 4-11.  The Inciting moment is found here when the 

interaction begins between these two groups: 1) the Gemeng men and 2) the two cousins, 

Sangamu and Wasika.  The focus in this episode is on the Gemeng men. 

The second Prepeak episode, the Developing conflict, is in sentences 12-19.  The 

second clause in sentence 12, �it finished�, which refers to the activity at the end of the 

previous episode, serves to divide the two episodes.  As the focus turns to the interaction 

between Sangamu and Wasika, the two men are oblivious to the upcoming conflict. 

The Peak in sentences 20-29 slows down the progression of the narrative for the 

Climax.  Sentence 20 refers back to the original plan of the Gemeng men in the Stage by 
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a relative clause21 and specifically identifies one of them as the actor, which causes a 

break in the action.  At the height of the Peak in sentence 21, two longer sentences are 

linked in a coordinate structure by �and�, resulting in a nine clause sentence that describes 

in detail the key events in succession as Sangamu is shot and Wasika tries to retaliate.  

The progression of the action is also put on hold in the Peak as the emotions of Wasika 

are exhibited in sentence 23 with almost the same quotation repeated again in sentence 

27. 

Sentence 30 changes participants back to the Gemeng men, and the first clause of 

Sentence 31 states that �one day passed�, showing a change in time.  These sentences are 

the beginning of the Denouement in sentences 30-43.  Some repetition and expressions of 

emotions continue to slow down the flow of the narrative.  This section has more 

sentences with four or more clauses than are typically found in non-peak episodes.  The 

long list of places where the men�s guard searched in the last clause of sentence 40 also 

serves to give extensive detail and add turbulence to the flow of the story.  Because of 

these Peak marking features, the Denouement is represented as Peak′ in the surface 

structure. 

The �so� conjunction in sentence 44 indicates a section break to divide the 

Postpeak episode from the previous episode.  The Final suspense is wrapped up in a brief 

episode as the Gemeng men get sick and die from the sorcery done by Wasika. 

                                                 
21 See section 4.2.4.1 for a description of the structure of relative clauses.  The 

simultaneous suffixation on the tail-head link at the beginning of sentence 20 indicates 
the temporal overlap with the �shooting�, not the �sorcery� in the relative clause. 
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The narrative then breaks from the specific participants in the story up to this 

point.  Another �so� conjunction separates the remainder of the text in sentences 45-49 

from what went before.  The first clause in sentence 45, �so when life lay like that�, also 

serves to divide the two sections of the narrative while indicating by the simultaneous 

medial verb morphology and the anaphoric pro-form that the preceding and the following 

sections belong to the same time frame.  This episode is the Conclusion that provides the 

reason that the narrative was told.  Now the focus is on the �ancestors� that existed at the 

time when the events of this narrative occurred and their desire and actions taken to 

change that type of life.  The lack of a tail-head link between most of the clauses 

identifies a change from typical narrative structure, which indicates a thematic structure 

that is more common in expository discourse.  Sentence 47 is a longer sentence that 

contains a list of seven items in one of the clauses, showing extensive detail.  This 

Conclusion serves to link from the events in the main story to the changes that affect the 

lives of the Migabac people in the present time at least one hundred years after the events 

recorded in the story. 

Table 32 lists the features of the surface slots in Migabac that narrators use, as 

observed throughout all eleven narrative texts.  Not every Surface Structure feature is 

used in every story, but each feature is found in at least several of the texts. 
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Table 32. Migabac narrative discourse with surface peaks 

Surface 
Slots 

Surface Structure features Notional 
Structure 

Title 
Phrase or short sentence, usually including siduc �story� 
Some story tellers give the Title at the end. 

 

Aperture 

Not typically found in Migabac.  Some story tellers 
explain the background or reason for the story before 
telling the story itself, so that could fit into the Aperture 
slot. 

 

Stage 

 An existential statement or statements that identify the 
main participants. 

 The locative and/or temporal setting are sometimes 
included with the participant identification or added in 
additional statements. 

1.  Exposition 

Prepeak 
episodes 

 Shorter sentences that are typically 1-4 clauses. 
 Short dialogue is common. 
 Episodes are often introduced by a temporal 

constituent and/or a change in participants. 
 Occasionally, the present tense is used to show 

localized intensity or to anticipate Peak 

2.  Inciting 
moment 
 
3.  Developing 
conflict 
 
(4.  Climax) 

Peak 
episode 

 Greater detail is used that slows the event line and 
results in longer sentences. 

 Emotions or feelings of the participants are expressed. 
 Repetition and various forms of paraphrase are 

utilized to slow down the progress of the event line 
and focus upon the details. 

 Use of the present tense can be used to heighten 
intensity. 

 Adverbials like biac �quickly� can be used in 

concentration. 

4.  Climax 
 
(5.  Denouement) 

Peak′ 
episode 

Same as Peak 5.  Denouement 

Postpeak 
episode 

Same as Prepeak 
(5.  Denouement) 
6.  Final suspense 

Closure 

 Gives the ending status of the major participants in a 
succinct statement. 

 Sometimes relates the narrative to the present with the 
present tense. 

 Sometimes uses a thematic structure like in expository 
discourse rather than a typically narrative chaining 
structure. 

7.  Conclusion 
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Surface 
Slots 

Surface Structure features Notional 
Structure 

Finis 

A combination or variation of: 
 i sugu �that�s all� 
 motogac �it is finished� 
Common in oral stories, less common in written stories. 

(surface feature 
only) 

 
The Migabac narratives analyzed here demonstrate that the notional and surface 

structures proposed by Longacre can be readily identified in Migabac as well.  This 

reflects the similar structure of narrative across languages and cultures, as well as similar 

linguistic devices that can be utilized at the Peak of a story to show emphasis. 

3.3. Participant reference 

This section examines the way that participants are referred to throughout a text.  

For the purposes of this analysis, all people are considered participants, as well as an 

animal (the cassowary), a trap (in Mula), and a vine (in Kpea) that are presented in an 

active role.  The trap seems to operate on its own volition.  The vine is possessed by 

magical power to move and act.  Props are not included.  See section 3.3.2.3 below that 

further describes how participants are defined and categorized. 

First, the forms used in participant reference are described.  Then a number of 

parameters are presented and studied that can influence which form is used in a specific 

context.  Based upon that analysis, the default patterns of participant reference in 

Migabac are proposed, and variations from the default patterns are examined to 

determine the motivation for change from what is expected. 
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3.3.1. Forms of participant reference 

Givón (1983:17) originally proposed a scale of encoding used to refer to 

participants based upon the grammatical forms typically found across languages, 

reproduced in Figure 19. 

Figure 19. Givon�s topic accessibility coding scale 

most continuous/accessible topic 
zero anaphora 
unstressed/bound pronouns or grammatical agreement 
stressed/independent pronouns 
R-dislocated DEF-NP�s 
neutral-ordered DEF-NP�s 
L-dislocated DEF-NP�s 
Y-moved NP�s (�contrastive topicalization�) 
cleft/focus constructions 

 

referential indefinite NP�s 
most discontinuous/inaccessible topic 
 

His purpose is to establish that a topic with continuity and accessibility in the text 

will receive a low level of encoding.  As discontinuity increases and the difficulty in 

identifying a topic increases contextually, a greater degree of encoding needs to be used.  

He recognized that this is very language-specific and refined the coding to consist of a 

number of scales that interact with one another: �word-order, morphology, intonation or 

phonological size � which alone or in various combinations make up the syntactic 

constructions that code our scalar domain� (18).  While it is helpful to make these 

distinctions to compare languages cross-linguistically, it is still useful to organize the 

coding scale based upon the specific grammatical forms in the analysis of a particular 

language.  Yet these scales, regardless of the specific forms available in a given language, 
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establish the principle that �The more disruptive, surprising, discontinuous or hard to 

process a topic is, the more coding material must be assigned to it� (18). 

Longacre (1995:698-699) presents a similar hierarchy of participant reference 

from least accessible to most accessible, except that it does not take into account changes 

in ordering at this level: 1) Nouns (including proper names) qualified by articles, 

adjectives, and relative clauses, as well as information outside the noun phrase, 

2) unqualified Nouns (including proper names), except for the definite article, 

3) Surrogate nouns, such as kinship, occupation and role, 4) Pronominal elements, 

including pronouns and deictics, 5) Affixal elements, including Subject, Object, & 

Switch reference affixes on verbs & Possessor affixes on nouns, and 6) Null reference.  

He also recognizes that the specifics in this hierarchy will vary across languages. 

3.3.1.1. Elements of reference forms 

In Migabac, six main elements are utilized in participant reference, some of which 

can be combined or further divided into sub-categories.  This and the next section present 

these elements and the ways that they can be combined.  Section 3.3.2 examines how 

these forms are used for participant reference in the narrative texts used in this study. 

Noun phrase 

A Noun phrase in Migabac consists minimally of an unmodified noun.  A Noun 

phrase can also contain a kinship term or a proper name, which are typically unmodified.  

A noun can be modified by demonstratives, adjectives, or relative clauses.  In addition, a 

Noun phrase can be the Subject of an existential clause, in which the predicate asserts the 

existence of the referent, or an equative clause, in which the predicate asserts an attribute 
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of the referent.  These two clause types are grouped in participant reference tracking 

because they perform a similar function to establish information about a participant, and 

they are not part of the main event line.  The text charts label the group of existential and 

equative clauses as �NP in Exist. cl.�.
22  Six distinctions are made in the way that a Noun 

in a Noun phrase can be modified.  The count and percentage of occurrences in reference 

to participants in the text corpus are in Table 33.23 

Table 33. Noun Phrase structures 

 Total 
 n % 
NP in Existential Clause 18 5.3 
NP with Relative Clause 10 3.0 
modified Noun 113 33.4 
Proper name 84 24.9 
Kinship term  69 20.4 
Unmodified noun 44 13.0 
Total 338 100 

Personal pro-form 

A paradigm of the personal pro-forms are in section 2.3.1.4, Table 19 above.  A 

personal pro-form can be used in one of two structures.  First, it can immediately follow 

any Noun phrase, including a Noun phrase with a relative clause that is a Subject or 

Genitive complement.  This form serves to left dislocate the Noun phrase, and occurs 95 

times in the text corpus.  Second, the pro-form can be used independently in any 

                                                 
22 When the Noun phrase is a Subject of an Existential or Equative clause, no distinction 

is made in the form of that Noun phrase in the participant reference tracking because it 
is its own category. 

23 In all statistical analysis and reference tracking of these texts, the content of a speech or 
awareness quotation is ignored.  That is, the clause following a quotation is compared to 
the clause preceding the quotation. 
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grammatical relation that refers anaphorically to a preceding referent, which occurs 60 

times in the text corpus. 

Subject marker 

The =di Subject marker does not function on its own, but it can optionally mark 

any Subject that consists of a Noun phrase and/or Personal pro-form.  Because of its 

optionality, its function is described in a discourse context rather than under clause 

structure.  The context and number of occurrences in reference to participants in the text 

corpus are in Table 34. 

Table 34. Subject marker 

 Total 
Subject marker context n % 
NP + pro-form + =di 14 16.3 
NP + =di  69 80.2 
Pro-form + =di 3 3.5 
Total 86 100 

 

Possessive agreement suffix 

A Possessive agreement suffix attaches to a Noun to show possession or 

association by a previously mentioned referent.  The paradigm of Possessive agreement 

suffixes is in section 2.2.3, Table 8 above.  The referent could be within the same Noun 

phrase, such as yoc yafo-ine �tree bits-its�, which associates previous noun with the 

possessed noun.  In this case, it identifies the small pieces of wood chips, bark and leaves 

that came from a tree.  It can also refer to a previous participant, such as mamac-ngineng 

�father-their� to identify whose father they are talking about.  A Possessive agreement 

suffix is used in reference to participants 61 times in the text corpus. 
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Verbal agreement 

Verbal suffixation can be the sole means to identify participants within a clause.  

The verbal suffixation shows agreement in person (1st, 2nd, and 3rd) and number 

(singular, dual, and plural) with its referent.  Participants are identified through verbal 

agreement 1,255 times in the text corpus, the most common form of identification. 

Objects and Benefactive Objects can be referenced through agreement suffixes 

that attach to a verb stem.  Some transitive verbs require an Object agreement suffix, and 

for others, it is optional.  The paradigms for the Object and Benefactive Object agreement 

suffixes are in section  2.3.1.2, Table 13 and Table 14 above. 

The Subject agreement found in verbal suffixation is much more complex.  All of 

the tense and mood suffixes, except for the Desiderative mood, also show Subject 

agreement.  They are also referred to as final suffixes in contrast to the medial suffixes.  

The paradigms for the tense and mood suffixes are in section 2.3.1.2, Table 15 and 

Table 16 above.  The medial switch-reference suffixes that indicate a different subject 

from the following clause also show agreement with the Subject of the current clause.  

The suffixes that indicate the same subject as the following clause do not specifically 

show agreement, but delay the agreement until a Different Subject or Final verb 

suffixation is reached.  In the analysis of Migabac, the Subject of these clauses marked as 

Same Subject is also considered as being identified by the verbal agreement.  The 

paradigm for the Switch reference suffixes are in section 2.3.1.2, Table 17 above. 
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Zero anaphora 

Although a participant may be an active argument in a clause, there may be no 

overt reference in the clause to identify him, not even verbal agreement, which Longacre 

calls null reference.  Participants with zero anaphora within a clause can be identified 

from the wider context.  Zero anaphora occurs 274 times in the text corpus. 

3.3.1.2. Combinations of reference forms 

When the distinctions made for the variations in Noun phrases is combined with 

their co-occurrence with a Personal pro-form and the Subject marker, the total 

combinations of forms that are found in the text corpus is 24.  Table 35 displays the count 

of the forms used with the percentage of occurrences out of the 1,988 total referents to a 

participant in the text corpus. 

Table 35. Linguistic encoding of participants 

  + =di + pro-form + pro-form + =di Total 
 n % n % n % n % n % 
NP in Exist. cl. 18 0.9       18 0.9 
NP with Rel. cl. 3 0.2 1 0.1 4 0.2 2 0.1 10 0.5 
modified Noun 52 2.6 25 1.3 28 1.4 8 0.4 113 5.7 
Proper name 41 2.1 17 0.9 22 1.1 4 0.2 84 4.2 
Kinship term  32 1.6 22 1.1 15 0.8   69 3.5 
Unmodified noun 28 1.4 4 0.2 12 0.6   44 2.2 
Pro-form 57 2.9 3 0.2     60 3.0 
Verbal agreement 1255 63.1       1255 63.1 
Possessive agreement 61 3.1       61 3.1 
Zero anaphora 274 13.8       274 13.8 
Total 1821 91.7 72 3.8 81 4.1 14 0.7 1988 100 
 

As these forms are compared in various contexts to help identify and describe 

their function, most of the distinctions within an NP are conflated; only the distinctions of 

an NP in an existential or equative clause and an NP with a relative clause are retained.  
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The Subject marker is also best treated separately in section 3.3.2.4 below.  The coding 

scale in Figure 20 is proposed as representative of the nine types of encoding possible in 

participant reference and is used for most of the statistical comparisons to identify the 

function of the various forms within the participant reference system. 

Figure 20. Migabac participant reference coding scale 

Most encoding 
NP as Subject of an existential or equative clause 
NP with relative clause + personal pro-form 
NP with relative clause 
NP + personal pro-form 
NP 
Personal pro-form 
verbal agreement 
possessive agreement 

 

zero anaphora 
least encoding 
 

3.3.2. Patterns of participant reference 

The previous section described the various forms of reference used to identify 

participants within the text corpus.  This section describes the functions for which each of 

the forms can be used in the context of Migabac narrative discourse. 

3.3.2.1. Grammatical roles 

The count and the percentage of the various referent forms in each grammatical 

role are in Table 36. 
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Table 36. Grammatical roles of referent forms 

 Subject Object Benefact. 
Object 

Oblique Possessor Total 

 n % n % n % n % n % n % 
NP in exist. cl. 18 1.2         18 0.9 
NP w/ rel. cl. + 
pro-form 6 0.4         6 0.3 
NP w/ rel. cl.  1 0.1 2 1.3 1 0.4     4 0.2 
NP + pro-form 82 5.6       7 8.9 89 4.5 
NP 140 9.6 49 31.0 16 5.9 8 47.1 8 10.1 221 11.1 
Pro-form 50 3.4 2 1.3 1 0.4 4 23.5 3 3.8 60 3.0 
Verbal agreement 1134 77.6 44 27.8 77 28.2     1255 63.1 
Possessive 
agreement         61 77.2 61 3.1 
Zero anaphora 30 2.1 61 38.6 178 65.1 5 29.4   274 13.8 
Total 1461 100 158 100 273 100 17 100 79 100 1988 100 
 

When all references to participants as complements are combined and compared, 

which are Subject, Object, and Benefactive Object, over 80% are referenced through 

verbal agreement or zero anaphora.24 

3.3.2.2. Continuity 

Givón (1983) proposes three measurements for topic continuity.  The first is 

REFERENTIAL DISTANCE (RD), which is anaphoric and identifies the number of clauses 

since a referent was last active.  At the time, he proposed the arbitrary number of 20 for 

the maximum number of clauses to track (13).  As people continued to use his 

measurements, he later stated that a three way distinction is sufficient for measuring 

referential distance:1, 2-3, and more than 3 (1994:10).  After experimenting with a range 

                                                 
24 Many of the cases of zero anaphora for Subject and Benefactive Object involve 

quotation in which the Quote formula is not included or in which the Benefactive 
agreement was not included in the Quote formula. 
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of values in Migabac, I find that �11� provides a useful cut-off point for tracking RD, so 

any referential greater than 11 is given a value of �11�.  The value of �12� is used for the 

first time a participant is mentioned. 

Longacre (1995:702) provides a list of operations for participant reference in a 

text, as follows: 

M: first Mention within a story 
I: Integration into the story as central to the whole narrative or to some embedded 
narrative 
T: routine Tracking (characteristic of the storyline but not confined to it) 
R: Reinstatement/restaging of a participant that has been offstage 
C: Confrontation and/or role change (i.e., a flip in dominance patterns) 
L: marking of Locally contrastive/thematic status 
E: an intrusive narrator Evaluation or comment 

I relate these operations to Givón�s topic continuity as follows.  The operations of 

M and R mark a new topic and thus a break in topic continuity, whereas I and T reflect 

the highest degree of continuity.  C, L, and E signal a shift in topic.  By retaining a 

greater range of Encoding to mark RD, the coding points coincide more accurately with 

Longacre�s operations.  A value of �12� always refers to the first Mention of a participant 

within a story.  A value of �11�, which is used for a RD of 11 or more, is usually 

Reinstating an offstage participant.  �1� is typically Integration or routine Tracking.  The 

medial ranges of RD could potentially be routine Tracking, but often coincide with 

Confrontation, marking a Locally contrastive status, or an Evaluation.  These operations 

also interact with other measurements. 

The parameter of RD as applied to the Migabac texts is charted in Table 37 with 

the forms of reference.  Columns for RD with similar percentages are combined to 

simplify the chart, e.g. RD of 2 through 4 are combined.  The count and a percentage of 
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the column total are given in each column.  In addition, the average RD value is given in 

the Total for each row. 

Table 37. Referential distance 

 1 2-4 5-10 11 
First 

mention 
(12) 

Total 

 n % n % n % n % n % n % Ave 
NP in exist. cl. 4 0.3 1 0.4     13 16.0 18 0.9 9 
NP w/ rel. cl. 
+ pro-form 

2 0.1       4 4.9 6 0.3 8.3 

NP w/ rel. cl.  1 0.1       3 3.7 4 0.2 9.3 
NP + 
pro-form 

23 1.5 22 9.7 12 15.2 11 19.6 21 25.9 89 4.5 6.0 

NP 91 5.9 38 16.7 27 34.2 33 58.9 32 39.6 221 11.1 5.1 
Pro-form 41 2.7 13 5.7 3 3.8 1 1.8 2 2.5 60 3.0 2.3 
Verbal 
agreement 

1106 71.5 115 50.8 26 32.9 3 5.4 5 6.2 1255 63.1 1.3 

Possessive 
agreement 

42 2.7 11 4.8 3 3.8 5 8.9   61 3.1 2.3 

Zero 
anaphora 

235 15.2 27 11.9 8 10.1 3 5.4 1 1.2 274 13.8 1.4 

Total 1545 100 227 100 79 100 56 100 81 100 1988 100 2.1 
 

The data on RD immediately reveals some patterns.  Those participants who are 

mentioned for the first time are referred to with at least a noun phrase 90% of the time.  

As the RD increases for participants, so does the weight of the encoding, as predicted by 

Givón.  The average RD when a noun phrase is used is 5.1, which contrasts significantly 

with the verbal agreement average of 1.3.  The significant25 percentage of RD for Verbal 

agreement, even for a RD of 5-10, indicates that, for a clause chaining language like 

Migabac, Givón�s later distinction to track RD for only 3 clauses is insufficient. 

                                                 
25 I do not use the term �significant� in a statistics technical sense in this thesis, but in the 

non-technical sense of �substantial� or �important�.  I did not do a p-value calculation on 
the statistics. 
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The second parameter of measurement proposed by Givón (1983:14) is 

POTENTIAL INTERFERENCE, or ambiguity.  Although this is a useful feature to examine in 

each clause, it is difficult to quantify, and he does not include it as a measurement in his 

later 1994 work.  Potential interference was not specifically quantified in the analysis of 

Migabac, although it can be indicated by some of the other parameters used. 

Topic PERSISTENCE (PER) is Givón�s (1983:14) third measurement, which is 

cataphoric and identifies how many clauses ahead the participant remains active.  Again, 

columns with similar percentages are combined.  The count and percentage of the column 

total for each grammatical form is given first. The total includes the average Persistence 

for each form.  A measurement of �0� indicates that the participant is not part of the 

following clause. 

Table 38. Persistence 

 0 1-3 4-5 6-10 11+ Total 
 n % n % n % n % n % n % Ave 
NP in exist. cl. 1 0.2 9 1.1 3 1.2 3 1.0 2 1.2 18 0.9 4.2 
NP w/ rel. cl. + 
pro-form 1 0.2 2 0.2   3 1.0   6 0.3 

4.8 

NP w/ rel. cl.    1 0.1   2 0.7 1 0.6 4 0.2 8.5 
NP + pro-form 21 4.7 37 4.6 10 3.9 14 4.6 7 4.1 89 4.5 3.6 
NP 36 8.1 102 12.5 34 13.1 31 10.3 18 10.7 221 11.1 4.0 
Pro-form 17 3.8 27 3.3 3 1.2 9 3.0 4 2.4 60 3.0 3.0 
Verbal 
agreement 298 67.1 505 62.2 158 61.0 192 63.5 102 60.3 1255 63.1 

3.7 

Possessive 
agreement 34 7.6 16 2.0 4 1.5 4 1.3 3 1.8 61 3.1 

2.0 

Zero anaphora 37 8.3 114 14.0 47 18.1 44 14.6 32 18.9 274 13.8 4.5 
Total 445 100 813 100 259 100 302 100 169 100 1988 100 3.8 
 

The statistics on Persistence do not reveal the same significant contrasts that RD 

does, so the form of participant reference in Migabac does not seem to be influenced by 
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its cataphoric reference.  The various forms are found across the chart, and the 

percentages are fairly stable, such as the verbal agreement that remains between  60-67% 

at all levels of Persistence.  However, Persistence can be useful for other purposes, such 

as helping to indicate a participant�s status based upon his level of involvement in the 

story. 

As already shown in Figure 19 above, Givón (1983) predicts that participants 

mentioned for the first time receive the heaviest encoding, and participants that have been 

inactive for a period also receive heavier encoding when they are reactivated.  Those that 

remain active for a long period receive the least encoding once they are activated.  The 

form when a participant is first mentioned and the grammatical role in which they are 

mentioned is shown in Table 39. 

Table 39. First mention by grammatical role 

 Subject Object Benefact. 
Object 

Oblique Possessor Total 

 n % n % n % n % n % n % 
NP in exist. cl. 13 22.0         13 16.0 
NP w/ rel. cl. + pro-form 4 6.8         4 4.9 
NP w/ rel. cl.    2 16.7 1 20.0     3 3.7 
NP + pro-form 19 32.2       2 50.0 21 25.9 
NP 17 28.8 10 83.3 3 60.0 1 100 1 25.0 32 39.6 
Pro-form 1 1.7       1 25.0 2 2.5 
Verbal agreement 5 8.5         5 6.2 
Possessive agreement             
Zero anaphora     1 20.0     1 1.2 
Total 59 100 12 100 5 100 1 100 4 100 81 100 
 

This data reveals that participants are most frequently first mentioned as Subject. 

An NP is the most frequent form of first mention in 39.6% of the total.  The first mention 

of a participant with an NP accounts for 24% of all referents with an NP.  In one text, a 
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member of a previously mentioned group receives no reference at all when he is 

individually addressed.  His individual identity is unimportant to the story, and he could 

probably be relegated to the role of a prop rather than a participant.  In other texts, a few 

participants are only identified through verbal agreement (5 times) or a pro-form (1 time) 

at their first mention.  They are minor participants, and are often a generic group of 

people associated with a place that is already mentioned. 

Dooley and Levinsohn (2001:130-131) also refine the parameter of referential 

distance in the context of continuity from one clause to another.  This parameter can give 

some indication of the potential interference or ambiguity with the previous clause since 

it highlights the relation of the continuity or change of participants.  They propose the 

categories and codes in Table 40 to identify continuity from the previous clause. 

Table 40. Continuity of participants 

 Continuity 
Subjects  
S1 The Subject is the same as in the previous clause. 

S2 
The Subject was the addressee of a speech reported in the previous 
clause. 

S3 
The Subject was involved in the previous clause in a non-Subject role 
other than in a closed conversation. 

S4 Other changes of Subject than those covered by S2 and S3. 
Non-Subjects  

N1 
The referent occupies the same non-Subject role as in the previous 
clause. 

N2 
The addressee of a reported speech was the Subject (speaker) of a 
speech reported in the previous clause. 

N3 
The referent was involved in the previous clause in a different role than 
that covered by N2. 

N4 Other non-Subject references than those covered by N1-N3. 
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Each participant in every clause of the text was marked with one of these codes.  

This serves to indicate the default patterns, and other reasons can be examined to 

determine the cause of variations from the default.  The percentage of each form for each 

type of continuity is given in Table 41. 

Table 41. Continuity in Migabac texts (RD=1) 

 S1 S2 S3 N1 N2 N3 Total 
 n % n % n % n % n % n % n % 
NP in exist. 
cl. 3 0.3 1 1.0         4 0.3 
NP w/ rel. 
cl. + 
pro-form 1 0.1   1 1.3       2 0.1 
NP w/ rel. 
cl.  1 0.1           1 0.1 
NP + 
pro-form 12 1.2 7 6.9 4 5.1       23 1.5 
NP 29 2.9 32 31.4 7 9.0 5 2.7 4 7.4 14 10.8 91 5.9 
Pro-form 24 2.4 7 6.9 3 3.8   1 1.9 6 4.6 41 2.7 
Verbal 
agreement 910 91.3 46 45.0 62 79.5 34 18.5 17 31.5 37 28.5 1106 71.5 
Possessive 
agreement       4 2.2   38 29.2 42 2.7 
Zero 
anaphora 17 1.7 9 8.8 1 1.3 141 76.6 32 59.2 35 26.9 235 15.2 
Total 997 100 102 100 78 100 184 100 54 100 130 100 1545 100 
 

The additional breakdown for the RD of 1 helps to show what encoding is used in 

various continuous relations.  The majority of cases of zero anaphora occur in 

non-Subject position since there is often no verbal agreement, especially when filling the 

same role as the previous clause (N1), or when an addressee was the speaker in the 

previous clause (N2).  Conversely, the greatest increase in heavier encoding over the 

average is when a speaker was the addressee in the previous clause.  Overall, there is a 
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slight increase in the use of heavier encoding as the roles of participants are less 

continuous. 

Table 42 divides those participants with a Referential distance of 2 or more 

between Subjects and non-Subjects.  The first mention of a participant is excluded in this 

data set. 

Table 42. Discontinuity in Migabac texts (RD= 2+) 

 S4 N4 Total 
 n % n % n % 
NP in exist. cl. 1 0.4   1 0.3 
NP w/ rel. cl. + pro-form       
NP w/ rel. cl.        
NP + pro-form 40 17.7 5 3.7 45 12.4 
NP 56 24.8 42 30.8 98 27.1 
Pro-form 15 6.6 2 1.5 17 4.7 
Verbal agreement 111 49.2 33 24.3 144 39.8 
Possessive agreement   19 14.0 19 5.2 
Zero anaphora 3 1.3 35 25.7 38 10.5 
Total 226 100 136 100 362 100 

 
Participants that exhibit discontinuity from the previous clause exhibit a greater 

percentage of heavier encoding, as was already shown in Table 37 above.  The additional 

data in Table 42 above shows the similarity in encoding between Subject and non-Subject 

roles.  The combination of verbal agreement and zero anaphora in non-Subject position is 

almost identical to the verbal agreement for Subjects since verbal agreement is not 

always available or utilized for non-Subjects.  The primary difference is that Subjects are 

more likely to have a pro-form, with or without a noun phrase, than their non-Subject 

counterparts. 
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3.3.2.3. Status or rank 

Longacre (1995:700-701) distinguishes between three main types of participants 

in a text.  1) Major participants are typically relevant throughout a story.  The major 

participants can be subdivided between a central participant, often called the 

PROTAGONIST, and non-central participants, who could be an ANTAGONIST, or a helper of 

the protagonist or antagonist.  2) Minor participants play a lesser role in only a section of 

the story.  3) Props are items used by agents to carry out an action.  The major and minor 

participants are typically animate agents.  Props are typically inanimate objects, but they 

can also be human, animate or natural forces. 

Dooley and Levinsohn (2001:119) propose a category apart from major and minor 

participants called a GLOBAL VIP (very important participant), who is the central person 

in the narrative.  This corresponds to Longacre�s protagonist, but they separate this 

central character from other major participants because different patterns of reference are 

often found. 

In the analysis of the Migabac texts, props are not considered in studying the 

participant reference system.  All people are treated as participants, even though their role 

may be incidental and they do not play an agentive role.  In the Cassowary story, the boys 

of the family never actually do anything, so they could be relegated to a prop status, but 

they are still included in the participant reference analysis.  Non-human referents that are 

active in an agentive role are also analyzed as participants, such as the cassowary in the 

story named after it.  In the Kpea story, even a vine is considered and analyzed as a 

participant since it is acts in its own power by magic. 
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In the Migabac texts, the person that the story is about is taken from the Title, and 

that person is designated as the VIP.26  The VIP is not necessarily the most active 

participant throughout the story, but he is the focal point for the story, as given in the 

title.  For example, in the Mapoisa story, Mapoisa only accounts for 8% of the total 

referents, whereas Dundu is the first participant mentioned in the text, and accounts for 

30% of the total referents.  Major participants are active in a number of sections in a 

story, whereas a minor participant is active only briefly and quickly lapses into inactivity.  

For the purposes of analysis, a participant that accounts for more than 20% of the 

referents within a text is designated as a major participant, and the remaining participants 

are considered minor participants. 

The encoding for the First mention of participants according to their category is in 

Table 43. 

Table 43. First mention by status & form 

 VIP Major Minor Total 
 n % n % n % n % 
NP in exist. cl. 5 45.5 3 16.7 5 9.6 13 16.0 
NP w/ rel. cl. + pro-form 1 9.1 3 16.7   4 4.9 
NP w/ rel. cl.      3 5.8 3 3.7 
NP + pro-form 2 18.2 6 33.3 13 25.0 21 25.9 
NP 3 27.3 6 33.2 23 44.2 32 39.6 
Pro-form     2 3.8 2 2.5 
Verbal agreement     5 9.6 5 6.2 
Possessive agreement         
Zero anaphora     1 1.9 1 1.2 
Total 11 100 18 100 52 100 81 100 

 

                                                 
26 In three texts (Wasika, Kwengeng, Sangamu), two participants are named in the Title 

and treated as VIP.  A VIP is not designated in three texts (Tobacco, Language, and 
Mula) because the stories are not about a particular person or persons. 
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Because of the limited total count in the data, only large percentage variations are 

significant.  Several observations immediately become apparent.  There is not a clear 

distinction between the VIP and other major participants, although VIP�s are first 

mentioned with an existential clause 45.5% of the time as compared to major participants 

16.7% of the time.  Otherwise, a noun phrase, usually left dislocated with a pro-form, is 

used for both VIP�s and major participants.  In contrast, minor participants are introduced 

by a range of encoding options.  When their specific identity is unimportant, they do not 

even need an explicit noun phrase.  In these examples, the unspecified referent is usually 

associated with a group or place that was already mentioned. 

Table 44 shows the grammatical role that participants fill when introduced. 

Table 44. First mention by status & grammatical role 

 VIP Major Minor Total 
 n % n % n % n % 
Subject 9 81.8 15 83.3 35 67.3 59 72.9 
Object 2 18.2 2 11.1 8 15.4 12 14.8 
Benefactive Object     5 9.6 5 6.2 
Oblique     1 1.9 1 1.2 
Possessor   1 5.6 3 5.8 4 4.9 
Total 11 100 18 100 52 100 81 100 

 
Both VIPs and major participants are usually introduced as Subject and 

occasionally as Object.  In one instance, the first mention of a major participant is as a 

possessor, and two clauses later, she is explicitly named again.  Although minor 

participants are also most frequently introduced as Subject, they can be introduced in any 

grammatical position. 
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Table 45 shows how participants are referenced as Subject excluding the first 

mention. 

Table 45. Forms of Subject according to status 

 VIP Major Minor Total 
 n % n % n % n % 
NP in exist. cl. 3 0.7 1 0.2 1 0.3 5 0.4 
NP w/ rel. cl. + pro-form   2 0.4   2 0.1 
NP w/ rel. cl.      1 0.3 1 0.1 
NP + pro-form 15 3.3 21 3.8 27 6.9 63 4.5 
NP 31 6.8 57 10.3 35 8.9 123 8.8 
Pro-form 14 3.1 11 2.0 24 6.1 49 3.5 
Verbal agreement 382 83.7 454 81.9 293 74.7 1129 80.5 
Possessive agreement         
Zero anaphora 11 2.4 8 1.4 11 2.8 30 2.1 
Total 456 100 554 100 392 100 1402 100 

 
As the percentages indicate, there is no significant difference in encoding between 

participants.  The minor participants have a slightly higher percentage of forms of heavy 

encoding, but this is attributed to the fact that they do not remain active as long, so their 

reference by verbal agreement is less frequent.  Based on these statistics, a distinct pattern 

of reference for participants, after they are introduced, according to their status is not 

apparent in Migabac. 

3.3.2.4. Participant reference pattern summary 

The default encodings for the Migabac participant reference system can be 

organized in accordance with Longacre�s operations in a series of constraints based upon 

all of the above statistics and observations in the texts.  Participants that are possessors 

are excluded from this data since they are modifying another NP rather than participating 

in the clause. 
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1) First Mention: 
 

a) All participants mentioned in the Stage are referenced in Subject position with an 
existential or equative clause or with a left dislocated noun phrase containing a 
relative clause. 

 
b) Major participants are mentioned elsewhere in Subject position with a noun 

phrase. 
 
c) Minor participants are mentioned in any grammatical role with any syntactic 

form. 
 

2) A narrator Evaluation or comment refers to a participant with an existential or 
equative clause or an NP with a relative clause. 

 
3) Integration: When a participant is first mentioned or Evaluated by an existential or 

equative clause, he is integrated into the story with a personal pro-form in the 
following clause. 

 
4) Routine tracking: A participant with a RD of up to 10 clauses is specified with the 

minimum level of encoding needed to disambiguate from other active participants.  
Usually zero anaphora or verbal agreement is sufficient to disambiguate. 

 
5) Reinstatement/Restaging: A participant who has lapsed into inactive status after 10 

clauses is reinstated with a noun phrase. 
 
6) Confrontation and/or a role change refer to a participant with a noun phrase. 
 
7) Locally contrastive or thematic: A participant can be marked as Locally contrastive or 

thematic with a Personal pro-form.  If he is already identified with a noun phrase, this 
results in a left dislocated construction. 

 
These default patterns follow what is predicted for narrative discourse.  The first 

mention and a narrator evaluation or comment use the heaviest encoding, with an entire 

clause either modifying or asserting something about the participant. 

Minimal encoding is used for routine tracking, which is typically verb agreement 

for Subjects and some Objects and Benefactive Objects.  Objects and Benefactive 

Objects are often implicitly involved through zero anaphora, as well as some Obliques.  
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Occasionally a noun is used to disambiguate some arguments and Obliques.  A personal 

pro-form is used 4 times to disambiguate an Oblique. 

When a noun phrase is used, it can serve two purposes.  It can reinstate a 

participant that has lapsed into inactivity, or it can emphasize a Confrontation or change 

in roles of participants.  Quotation often shows a change in roles, and the Quote formula 

or the following clause has an explicit noun phrase. 

Since the verbal agreement for Subjects carries the same information as a personal 

pro-form, a pro-form is never used for disambiguation in that position.  A pro-form marks 

the locally contrastive or thematic status of a participant.  When used in combination with 

a noun phrase, the noun phrase is left dislocated.  A pro-form is also sometimes used after 

a participant is introduced with an existential or equative clause to integrate the 

participant into the narrative.  Again, this fulfills the same function of marking the 

thematic status of the participant. 

The vast majority of the forms of participant reference can be explained within 

these constraints, as shown in Table 46, listed from the heaviest to the least encoding.  

This table gives the percentage of occurrences in a row rather than a column as the other 

tables do. 
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Table 46. Operations and forms of reference 

 NP in 
exist. cl. 

NP + 
pro-form 

NP Pro-form 
Agreement/ 

zero 
anaphora 

Total 

 n % n % n % n % n % n % 
Mention in 
stage 13 81.2 3 18.8       16 100 
Major 
mention     9 100     9 100 
Major 
mention + 
Theme   9 100       9 100 
Minor 
mention    13 27.7 26 55.3 2 4.3 6 12.8 47 100 
Evaluation 5 55.6 2 22.2 2 22.2     9 100 
Restage + 
Theme   11 100       11 100 
Confront + 
Theme   48 100       48 100 
Restage     36 100     36 100 
Confront     106 100     106 100 
Integrate       6 100   6 100 
Theme       42 100   42 100 
anomalies   5 21.7 10 34.5 2 8.7 6 26.1 23 100 
Track     29 1.9 4 0.3 1519 97.8 1552 100 
Total 18 0.9 91 4.8 218 11.4 56 2.9 1531 80.0 1914 100 
 

In a few instances forms are used in an anomolous way that does not fit with the 

predicted forms.  A noun phrase is used for an active participant that does not seem to be 

confrontation or a role change.  In these contexts, the clauses express some sort of 

repetition or paraphrase to supply added information off the event line.  In three cases, a 

participant that has been uninvolved for 11 or more clauses is still only identified by 

verbal agreement.  Thus, the minimal encoding for routine tracking can carry over many 

clauses if the participants are within the same episode and there is no other potential 

interference from other participants that would take the same agreement. 
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In addition to the patterns described above, the use of the Subject marker and the 

various forms of noun phrases are described below. 

Subject marker 

The =di Subject marker is widely distributed on Subjects in many contexts in the 

text corpus.  It is used in 6% of the clauses and is found on 31% of all overt Subjects.  It 

is found in every section of a narrative.  It can be found in any clause within a sentence of 

any number of clauses as well as in a subordinate clause.27 

Table 47. Referential distance of Overt Subjects 

 1 2-4 5-10 11+ New Total 
 n % n % n % n % n % n % Ave 
NP + pro-form + =di 4 3.1 3 5.3   2 7.7 5 12.2 14 5.0 6.8 
NP + pro-form 21 16.5 18 31.5 9 32.1 8 30.8 18 43.9 74 26.6 5.8 
NP + =di  39 30.8 8 14.0 9 32.1 4 15.4 9 22.0 69 24.7 3.9 
NP 29 22.8 16 28.1 8 28.7 11 42.3 8 19.5 72 25.8 4.9 
Pro-form + =di 3 2.4         3 1.1 1.0 
Pro-form 31 24.4 12 21.1 2 7.1 1 3.8 1 2.4 47 16.8 1.0 
Total 127 100 57 100 28 100 26 100 41 100 279 100 4.5 
 

Table 47 illustrates that there is little correlation between the use of the Subject 

marker and the referential distance in clauses with Overt Subjects, although it does show 

that its frequency significantly increases with noun phrases as compared to its use with a 

pro-form. 

When the forms with and without the Subject marker are compared, Table 48 

shows that the greatest percentage of Subject markers on noun phrases occurs with verbs 

                                                 
27 The number of occurrences of the Subject marker according to clausal position within a 

sentence is as follows: 10 in only clause, 5 in first clause, 36 in middle clause, 38 in last 
clause, and 3 in subordinate clause. 
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of speaking in the S2 column, which indicates that the speaker of the current clause was 

the addressee in the previous clause. 

Table 48. Continuity of Overt Subjects 

 S1 S2 S3 S4 Total 
 n % n % n % n % n % 
NP + pro-form + =di 3 4.5   1 7.1 10 6.6 14 5.0 
NP + pro-form 10 14.9 7 15.2 4 28.6 53 34.9 74 26.6 
NP + =di  13 19.4 24 52.2 2 14.3 30 19.7 69 24.7 
NP 17 25.4 8 17.4 4 28.6 43 28.3 72 25.8 
Pro-form + =di 2 3.0   1 7.1   3 1.1 
Pro-form 22 32.8 7 15.2 2 14.3 16 10.5 47 16.8 
Total 67 100 46 100 14 100 152 100 279 100 

 
The Persistence shown in Table 49 reveals that a much greater percentage of 

Subject markers occur with Subjects that persist in the narrative for a longer period of 

time.  Yet its distribution is still spread across the chart, so that is not a determining 

factor. 

Table 49. Persistence of Overt Subjects 

 0 1-3 4-5 6-10 11+ Total 
 n % n % n % n % n % n % Ave 
NP + pro-form + =di 2 4.4 6 4.5 2 6.3 3 6.5 1 4.3 14 5.0 3.9 
NP + pro-form 15 33.4 33 24.8 8 25.0 12 26.1 6 26.1 74 26.6 3.7 
NP + =di  4 8.9 34 25.5 9 28.1 16 32.6 7 30.5 69 24.7 4.7 
NP 11 24.4 36 27.1 11 34.3 8 17.4 6 26.1 72 25.8 3.9 
Pro-form + =di   1 0.8   1 2.2 1 4.3 3 1.1 6.7 
Pro-form 13 28.9 23 17.3 2 6.3 7 15.2 2 8.7 47 16.8 2.8 
Total 45 100 133 100 32 100 46 100 23 100 279 100 3.9 
 

The equivalent to the =di Subject marker in related languages has traditionally 

been analyzed as an ergative marker.  In an ergative-absolutive system of case marking, 

the Subject of transitive clauses is generally a marked case.  The Object of transitive 

clauses as well as the Subject of intransitive clauses are identified the same, generally by 
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an unmarked case.  Some grammatical descriptions have qualified the usage of the case 

marker since it is utilized in ways that are not typical for an ergative case marker, as in 

the following two examples from Folopa and Nabak. 

In the Papuan language of Folopa, Anderson and Wade (1988:14) describe an 

ergative case marker whose usage does not follow the typical patterns of an 

ergative-absolutive system.  In Folopa, the use of the ergative case marker �is dependent 

on the amount of control attributed to the Subject,� whether or not the verb is transitive or 

intransitive.  They assert that this control, and the resulting use of the case marker, is 

often influenced by cultural expectations. 

In Nabak, a language related to Migabac, Fabian et al. (1998:79-80) recognize the 

possible historical role of the equivalent particle in that language as an ergative case 

marker.  However, they identify it as a focus enclitic because �its occurrence is more 

closely tied to the introduction and reintroduction of participants than to a semantic 

category such as agenthood.�  They describe how the enclitic not only occurs with 

Subjects of intransitive verbs, but also can occur on verbs and even rarely on Objects.  It 

seems that they intend the label of �focus� to refer to emphasis rather than the more 

technical usage of the term in reference to new information. 

Like these languages, the =di Subject marker in Migabac does not function as a 

typical ergative case marker.  It is found on Subjects with any type of verb,.28 and it is 

lacking on 86 of the 154 transitive clauses that contain an explicit Subject.  Of the 180 
                                                 
28 In these texts, the number of occurrences of the Subject marker with the types of verbs 

is as follows: 46 with speech/awareness, 21 with other transitive verbs, 14 with 
intransitive verbs of movement, 7 with existential verbs, and 4 with other intransitive 
verbs. 
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intransitive clauses with an explicit Subject, 25 are marked with the Subject marker.  

There are no syntactic considerations on the clause level to determine when it is used.  

The only exception is that verbs of speaking (e.g. say, tell, ask, yell) strongly favor the 

use of the Subject marker with explicit Subjects, which accounts for two thirds of the 

Subject markers used with transitive verbs in the text corpus.  Yet this can be attributed to 

other factors as below.  Therefore, it is not useful to retain the ergative label and try to 

qualify what may have been its historical usage. 

�Subject marker� seems to be the best label for the =di enclitic.  As a Subject 

marker, it minimally disambiguates the arguments in a clause when needed.  Since a 

speaker can often be misconstrued as the addressee when only one argument is explicit 

with a verb of speaking, the clause almost always includes the Subject marker when the 

speaker is explicit. 

Table 50. Operations and forms of reference 

 Subject with =di Subject Total 
 n % n % n % 
Mention in stage 1 33 2 67 3 100 
Major mention 1 25 3 75 4 100 
Major mention + Theme 1 11 8 89 9 100 
Minor mention  11 44 14 56 25 100 
Evaluation 1 25 3 75 4 100 
Restage + Theme 2 20 8 80 48 100 
Confront + Theme 4 8 44 92 93 100 
Restage 5 29 12 71 6 100 
Confront 52 56 41 44 42 100 
Integrate 2 33 4 67 17 100 
Theme 2 5 40 95 10 100 
anomalies 3 25 9 75 3 100 
Track 1 33 2 67 12 100 
Total 86 31 190 69 276 100 
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Table 50 shows the greatest percentage of Subject marker associated with 

participants that exhibit confrontation or a role change, and also for minor participants the 

first time they are mentioned.  This shows a similarity to Folopa in that the Subject 

marker is often used when the Subject exhibits control over the action, especially in 

contrast to the previous participant by showing a change in control.  Yet again, the 

Subject marker is distributed across every operation of a participant, so it cannot be 

limited to that. 

In the Cassowary story, the father is marked with the Subject marker in the first 

development of the narrative in sentence 2 after the Stage is set.  In this case, the whole 

family had been introduced, and the narrative now focuses on one member of the family.  

He is again marked as Subject as the speaker in the next scene, in sentence 4, when he 

addresses his family.  The development of the narrative then focuses on the mother as she 

is marked as Subject for her reply in sentence 5, and a description of her actions follows. 

A vine, which is a prop in this story, is marked as Subject in sentence 7.  It could 

be interpreted as Instrument with an unspecified Subject �it held on its (the cassowary�s) 

leg with a vine� rather than as Subject �a vine held on its (the cassowary�s) leg�.  Native 

speakers affirm that the �vine� is the Subject, not Instrument, of the clause. 

The narrative continues its development until the middle of sentence 9, the 

longest sentence in the text, when the cassowary is marked with the Subject marker.  No 

other Subject markers are used in the last sentence. 

In the Sangamu story, the narrative begins its development with the interaction 

between the major participants.  In sentence 4, a member of the group of Gemeng men is 
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identified and acts on his own.  However, a Subject marker is not used until sentence 6 

when the action changes from the two participants, Sangamu and Wasika, to a single 

participant.  The change is temporary, and the narrative resumes referring to them as a 

group again.  The narrative continues to develop the interchange between the Gemeng 

men and Sangamu and Wasika until sentence 15 when Wasika is marked as Subject and 

an interchange between Wasika and Sangamu begins.  In replies by Sangamu and Wasika 

in sentences 17 and 18 respectively, they are each marked as Subject.  At the Peak of the 

story, one of the Gemeng men is specified and marked as Subject in sentence 21, and the 

development of the narrative resumes their involvement.  Wasika is again marked as 

Subject in the second part of coordinate sentence 22.  The Subject marker is not used in 

the remainder of this text. 

The other narratives reflect similar use of the Subject marker.  The Peak of the 

story of the origin of the Migabac and Dedua languages involves an interchange between 

two brothers.  A dialogue of five sentences marks each brother as the Subject in each 

successive sentence.  The repeated role change exhibited by the Subject marker is used 

for highlighting at the Peak.  Other stories also utilize the Subject marker in the Postpeak 

and Closure in similar ways as found in earlier sections of the above analyzed narratives. 

The Subject marker may be in transition in function from an Ergative marker to a 

more general Subject marker whose most common use indicates a role change that shows 

contrast with the other active participants.  If the transition continues, it may 

grammaticalize into a marker of contrast.  The Subject marker as currently used is not a 
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grammatical requirement, but it can be used at the discretion of the narrator to 

disambiguate the Subject or to highlight the contrast in participants in the text. 

Noun Phrase 

This section already described when a noun phrase is used in the texts.  Some 

further observations on the use of the various forms of noun phrases, as presented in 

section 3.3.1.1 above, are given here.  In these Tables, a modified noun includes 

modification by a relative clause, which was distinguished from all other noun phrases in 

the analysis above. 

Table 51 displays the noun phrase forms according to grammatical role. 

Table 51. Noun Phrase forms by grammatical role 

 Subject Object Benefact. 
Object 

Oblique Possessor Total 

 n % n % n % n % n % n % 
Modified noun 92 40.2 16 31.4 3 17.6 3 37.5 9 60.0 123 38.3 
Proper name 57 24.9 19 37.2 2 11.8 3 37.5 3 20.0 84 26.3 
Kinship term  49 21.4 6 11.8 9 53.0 2 25.0 3 20.0 69 21.6 
Unmodified noun 31 13.5 10 19.6 3 17.6     44 13.8 
Total 229 100 51 100 17 100 8 100 15 100 320 100 

 
Table 52 displays noun phrase forms according to their status in a narrative. 

Table 52. Noun Phrase forms by status 

 VIP Major Minor Total 
 n % n % n % n % 
Modified noun 25 30.5 46 39.3 52 43.0 123 38.3 
Proper name 43 52.4 7 6.0 34 28.1 84 26.3 
Kinship term  1 1.2 49 41.9 19 15.7 69 21.6 
Unmodified noun 13 15.9 15 12.8 16 13.2 44 13.8 
Total 82 100 117 100 121 100 320 100 
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The contrast between the uses of a proper name for VIP�s as compared to a 

kinship term for major participants is significant.  In a story, the VIP is more likely to be 

referred to by name and other participants by their relationship to him.  Overall, kinship 

terms are preferred to a proper name when people related to one another are interacting. 

Table 53 presents the RD for the forms of noun phrases. 

Table 53. Referential distance for noun phrase forms 

 1 2-4 5-10 11+ First 
mention 

Total 

 n % n % n % n % n % n % Ave 
Modified noun 47 40.5 19 31.7 13 32.5 10 22.7 32 53.3 121 37.8 5.7 
Proper name 28 24.1 23 38.3 9 22.5 14 31.8 11 18.3 85 26.6 5.2 
Kinship term  27 23.3 11 18.3 12 30.0 10 22.7 10 16.7 70 21.9 5.1 
Unmodified 
noun 14 12.1 7 11.7 6 15.0 10 22.7 7 11.7 44 13.8 

6.1 

Total 116 100 60 100 40 100 44 100 60 100 320 100 5.4 
 

As would be expected, a modified noun is used most frequently for the first 

mention of a participant.  This correlates with the slightly higher percentage of minor 

participants being identified by a modified noun since their first mention accounts for a 

greater percentage of their use.  Surprisingly, a significant percentage of participants with 

a RD of 1 also are referred to by a modified noun.  However, this is partly due to the fact 

that several of the participants use a fixed modified expression to refer to them, such as 

�old woman�, so any reference to them is with a modified noun. 

3.4. Switch reference 

The Switch reference system is the primary means for identifying participants in 

Migabac.  The next chapter describes the structure of Switch reference in greater detail 

and develops some of the specific types of relations between clauses in a sentence, 
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including subordinate clauses.  This section describes the use of the Switch reference 

system as part of a cohesive development of a text. 

3.4.1. Function 

As described in chapter 2, a sentence consists of one or more clauses with the last 

clause containing a final verb that is fully inflected for Subject agreement, tense and 

mood.  The other clauses in the chain contain medial verbs that are inflected with a 

Switch reference marker that indicates two relations to the following clause.  It indicates 

the sequential or simultaneous temporal relation, and indicates if the following clause has 

the Same Subject (SS) or Different Subject (DS).  If the Subject of the following clause is 

different, the Different Subject suffix also indicates agreement in person and number with 

the Subject of its own clause.  In addition, a durative suffix can be used in place of the 

sequential SS for durative Same Subject or in combination with the sequential DS for 

durative Different Subject.  The paradigms for the medial suffixes are in section 2.3.1.2, 

Table 17 above.  The number and percent of occurrences in the text corpus (excluding 

quotations) for each type of medial suffix are in Table 54. 

Table 54. Medial verb count 

 Same Subject Different Subject Total 
 n % n % n % 
Durative 30 6.3 4 0.9 34 3.8 
Simultaneous 15 3.2 16 3.8 31 3.5 
Sequential 428 90.5 403 95.3 831 92.7 
Total 473 100 423 100 896 100 

 
As can be seen, the Sequential forms are the most common forms used, and the 

Same Subject forms are slightly more common than are the Different Subject forms. 
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The number and percentage of non-subordinated and unembedded Final verb 

suffixes in the text corpus (excluding quotations) are in Table 55. 

Table 55. Final verb count 

Tense/ mood n % 
Future 4 0.8 
Present 71 13.6 
Remote past 427 81.8 
Contrafactual 1 0.2 
(Equative) 19 3.6 
Total 522 100 

 
The Equative clauses are nonverbal and thus do not have any suffixation.  They 

are included here because they can end a sentence like a verb with final suffixation.  Over 

70% of the Present tense suffixes occur in three stories by the same story teller, which 

shows his preference for highlighting events in a story with the present tense.  The 

Present tense is also found in three other stories by different authors/story tellers in the 

midst of the historical narrative, as well as in a few other instances that relate the story to 

the present.  The Future tense clauses are all narrator comments.  Because of the use of 

stories from the past, the Remote Past tense predominates, which is used for events that 

happened before yesterday. 

The comparison between the total medial and final suffixes indicates that the 

average sentence length, excluding subordinate clauses, is 2.7 clauses.  The greatest 

number of clauses within a sentence in the text corpus is 11.  The total count and 

percentage of sentence length according to the number of clauses, including subordinate 

clauses, are in Table 56. 
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Table 56. Sentence length 

Number of clauses n % 
1 104 20.0 
2 174 33.3 
3 102 19.6 
4 64 12.3 
5 29 5.6 
6 22 4.2 
7 13 2.5 
8+ 14 2.5 
Total 521 100 

 
This Switch reference system of clause chaining allows an efficient use of 

encoding by giving only the minimum information necessary to carry along a narrative.  

If the same Subject is performing a series of actions, he does not need to be identified by 

agreement or a pro-form or noun phrase; just an indication on the verb that it is the same 

person continuing the actions.  Tense does not need to be indicated on every verb since 

the tense of the final verb identifies the tense of all the verbs within a sentence.  The 

encoding needed to communicate the same activity can be seen in example (32) from the 

Sangamu story when the Gemeng men found Sangamu.  The last explicit reference to the 

Gemeng men and Sangamu was eleven clauses (four sentences) before the beginning of 

this sentence. 

(32) Hau   ngani-bong misa kwelina homa-lu fa-me 
go.down see-3P.SEQ.DS water inside  die-SEQ.SS lay-3S.SEQ.DS 
kpatacke-lu  biac  hau  ba-ibong. 
be.startled-SEQ.SS quickly go.down take-3P.REM.PAST 
�They went down and saw that he died inside the water and laid there, and 
they were startled and quickly went down and took him.' 

This five clause sentence contains a serial verb construction in both the first and 

last clauses in which only the second verb of the clause receives verbal suffixation.  It 
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clearly illustrates the typical use of the Switch reference system with an interchange 

between two participants, Sangamu and the group of Gemeng men.  The Switch reference 

and verbal agreement system can encode the same information that English does with 

pronouns, conjunctions, and clausal relations. 

In this sentence, each clause expresses the next event in the sequence of the 

narrative.  The Gemeng men are the first actors as indicated by the 3P agreement on the 

first Different Subject suffix.  This suffix also indicates that the following clause has a 

different Subject.  Sangamu is Subject of the next two clauses as indicated by the Same 

Subject marking on the second clause and the 3S agreement on the third clause.  The 

third clause also indicates that the following clause is a different Subject.  The Gemeng 

men are again the Subject of the final two clauses, as indicated by the Same Subject 

suffix, then the final verb with the 3P agreement.  The remote past tense on the final verb 

applies to the entire sentence. 

3.4.2. Anomalies 

The actual Subject of clauses is compared with the medial verb suffixation in 

Table 57.  The columns represent the suffixation, and the rows represent the actual 

relation between the Subjects.  The temporal relation expressed by the medial suffix is 

ignored here in the analysis of participant tracking by medial verbs.  The �Overlap� rows 

identify when there is a partial overlap of participants, and whether the following clause 

represents a subtraction or an addition of participants in the marked clause. 
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Table 57. Switch reference Subject tracking consistency 

 Same Subject Different Subject Total 
 n % n % n % 
Different 14 3.0 393 92.9 407 45.2 
Same 437 92.4 9 2.1 446 49.8 
Overlap - 15 3.2 4 0.9 19 2.1 
Overlap + 7 1.5 17 4.0 24 2.7 
Total 473 100 423 100 896 100 

 
Over 92% of clauses with medial verbs in these texts operate consistently in 

identifying whether or not the Subject of the following clause is the same or different, as 

in example (32) above.  4.9% exhibit an overlap of Subjects, so they are ambiguous 

whether or not they can be considered consistent in their identification.  Only 14 clauses 

with different Subject are marked as SS and 9 clauses with the same Subject are marked 

as DS.  These 2.5% exhibit an obvious mismatch in the relation between the Switch 

reference marking and the actual Subjects in the clause. 

Farr (1999:217) has a chapter titled �Apparent anomalies in the switch-reference 

system�.  She describes the Switch reference system of Korafe as having two functions in 

tension: �marking of syntactic and semantic relations between clauses and the marking of 

pragmatic relationships such as foregrounding/backgrounding, continuity of topic or 

salient participant, etc.�  The apparent anomalies in Korafe are of three types: 1) clauses 

with referential overlap, 2) �skipped� embedded constructions, and 3) medial verbs 

marked for SS but with a different Subject in the following clause. 

The following analysis examines and describes the ambiguous and mismatched 

examples of participant tracking in Migabac. 
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3.4.2.1. Embedding 

Embedded relative clauses and subordinated final clauses are not on the same 

level as the surrounding clauses that are tracked by the Switch reference system.  As 

expected, an embedded clause, like the relative clause in brackets in example (33), does 

not cause the first clause to be marked as Different Subject as it would if it were a clause 

in the same chain as the surrounding clauses (Mula 40). 

(33) madec i  hau-lu    [degocsuc  lobo-wec     i] 
boy that go.down-SEQ.SS banana  cook-3S.REM.PAST  that 
no-me   ube-ine hedic-ke-me   mi-wec � 
eat-3S.SEQ.DS neck-his block-3S.O-3S.SEQ.DS say-3S.REM.PAST � 
�that boy went down & he ate that banana that cooked & it blocked his neck & 
he said �� 

The Switch reference system �skips� the embedded relative clause �the banana 

cooked� and identifies that the boy who �went down� is the same one that �ate�.  The next 

clause is marked for Different Subject and has the banana as Subject.  The change of 

Subject is again marked to anticipate that it was the boy who said. 

None of the subordinated clauses with final verb inflection in the text corpus are 

structured in a way that would indicate that the Switch reference skips over them.  Either 

they are the first clause in the sentence with no preceding medial verb or they have the 

same Subject as their matrix clause, so a mismatch is not evident.  As more data is 

examined, it is expected that these subordinated clauses would provide evidence that they 

are skipped in the Switch reference system. 
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3.4.2.2. Overlap ambiguity 

The relation of Subjects between clauses can exhibit partial overlap when they 

have a part to whole relationship.  This can be in the form of an individual and his body 

parts or certain people as a part of a whole group.  Most of the clauses follow the same 

pattern.  When going from a whole to a part, a Same Subject suffix is utilized.  When 

going from a part to a whole, a Different Subject suffix is utilized.  Both of these are in 

example (34) below (Cassowary 9). 

(34) � nenggac-ngineng kpatacke-lu 
� mother-their  be.startled-SEQ.SS 
hige  mole-ine tentengkpe-me  doma-wec 
leg   hand-her shook-3S.SEQ.DS stand-3S.REM.PAST 
�Their mother was startled & her hands and legs shook & she stood.� 

The first clause, with �mother� as Subject, is marked as the Same Subject as the 

second clause, which has �her hands and legs�, a part of the mother, as Subject.  The 

mother is again the Subject of the third and final clause in the sentence.  Yet the second 

clause is marked for Different Subject since it is going from the part to the whole.  The 

same structure is found when one Subject is a group of people and another Subject is a 

member of that group.  At the end of the Cassowary story, example (35), the Subject of 

the first two clauses is the mother and the Subject of the next two clauses is a group made 

up of the mother and father.  Different Subject marker is used at the end of the second 

clause since it goes from the part to the whole (Cassowary 10). 

(35) � nenggac-ngineng hike-lu mamac-ngineng mic-no-me 
� mother-their go-SEQ.SS father-their say-to.him-3S.SEQ.DS 
kwesi tengke-lu mac=ka hike-iboc. 
come carry-SEQ.SS house=to go-3D.REM.PAST 
��their mother went & said to their father & they came and carried (the 
cassowary) & went to the house.� 
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The opposite is found when two cousins are traveling together, as in example (36) 

(Mapoisa 21).  The previous sentence makes it clear that the first clause is referring to 

both cousins together. 

(36) Yefe=wa hau-lu    hefalie-lu 
trail=on go.down-SEQ.SS turn-SEQ.SS 
nefe-ine mic-no-wec� 
cousin-his say-to.him-3S.REM.PAST � 
�They went down on the trail & he turned and said to his cousin�� 

In this example, the first clause is marked for Same Subject even though it is only 

one of the two people identified as Subject that continues to function as the Subject in the 

remaining clauses.  The Switch reference encoding with a Subject relation like example 

(36) is typical.  Same Subject marking is used when the Subject of the second clause is 

part of a group that is Subject in the first clause. 

In a few instances, Same Subject marking is found where Different Subject 

marking would be expected based upon the above description.  In these cases, two or 

more participants in a clause in different roles are both part of the Subject in the 

following clause.  The above analysis would predict Different Subject marking, but in 

these instances the first clause is marked for Same Subject.  In the sentence previous to 

example (37), one of the cousins addressed the other cousin (Sangamu 7). 

(37) mi-lu  biac  wa    ofe-iboc. 
say-SEQ.SS quickly come.down come.up-3D.REM.PAST 
�After he said, they (D) quickly came down and came up.� 

In most of the examples with a Subject relationship like example (35) above, 

Different Subject is indicated.  A few clauses, like example (37), are marked as Same 

Subject.  In these sentences, all the participants in the final clause were also active in 
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some role in the preceding context and in the clause in which there was a single Subject.  

In example (37) in particular, the specific identity of the two individuals at this point in 

the narrative is unimportant, and the two are continuing to function as a unit.  In these 

instances, topic continuity seems to be more significant in marking Same Subject than the 

strict syntactic discontinuity of Subject.  Yet the Switch reference system cannot be 

viewed as strictly indicating continuity.  In the majority of the cases like example (38), it 

is the syntactic discontinuity of Subject that is marked in spite of the close association 

between two individuals in the context (Flierl 32).  It is only in some contexts that the 

close association between two participants can take precedence over their syntactic 

position. 

(38) ai-me   ngic sugucne=di Senio mac=ka mengoc-ke-me 
do-3S.SEQ.DS man big=SUB  Senio house=to bring-3S.O-3S.SEQ.DS 
fe-iboc. 
go.up-3D.REM.PAST 
�Then the big man (i.e. leader) brought Senio to the house & they went up.� 

Comrie (1983:26-29) compares the Switch reference system of three languages 

from around the world.  Huichol, from Mexico, always uses Same Subject marking if 

there is any overlap in participants.  He distinguishes between the �marked� clause, which 

contains the Switch reference marker, and the �controlling� clause, which the marked 

clause indicates as being SS or DS.  Gokana, from Nigeria, only has one Switch reference 

suffix for dependent clauses that indicates same Subject.  Its absence indicates different 

Subject.  The suffix is optional when the Subject of the marked clause includes the 

Subject of the controlling clause (e.g. plural to singular).  However, when the Subject of 

the marked clause is higher on the person hierarchy than the Subject of the controlling 
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clause (e.g. 1st plural to 2nd singular), the SS suffix is not used.  The suffix is not used (i.e. 

Different Subject) when the Subject of the controlling clause includes the marked 

clause�s Subject (e.g. singular to plural).  Thus, Gokana has a three-way distinction in the 

way that it treats overlapping Subjects.  Kobon, a Papuan language, has a similar system.  

When the Subject of the controlling clause is included in the marked clause, SS marking 

is used, whether or not there is a change in person (i.e. 1st, 2nd, and 3rd).  When the 

Subject of the marked clause is included in the controlling clause, or if there is two-way 

overlap, SS marking is used for same person and DS is used when there is a change in 

person, which again results in a three-way distinction. 

Similarly, Farr (1999:219) presents a table for Korafe, Kewa, and Usan (three 

Papuan languages) that compares the choices of Switch reference marking when there is 

overlap.  Depending on the overlap and direction of person and number (e.g. 3P  3S or 

3S  2P), the language may require a certain form of Switch reference marking, or it 

may leave it optional.  All the languages except Usan allow either option when both 

clauses are 3rd person.  Usan requires SS when going from 3P to 3S, but allows either 

option going from 3S to 3P.  Migabac, like Korafe and Kewa, allows either option when 

going in either direction.  The text corpus of 3rd person narrative texts does not give 

sufficient examples to determine the options when 1st or 2nd person are involved. 

Twenty-three other medial verbs in these texts that do not have an overlap of 

Subjects also have a mismatch between the Switch reference marking and the Subjects of 

the clauses.  The small number of mismatches could be written off as performance errors 
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not corrected by editors.  Yet as these structures are examined, some patterns become 

evident. 

3.4.2.3. Different subject marked SS 

Fabian et al. (1998:155) describe only one anomaly in the Switch reference 

system for the Nabak language, which is related to Migabac. 

A speaker may use a �same subject� suffix when the subject of the clause has a 

different referent from the subject of the next clause.  The speaker does this when 
he regards the subject of the next clause as unimportant, and intends to revert to 
the salient participant in the clause following the next one. 

They state that the medial verb system is really tracking the �salient participant�, which 

just happens to coincide with the Subject most of the time.  This same anomaly is found 

in a few instances in the Migabac texts, as in example (39) (Trip 6). 

(39) Ai-lu  le Kpelahaluc yefe fe-lu   Hube kwesi-lu 
do-SEQ.SS go Kpelahaluc trail go.up-SEQ.SS Hube come-SEQ.SS 
Huba yefe hike-cgu Zagehemec kwesi-lu 
Huba trail go-DUR.SS Zagehemec come-SEQ.SS 
ngictau Silo=di ago ba-lu   mac monic=ka lo-me 
chief  Silo=SUB friend take-SEQ.SS house one=at  put-3S.SEQ.DS 
fa-wec. 
lie-3S.REM.PAST 
�Then he (Senio) went up the Kpelahaluc trail & came to Hube & continued to 
go along the Huba trail & came to Zagehemec & chief Silo took (him as a) 
friend & put him at one house & (Senio) laid.� 

This travelogue reports the route taken by Senio.  When he comes to Zagehemec, 

the verb is still marked as Same Subject.  Yet the next two clauses report the action of the 

chief there, and Senio is the unspecified Object of those two clauses.  The final clause 

again reports the action of Senio in lying at the house, which is preceded by the Different 

Subject marker.  This is very much like the anomaly described for Nabak.  The main 
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participant is still participating in every clause, although he is not Subject for two of 

them.  Ambiguity is also avoided by utilizing the Subject marker on Chief Silo, and the 

Different Subject marker on the second to last clause correctly tracks the change in 

Subject back to Senio. 

Because this type of anomaly is so rare in the texts, tracking the Subject still 

seems to be the primary purpose of the Switch reference system in Migabac, and only 

occasionally will an author or speaker designate the discourse topic as being the same 

rather than the syntactic Subject. 

In a few cases, the Subject of one clause is the experiencer and referenced by an 

Object agreement suffix in the following clause, yet the first clause is marked for Same 

Subject, as in example (40) (Flierl 12). 

(40) � dinong=ka le-me   yenge Senio ngani-lu 
� beach=to go-3S.SEQ.DS they Senio see-SEQ.SS 
hangoc-eba-wec. 
frighten-3P.O-3S.REM.PAST 
�He (Senio) went to the beach & they saw Senio & it (or he) frightened them.� 

In this sentence, the plural Subject and singular Object of �see� in clause two are 

explicit, and the singular Subject and plural Object of �frighten� are identified in the 

verbal agreement.  Yet the Switch reference marker on �see� incorrectly indicates that the 

following clause has the same syntactic Subject.  Once again, the Switch reference 

system is marking continuity of discourse topic rather than syntactic Subject.  No 

counter-examples are found in the text corpus of an Experiencer being marked as 

Different Subject before an experiential verb.  This may be an anomaly specific to the 

Experiential verb category in which the experiencer is always encoded as Object. 
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3.4.2.4. Same subject marked DS 

In cases where the Subject is clearly the same but is marked as Different Subject, 

the Subject acted non-volitionally, as in example (41) (Kwengeng 34). 

(41) Mi-lu  mac liti-ina    dandang fe-me 
say-SEQ.SS house doorstep-on.its  stepping go.up-3S.SEQ.DS 
liti   helie-me   ngigac  sugucne ye wohoma-me 
doorstep break-3S.SEQ.DS woman  big   she fall-3S.SEQ.DS 
wa-lu    wesi=towa  sugucne fa-wec. 
go.down-SEQ.SS food.pit=great big   lay-3S.REM.PAST 
�After she said, she went up stepping on the house�s doorstep & the doorstep 
broke & the big woman, she fell & went down & laid (in) the great big food 
pit.� 

In this story, a trap had been set up for a woman so that the ladder would break 

and she would fall into the fire in the food pit.  In this sentence, the woman is the Subject 

of the first two clauses, the ladder is the Subject of the third clause, and the woman is the 

Subject of the final three clauses, which are all non-volitional.  Yet the verb �fall� in the 

fourth clause is marked for Different Subject, even though she is the Subject of the last 

two clauses as well.  In this case, she is the patient as Subject of the falling, but she did 

not fall from her own volition.  In another example, when a boy inadvertently springs a 

trap, the previous clause is marked as DS, which indicates that his act was non-volitional 

(Mula 42).  Once again, in specific contexts like this in which the Subject acts 

non-volitionally, the Switch reference does not strictly track the Subject agreement.  In 

example (41) above, there is no other possibility for Subject and the woman is explicitly 

identified as Subject by heavy encoding of a full noun phrase followed by a pro-form. 
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Some of the clauses analyzed as being incorrectly marked as DS are those in 

which a sentence initial ai-me �do-3S.SEQ.DS� is functioning more like a conjunction 

rather than a generic tail-head link, as described in section 3.5.1 below. 

3.4.2.5. Motivation 

Farr (1999:242-243) argues that the Switch reference system for Korafe 

�expresses a relationship between clauses, not merely between NPs.� She also states, 

�My hypothesis is that apparent anomalies occur in the Korafe switch-reference system to 

encode discontinuity of action in discourse.�  She further describes these apparent 

anomalies as signals of background information in Korafe.  This is not the case in 

Migabac. 

The Switch reference system accurately tracks the syntactic relation of Subjects 

between clauses in over 96% of the clauses, which includes the patterns found when there 

is an overlap of participants.  This is more than just a coincidental correlation between 

semantic continuity and Subject continuity.The tension between strict syntactic 

motivation for the Switch reference system and a semantic motivation of continuity vs. 

discontinuity adequately explains the apparent anomalies to the syntactic motivation. 

The story teller is able to utilize the semantic motivation for the Switch reference 

system that results in the following discrepancies from the syntactic motivation.  First, a 

change of syntactic Subject but a semantically motivated focus on a discourse topic 

involved in both clauses can result in Same Subject marking.  Second, the same Subject 

can be marked as Different Subject when he is the patient encoded as Subject in the 

following clause, which highlights the change in control that shifts from the topic to the 
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events that happen to him.  For cases of Subject overlap, the semantic motivation takes 

precedence more frequently over the Migabac syntactic system of the tendency to use SS 

for �whole to part� and DS for �part to whole�.  That is, the most common violation of the 

syntactic motivation for Subject tracking in preference for the semantic motivation of 

topic continuity is the use of DS for �whole to part� and SS for �part to whole�. 

3.5. Other cohesive devices 

Cohesion is �the use of linguistic means to signal coherence� Signals of 

cohesion indicate how the part of the text with which they occur links up conceptually 

with some other part.  It is common to speak of such signals as cohesive ties� (Dooley & 

Levinsohn 2001:27).  The participant reference system and Switch reference system 

provide linguistic means to bring coherence to a text.  This section presents additional 

devices that provide cohesion to a discourse.  There is some overlap between the 

interclausal and intersentential relations analyzed in the next chapters and the cohesive 

devices discussed in this section.  Those discussed in this section focus on features that 

are concerned with the cohesion of a text as a whole rather than with the cohesion found 

within isolated sentences or paragraphs. 

3.5.1. Linking devices 

Three different devices with overlapping functions are available in Migabac to 

cohesively link sentences together: tail-head linking, the �do� verb, and conjunctions.  

50% of the sentences in these texts are linked to the previous sentence by tail-head 

linkage, 15% by the �do� verb, and almost 3% by a conjunction.  The remaining 32% of 
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the sentences do not have an explicit coordinate link, but they can be related to each other 

by juxtaposition. 

3.5.1.1. Tail-head linkage 

Tail-head linkage is a common device in Papuan languages in which the final 

verb of the previous sentence is repeated at the beginning of the next sentence.  As shown 

above, this is the most common means of linking sentences together in a cohesive unit.  

The amount of information repeated in the link can vary.  Typically, the verb is repeated 

with an appropriate Switch reference marker (e.g. Cassowary 8).  Occasionally, a bare 

verb stem is repeated in a serial verb construction with the next verb phrase (Cassowary 

7).  Other constituents in the clause are also repeated at times (Flierl 75).  The previous 

two clauses can be repeated in a serial verb construction (Sangamu 42).  Occasionally, 

especially following a quotation, a different verb similar in meaning is utilized, such as 

�say� being the link to the previous �ask� (Sangamu 5).  Additional information may be 

added (Cassowary 3).  This provides a means to provide additional information without 

having too many constituents within the previous clause.  These variations in form are the 

same as in Nabak (Fabian et al. 1998:163). 

The tail-head linkage indicates a connection with the previous sentence even 

though the medial verbal suffixes may indicate a time lapse with a durative suffix and a 

change of participants (Cassowary 2).  The repeated clause functions in the Switch 

reference system, but it does not further the progress of the narrative or even focus upon 

an event through repetition apart from occasionally indicating duration of the previous 

event.  It is a cohesive device.  It is also a useful means to accommodate the language�s 
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preference for keeping track of participants through verbal agreement rather than through 

explicit identification. 

In the Cassowary story, seven of the ten sentences are linked by a tail-head 

linking clause.  The first sentence of course does not have an antecedent.  The reply of 

the mother to the father in sentence 5 does not have a link.  In sentence 9, the first two 

clauses actually repeat the first and last clause of the previous two sentences as a 

summary paraphrase.  This is not a typical tail-head link, but sets apart the previous two 

sentences as the content of what she �saw�.  The other seven sentences in this short 

narrative are cohesively united through tail-head linkage. 

The Sangamu story reflects a similar frequent use of tail-head linkage with 69% 

of the sentences linked to the previous sentence by this means.  A study of the text 

reveals that tail-head linkage is utilized when there is a temporal relation between two 

sentences.  It occurs between closely related sentences within a paragraph and between 

sections of a narrative that continue the event line.  It does not occur between sentences 

that do not reflect a progression of the event line.  Its absence is most commonly seen in 

paraphrase, such as between sentences 21 and 22, in which sentence 22 amplifies the 

extent of the action in 22.  It also does not occur between major breaks, such as sentences 

44 and 45 when the narrative transitions to the purpose of the story in the Closure. 

In the other texts, the tail-head linkage is not quite as frequent as in these two 

stories.  The most common use is to link sentences that express a direct continuation of 

the event line within a paragraph or closely related paragraphs.  It is often not used in the 

midst of dialogue, but frequently links a quotation with a following action.  It is not used 
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between sentences in the setting of the story since there is no continuation of the event 

line.  It is often not used when there is a significant temporal break, which frequently has 

an intervening temporal expression such as �in the morning�. 

3.5.1.2. Generic �do� verb 

The second means of cohesively linking sentences is with the use of the ai- �do� 

verb.  It is a subtype of the tail-head linkage, but it exhibits distinct functions.  It 

expresses the action of the previous verb with a more generic verb.  Its Switch reference 

morphology is also often minimized in that it only utilizes the �lu sequential Same 

Subject marking or the �me third person singular sequential Different Subject marking.  

The lack of specificity in the Switch reference morphology indicates that it is not being 

used in the typical way that the Switch reference system works in the language.  This 

indicates that it is becoming partly grammaticalized as a conjunction.  Whereas the 

tail-head link simply provides a connection in the flow of the narrative, this verb 

functions more like a weak causative conjunction and can be translated as �so� or �then�.  

Thus, the Different Subject form is by far the most common form since there is usually 

some sort of discontinuity in a causal relationship. 

This link is not used at all in the Cassowary story, but it is used four times in the 

Sangamu story, in sentences 6, 13, 18, and 19.  In all these examples, ai-me 

�do-3S.SEQ.DS� follows a quotation, and precedes the response to the speech, whether in 

action or in another utterance.  The other texts also most commonly use this link after a 

speech or an attribution.  It is also utilized in other contexts to identify the response or 

result of the previous statement. 
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Fabian et al. (1998:166-167) also describe a similar use of the �do� verb in Nabak, 

except that they do not report the reduction in the medial affixation to only 3S. 

3.5.1.3. Conjunctions 

Conjunctions can also be utilized to link sentences together to bring cohesion to a 

text.  Conjunctions are used in other ways as well, as described in chapter 2.  This section 

focuses on their use as a cohesive device in a discourse context. 

The most common coordinating conjunction used to join sentences is nga �and�.  

In the Sangamu story, it is utilized to coordinate two sentences at the Peak of the story in 

sentence 21, each of which is describing two different characters.  This construction 

allows them both to be prominent as the story describes the simultaneous actions of two 

major participants.  Most of the contexts in other texts reflect the same pattern of a link 

between sentences with different participants.  Thus, it represents not a temporal 

progression joined together but two separate, sometimes simultaneous, events about 

participants that are related in some way. 

A second conjunction, used in sentence 44 and 45 of the Sangamu story, is so 

�so�.  It appears to be a borrowed conjunction from English, but its use in this and other 

texts is limited to expressing a major section break in the story.  Another borrowed 

expression is �o.k.� that again identifies a major section break. 

These three forms for linking sentences together express different levels of 

cohesion.  The tail-head linkage reflects the greatest unity by joining sentences that 

continue the flow of the event line.  The use of the �do� verb reflects similarity to both the 

tail-head link and a conjunction as it cohesively ties a weak causative to the following 
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response or result.  Finally, the conjunctions cohesively join together sentences that do 

not reflect a progression of the event line between them. 

3.5.2. Demonstratives 

The use of demonstratives with an interclausal reference as a cohesive device is 

described here.  Chapter 2 presents their basic functions as determiners within a noun 

phrase.  The primary demonstratives utilized cohesively are the anaphoric inguc �like 

that� and the cataphoric yanguc �like this�.  They are both used in the two sequential 

sentences in example (42) (Sangamu 23-24). 

(42) a. Inguc   ai-bong   Wasika  ye  ngage  sowa-lu 
  like.that  do-3P.SEQ.DS  Wasika  he  think  be.bad-SEQ.SS 
  hia-lu   yanguc  mi-wec,    �Oo  nefe-ne, 
  cry-SEQ.SS  like.this  say-3S.REM.PAST  Oh   cousin-my  
  inguc   ai-note-noga=le   kwesa-cnupa-bong 
  like.that  do-1D.BEN.O-DES=for  trick-1D.O-3P.SEQ.DS 
  wa     ofe-belec.� 
  come.down  come.up-3D.NR.PAST 
�After they did like that, Wasika, he thought-badly & cried & said like this, 
�Oh, my cousin, because they intended to do like that to us, they tricked us & 
we went down & came up.�� 
 
b. Inguc   mi-lu    sac-ine  balaibie-lu  hau-wec 
  like.that  say-SEQ.SS  blood-his  follow-SEQ.SS  go.down-3S.REM.PAST 
�After he said like that, he followed his blood & went down.� 

In this sentence, the demonstratives are found as their most common use with the 

quotation as their referent.  Yanguc �like this� is used with mi-wec �he said� to cohesively 

tie the speech verb directly with the following quotation.  Inguc �like that� is used with 

the following tail-head link mi-lu �after he said� with its referent as the preceding 

quotation, thus directly tying the two sentences together.  This reflects their most 
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common use of tying a speech or awareness verb with the quotation.  The use of the 

demonstrative with quotation is not obligatory. 

Inguc �like that� can also be used with the first clause of the sentence 

summarizing the previous actions.  It is used in the same way within the quotation with 

reference back to the same preceding actions.  In this context, the referent is a summary 

of a series of actions.  It can refer to a specific action rather than a summary of actions, 

and it can be used in a tail-head link, as in example (43) (Sangamu 25-26). 

(43) a. Nandzo  misa  kwelina  fa-wec. 
  Nandzo  water  inside   lie-3S.REM.PAST 
�� he (Sangamu) laid inside Nandzo water.� 
� 
b. Inguc   fa-me    biac   hau   ngani-wec. 
  like.that  lie-3S.SEQ.DS  quickly  go.down  see-3S.REM.PAST 
�After he laid like that, he (Wasika) quickly went down & saw.� 

The cataphoric use of the demonstrative within a noun phrase is illustrated in 

example (44) to introduce the list in the next sentence that identified the men (Flierl 

121-122). 

(44) ... ngic yanguc=ti  hike-ibong. 
... man like.this=SUB go-3P.REM.PAST 
Bunawa nga Tacnukac nga Pusi ai-lu  Botingnukac 
Bunawa and  Tacnukac and  Pusi do-SEQ.SS Botingnukac 
yengi  hike-ibong. 
they.SUB go-3P.REM.PAST 
�� men like this went: Bunawa and Tacnukac and Pusi and Botingnukac, 

they went.� 

In summary, these two demonstratives cohesively link sentences together by 

relating the clause in which they are found to another part of the text.  The most common 

use is to tie quotations, both anaphorically and cataphorically.  They can also be utilized 

to refer to an entire scene or to a specific action. 
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The anaphoric demonstrative i �that� can also be used to refer back to something 

previous.  Its use as a determiner in a noun phrase with a relative clause is described in 

section 4.2.4.1 below, in which case it is intonationally associated with the relative 

clause.  In written text, its anaphoric use looks very similar in that it can refer 

anaphorically to something in its immediately preceding clause.  However, the intonation 

associates the demonstrative with the following clause, as in example (45) (Flierl 174). 

(45) ... gebe-ceba-daicte i  susugu dac=ka lobe-yacke-wec 
 fill-3P.O-3S.FUT that all  fire=on  burn-all-3S.REM.PAST 
�(Things for hunting, feeding animals so they grow quickly within one month.  

They shoot them with a food stick & they eat &) it will fill them.  All that 
completely burned on the fire.� 

The referent of i �that� is the group of items described in the previous five 

sentences, which are summarized in parentheses in the translation. 

When combined with a locative postposition, it can refer to a location stated or 

inferred in the previous context, as in example (46), which simply refers back to where 

they went without an explicit location mentioned in the adjacent context (Flierl 123). 

(46) hike-lu  i=wa hibi mac=ka fe-ibong 
go-SEQ.SS that=at school house=at go.up-3P.REM.PAST 
�After they went, they went to the school house there.� 

The i �that� demonstrative is a cohesive device that relates the current clause to a 

portion of the previous text. 
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Chapter 4: Interclausal relations 

Chapter 2 presents the microstructure of the Migabac language from the phonetic 

to the basic sentence level.  Chapter 3 examines the macro-structure of narrative 

discourse from the overall plot structure to the referential devices that interrelate 

throughout a story.  This chapter and the next return to lower level structures, specifically 

the relationship between clauses and sentences within a paragraph.  This chapter 

examines the surface structures of interclausal relations that are used to encode notional 

interclausal relations. 

4.1. Framework for interclausal relations 

Longacre (1996:51-100) develops a notional structure for relations between 

predications.  He asserts that they apply universally across languages.  As Longacre 

discusses these relations, he begins with the relations typically found within sentences.  

He then applies the same relations to those found intersententially within different 

paragraph types.  As �nesting� or embedding is included, a combination may be 

embedded within another notional relation in a hierarchical structure as well.  In the 

application to paragraphs, he claims that some combinations found interclausally are not 

distinguished intersententially, and other combinations occur that are not typically found 

interclausally, so he expands the possible notional relations, including the combinations 

found in dialogue (101-151).  The language specific surface structure of these 

combinations may vary, but the universal notional structure underlies the relations found 

in each language. 
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The syntactic structure of a Migabac sentence is described in section 2.3.3.7 

above.  A sentence consists of one or more clauses linked together, by coordination, 

chaining, or subordination, and it concludes with a fully inflected final verb.  The clause 

chaining nature of the Migabac language produces sentences that exhibit features 

typically found within the paragraph level, which includes a �nesting� or embedding 

structure of notional relations within other notional relations.  The translations from 

sentence 9 of the Cassowary story in section 3.1.1 above are repeated in example (47). 

(47) LT: Their mother went & saw (that) it stood & she threw a knife & cut the 
cassowary on the neck & the cassowary threw (its) leg & missed their mother 
& broke the very middle of one tree & their mother was-startled & her leg 
hands shook & she stood. 
 
FT:  Their mother went and saw that it stood (under a tree), so she threw a 
knife at the cassowary and cut its neck.  Then the cassowary kicked at their 
mother but missed her and broke the tree right in the middle.  Their mother 
jumped and she stood trembling. 

The free translation breaks the single Migabac sentence into three sentences in 

English.  The paragraph structure developed by Longacre is readily adapted to the 

sentence level in Migabac.  The chart in Figure 21 simplifies the full interlinear text and 

analysis from example (65) below, and it illustrates the interclausal relations with various 

levels of embedding in a sideways branching tree structure. 
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Figure 21. Interclausal relations chart 

 �Their mother came and saw (that)�       
�it stood�       
 �(so) she threw a knife�       
 
�cut the cassowary on its neck,�       
 �(so) the cassowary threw (its) leg�       
 �(but) missed their mother�       
 �(instead) broke the very middle of one tree�       
 �(so) their mother was-startled�       
 �(so) her leg hands shook�       
 �she stood.�       
 

Because Migabac sentences exhibit features commonly found in paragraphs, the 

additions in Longacre�s development of the paragraph are combined with his description 

of combinations of predications as applied within the sentence to provide a framework to 

analyze both interclausal and intersentential relations in Migabac.  That is, the 

interclausal and intersentential relations at the notional level, as described by Longacre, 

are applied either interclausally or intersententially as appropriate in the analysis of 

Migabac. 

The remainder of this section presents these notional relations taken from 

Longacre.  The next section further defines and describes each specific notional relation 

as it is illustrated in Migabac.  He divides the notional relations into two groups with four 

main categories and their subcategories in each group.  The first group is the basic 

combinations as illustrated in Figure 22.  The notional relations in square brackets are not 

identified in the text corpus, but they are presented here for completeness. 
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Figure 22. Basic combinations 

 
The CONJOINING combination reflects a non-temporal relation between clauses.  

ALTERNATION presents alternatives with only one point of contrast.  The TEMPORAL 

relations are the most common in narrative.  IMPLICATION is concerned with logical 

if/then sequences that show an antecedent and a consequent.  Within the paragraph, 

Longacre adds an INFERENCE form of Implication that he states may not have a 

sentence-level counterpart.  This expectation is upheld for Migabac as well, since a 

sentence-level Inference is not observed in the text corpus. 

Longacre (1996:119) describes an introductory or terminal sentence at the 

paragraph level that can be added to any of the relational types as a PARAGRAPH MARGIN.  

In narrative, the introductory element is usually a SETTING that identifies time, place, etc.  

For example, a Temporal relation could begin with a Setting text span.  In that case, the 
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Hypotheticality 
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Setting is an addition as part of the Temporal relation.  This marginal Setting is readily 

applied to the sentence level in Migabac as well.  No terminal sentences were observed as 

a paragraph margin. 

The second group of notional combinations is the ELABORATIVE combinations.  

Longacre considers these as rhetorical devices.  The four main categories and their 

subcategories are illustrated in Figure 23. 

Figure 23. Elaborative combinations 

 
Longacre identifies several different subcategories of PARAPHRASE that relate to 

different ways to say the same thing, sometimes with more or with fewer details.  Note 

that pure repetition for emphasis is not the same as paraphrase, which involves restating 

in different words.  ILLUSTRATION is not expressed as an interclausal relation in the text 

corpus.  DEIXIS often involves existential or equative expressions.  ATTRIBUTION 

describes the relation between an actual quotation and the formula that introduces it. 
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In addition to the basic and elaborative combinations, Longacre describes a 

FRUSTRATION category that intersects with certain of the combinations described above as 

illustrated in Figure 24. 

Figure 24. Frustration combinations 

 
These Frustration combinations are counterparts to those in the basic and 

elaborative structure.  In order to express a Frustration relation, there must be some sort 

of implication or expectation that is not met.  Thus, not all the previous relations can be a 

frustrated relation if there is no expectation to be broken. 

Rhetorical Structure Theory develops another framework for analyzing the 

relations between what they identify as TEXT SPANS, which minimally refers to a clause, 

and maximally refers to an entire text.  The term �text span� is useful when referring to 

combinations of clauses or sentences and not to a specific clause or sentence, so I utilize 

this term in my analysis within the framework of notional relations as developed by 

Longacre.  In Table 58, I compare the terminology employed by Longacre and the labels 

for relations in Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) as developed by Mann & Thompson 

Frustrated succession 

Frustrated coupling 

Frustrated overlap 

Frustrated hypothesis 

Frustration 

Frustrated efficient cause 

Frustrated contingency 

Frustrated attribution 

Frustrated modality 
Intent 
Obligation 
Facility 
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(1988:250).29  The abbreviations used in the Migabac examples for each notional relation 

are also given in this table. 

Table 58. Longacre�s relations and RST relations 

Longacre�s relations abbreviation RST relations 
Coupling TH1 + TH2 Joint 

Contrast antiTH~Contrast 
Antithesis 
Contrast 

Comparison Compare Circumstance 
Alternation Alt Contrast 
Temporal Span~Event Overlap Sp~Ev SIM Sequence 
Temporal Span~Event Succession Sp~Ev SEQ Sequence 
Hypotheticality Hypothet Condition 
Conditionality w/ Universal Quantifier UQ Condition 
Contingency Conting Condition 
Proportions Proport  

Efficient cause Effic 
Non-Volitional Cause 
Non-Volitional Result 

Final cause Final 
Purpose 
Volitional Cause 
Volitional Result 

Circumstance cause Circum 
Non-Volitional Cause 
Non-Volitional Result 

Contrafactuality Contra  
Warning Warning Otherwise 

Attestation Inference Evid 

Evidence 
Evaluation 
Justify 
Enablement 
Motivation 

Induction Inference Observ 

Evidence 
Evaluation 
Justify 
Enablement 
Motivation 

                                                 
29 A description of Rhetorical Structure Theory can also be found online at 

www.sfu.ca/rst/01intro/intro.html, and there is a link for a page that gives the 
definitions of these relations. 

http://www.sfu.ca/rst/01intro/intro.html
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Longacre�s relations abbreviation RST relations 

Introduction/ Setting Intro~Setting 
Background 
Circumstance 

Terminus Terminus  
Equivalence paraphrase Equiv Restatement 
Negated antonym paraphrase Neg Ant Restatement 
Generic-specific paraphrase Generic Elaboration 
Specific-generic paraphrase Specific Summary 
Amplification paraphrase Amplif Elaboration 
Contraction paraphrase Contract Summary 
Summary paraphrase Summary Summary 
Simile Simile  
Exemplification Example Elaboration 
Introduction Intro Background 
Identification Ident Background 
Comment Comment Interpretation 
Quotation Attribution Quote  
Awareness Attribution Aware  

Frustration 
Counter 
Block 
Surrog 

Concession 

 
As is evident in the overlap between the labels from both sides, the relations 

compared here are often not equivalent.  In general, Longacre�s system provides more 

specific categories for the relational types most common in narrative, and RST provides 

more specific logical relations.  RST relations seem to focus more upon the pragmatic 

relations found between text spans, whereas the relations developed by Longacre are 

closer to a semantic relation.  This table is provided to aid those who may be more 

familiar with RST to relate to the notional relations used to describe the structure of 

Migabac, and an analysis or detailed comparison with RST is not intended. 
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4.2. Interclausal relations in Migabac 

In order to structurally represent these relations as developed in the analysis of 

Migabac, a sideways branching tree structure is used to illustrate the relations found 

between clauses and sentences.  Following Longacre�s formulation for paragraphs, the 

DOMINANT, or nuclear, text span within a relation is labeled as thesis (TH), and the 

ANCILLARY, or supporting, text spans are labeled by the relational type.  In RST, the 

NUCLEUS is equivalent to Longacre�s term for thesis, and a SATELLITE is equivalent to 

Longacre�s ancillary element (Mann & Thompson 1988:245).  When text spans are 

equally dominant, they are all labeled as THESIS.  Numbered text spans are on an equal 

level.  Various text spans can be embedded or combined at a higher level, both within the 

sentence and within the paragraph.  The branch to the right extends from the lowest thesis 

statement within a combination. 

In the analysis of intraparagraph relations in Migabac, the distinctions that 

Longacre makes at each level as presented in section 4.1 above are considered both 

interclausally and intersententially.  All the sentences from the Cassowary story are 

included.  Further examples are chosen from the types of notional relations found in the 

Sangamu story.  Examples from the entire text corpus are also used to illustrate the 

possible notional relations with the various surface structure forms.  This demonstrates 

some of the possible underlying notional relations within each of the surface structure 

forms. 

The surface forms of Migabac interclausal relations can be divided into four main 

types: 1) coordination, 2) chaining, 3) attribution, and 4) subordination.  Each type of 
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notional relation found within the text corpus is organized according to surface structure 

as it is illustrated and described below.  The text identification and sentence number of 

the example is given in parentheses. 

4.2.1. Coordination 

Coordination consists of two or more independent sentences that are joined by 

means of a conjunction or by juxtaposition.  The intonation identifies that the text spans 

are joined together since there is not the same diminished intensity or pause at the end of 

the first coordinated text span as that typically found at the end of a sentence.  An 

independent sentence ends with a non-verbal equative clause or with a clause ending with 

a verb containing final verb morphology. 

The first form of Conjoining described by Longacre (1996:54) is COUPLING.  

Coupling is a nontemporal �and� coordination between sentences, such as �he collects 

coins and his wife does ceramics.� 

Coupling is achieved in Migabac by coordinating two sentences with nga �and�, 

which results in a single compound sentence in the surface form.  Each of the sentences 

ends in a final verb.  The conjoined sentences do not have any temporal relation 

identified in the coupling.  In narrative, these sentences involve participants that are 

related in the discourse but are acting independently from each other, typically at the 

same time.  The temporal relation could be made explicit in the surface form by using a 

simultaneous verb suffix rather than two verbs with final suffixes joined by nga �and�.  If 

a simultaneous suffix were used instead, it would show a greater unity between the 

activities in sentences. 
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In example (48), the first sentence, which itself consists of three clauses, describes 

the action of the group of Gemeng men, while the second sentence, the last clause, 

describes what a specific Gemeng man was doing at the same time. 

(48) Coupling conjoining with nga �and� (Sangamu 41) 

umec-ke-bong 
bamboo-3S.O-3P.SEQ.DS 
�After they 'bambooed',� Setting   
moto-me, 
finish-3S.SEQ.DS 
�it finished,� EvSEQ1   
lobe-ibong 
cook-3P.REM.PAST 
�they cooked it,� EvSEQ2 TH1  
nga  siong.siong  ngic-ngineng  ye 
and  guard    man-their   he 
mendeng-ina  nga  kupic=ka30,  lumoa  me  i=wa  me  i=wa, 
side-on.its   and  mountain=on gorge  or  that=at or  that=at 
ye  moc  losi  yenge=le  helocke.nganic  ga-wec 
he  only  enemy  they=of  cut.see    exist-3S.REM.PAST 
�and the guard of the men, he just existed cutting (back & forth), 
looking for their enemy alongside and on the mountain, in the gorge, 
or at that or at that.�  TH2  

FT: After they finished stuffing (the food) in bamboo, they cooked it, and their guard 
man went back and forth watching for their enemy on its side and on the mountain, in the 
gorge or here or there. 

 
The second Conjoining relation, CONTRAST, is a �but� relation, in which there are 

at least two opposed pairs and different participants, as in �I abhor hamburgers but my 

wife loves them� (Longacre 1996:56). 

Although example (49) below features the same surface structure as the Coupling 

in example (48) above, the notional relation between the conjoined sentences is Contrast. 

                                                 
30 A morphophonemic alternation occurs for the locative postposition as described in 

section 2.2.3 above: =ka follows a consonant and =wa follows a vowel. 
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(49) Contrast conjoining with nga �and� (Flierl 184-185) 

nongileng wiac susugu i  dac=ka 
we.EMPH thing all  that fire=on 
lobe-yacke-wec=te31 
burn-all-3S.REM.PAST=for 
�we ourselves, because all those things completely 

burned on the fire,� Effic    
ai-lu 
do-SEQ.SS 
�did� TH EvSEQ1   
yakuc=mac moc  ga-gabeleng 
now=little  without exist-1P.PRES 
�right now we exist without.�  EvSEQ2 TH  
nga mac gocne yenge 
and  place some they 
ba  ga-ibong=te 
hold exist-3P.REM.PAST=for 
�and some places, because they held & existed� Effic    
ai-lu 
do-SEQ.SS 
�did� TH EvSEQ1   
yakuc=mac ngesa  wiac-ngineng i 
now=little  ancestor thing-their  that 
ba-lu 
hold-SEQ.DS 
�now they hold those ancestor things of them�  EvSEQ2   
ga-gabieng 
exist-3P.PRES 
�they exist.�  EvSEQ3 antiTH  

FT: We ourselves completely burned all those things on the fire, so now we live without 
anything, but some places kept (them), so now they hold their ancestor�s things and live. 

 
The two opposed pairs demonstrating Contrast in this example are 1) the two 

groups of people: �us� and �them�, and 2) what they did: �destroyed� or �kept� their 

ancestor�s things.  Thus, nga �and� can be used for either Coupling or Contrast, and the 

context determines the notional relation. 

                                                 
31 A morphophonemic alternation occurs for the genitive postposition as described in 

section 2.2.3 above: =te follows a consonant and =le follows a vowel. 
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The contrast evident in the notional relation can be strengthened by ine 

�however�, which follows the Subject in the last clause of example (50). 

(50) Contrast conjoining with nga �and� + ine �however� (Kwengeng 3) 

ngawe-ine  ye ngic madicne ai-lu 
husband-her he man good  do-SEQ.SS 
�her husband, he (is) a good man and� EquivTH1   
ye bole ba.ba  ngic benang 
he garden making man very 
�he (is) really a garden making man� EquivTH2 TH  
nga ngigac  sugucne ye ine    
and  woman  big   she however 
ngic no.no benang 
man eater very 
�and the big woman, she however (is) really a man eater.�  antiTH  

FT: Her husband (is) a good man and he (is) a very hard worker, but the big woman 
(is) really a man eater. 

 
The two opposed pairs demonstrating Contrast in this example are 1) the man and 

woman, and 2) their good and bad character. 

Longacre (1996:77) describes EQUIVALENCE paraphrase as saying the same thing 

twice but in different, although synonymous or co-referential, words.  The generic use of 

the verb ai-lu �do- SEQ.SS� as a coordinating conjunction in a list of noun phrases is 

already illustrated in section 2.3.3.9, example (30) above.  The first two clauses of this 

sentence look more like two coordinated non-verbal equative clauses than two chained 

clauses in temporal sequence.  The content of the two clauses also describes the man in a 

similar way by referring to him as a good man and a hard worker (lit. garden making 

man), which are synonymous attributes in Migabac culture.  This illustrates an 

Equivalence paraphrase structured as a coordinate sentence embedded in a Contrast 

relation. 
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ALTERNATION is semantically similar to Contrast, except that there is only one 

point of difference, as in �Either he did or he didn�t�.  This example represents only two 

alternatives, but more alternatives within one point of difference are also possible, as in 

�Either John or Mary or Sue will come� (Longacre 1996:61-62). 

Migabac can express Alternation by conjoining two sentences, using the me �or� 

conjunction.  In example (51), only one of the two alternatives is presented as possibly 

being true. 

(51) Alternation with me �or� (Flierl 77 quotation) 

ya  bowe=di fa-gac 
here devil=SUB lie-3S.PRES 
�devil lies here� AltTH1  
me ngic=ti32  fa-gac 
or man=SUB lie-3S.PRES 
�or man lies� AltTH2  
 

The second clause can exhibit elision by only stating the negative, as in example 

(52), to express the Alternation of whether or not the statement will occur. 

(52) Alternation with me �or� and elision (Flierl 5 quotation) 

Papa Nugini   hike sulume-dacte 
Papua New Guinea go  arrive-1S.FUT 
�I will go & arrive at Papua New Guinea� TH  
me miyac 
or no 
�or not� Alt  
 

4.2.2. Chaining 

As already described, a clause chain consists of a series of two or more clauses in 

which only the verb of the last clause receives final verb morphology.  The verbs in the 

                                                 
32 A morphophonemic alternation occurs for the Subject marker as described in section 

2.2.3 above: =di follows a consonant and =ti follows a vowel. 
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other clauses receive medial verb morphology.  Note that a serial verb construction, as 

described in section 2.3.3.5 above, consists of two or more verb stems within a clause 

with only the last verb of the clause receiving either medial or final morphology, 

depending on its location in the clause chain. 

The relationship between clauses within a clause chain has been described and 

labeled in various ways.  Farr (1999:179) uses the same label as Foley (1986:177) and 

others- COORDINATE-DEPENDENT, in which she describes how the medial clauses in a 

clause chain are syntactically dependent upon the final clause for tense and mood, but at 

the same time each clause is equally a predication at the same level. 

Whitehead (2004:152) provides a detailed discussion of the relationship between 

coordination and subordination as it relates to clause chaining.  He defines clause 

coordination as �a syntactic strategy with the discourse-pragmatic function of indicating 

that the clauses are equal in status and role in the development of the discourse and in 

their relationship with the rest of the sentence�.  He goes on to state that the coordinated 

clauses are not necessarily equal in form, nor do they specify anything about the semantic 

relations.  In his analysis of Menya, he identifies a distinction between a 

coordinate-medial structure and a dependent-medial structure. 

The basic clause chaining structure of Migabac is also in a coordinate 

relationship, which I think accurately reflects the relations between clauses.  However, in 

order to maintain the semantic and pragmatic coordination relationship with the 

grammatical dependent relationship, the compound term coordinate-dependent used by 

Foley and others best describes the clause chaining relations in Migabac. 
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4.2.2.1. Setting 

A common feature found within narrative is a tail-head linking clause in which 

the verb from the last clause of one sentence is repeated as the first clause of the 

following sentence, sometimes with additional information.  Since this clause is not on 

the same main event line as the other clauses in the sentence, its notional relation is 

analyzed as Setting.  It expresses how the following action relates to the previous action.  

Syntactically, it is structured like any of the other clauses within a clause chain.  Example 

(53) illustrates a sentence with only the Setting designated by the tail-head linking clause 

and the action in the following clause of a two-clause chain. 

(53) Setting in tail-head link of clause chain (Cassowary 6) 

mi-lu 
say-SEQ.SS 
�After she said� Setting   
hike-wec 
go-3S.REM.PAST 
�she went.� TH   
 

Another Setting relation, in example (54), is a tail-head link that repeats the verb 

from the previous clause. 

(54) Setting with additional information in clause chain (Cassowary 3) 

kesowa  yefe-ina  lo-lu 
cassowary  trail-on.its  put-SEQ.SS 
�After he put (the trap) on a cassowary trail,� Setting   
kwesi-wec 
come-3S.REM.PAST 
�he came.� TH   
 

In this example, additional information is added in Setting that was not found in 

the previous clause.  In this case, the tail-head link specifies the location that was 

unstated.  This illustrates the preference to distribute arguments and adjuncts across 
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different clauses in a chaining strategy, and demonstrates how two noun phrases 

associated with one action can be divided between two separate clauses.  This further 

supports Du Bois�s Preferred Argument Structure (1987:833) and demonstrates a 

structure that de Vries has observed across Papuan languages (2006:813). 

4.2.2.2. Temporal relations 

The Temporal relations are the most common relations in narrative discourse.  

The Temporal relations are divided between the categories of �while/when� OVERLAP and 

�and then� SUCCESSION.  The distinction between presenting each action as an EVENT 

occurring at a point in time or as a SPAN occurring over a period of time is also marked 

for each text span within a Temporal relation.  Thus, four combinations of actions are 

possible within the combinations of Overlap and the combinations of Succession: 

Span-Span, Event-Span, Span-Event, or Event-Event.  An example of Event-Event 

Overlap is �Just as he came out the car drove up� (Longacre 1996:64).  An example of 

Event-Span Succession is �He put wood in the stove and then sat there for an hour� 

(1996:65). 

Temporal succession is the most common presentation of interclausal relations in 

the surface form through the use of sequential medial verbs in a clause chain.  It is the 

default surface form in narrative texts to use when other relations are not in focus. 

A sequence of events is illustrated in example (55).  The first clause is not part of 

the mainline event sequence, but, as a tail-head link repeating the final verb in the 

previous sentence, it expresses the continuing relationship of this sentence to the previous 

sentence. 
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(55) Event-Event succession in clause chain (Cassowary 8) 

ba-me 
hold-3S.SEQ.DS 
�After it held,�  Setting   
muc  welo-cke-lu 
vine  cut-3S.O-SEQ.SS 
�it (cassowary) cut the vine� EvSEQ1   
yoc=towa  sugucne  debang-ina  hau-lu 
tree=great  big   base-on.its  go.down-SEQ.SS 
�went down to the base of a very big tree� EvSEQ2   
doma-wec 
stand-3S.REM.PAST 
�stood.� EvSEQ3   
 

In example (56), the first clause is a tail-head link showing the Setting that 

expresses the time frame in which the remainder of the sentence occurs.  A temporal 

phrase in the second clause is used to express the passing of time as a span in the 

sequence of two actions in the second and third clauses.  This exhibits an alternative way, 

apart from the verbal suffixation, to express a Span by the use of a temporal expression. 

(56) Span-Event succession in clause chain (Cassowary 4) 

kwesi  ga-cgu-eme=wa 
come exist-DUR-3S.SIM.DS=at 
�When he came & continued to exist�   Setting   
wenac  habackang  ai-me 
day  three    become-3S.SEQ.DS 
�it became three days�  SpSEQ1   
mamac-ngineng=ti  yanguc  mi-wec 
father-their=SUB   like.this  say-3S.REM.PAST 
�their father said like this,� QuoteF EvSEQ2  
ma=di   hike  kate=wa  muc  lo-bac     ngani-na 
who=SUB  go   jungle=at  vine put-1S.NR.PAST  see-IMP 
��Who must go see the vine I put in the jungle? �� Quote   
 

Temporal Overlap is less common than Temporal Succession in the Migabac 

texts.  Simultaneous medial verb suffixes account for less than 5% of all medial verb 

suffixes.  In these instances, the overlap of activity is made explicit.  In example (57), the 
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first clause summarizes the preceding section of the story, and it utilizes a simultaneous 

medial suffix on the verb to identify the temporal time period within which the following 

clauses occur. 

(57) Event-Event overlap in clause chain (Sangamu 47) 

so  gaga  ingucne  fa-emo=wa 
So  life  like.that  lie-3S.SIM.DS=at 
�So when life laid like that,�   EvSIM1  
ngesa   yenge  ngage.ngage-ngineng 
ancestor  they  think.think-their 
hefalie-me 
turn-3S.SEQ.DS 
�the ancestors, they, their thinking turned (changed),�  EvSEQ1   
yanguc  ngage-ibong 
like.this  think-3P.REM.PAST 
�thought like this,� AwareF EvSEQ2 EvSIM2  
nongileng   hefec   nga  wiac  susugu i 
we.ourselves  sorcery  and  thing  all   that 
wike-acke-nang 
throw-INCL-1P.IMP 
��We must completely throw sorcery and all those 
things.�� Aware    

FT: So during that time, the ancestors changed their minds and thought like this, �we must 

get rid sorcery and all those kinds of things. 

 
In example (58), the overlap specified in the simultaneous �la is expressed as a 

span by repeating the entire verb in the second and third clauses, each with the �la suffix.  

The repetition is very common in combination with this suffix. 
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(58) Span-Event Overlap in clause chain (Mula 22) 

ai-me 
do-3S.SEQ.DS 
�Then�  Setting  
gba-ine     monic, ye inguc=yac 
younger.brother-his one  he like.that=same 
nango mulu-la 
bird shoot-SIM.SS 
�one younger brother, while he in the same way shot birds� EvSIM1   
mulu-la 
shoot-SIM.SS 
�while he shot� EvSIM2 SpSIM1  
hike-lu 
go-SEQ.SS 
�went� EvSEQ1   
monic mulu-me 
one  shoot-3S.SEQ.DS 
�shot one� EvSEQ2   
hike-wec 
go-3S.REM.PAST 
�it went.� EvSEQ3 EvSIM2  

FT: Then, in the same way, while his younger brother continued to shoot birds, he went 
and shot one and it went (down). 

 
All examples of the simultaneous �la occur before a verb of movement in the text 

corpus, so they express an action of a participant as he is moving.  In this case, the 

brother is shooting at birds as he goes along. 

A span can also be presented by the -cgu durative suffix.  When combined with a 

simultaneous Different Subject medial suffix, it can express overlap with the following 

clause, as in example (59). 
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(59) Span-Event Overlap with �cgu durative suffix (Cassowary 7) 

hike  ngani-me 
go   see-3S.SEQ.DS 
�She went & saw (that)�   AwareF   
kesowa  yefe-ina  kwesi  ga-cgu-eme 
cassowary  trail-on.its  come exist-DUR-3S.SIM.DS 
�a cassowary came & continued to exist on the road� SpSIM1     
muc=ti  hige-ina  ba-wec 
vine=SUB  leg-on.its  hold-3S.REM.PAST 
�a vine held on its leg.� EvSIM2 Aware   

FT:  She went and saw that a cassowary came on its trail and stayed there with a 
vine holding its leg. 

 
The durative suffix is often used in combination with the existential verb ga- as in 

this example.  The first clause of this sentence is a tail-head link expressing the Setting of 

this sentence in relation to the previous sentence and identifying that the following action 

takes place within the timeframe of the ongoing action from the last clause of the 

previous sentence.  The verb with a durative suffix is sometimes repeated to emphasize 

the length of the span. 

At times, the activities may have some overlap, but the surface structure specifies 

only sequential action with no specification regarding the overlap in the notional 

structure.  This is illustrated in the last two clauses in (65) from the Cassowary story, 

which are repeated in example (60). 

(60) a. hige  mole-ine  teng.teng  kwe-me 
 leg   hand-her  carry.carry  stab-3S.SEQ.DS 
 �her leg hands shook� 
 
b. doma-wec 
 stand-3S.REM.PAST 
 �she stood.� 
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In this example, the mother stands shaking after the cassowary narrowly missed 

kicking her.  The medial verb suffix simply presents the action in sequence without any 

overlap specified in the surface form, even though she was shaking as she stood. 

4.2.2.3. Other chaining relations 

Longacre describes HYPOTHETICALITY as a subtype of the CONDITIONALITY 

Implication.  In Hypotheticality, the condition contains no implication of factuality, as in 

�If she is there, I will stay� (1996:67). 

The sentence within a quotation in example (61)  presents the first of two 

hypothetical actions that the people expect Senio to do when they offer him food. 

(61) Hypotheticality with medial + i �that� (Flierl 29 quote) 

hegile-me 
leave-3S.SEQ.DS 
�(If) he leaves (the food) Hypothet   
i   yanguc  mi-dabelengte 
that like.this say-1P.FUT 
�we will say like this�� TH   

FT: We will say like this if he leaves (the food),� 

 
The first clause expresses one of the possible alternatives that they expect him to 

do without making any prediction whether he will do it or not.  The demonstrative i �that� 

can be used anaphorically to refer back to the previous context, as in this example.  

Although this use of the demonstrative does not present a subordinate structure, it may be 

analogous to a complement clause or other subordinate structures in other languages. 

Another type of Implication described by Longacre is CONTRAFACTUALITY, which 

contains a given and a double implication, as in �Had he gone, I would have gone too� 

(1996:74).  Without the double implication, it would be Hypotheticality, a subcategory of 
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Conditionality.  Longacre states that this is really a conflation of Hypotheticality and 

Causation.  Thus, in this example, the first implication is that he did not go, and the 

second that my going was contingent upon his going. 

Migabac has a set of Contrafactual modal suffixes utilized to express 

contrafactuality.  Their use is rare in the text corpus, but one is found in example (62), in 

which the younger sister denies a possibility suggested by the older sister.  The full 

context of the quotation is in example (127) below. 

(62) Contrafactuality in clause chain (Kpea 53 quote) 

ga=le   angac  ai-lu=bac33 
you=of  desire do-SEQ.SS=first 
�(If) he would have desired for you� Contra   
ga  ba-cgu-dec 
you take-2S.O-3S.CONTRA 
�he would have taken you.� TH  
 

As with all chained clauses, the tense and mood of the final verb govern all the 

clauses.  In this example, the implication of the man�s desire in the first clause is denied, 

and the second implication is that the action in the second clause did not happen. 

See section 4.2.3.2 below for the analysis of indirect Attribution in a clause chain. 

Clause chains often seem to have some type of underlying causal relation.  When 

the causal relation is not in focus in Migabac, the chaining structure is used.  For the full 

description of causative relations and the overt syntactic form that expresses causation in 

Migabac, see section 4.2.4.2 below.  Efficient causation in a clause chain is evident in 

                                                 
33 =bac �first� is an adverbial enclitic that is not related to the notional relations described 

here. 
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example (63).  The initial tail-head link clause refers back to what was said as the reason 

for the action expressed in the following two clauses. 

(63) Efficient causation in tail-head link (Trip 4) 

inguc  mibong 
like.that say-3S.SEQ.DS 
�after they said like that�  Effic  
Senio madec=foc-ine yenge Senio=le mafa wike-lu 
Senio boy=all-his  they Senio=of cargo throw-SEQ.SS 
�all Senio�s boys, they threw Senio�s cargo� EvSEQ1   
hangoc  hike-ibong 
escaping  go-3P.REM.PAST 
�they went escaping.� EvSEQ2 TH  

FT: Because they said like that (that the people would shoot and eat them), all of Senio�s 

helpers threw down his cargo and ran away. 

 
The third subtype of causation described by Longacre (1996:73) is 

CIRCUMSTANCE causation.  This expresses a much weaker causation, such as �In that he 

can�t sign his name it�s going to be difficult to sell the house that he owns�.  Although 

Efficient and Final causation can be in a subordinate structure, Circumstance causation is 

only encoded in a clause chain when identified within a sentence.  The notional relation 

in example (64) expresses two sets of Circumstance causation, one embedded inside the 

other, in the form of one long clause chain.  The first is a text span consisting of the first 

three clauses that give the circumstance giving rise to the actions in the next two clauses.  

The last two clauses show the result of the circumstances in the previous text span. 
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(64) Circumstance causation in clause chain (Cassowary 10) 

doma-me 
stand-3S.SEQ.DS 
�After she stood,� Setting     
kesowa  homa-lu 
cassowary  die-SEQ.SS 
�the cassowary died� EvSEQ1     
loding.loding  hau   kpie=wa  fa-me 
rolling    go.down  ditch=in 
 lay-3S.SEQ.DS 
�went down rolling and laid in a ditch� EvSEQ2  Circum   
nenggac-ngineng  hike-lu 
mother-their   go-SEQ.SS 
�(so) their mother went� EvSEQ1     
mamac-ngineng  mi-cno-me 
father-their   say=3S.BEN.O-3S.SEQ.DS 
� said to their father� EvSEQ2  TH Circum  
kwesi  tengke-lu 
come  carry-SEQ.SS 
�(so) they came & carried (the cassowary)� EvSEQ1     
mac=ka  hike-iboc 
house=to  go-3D.REM.PAST 
�went to the house.� EvSEQ2   TH  

FT: As she stood there, the cassowary died and rolled down and lay in a ditch, so their 
mother went and told their father what happened.  They came and carried the cassowary 
to their house. 

 
Longacre�s (1996:118) Frustration combinations can have four components.  If 

they are equal on the event line, they are labeled thesis as follows: Thesis, Counter thesis, 

Blocking thesis, and Surrogate thesis.  The Counter text span expresses the opposite of 

what was expected.  The Blocking text span states what kept the expectation from 

occurring.  The Surrogate text span states the unexpected end result that happens instead.  

Usually, all of the components are not found together.  The �thesis� component in the 

label is dropped for text spans off the event line. 
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A Frustrated cause is evident in the fifth to seventh clauses of the clause chain in 

example (65). 

(65) Frustrated final cause in clause chain (Cassowary 9) 

nenggac-ngineng  hike  ngani-me 
mother-their   come  see-3S.SEQ.DS 
�Their mother came and saw (that)� AwareF  Circum     
doma-me 
stand-3S.SEQ.DS 
�it stood� Aware       
fitec  wi-cke-lu 
knife  throw-3S.O-SEQ.SS 
�(so) she threw a knife� EvSEQ1         
kesowa  ube-ina   welo-cke-me 
cassowary  neck-on.its  cut-3S.O-3S.SEQ.DS 
�cut the cassowary on its neck,� EvSEQ2 TH Circum   
kesowa=di   hige  wi-cke-lu 
cassowary=SUB  leg   throw-3S.O-SEQ.SS 
�(so) the cassowary threw (its) leg� TH         
nenggac-ngineng  lilo-lu 
mother-their   miss-SEQ.SS 
�(but) missed their mother� CounterTH        
yoc  monic hewac.hewac kpodu-me 
tree  one  middle   break-3S.SEQ.DS 
�(instead) broke the very middle of one tree� SurrogTH  TH Circum   
nenggac-ngineng  kpatacke-lu 
mother-their   be.startled-SEQ.SS 
�(so) their mother was-startled� EvSEQ1      
hige  mole-ine  teng.teng kwe-me 
leg   hand-her  carrying stab-3S.SEQ.DS 
�(so) her leg hands shook� EvSEQ2      
doma-wec 
stand-3S.REM.PAST 
�she stood.� EvSEQ3   TH   

FT: Their mother came and saw that it stood there, so she threw a knife at the cassowary 
and cut its neck, so the cassowary kicked at their mother but missed her and broke a tree 
right in the middle instead, so their mother jumped and she stood trembling. 

 
In this example, the cassowary�s unstated purpose is to defend itself.  It did so by 

kicking at the mother, but it unexpectedly missed her.  Instead of kicking her, it kicked 
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and broke the tree.  This Frustrated final cause relation is presented in a clause chain of 

events that can be divided into three Circumstance causation relations. 

These examples of causation illustrate the notional relations that can be identified 

within a clause chain when the story teller is not focusing upon the causative relations 

between clauses, but is focusing on the unfolding events in the story. 

4.2.3. Attribution 

ATTRIBUTION is one of Longacre�s (1996:87) elaborative notional relations that 

links an Attribution formula to an Attribution.  The two Attribution types are divided 

between a 1) QUOTE, i.e. what someone said, and an 2) AWARENESS, i.e. what someone 

perceived or thought.  These combinations of a Quote or Awareness formula and the 

Quote or Awareness may surface in a language as a direct form, such as �He said, �I�ll go 

over there tomorrow��, or as an indirect form. 

In Migabac, quotations can occur as a direct quotation or as an indirect quotation.  

The structure and limitations on the content of each form of quotation is given in the 

remainder of this section. 

4.2.3.1. Direct Attribution 

A direct Attribution can occur independently as a separate sentence.  When it is 

occurs with a Quote or Awareness formula in one of the three possible forms, it forms an 

Attribution relation.   

Two different constructions for direct Attribution occur in Migabac.  The first is 

identified as a PARATACTIC direct Attribution.  Intonation indicates a unity between a 
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Quote formula and its following quotation.  Halliday (1994:250-251) describes this as a 

paratactic relation in which the two parts are of equal status.  One is not subordinated to 

the other.  Longacre (1996:87-89) also defends this relation since direct quotations are 

not structured and do not function in the same way as Objects or complement clauses. 

The second construction can include only a brief quotation as an Embedded direct 

Attribution.  The quotation follows the Subject (if explicit) of the Quote formula and 

precedes the verb of the Quote formula that can be in the midst of a clause chain. 

Paratactic direct Attribution 

Since a Paratactic direct Attribution is the more common form of Direct quotation 

found among languages, the Paratactic construction is hereafter simply referred to as a 

Direct attribution.  The Embedded construction is always qualified as an Embedded 

direct Attribution since it is a less common form of direct quotation. 

The Quote or Awareness formula in a Direct Attribution always precedes the 

quotation.  A tail-head link such as mime �after he said� is common after a quotation.  

This could be viewed as a closing Quote Formula, but intonation indicates a break 

between the quotation and a following link, with the link being associated with the 

following sentence.  Since the tail-head links are considered the beginning of a separate 

sentence, their analysis is reserved for intersentential relations in the next chapter. 

Example (66) illustrates the use of a basic Quote formula with its following 

quotation. 
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(66) Direct Quote Attribution (Cassowary 5) 

nenggac-ngineng=ti  mi-wec 
mother-their=SUB   say-3S.REM.PAST 
�Their mother said,�  QuoteF   
nani  hike  ngani-be 
I.SUB  go   see-1S.SEQ.DS

34 
��I go see.�� Quote  
 

A Quote formula preceding a quoted thought is structured the same way in 

example (67). 

(67) Direct Quote Attribution of thinking (Kpea 5) 

ngie.ga-cgu 
sit-exist-DUR.SS 
�After they continued to sit�  Setting   
ine   ata-ine=di     ngage-wec 
then grandmother-his=SUB  think-3S.REM.PAST 
�then his grandmother thought,� QuoteF  
na ata-ne=le    ngic weninguc 
I grandchild-my=of  man which=like 
��What will I do for my male grandchild?�� Quote  

FT: After they continued living there, his grandmother thought, 
�what will I do for my grandson?� 

 
The Tail-Head link in the sentence that follows example (67) is mi-lu �after she 

said�, which is not uncommon after a quoted thought.  This indicates a close association 

between speech and thoughts, which could potentially be verbalized. 

An Awareness attribution of sight with the same structure is in example (68). 

                                                 
34 When a speaker states an action that she is about to do, the quotation can end with a 

medial verb.  The expected final verb is subject to elision.  This has also been observed 
in natural conversation, and is the only context in which an apparently complete unit of 
text ends in a medial verb. 
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(68) Direct Awareness Attribution of sight (Mapoisa 7) 

hike-lu=bac 
go-SEQ.SS=first 
�Just after he went�    Setting  
ngani-wec 
see-3S.REM.PAST 
�he saw,�  AwareF  
bole=wa ima sugucne fike-lu 
garden=at ruins big   appear-SEQ.SS 
�big ruins appeared at the garden� EvSEQ1 Aware  
fa-wec 
lie-3S.REM.PAST 
�laid.� EvSEQ2   

FT: Just after he went, he saw, big ruins appeared at the garden and it laid (that 
way). 

 
A Quote formula can also be linked to the quotation by nga �and� in a Quotation 

Attribution, as in example (69).  This is an unstressed secondary use of nga to associate 

the Quote formula with the quotation.  Nga is typically stressed when used as a 

coordinating conjunction.  This also indicates a paratactic relation between the Quote 

formula and the quotation rather than a complement relation. 

(69) Direct Quote Attribution with nga �and� (Flierl 69) 

wele-lu 
come-SEQ.SS 
�After it (talk) came,� Setting  
mi-wec    nga 
say-3S.REM.PAST  and 
�he said� QuoteF  
ga   yago=wa  sugu  mi   ngie-c 
you  this=to  only  not  sit-2S.IMP 
��You must not sit only here��� Quote  

FT: After the message came, he said, �You must not just stay here�� 

 
A Quote formula that includes the cataphoric pro-form yanguc �like this� and the 

quotation is in example (70). 
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(70) Direct Quote Attribution with yanguc �like this� (Sangamu 18) 

ai-me 
do-3S.SEQ.DS 
�Then� Setting  
Wasika=di  yanguc mi-cno-wec 
Wasika=SUB  like.this say-3S.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST 
�Wasika said to him like this,�  QuoteF   
hau   latec    ba-lu   ofe-ng     no-nac 
go.down betel pepper take-SEQ.SS come.up-2S.SEQ.DS eat-1D.IMP 
��Go down & get betel pepper & come up & we must eat.�� Quote  
 

The interlinear text from the last two clauses in example (57) above are repeated 

in example (71) below to illustrate an Awareness Attribution, which also contains the 

pro-form yanguc �like this�.  Both quoted speech and quoted thought demonstrate the 

same structures in their use of a Quote or Awareness formula preceding the direct quote 

of the speech or thought. 

(71) a. � yanguc  ngageibong 
  like.this think-3P.REM.PAST 
  �they thought like this,� 
 
b. nongileng   hefec   nga  wiac  susugu i   wike-acke-nang 
 we.ourselves  sorcery  and  thing  all   that throw-INCL-1P.IMP 
 ��We must completely throw sorcery and all those things.�� 

Table 59 lists the occurrences of the forms of the Quote and Awareness formula.  

The linking form following the quotation is included across the top row for completeness.  

The total number of occurrences for each combination of Attribution formulas and links 

out of the 172 total quotations are indicated in the Table. 
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Table 59. Direct Attribution formulas and links 

Link after quote 
Formula before quote   

null Verb inguc �like that� + Verb Total 

null 9 21 13 43 
Verb 37 35 15 87 
Verb + nga �and� 6 5 5 16 
yanguc �like this� + Verb 10 6 10 26 
Total 62 67 43 172 

 
Statistical correlations do not indicate when one Quote formula is chosen rather 

than another.  They are each found distributed throughout the text corpus in a variety of 

structural contexts.35  A Quote formula with a verb and no other conjoining features 

precedes over half of all quotations, which indicates that it is the default means of 

encoding a Quote formula.  The choice in the use and form of the Quote formula is at the 

discretion of the narrator.  Native speakers are not able to articulate a difference in 

emphasis, nor do they identify a preferred form in a specific context. 

Embedded direct Attribution 

A direct Quotation is always set apart from the surrounding context.  A Quote 

formula preceding a direct quotation always contains a final verb form.  If a quotation is 

not introduced by a Quote formula, the preceding sentence ends with a final verb form.  

A direct Quotation can be brief or lengthy, even containing a mini-discourse.  The 

intonation at the end of a direct quotation indicates the end of a sentence, and the clause 

                                                 
35 The following correlations were compared that all showed a similar distribution of 

Quote formula forms as shown in Table 59: position of quotation within dialogue, 
notional relation expressed in quotation (Proposal, Question, Evaluation, etc.), position 
of Quote formula within a clause chain, and distribution between texts.  Observations of 
notional relations between the Quote formula and other clauses do not indicate any 
patterns.  The presence or absence of explicit arguments in the clause (e.g. speaker, 
hearer) does not affect the Quote formula used. 
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immediately following always begins a new sentence.  In contrast, an embedded 

quotation is the second type of direct quotation in Migabac.  It is always brief, and may 

contain one sentence.  The Quote formula with an embedded quotation is often in the 

middle of a clause chain.  Like any direct quotation, the tense, person, and agreement 

within the quotation retain the structure of the quotation as originally uttered. 

Example (72) indicates that the quotation is embedded within the Quote formula.  

It is not a preposed clause since it occurs between the Subject and the verb (Wasika 42). 

(72) Homa-yacke-bong   ngic edomeng yenge 
die-completely-3P.SEQ.DS man how.many they 
�ngic hae.gba-nonggeng� mi-lu  doma-ibong. 
man brothers-our   say-SEQ.SS stand-3P.REM.PAST 
�After they all completely died, how many men, they said �Our brothers� & 

stood.� 

Most Quote formulas with an embedded quotation do not have an overt Subject.  

These embedded structures are still illustrated by the notional relation found between the 

Quote formula and embedded Quote, as in example (73). 

(73)  Embedded direct Quote Attribution (Sangamu 48) 

inguc   mi-lu 
like.that  say-SEQ.SS 
�After they said like that,� Setting  
Yesu  Hobung=ka  kwesi-gac 
Jesus  Hobung=to  come-3S.PRES 
��Jesus comes to Hobung�� Quote  
mi-ibong. 
say-3P.REM.PAST 
�they said.� QuoteF  

FT: After they said like that, they said �Jesus comes to Hobung.� 

 
The Same Subject suffixation for the sentence initial tail-head linking clause 

indicates that the quotation, which has a different Subject, is not part of the clause chain 
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and thus is embedded in the following clause, the Quote formula.  The clause following 

the quotation, the Quote formula, has the same Subject as the first clause, as indicated by 

the medial verb suffixation.  Unlike a Paratactic direct Quote, an embedded quotation 

precedes the Quote formula verb. 

In example (74), the brief noun phrase quotation is sandwiched between two 

medial verbs mi-lu �said-SEQ.SS� in the midst of a clause chain. 

(74) Embedded quotation Attribution in clause chain (Wasika 25) 

ngie-me 
sit-3S.SEQ.DS 
�After he sits�  Setting  
Wasika  lobo   hegile-bong 
Wasika  later   release-3P.SEQ.DS 
�they release Wasika later�  EvSEQ1  
ine  Wasika  hau-lu 
then  Wasika  go.down-3SEQ.DS 
�then Wasika goes down�  EvSEQ2  
ngic hae.gba-ine mi-lu 
man brothers-his say-SEQ.SS 
�says to the men brothers  EvSEQ3  
nefe-ne 
cousin-my 
��my cousin�� Quote   
mi-lu 
say-SEQ.SS 
�he says� QuoteF EvSEQ4  
hike-gac 
go-3S.PRES 
�goes.�  EvSEQ5  

FT: After he (Sangamu) sits, later they release Wasika, so Wasika goes down 
and says to his brothers, �(They shot) my cousin� he says and goes (to find him). 

 
As is sometimes the case in direct quotation, two verbs of speaking can follow 

one another with the first clause providing more information about the context or the way 
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that the quotation is made.  The second clause constitutes the Quote formula.  In this 

embedded form, the Quote again appears before the Quote formula verb. 

An embedded quotation retains the form of the original quotation that preserves 

the perspective of the source of the quotation by retaining the original person, tense, and 

agreement.  It does not cause a break in the flow of the narrative as a direct quotation can 

do.  Embedded direct quotations are similar in structure to that of a relative clause 

described in section 4.2.4.1 below in that a clause with final verb morphology, the 

quotation, occurs between constituents of its matrix clause, the Attribution formula. 

4.2.3.2. Indirect Attribution 

Indirect Attribution is structured in a clause chain as a series of events.  The tense, 

person, and agreement are in the context of the perspective of the story and are not 

presented as the person originally stated or viewed the scene.  The Switch reference 

tracking indicates that the Quote or Awareness is on a coordinate level with the formula 

and surrounding context since it participates in the tracking.  Like a Paratactic direct 

quotation, the formula precedes the Quote or Awareness in this indirect structure, and the 

quotation follows in a clause chaining structure. 

Example (75) follows a Quote formula as a direct quotation that contains an 

indirect Quote. 
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(75) Indirect Quote within quotation (Kwengeng 24 quote) 

sic   popocne 
meat  tasty 
�(she said), �Tasty meat,�   Comment   
ma=di   mi-me 
who=SUB  say-3S.SEQ.DS 
�who would have said� QuoteF TH   
no-ceba-daba 
eat-3P.O-1S.CONTRA 
�I would have eaten them?�� Quote    

FT:  �(I have been thinking about my) tasty meat, who would have said that I would have 

eaten them?� 

 
The child-eating woman came back to find that all the children whom she had 

caught had escaped, so she made this statement.  The indirect Quote found in the last 

clause clearly indicates the change from the agreement, tense and mood that would be 

found in a direct Quote.  A direct Quote would say �she will eat you� rather than the form 

found here. 

The content of an indirect Awareness of sight follows the Awareness formula in a 

clause chain structure, as in example (76). 

(76) Indirect Awareness of sight in clause chain (Cassowary 7) 

hike  ngani-me 
go   see-3S.SEQ.DS 
�She went & saw (that)�   AwareF   
kesowa  yefe-ina  kwesi  ga-cgu-eme 
cassowary  trail-on.its  come exist-DUR-3S.SIM.DS 
�a cassowary came & continued to exist on its trail� SpSIM1     
muc=ti  hige-ina  ba-wec 
vine=SUB  leg-on.its  hold-3S.REM.PAST 
�a vine held on its leg.� EvSIM2 Aware   

FT:  She went and saw that a cassowary came on its trail and stayed there with a 
vine holding its leg. 

 
The same structure forms an indirect Quote of thought in example (77). 
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(77) Indirect Quote of thought in clause chain (Mapoisa 34) 

ai-me 
do-3S.SEQ.DS 
�Then�   Setting   
yeme-ine   Kakung  ngage-me 
big.sister-his  Kakung  think-3S.SEQ.DS 
�his big sister Kakung thought� QuoteF  EvSEQ1   
mi  so-cke-me 
not correct-3S.O-3S.SEQ.DS 
�it was not correct� Quote    
ngie-wec 
sit-3S.REM.PAST 
�she sat.�  EvSEQ2  

FT:  Then his big sister thought that something was wrong and she sat there. 

 
The same verb, ngage-, is used for hearing, thinking, and perceiving.  Its meaning 

is determined by context.  An indirect Awareness of hearing is structured in the same 

way, as in example (78). 

(78) Indirect Awareness of hearing in clause chain (Kpea 27) 

mac  sae-me 
place  dawn-3S.SEQ.DS 
�the place dawned�   Setting   
kokolec ye pungpung  kokolelekoc inguc  hia-lu 
chicken it flapping  clucking   like.that cry-SEQ.SS 
�a chicken cried flapping & clucking like that�  EvSEQ1   
doma-me 
stand-3S.SEQ.DS 
�stood�  EvSEQ2   
lolomeng=ka dumeng ngage-me 
underneath=at  under  hear-3S.SEQ.DS 
�She heard (that)� AwareF EvSEQ3  
bec=ti  gangung fa-wec 
pig=SUB  oinking lie-3S.REM.PAST 
�a pig laid oinking.� Aware   

FT:  In the morning a chicken clucked flapping its wings and stood and she heard that 
a pig laid oinking under the house. 
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An indirect form of quotation keeps the focus upon the chronological flow of the 

narrative and the prominence of the active participants without breaking the clause 

chaining structure to give a direct quotation. 

4.2.4. Subordination and Embedding 

Clauses in Migabac can be in a non-subordinate relationship through 

1) conjunctions, 2) juxtaposition, and 3) chaining, as described in sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 

above.  Clauses can also be in a non-coordinate. 

Foley  (1986:201) claims that �Subordinate clauses in Papuan languages always 

function to background given information, and correspond to two different constructions 

in more familiar languages, adverbial clauses and relative clauses.�  He also observes that 

�The close relationship of these two types of subordinate clauses is readily apparent in 

many Papuan languages, in which they are formally very similar or even identical�. 

Matthiessen and Thompson (1988:311-312) argue for the need to carefully 

distinguish between embedding (restrictive relative clauses and complement clauses) and 

hypotaxis, or clause combinations with a grammatically dependent nucleus-satellite 

relationship.  Foley�s examples of adverbial clauses correspond to Matthiessen and 

Thompson�s examples of hypotaxis.  Their claim that these two clause types differ 

grammatically does not always carry over to Papuan languages, as observed by Foley, but 

the discourse function still needs to be kept separate and not combined together as a 

generic category of �subordination�. 

In Migabac, the grammatical forms of relative clauses, which are embedded, are 

structured similarly to non-embedded subordinate clauses, as in other Papuan languages.  
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Because of this similarity, relative clauses are also described here, even though they are 

not in a hypotactic relation to which we can typically describe the notional relation 

between clauses. 

4.2.4.1. Relative clause 

Andrews (2007:206) defines a relative clause (RC) as �a subordinate clause which 

delimits the reference of an NP by specifying the role of the referent of that NP in the 

situation described by the RC�.  The internally headed structure of relative clauses was 

already introduced in section 2.3.3.8 above.  A relative clause in Migabac consists of a 

clause that ends with a final verb indicating tense.  All relative clauses in this section are 

enclosed in square brackets. 

Example (79) illustrates an internally headed relative clause in the middle of a 

serial verb construction (Cassowary 4).  The vine is Object of both the relative clause and 

its matrix clause. 

(79) ma=di   hike  [kate=wa  muc  lo-bac]    ngani-na 
who=SUB  go   jungle=at  vine put-1S.NR.PAST  see-3S.IMP 
��Who must go see the vine (trap) that I put in the jungle?�� 

Example (80) contains a relative clause in the middle of a clause chain (Mula 11).  

The relativized �banana� is Subject of the relative clause and Object of its matrix clause. 

(80) wa-lu     [degocsuc mac lobo-gac]  ba  no-c 
come.down-SEQ.SS banana  house cook-3S.PRES take eat-2S.IMP 
�Come down & take the bananas that cook in the house & eat.� 

These two examples indicate that each relative clause is embedded as a constiuent 

within its matrix clause.  In example (79) above, madi �who� is the Subject of both serial 

verbs hike nganina �go see�, but not the lo-bac �I put� verb of the relative clause, which 
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indicates that the relative clause is separate from the verbal unity of the serial verb 

construction.  Similarly, the medial verb suffixation of the first clause in example (80) 

above indicates that the following clause is Same Subject.  Yet this does not refer to the 

relative clause, which clearly has a different Subject, but to the following clause.36 

In example (81), the �stone� is Object of the relativized clause and Subject of its 

matrix clause (Kpea 73). 

(81) fe-lu   [hoc ai-wec]    doma-gac 
go.up-SEQ.SS stone become-3S.REM.PAST stand-3S.PRES 
�After he went up, a stone that he became stands.� 

The Same Subject suffixation on the initial tail-head link in this example is 

ambiguous in determining whether the following clause is an embedded relative clause to 

the last clause, or if the last clause is a separate sentence in juxtaposition.   The �stone� 

Subject of the last clause could be considered either same or different referent than the 

person Subject of �went up�.  When interpreted as a relative clause based upon the 

intonational unity, the person and the stone are considered as the same referent in this 

sentence as indicated by the Same Subject suffixation.  The present tense on the last verb 

indicates that the stone is still standing there today, but the past tense in the relative 

clause refers to the event that happened in the past. 

The optional determiner i �that� can follow an internally headed relative clause 

within a noun phrase, as in example (82) (Flierl 34).  The relativized �food� is Object of 

                                                 
36 The number of examples of relative clauses in the text corpus is limited, and those 

given in this section represent all of the structures found.  Many of these examples 
could be analyzed as a postnominal relative clause with �gapping� for the relativized 
noun within the relative clause.  However, no examples indicate that the relativized 
noun must be part of the matrix clause with gapping in the relative clause, so all 
examples are considered as internally headed relative clauses. 
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both the relative clause and its matrix clause.  �Senio� is the Benefactive Object of the 

verb lacno �give to him�. 

(82) [nosing lobo-ibong]   i  Senio lacno-bong 
food  cook-3P.REM.PAST  that Senio give.him-3P.SEQ.DS 
no-wec 
eat-3S.REM.PAST 
�They gave Senio that food that they cooked & he ate.� 

The intonation does not drop at the end of a relative clause as it would at the end 

of an independent sentence, and the intonational unity of the relative clause with i �that� 

also indicates the close association of the relative clause and the determiner within the 

same noun phrase.  If i �that� is not directly linked to the previous clause by intonation 

but rather with what follows, then it is functioning as an anaphoric demonstrative to refer 

to something previous, and, without other indications of embedding, the preceding clause 

is a separate sentence and is not embedded. 

A relative clause can also modify an adjunct of its matrix clause.  In example 

(83), a locative postposition governs the internally headed relative clause followed by a 

demonstrative (Flierl 166). 

(83) biac  [Ago tutumang ai-ibong]   i=wa tumane-bong   ... 
already  Ago  meeting  do-3P.REM.PAST that=to meet-3P.SEQ.DS � 
�They met at that Ago where they already did a meeting �� 

The relativized name of the village �Ago� is the location in both the relativized 

clause and its matrix clause.37 

A non-verbal equative clause is a relative clause that identifies the location in the 

last clause of example (84) (Flierl 86). 

                                                 
37 Names of well known places often do not receive the locative postposition, as in this 

relative clause, even when they are filling a locative adjunct role. 
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(84) Ai-me   kupic   i=lec   uwa  ngage-na=le 
do-3S.SEQ.DS mountain  that=of  ask  know-3S.IMP=for 
[mac  monic  wac-ine  Bole]  i=wa  wa-wec 
place  one  name-its  Bole  that=to  come.down-3S.REM.PAST 
�Then he came down to that one place whose name (is) Bole in order to ask 

and know about that mountain.� 

It can be ambiguous whether an equative clause is a relative clause or an 

independent clause in juxtaposition to the following clause.  In this example, the initial 

Final (purpose) clause is a subordinate clause that requires a verbal main clause.  The 

non-verbal equative clause in the middle cannot be the means for the preceding purpose 

clause, so it must be an embedded relative clause that identifies the location of the last 

clause.  The last clause with the embedded relative clause expresses the means of the first 

clause.  The �one place� is the Subject of the relativized clause and an adjunct of location 

in its matrix clause. 

A non-verbal equative clause is also a relative clause in example (85) (Flierl 66). 

(85) Bole wa-lu     [ngic wac-ine Dzake] 
Bole come.down-SEQ.SS man name-his Dzake 
uwa-cno-wec 
ask-3S.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST 
�After he came down to Bole, he asked a man whose name (is) Dzake,�� 

A non-verbal equative clause is often used to name a participant the first time he 

is introduced.  In this case, it is embedded as a relative clause, as indicated by verbal 

suffixation on the previous clause indicating Same Subject with the last clause of the 

sentence.  The internal head ngic �man� is the possessor of the Subject wac �name� of the 

relative clause and the Benefactive Object of the matrix clause. 

Longacre (1996:85) describes a deictic relation of Identification.  A participant is 

introduced, and then his role in the narrative is identified.  In the following sentence, a 
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hammer is introduced in the first clause, and the second clause gives its role in the story. 

�Kimboy went back and got a hammer and that was what they used�.  Example (85) 

above and (86) below illustrate a relative clause strategy to encode a notional relation of 

Identification. 

The same type of equative clause is found in example (86) that introduces and 

names a participant for the first time (Mapoisa 4). 

(86) ga-bong   fa-me   nalo monic=ka 
exist-3P.SEQ.DS lie-3S.SEQ.DS time one=at 
[gba-ine    wac-ine Mapoisa] ye=di 
younger.brother-his name-his Mapoisa he=SUB 
Mandada ngic yenge=le kpili=wa hau  fe-lu   ... 
Mandada man they=of garden=to go.down go.up-SEQ.SS � 
�After they existed, it happened (lit. laid), one time his younger brother, whose 

name (is) Mapoisa, he went up & down to the Mandada men�s garden �� 

This relative clause is topicalized by left dislocation and followed by a personal 

pro-form, as can be done with a regular noun phrase.  Thus, gba-ine �his younger brother� 

is possessor of the Subject wac �name� of the relative clause and is a topicalized Subject 

of the matrix clause.  In this case, the clause chaining suffixation is ambiguous for 

determining the embedding structure, since the verb preceding the relative clause is 

marked for Different Subject, which would be expected whether or not the equative 

clause is embedded.  However, the temporal locative nalo monicka �at one time� cannot 

be associated with an equative clause.  An existential verb would have to be utilized to 

introduce a person with a temporal locative.  Thus, the temporal locative is a preposed 
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constituent of the next verb in the clause chain, hau �go down� with the relative clause 

embedded after the preposed locative.38 

The left dislocated relativized equative clause in example (87) also encodes an 

Identification relation (Languages 1). 

(87) [ngic yaeckang haegba] yeke  Sualu   himong hepile-lu 
man two  brothers they  Sualu  ground   leave-SEQ.SS 
ofe-iboc 
come.up-3D.REM.PAST 
�Two men who were brothers, they left Suala ground & came up (the 
mountain.� 

Longacre describes another deictic relation of Introduction.  It states the existence 

of someone, and, rather than giving his role in the story as in the Identification relation, it 

makes a further statement of him, such as �There was a young man named Amkidit, he 

lived on the mountain� (1996:84). 

The same relativized left-dislocated structure is used in example (88) to introduce 

the chief (Mapoisa 3).  The matrix clause further describes the leader of the previously 

mentioned men in an Introduction relation. 

(88) [ngic wapong-ngineng wac-ine Dundu] 
man chief-their   name-his Dundu 
ye=di  sugucne-ngineng doma-me   ga-ibong 
he=SUB leader-their  stand-3S.SEQ.DS exist-3P.REM.PAST 
�The men�s chief, whose name was Dundu, he stood as their leader & they 
existed. 

                                                 
38 Intonation is not a valid test for this or the following examples since they are taken 

from originally written texts rather than based upon oral recordings.  Although lack of 
punctuation can be used to indicate intonational unity and thus embedding in these 
examples, this provides only a tentative indication, since native authors and editors are 
not always consistent in their use of punctuation.  If these examples of left dislocated 
relative clauses were independent sentences, they would still fulfill the same function of 
introduction, but they would be in juxtaposition to the following sentence, which would 
start with a Po-form functioning as anaphora rather than resumption. 
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In example (89), the relativized noun is left dislocated as the Subject of the 

relative clause (Languages 20).  Just as a noun phrase can be left dislocated in a genitive 

phrase, so is the relative clause in this example. 

(89) [kakac-ine   ye kiwec=ka wa-wec] 
older.brother-his he ocean=to go.down-3S.REM.PAST 
ye=le wac Migabac 
he=of name Migabac 
�His older brother, he who went down to the ocean, his name (is) Migabac.� 

The accessibility hierarchy proposed by Keenan and Comrie (1977:66) that 

illustrates the expectancy within languages for the grammatical role of a relativized noun 

phrase within its relative clause is in (90). 

(90) Subject > Direct Object > Indirect Object > Oblique > Genitive > Objects of 
Comparison 

Keenan and Comrie predict that, if a relativized NP can be an Oblique in a given 

language, for example, then a relativized NP should also be able to function as anything 

higher in the hierarchy within its relative clause.  This has been observed for Migabac 

within the text corpus.  Most of the examples of relativized noun phrases in this section 

and in the text corpus are Subjects or Direct Objects.  Example (85) above contains a 

possessor, which corresponds to a genitive in the hierarchy, and example (83) above 

contains an Oblique of location.  Thus, it is expected that a Benefactive Object, which 

can correspond to an Indirect Object in the hierarchy, can also be relativized in Migabac.  

The data corpus is insufficient to determine if an Object of Comparison can be relativized 

in Migabac. 
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An analogue to the relative clause is a verb stem with an adjectivizing suffix that 

describes a noun.  In example (91), the verb stem ido �set� is made into an adjective and 

describes the status of the trap as set and ready to spring (Mula 18). 

(91) mi-me   hoc.suba biac  ido-icne i=di 
say-3S.SEQ.DS stone.trap already  set-ADJ  that=SUB 
wa-lu      wec.pele-cke-me    homa-wec 
come.down-SEQ.SS  strike.smash-3S.O-3S.SEQ.DS die-3S.REM.PAST 
�After he said, that already set stone trap came down & hit & smashed him & 

he died.� 

4.2.4.2. Subordination 

The structure of subordinate clauses that express an adverbial, or hypotactic, 

relationship to the matrix clause is similar in Migabac to the structure for relative clauses 

that modify a noun.  This similarity is not limited to Papuan languages.  Thompson et al. 

(2007:244-247) observe the similarity between relative clauses and various types of 

adverbial clauses in a number of languages, including languages such as Mandarin, 

Swahilli, Korean, Hungarian, and Turkish.  The verb of a subordinate clause in Migabac 

can end with a verb with either medial or final suffixation followed by a postposition. 

Causation 

Two types of causative relations are found in a Migabac subordinate structure.  

Longacre describes EFFICIENT cause, which shows an antecedent-consequence relation.  

It is prototypically structured in English with the conjunction �because� in a sentence 

such as �You didn�t go because you were afraid� (1996:72). 

The second is a FINAL cause, often called a purpose clause.  In English, it is 

typically joined with �in order to�, such as �He took it in order to eat� (1996:73). 
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The =le genitive postposition is always used on a text span ending with a final 

verb to show a causative relation between text spans.  A clause chaining structure often 

implies causation, but this structure makes the causation explict.  In this structure, the 

purpose or cause is first and subordinated to the means or effect. 

The distinction between Efficient and Final causation is based on the verbal 

morphology of the subordinated clause.  Efficient causation is expressed by a verb with 

morphology indicating tense.  Final causation is expressed by a verb with morphology 

indicating desiderative or imperative mood.  Thompson et al. (2007:250-251) have 

observed a similar pattern in many languages.  They use the same morphology to 

subordinate a purpose and reason clause, but the two types are distinguished by other 

grammatical features, such as tense or mood, as in Migabac, that signal whether or not 

the subordinated event is realized (for reason) or unrealized (for purpose). 

Example (92) illustrates Efficient causation with past tense in the subordinated 

clause. 

(92) Efficient causation with past + genitive (Flierl 114) 

Helsba=di   ye  Wandokai  madec  ba-wec=te 
Heldsbach=SUB  it  Wandokai  boy  take-3S.REM.PAST=for 
�Because Heldsbach, it took Wandokai boys� Effic  
Wandokai  nga  Helsba  yeke  biac   ago.ago   ai-iboc 
Wandokai  and  Heldsbach  they.D  quickly  friend.friend  do-3D.REM.PAST 
�Wandokai and Heldsbach, they quickly did friendship.� TH  

FT: (People from) Wandokai and Heldsbach quickly developed friendships because 
(people from) Heldsbach welcomed the Wandokai boys. 

 
Example (93) illustrates Efficient causation with present tense in the subordinated 

clause. 
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(93) Efficient causation with present + genitive (Flierl 181) 

mac gocna  yenge-ine  ngesa   wiac-ngineng 
place at.some they-its  ancestor thing-their 
fa-gac=te 
lie-3S.PRES=for 
�Because at some places, their ancestor things lie�  Effic  
ai-lu 
do-SEQ.SS 
�they do� EvSEQ1   
yenge ba  ga-gabieng. 
they hold exist-3P.PRES 
�they hold & exist� EvSEQ2 TH  

FT: They possess and live with their ancestor things at some places because they kept 
them. 

 
The last two clauses of example (94) illustrate Final cause.  The verb in the 

subordinated clause is inflected with desiderative mood.  A paraphrase of the following 

quotation is given for context. 
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(94) Final causation with desiderative + genitive (Tobacco 2) 

hike bole-nginac  sulume-lu 
go  garden-at.their.D arrive-SEQ.SS 
�they went & arrived at their garden�   EvSEQ1  
mamac-ine  ye dac-nginec  ba-me 
father-his  he fire-their.D  make-3S.SEQ.DS 
�his father, he made their fire�   EvSEQ2  
lobe-me 
burn-3S.SEQ.DS 
�it burned�   EvSEQ3  
homong-ine gboli i  dime-lu 
tobacco-his new that dry-SEQ.SS 
�he dried that new tobacco of his�   EvSEQ4  
bole=wa  fe-noga=le 
garden=to go.up-DES=for 
�In order to go up to the garden�  Final   
madec-ine yanguc  mi-cno-wec 
son-his  like.this say-3S.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST 
�he said to his son like this,�� QuoteF Th EvSEQ5  
�watch the tobacco so it doesn�t fall into the fire.� Quote    

FT: They went and arrived at their garden and his father made a fire and he dried his 
green tobacco (alongside the fire) and, in order to go up to the garden (without his 
tobacco getting ruined), he said to his son like this � (�watch the tobacco so it doesn�t 

fall into the fire�). 

 
Imperative mood is used in the subordinated Final clause in example (95). 

(95) Final causation with imperative + genitive (Sangamu 2) 

ga-eboc=ka 
exist-3D.SIM.DS=at 
�When they exist,� Setting  
Gemeng  ngic  yenge  biac  Sangamu  kwe-ning=te 
Gemeng  men  they  already Sangamu  shoot-3P.IMP=for 
�in order that Gemeng men, they must already shoot Sangamu,� Final  
yowa  hefe-gaing. 
talk  fasten-3P.PRES 
�they fasten talk (did sorcery).� TH  

FT: When they existed, the Gemeng men already did sorcery in order to shoot Sangamu. 
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The =di instrumental postposition can also be used to subordinate a clause with a 

verb inflected by final verb morphology that expresses the means for the following text 

span, as in example (96) below.   

(96) Means causation with past + =di �INST� (Mapoisa 8) 

so ngani le-wec=ti 
so see  go-3S.REM.PAST=INST 
�So he saw & went by�  Means  
biac  hige yefe kwe-gac 
quickly leg  path follow-3S.PRES 
�quickly follows their path.�  TH  

FT: He quickly follows their trail by seeing and going. 

 
This is similar to the Final causation formed by the genitive suffix, such as in 

example (92) above, except that the relations are reversed and it is the means that is 

subordinated rather than the purpose.  To accommodate this surface structure distinction 

in Migabac, I propose an additional causative relation of MEANS to aid in the description 

of Migabac.  Both the means and the purpose in this construction express completed 

action.  In this example, the present tense is used for heightened intensity to report the 

mainline event that occurred in the past.  Thus, the completion of the purpose is 

expressed rather than the intention, so iconic ordering is retained. 

The same structure and notional relation is in the first two clauses in example 

(97). 
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(97) Means causation with past + =di �INST� (Mula 71) 

ye hike-wec=ti 
he go-3S.REM.PAST=INST 
�he went Means    
gusu nga hema ba  kwesi-lu 
worm and  snake take come-SEQ.SS 
�got worms and snakes & came� TH EvSEQ1   
i=di  ilu-eba-me 
that=INST tease-3P.O-3S.SEQ.DS 
�teased them with those�  EvSEQ2   
yenge fangke yowa mi-ibong   hocne 
they rise  talk say-3P.REM.PAST only 
�they rose & only said talk.�  EvSEQ3   

FT: He went to bring worms and snakes & teased them with those so they rose & only 
said talk. 

 
Migabac strongly prefers iconic ordering, or real-world chronological sequence, 

of clauses.  When fulfillment of the purpose follows the means, the ordering in the 

subordinated purpose of a Final cause appears to be anti-iconic.  This would not be 

unexpected in a subordinated clause.  However, this ordering of the purpose before the 

means could be viewed as iconic if it is the conception of the purpose that precedes the 

action of the means. 

Thompson (1985:80) compares the discourse function of the two forms of English 

Purpose clauses in which the subordinated purpose clause can be before or after its matrix 

clause.  In relation to the iconicity of the clauses, she states: 

In a broader sense, however, it is also possible to view initial purpose clauses as 
being iconically positioned, since in their discourse role of guiding the readers� 
attention by naming a problem arising in the discourse at a certain point, they 
must precede the clause(s) which name(s) the solution. 

Hwang (1997:505-506) presents a similar argument for Korean, which is also an 

SOV language that strongly favors iconic ordering.  She identifies three stages in 
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purpose: �the mental process of purpose or motivation, the main clause action, and the 

(potential) carrying out of the purpose idea.� 

In reality, the purpose could be unrealized.  Based upon these stages, if it is the 

mental process or motivation that underlies the purpose, it does iconically occur before 

the means.  Given that the verb morphology for the subordinated purpose clause in 

Migabac is desiderative or imperative mood, this also supports that it is the conception or 

motivation that is in focus and thus occurs before the means in an iconic ordering.  The 

less common Final causation construction, in which the means is subordinated to the 

purpose, expresses the realization of the purpose subsequent to the means in iconic order. 

Setting 

The =wa locative postposition can subordinate a clause with either medial or final 

verbal morphology to express the context of the location or time for the following clause.  

This expresses the Setting. 

In example (98), the first clause of the story sets the time period with a past tense 

verb, and is subordinated to the second clause by the locative =wa, which identifies the 

participants in the context of that time period. 

(98) Setting with past tense + locative (Mapoisa 1) 

esecne kpapuc  gaga fa-wec=ka 
of.old heathen life  lie-3S.REM.PAST=at 
�When in the past heathen life laid� Setting   
ngic habu gocne ga-ibong 
man group some exist-3P.REM.PAST 
�some men groups existed� TH   

FT: Some groups of men lived in the past during (at the time of) the heathen life. 
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The locative postposition can also subordinate a clause with a medial verb, as in 

the second clause of example (99). 

(99) Setting with medial + locative (Flierl 146) 

ai-me 
do-3S.SEQ.DS 
�Then�   Setting  
yenge=la bec sic  lo-bong=ka 
they=to pig animal put-3P.SEQ.DS=at 
�where they put their pig animals� Setting    
madicne fikesawec  ai-lu 
good  reproduction do-SEQ.SS 
�they do reproduction well� TH EvSEQ1  
fa-cai-gaing 
lie-IMPERF-3P.PRES 
�habitually lie.�  EvSEQ2  

FT: Then they do reproduction well at the place where they put 
domestic animals, and they habitually live. 

 
When a clause containing a medial verb is subordinated, it still participates in the 

Switch reference system.  This is in contrast to subordinated clauses with a final verb, 

which are �skipped� in the Switch reference system, as described in section 3.4.2.1 above.  

This may indicate two different levels of subordination. 

The locative postposition is found on fifteen of the sixteen simultaneous Different 

Subject verbs in the text corpus.  This can be attributed to the similarity in function of the 

simultaneous suffix indicating overlap of two actions and the locative postposition 

indicating a temporal orientation in which the following action occurs. 

Vowel assimilation also occurs for some speakers, as in the second clause of 

example (100) below.  The medial suffix final [e] is assimilating to an [o] before the 

enclitic starting with [w].  This indicates that the combination is becoming 
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grammaticalized so that the locative postposition is being assimilated as part of the 

simultaneous Different Subject affixation. 

The ablative postposition =wacni occurs three times in the text corpus, always 

with a past tense final verb.  Like the locative, it functions to subordinate a clause to the 

following clause, and it expresses source, as in the fourth clause of example (100).  

Again, the notional relation of Setting is used. 

(100) Setting with past + ablative (Kwengeng 37) 

aukwe-lu 
howl-SEQ.SS 
�she howled� EvSEQ1    
fa-emo=wa 
lie-3S.SIM.DS=at 
�when she laid� EvSEQ2  SpSIM1  
ngic yenge sangke-lu 
man they hide-SEQ.SS 
�men, they hid� EvSEQ1    
fa-ibong=kacni 
lie-3P.REM.PAST=from 
�from where they laid� EvSEQ2 Setting   
fangke wele-lu 
rise  come-SEQ.SS 
�they rise & come�  EvSEQ1   
ngigac sugucne i  wame=di hodoc-ine 
woman big   that axe=INST head-her 
heu-cke-gaing 
split-3S.O-3P.PRES 
�split the head of that big woman with an axe.�  EvSEQ2 EvSIM2  

FT: While she howled and lay there, the men rise from where they laid hiding and 
come and split the head of that old woman with an axe. 

 
The structure of this subordinated clause is similar to a headless relative clause.  

Since it is expressing source as indicated by the ablative postposition, it is identifying the 

place where the men hid rather than the men themselves.  Without the ablative 
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postposition, it would be a relative clause translated something like �the men who hid and 

laid rise��. 

Conditionality 

Migabac has three sets of final verb paradigms that can be used to express 

conditionality when in a sentence containing more than one clause: hypothetical mood, 

contrafactual mood, and future tense.39 

Hypotheticality in a chaining structure is illustrated in (61) above.  The 

hypothetical modal suffix provides an efficient means to express hypotheticality.  This 

modal suffix is uncommon in the text corpus, but it is found in the quotation in example 

(101). 

(101) Hypotheticality (Kpea 47 Quote) 

ngic ya  hegile-ng=ka 
man this  leave-2S.SEQ.DS=at 
��If you leave this man� Hypothet  
naneuc  ba-dacka 
I.myself  take-1S.HYPO 
�I myself might take (him).�� TH  

FT: If you leave this man, at (that time) I myself would take him. 

 
The hypothetical mood covers both clauses in this sentence.  The first clause with 

a medial verb suffix is subordinated by the locative suffix to give the context in which the 

second clause could occur. 

The third subtype of conditionality described by Longacre is an �if� 

CONTINGENCY, which states that the fulfillment of a result is contingent upon the 

                                                 
39 A conditional conjunction entac(ka) �if� can introduce the first clause stating a 

condition with the second clause containing any final verb.  However, this conjunction 
was not found in the text corpus. 
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completion of a temporal reference, as in �Then I will marry, when I have some money� 

(1996:70).  A contingency relation is expressed to identify the time when something must 

first occur before the following action can occur, as in example (102).  The contingency 

is subordinated by the locative =wa to a clause with the hortative mood.  The 

demonstrative i �that� refers back to the previous clause. 

(102) Contingency (Flierl 126b quote) 

ga  kwesi-eng=ka 
you come-2S.SIM.DS=to 
�when you come, at that (time)� Contingency  
i=wa  wiyac ai-dabeleng 
that=at thing do-1P.HORT 
�we must do the thing. TH  

FT: We must do the thing then, when you come. 

 

4.3. Conclusion 

Longacre�s notional relations provide a suitable framework to describe the 

notional structure that underlies the surface structures of sentences found in Migabac 

narrative. 

The most common relations, which exhibit the greatest refinement in the chaining 

structure, are the temporal relations.  Other relations are evident in the chaining structure 

as well, even though they do not always have other syntactic indications.  Tail-head 

linking clauses in the clause chain often function as margins indicating the Setting of the 

following clauses.  Causation often underlies the events reported in the clause chain.  

Depending on the tense and mood of the final verb, conditionality and contrafactuality 

can be expressed in a clause chain. 
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Sentences can also be joined to make a coordinated sentence that does not express 

a temporal relation. 

Subordinated clauses, which are structured similarly to embedded relative clauses, 

can make logical relations of causation and conditionality explicit.  Setting can also be 

expressed as an explicitly subordinate structure. 

Speech and Awareness attribution is formed in three different ways that are 

similar in structure to coordination, embedding, and chaining to express paratactic direct, 

embedded direct, and indirect Attribution respectively. 

The relations of Introduction and Identification can be structured as a relative 

clause within its matrix clause. 

These various structures can all be combined to form a hierarchical relation of 

clauses within a sentence as illustrated in the branching tree structures.  The content of 

more lengthy or complex sentences corresponds to paragraphs in some other languages.  

Many of these same notional relations and others not found interclausally are also found 

intersententially, as described in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 5: Intersentential relations 

Chapter 5 continues at the next level from the previous chapter; namely, the 

relations between sentences within a paragraph.  A paragraph, as analyzed in this section, 

consists of one or more sentences that are united syntactically or semantically.  Because 

of the embedding structure, lower level paragraphs can also be related together within 

higher level paragraphs so that relations can be defined between large sections of text.  

The paragraph structure and boundaries in Migabac are defined more precisely as the 

intersentential relations are analyzed. 

5.1. Framework for intersentential relations 

5.1.1. Intersentential notional relations 

The notional relations that Longacre (1996) describes intersententially are the 

same as those for interclausal relations as summarized in section 4.1 above.  He does 

modify the possible relations intersententially in a few instances.  He describes some 

relational types, such as Inference relations, which only typically occur intersententially.  

In Migabac, Inference only occurs intersententially, as Longacre expects.  These types 

were also described in section 4.1 above.  In addition, he conflates some types, such as 

the Final and Efficient cause relations into a single Reason-Result relation (1996:109).  

This seems to be a reflection of the conflation of the surface structure that is typically 

found at the paragraph level.  In the analysis of Migabac, the same notional relations as 

presented in section 4.1 are utilized.  The notional Final and Efficient cause categories are 

still distinguished, even though the surface structure for the two types is the same. 
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In addition to the notional relations already described interclausally, Longacre 

(1996:123-152) develops dialogue paragraph structure corresponding to the notional 

structure of REPARTEE, as described in section 5.2.4 below.  Dialogue is an important 

element in the structure of Migabac narrative discourse, so its analysis is included. 

Mann & Thompson (1988) apply the text span relations in Rhetorical Structure 

Theory (RST) at all levels, including intersentential relations.  This results in a 

hierarchical structure from clause level to the entire discourse unit. 

5.1.2. Paragraph types 

Farr (1999:336-337) distinguishes between two basic strategies for forming 

paragraphs in Korafe, a Papuan language.  Narrative or procedural discourses are ordered 

tense-iconically with chaining structures.  Discourses that illustrate or support themes or 

topics are organized thematically, utillising all types of structures, with co-ranking 

structures linked by either juxtaposition or conjunctions being the most common. 

Farr (1999:339) lists three criteria that prototypically represent a chaining 

paragraph for Korafe: 

(1) Switch-reference constructions (SRCs) are their only constituents.� 
(2) All sentences must terminate with final verbs having the same tense or an 
iconic progression in tense.� 
(3) Sentence junctures are characterised by tail-head recapitulation of the lexical 
verb. 

She continues to explain that there can be exceptions, such as subordinated clauses 

embedded within a switch-reference construction, but the prototypical forms 

predominate.  A lack of a tail-head recapitulation or the use of a generic verb for 

recapitulation signals a paragraph boundary. 
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The second type of paragraph is a thematic paragraph, which uses a co-ranking 

structure.  Farr (1999:341) lists the following features for a thematic paragraph in Korafe. 

(1) Thematic paragraphs freely admit all sentence types as their constituents.� 
(2) The number of NPs per verb is much greater in thematic paragraphs than in 
chaining paragraphs.� 
(3) Thematic paragraphs can have final verbs that differ from each other in tense 
marking.� 
(4) Thematic paragraphs are semantically configured to communicate a dominant 
theme or a proposition with its supporting arguments.  They accomplish this by: 
 (a) repeating a key word or idea. � 
 (b) juxtaposing sentences or groups of sentences that convey parallel 
notions.� 
 (c) heading sentences with conjunctions that signal a rhetorical relationship 
with the preceding sentence(s). � 

This distinction is helpful to explain two different paragraph structures that form 

various intersentential relations.  This same distinction between a chaining structure and a 

thematic, or co-ranking, structure intersententially is evident in Migabac.  Although the 

text corpus is limited to narrative texts with a predominant chaining structure, thematic 

paragraphs are also evident within narrative. 

Lourens de Vries (2006) expands upon Farr�s work, and others, to explain some 

of the commonalities in discourse across Papuan languages in regard to �thematization, 

distribution, and recapitulative linkage� as exemplified in narrative and procedural texts. 

He observes that Papuan languages normally have no more than one nominal 

phrase modifying a verb, like Du Bois�s (1987:833) Preferred Argument Structure, and 

he recognizes that �the distribution tendency is not a grammatical constraint but a 

discourse preference� (de Vries 2006:813).  He describes thematic structures that can be 

indicated by features such as topic markers or deictics, and subordinate structures similar 

to English adverbial and relative clauses (814-815).  He recognizes that the recapitulative 
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tail-head linkage is a continuation of the sentence internal clause chain (817).  Thematic 

structures and variations from the distribution tendencies and recapitulative linkage can 

not only be contrasted between the two types of paragraphs as described by Farr, but they 

can also be �the opposition between unmarked, continuative forms of linkage of clause 

chains and marked, discontinuative forms of chain linkage� (817).  Thus, the use of 

thematic paragraphs within narrative signal discontinuity from the continuous flow of the 

chained paragraphs that typically constitute narrative. 

These various intersentential relations that result in two different types of 

paragraph structures for two different purposes are presented in the remainder of this 

chapter. 

5.2. Migabac intersentential relations 

The presentation of notional relations found intersententially in Migabac is 

organized according to the surface structure conjoining features of juxtaposition, 

tail-head linkage, and demonstratives.  Dialogue is treated independently in section 5.2.4 

below.  The interlinear text is not provided in longer examples; only a literal translation is 

given.  Relevant vernacular conjoining features are included before the translation of the 

expression within the literal translation.  An example of multiple levels of embedding in a 

discourse section and the application of intersentential relations to orthographic 

paragraph divisions is in section 5.3 below. 
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5.2.1. Juxtaposition 

Two text spans adjacent to each other with no explicit link between them exhibit 

juxtaposition.  Yet there can be a clear notional relation between them as they constitute a 

thematic paragraph rather than the typical chaining paragraph found in narrative.  Thus, 

they often signal discontinuity in the flow of the narrative. 

5.2.1.1. Causation 

The quotation in example (103) exhibits a notional relation of Efficient causation. 

(103) Efficient causation in juxtaposed sentences (Mula 52 quote) 

ata    na taki-cnu-gac 
grandmother me make.unwilling1S.O-3S.PRES 
�Grandmother, it makes me unwilling.� Effic  
gagi  le-c 
you.SUB go-1S.IMP 
�You must go.� TH  
 

Like the subordinated Efficient cause, such as example (93) above, the clause 

ordering retains the iconic reason-result ordering. 

Final causation is also structured with juxtaposition in example (104).  In this 

structure, the future purpose follows the means expressed by the desired action, so it 

retains iconic ordering. 

(104) Final causation in juxtaposed sentences (Sangamu 12c quote) 

hike-nang 
go-1P.IMP 
�We must go.� TH  
Hebe ngic yenge=holec yu-dabelengte 
Hebe men they=with  fight-1P.FUT 
�We will fight with them, the Hebe men.� Final  
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5.2.1.2. Inference 

Longacre (1996:112) describes an ATTESTATION combination of Inference at the 

intersentential level.  The Thesis is followed by text spans with supporting evidence 

(Evid).  No examples of Induction Inference, in which observations are followed by a 

concluding thesis, were observed in the text corpus.  Induction may be more common in 

non-narrative texts.  In an Attestation inference like example (105), the Thesis is given in 

the first sentence, and the supporting Evidence is given in the following two sentences. 

(105) Attestation inference (Trip 3 quote) 

kpangge ngic yenge ngic sowacne 
grassland men they men bad 
�The grassland men, they (are) bad men.� TH  
nenge hau-bong    lebe-ngineng=ti muluc-ngeba-gaing 
you go.down-2P.SEQ.DS bow-their=SUB  shoot-2P.O-3P.PRES 
�You go down & their bow (men) shoot you.� Evid1  
noc-ngeba-daingte 
eat-2P.O-sit-3P.FUT 
�They will eat you.� Evid2  

FT: The grassland men are bad men.  When you go down there, their archers will shoot 
you and eat you. 

 

5.2.1.3. Paraphrase 

The quotation of example (106) shows two Attestation text spans that are restated 

somewhat different grammatically as an Equivalence paraphrase. 
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(106) Equivalence paraphrase in juxtaposition (Flierl 16b quote) 

na mi we-cnu-c 
me not hit-1S.O-2S.IMP 
�You must not hit me.� TH   
na ngic ago-gone 
I man friend-your 
�I�m a man, your friend.� Evid EquivTH1  
na mi we-cnu-noga 
me not hit-1S.O-DES 
�You do not intend to hit me.� TH   
na ga=le  ago   ai-bac 
I you=of  friend-your become-1S.NR.PAST 
�I became your friend.� Evid EquivTH2  
 

Longacre (1996:80-81) describes an AMPLIFICATION (Ampl) paraphrase that 

repeats the first text span, sometimes with synonyms, and with added information.  An 

Amplification paraphrase is also in juxtaposition in example (107).  The second sentence 

identifies the men doing the stealing and expands the range of items that they stole. 

(107) Amplification in juxtaposition  (Flierl 47-48) 

 ai-lu  madicne ngie-me 
do-SEQ.SS good  sit-3S.SEQ.DS 
lebe ngama-ine hise ba-cno-ibong 
gun things-his  steal do-3S.BEN.O-3P.REM.PAST 
�Then he sat well & they took stealing his gun (and) things.� TH  
Simbang ngic yengi  wiac=ti wiac susugu gocne 
Simbang man they.SUB thing=INST thing all  some 
hise ba-cno-ibong 
steal do-3S.BEN.O-3P.REM.PAST 
�Simbang men, they took stealing some of all the things.� Ampl  
 

The GENERIC-SPECIFIC paraphrase restates the Thesis with more specific terms, as 

in �He cooked it, he fried it in vegetable oil� (Longacre 1996:80).  In example (108), the 

men referred to in the first clause with the cataphoric pro-form are specifically named in 

the second clause. 
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(108) Generic-specific in juxtaposition  (Flierl 96-97) 

 ngic yanguc=ti  hike-ibong 
man like.this=SUB go-3P.REM.PAST 
�� men like this went.� TH  
Bunawa nga Tacnukac nga Pusi ai-lu  Botingnukac 
Bunawa and  Tacnukac and  Pusi do- SEQ.SS Botingnukac 
yengi  hike-ibong 
they.SUB go-3P.REM.PAST 
�Bunawa and Tacnukac and Pusi and Botingnukac, they went.� Ampl  
 

The SUMMARY paraphrase makes a general statement after a series of statements 

(Longacre 1996:81-81).  The second sentence in example (109) summarizes what 

happened to Wasika�s weapons. 

(109) Summary paraphrase in juxtaposition (Sangamu 21-22) 

�After he shot him, he went to the Nandzo river & laid dead there, and 

they threw away Wasika�s weapons because he wanted to retaliate.� TH  
�They (weapons) completely went.� Summary  
 

A sentence that summarizes all of the preceding text spans would provide a better 

example of summary paraphrase.  This is the best illustration of a Summary paraphrase 

identified in the text corpus. 

5.2.1.4. Comment 

Longacre (1996:115-116) adds a COMMENT form of deixis relation at the 

paragraph level, in which a narrator makes a statement about an item in the other text 

span, as in example (110). 
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(110) Comment in equative clause (Mula 14-15) 

ai-me 
do-3S.SEQ.DS 
�then� Setting  
ata    dandang ngigac  ye  ngic no-no 
grandmother old   woman  she  man eat-eat 
�the old grandmother woman, she (is) a man eater,� Comment  
ye=di  mi-wec 
she=SUB say-3S.REM.PAST 
�she said� TH  

FT: The old grandmother woman was a man eater; she said,� 

 
The woman was already introduced and active in the immediately preceding 

context.  The author makes a Comment by a non-verbal equative clause in order to help 

the reader understand what kind of person is about to speak.  The drop in intonation at the 

end of the Comment indicates that they are separate sentences rather than the Comment 

being an embedded relative clause 

5.2.2. Tail-head linking 

Tail-head linking clauses are commonly used to chain sentences that express a 

chronological relationship.  A standard tail-head link consists of a recapitulation of the 

previous final verb with an appropriate medial suffix that indicates temporal succession 

vs. overlap and Subject continuity.  These chained sentences form a chaining paragraph 

that is the default form for narrative, and thus are typically used for the main event line of 

the text. 

5.2.2.1. Temporal 

Example (111) provides a typical tail-head link in the second sentence and an 

unusual tail-head linking structure in the last sentence. 
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(111) Event succession with tail-head links (Cassowary 7-9) 

�She went & saw (that) a cassowary came & continued to exist on the trail 
& the vine (trap) held on its leg.� EvSEQ1  
ba-me (hold-3S.SEQ.DS) �After it (trap) held (its leg), it (cassowary) cut the 
vine & went down to the base of a very big tree & stood.� EvSEQ2  
nenggac-ngineng hike ngani-me (mother-their go see-3S.SEQ.DS) �Their 
mother went & saw (that)� doma-me (stand-3S.SEQ.DS ) �it stood & she 
threw a knife & cut the cassowary on the neck & the cassowary threw (its) 
leg & missed their mother & broke the very middle of one tree & their 
mother was-startled & her leg hands shook & she stood.� EvSEQ3  
 

The second sentence begins with a standard tail-head link by repeating the last 

verb in the previous sentence with medial suffixation as �after it held�.  The third sentence 

involves a more complicated link in that it repeats the first clause of the first sentence, 

�she went and saw�, and it adds an explicit Subject, �their mother�, which reactivates her.  

It is not until the second clause that the standard tail-head link repeats the last verb of the 

previous sentence, �it stood�.  This brackets the indirect awareness about the cassowary 

that follows the first �see� and continues through the second sentence. 

A tail-head link joins the Setting to the beginning actions of the narrative in 

example (112). 

(112) Setting with Overlap tail-head link (Cassowary 1-3) 

�One man, a woman, all his boys, they existed at a jungle house.� Setting  
ga-cgu-ebong (exist-DUR-3P.SIM.DS) �While they continued to exist, another 

day their father went to the jungle & put a vine (trap).� EvSEQ1  
kesowa yefe-ina lo-lu (cassowary trail-on.its put-SEQ.SS) �He put (it) on a 

cassowary trail & came.� EvSEQ2  
 

Event Overlap is specified in the tail-head link to show that the story occurs in the 

context of the Setting.  The following sentences are in Sequence.  The link at the 

beginning of the third sentence specifies where he put the trap mentioned at the end of the 

previous sentence. 
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5.2.2.2. Causation 

Like the interclausal relations that contain a causative relation in a clause chain, 

causative relations can be seen between sentences that are joined by a tail-head link.  In 

the same way, the causative is not in focus since the surface structure reflects a 

chronological relationship, as in example (113). 

(113) Circumstance causation with tail-head link (Sangamu 9-10) 

ngie-lu  ngani-cyepa-lu  biac   wa-cke-ibong 
sit-SEQ.SS  see-3D.O-SEQ.SS  quickly  call-3S.O-3P.REM.PAST 
wele-nic,   wele-nic 
come-2D.IMP  come-2D.IMP 
�After they sat, they saw them & quickly called, �Come, come.�� Circum  
mi-bong   biac   le-iboc 
say-3P.SEQ.DS  quickly  go-3D.REM.PAST 
�After they said, they quickly went.� TH  
 

The ai-me �do-3S.SEQ.DS� or ai-lu �do-SEQ.SS� verb without the full range of 

medial suffixes can be used as a neutral linking clause rather than a typical tail-head 

linking clause.  However, as already observed in section 3.5 above, they conjoin text 

spans with a greater degree of discontinuity with a notional Efficient cause relation, as in 

example (114). 

(114) Efficient causation with ai-me �do-3S.SEQ.DS� (Kwengeng 15-16) 

fe-lu=bac    ngani-wec   adu-madec=ti hau-cgu 
go.up-SEQ.SS=first  see-3S.REM.PAST girl-boy=SUB go.down-DUR.SS 
hiye  i  wake-cgu   fa-ibong 
string.bag that fill-DUR.SS lie-3P.REM.PAST 
�He went up & saw (that) the children continued to go down & continued to fill 

that string bag & laid.� Effic  
ai-me   ngic sugucne ye kwata-cke-lu 
do-3S.SEQ.DS man big   he surprise-3S.O-SEQ.SS 
uwa-yele-wec 
ask-3P.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST 
�So the big man, he was surprised & asked them�� TH  
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Sometimes ai-me �do-3S.SEQ.DS� follows a quotation, pointing to the action 

initiated by the statement, as in example (115).  Although the Subject remains the same in 

these two clauses, the use of the Different Subject ai-me indicates greater discontinuity. 

(115) Efficient causation with ai-me �do-3S.SEQ.DS�  after quote (Sangamu 12-13) 

no-boc   moto-me,    biac,   mi-ibong 
eat-3D.SEQ.DS  finish-3S.SEQ.DS  quickly  say-3P.REM.PAST  
hike-nang hebe  ngic  yenge=holec  yu-dabelengte 
go-1P.IMP  Hebe  man  they=with   fight-1P.FUT 
�After they ate, it finished & quickly they said, �We must go.  We will fight the 
Hebe men with them.�� Effic  
ai-me    monic=ti  ngage-lu   biac   monic 
do-3S.SEQ.DS  one=SUB  hear-SEQ.SS  quickly  one 
mi-cno-wec 
say-3S.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST 
�Then one heard & quickly said to another�� TH  
 

The Same Subject ai-lu �do� marks a greater continuity, but still indicates 

Efficient causation, as in example (116). 

(116) Efficient causation with ai-lu �do-SEQ.SS�  (Flierl 46-47) 

wac-ine Gaigalesa lacno-bong   i=wa 
name-its Gaigalesa give.him-3P.SEQ.DS that=at 
mac bade-ine ba-lu   i=wa ngie-lu  ga-wec 
house shelter-its make-SEQ.SS that=at sit- SEQ.SS exist-3 S.REM.PAST 
�He sat & existed where he built a temporary house at the place they gave 
him, which was named Gaigalesa.� Efficient  
ai-lu  madicne ngie-me 
do-SEQ.SS good  sit-3S.SEQ.DS 
lebe ngama-ine  hise ba-cno-ibong 
gun things-his  steal do-3S.BEN.O-3P.REM.PAST 
�Then he sat well & they did stealing his gun (and) things.� TH  
 

The result is only evident in the first clause, �he sat well�, of the second sentence.  

The second clause begins to develop the following events.  This illustrates the 

overlapping of intersentential notional relations that can occur within the same sentence.  
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The second clause, �they stole his gun�, is analyzed as part of an Amplification 

paraphrase with the following sentence, in example (107) above. 

5.2.3. Demonstratives 

The inguc �like that� anaphoric demonstrative pro-form is sometimes used in 

combination with a tail-head link.  It is most common following a quotation, as in 

example (122) below, but it is also found with other verbs as well, including ai-me 

�do-3S.SEQ.DS�, as in example (117), which expresses a Circumstance causation. 

(117) Circumstance causation with inguc ai-me �do like that� (Mapoisa 28 quote) 

iye  seng some mac debole-gac 
hey  sister in-law place become.dark-3S.PRES 
�Hey sister, in-law, the place becomes dark.� Circum  
inguc  ai-me   noke biac  fe  hike-gabelec 
like.that do-3S.SEQ.DS we  quickly go.up go-3D.PRES 
�Since it does like that, we quickly go up & go.� TH  
 

The pro-form ilec is a combination of i �that� and the genitive =le that has added 

the /c/ and become lexicalized.  Thus, literally �of that� or �for that�, when used 

intersententially, it indicates an Efficient cause relation, and can be translated as �so�, as 

in example (118).  This is not subordination, since the intonation does not associate the 

pro-form with the previous sentence, but with the following sentence. 

(118) Efficient causation with ilec �so� (Flierl 25-26) 

soc-ine  lalacne  ngani-ibong 
skin-his white  saw-3P.REM.PAST 
�They saw (that) his skin (is) white.� Effic  
ilec   hango-ceba-wec 
so   frighten-3P.O-3S.REM.PAST 
�So it frightened them.� TH  
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A WARNING Implication contains a text span that expresses an obligation or 

desirability of doing an action and the opposite undesirable result if no action is taken.  

There can be elision, but an example of a full expression of a warning would be �We 

shouldn�t let our torches go out because if we let our torches go out, we�ll never find our 

way home� (Longacre 1996:76). 

A similar causative force with ilec is seen as part of a warning when the command 

is repeated after the potential consequences in example (119). 

(119) Warning with ilec �so� (Tobacco 3-4 quote) 

ngani-nele-damec 
go-1BEN.O-2S.HORT 
�You must see (watch it) for me.� TH  
ga-cgu   gbelong ba  wi-cke-me     dac=ka 
exist-DUR.SS wind  take throw-3S.O-3S.SEQ.DS fire=to 
lobe-nele-daic    ilec 
burn-3S.BEN.O-3S.HORT like.that 
�It may continue to exist & a wind may take & throw it & it may burn on 
the fire for me, like that.� Warning  
ilec  ga  ngani-nele  ngie-damec 
so  you see-1S.BEN.O sit-2S.HORT 
�So you must see (watch it) for me & sit.� TH'  
 

The obligation of �watching� is in a cyclic structure that repeats the same thesis at 

the beginning and end with the undesirable result sandwiched in the middle.  Longacre 

(1996:102) describes this type of pattern in the context of a Reason paragraph as a 

chiastic structure.  I follow his method of labelling the repeated Thesis as TH' to indicate 

the equivalent status in the notional relation. 
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5.2.4. Repartee 

5.2.4.1. Framework 

Longacre�s (1996:123-152) various relations in repartee are illustrated in 

Figure 25. 

Figure 25. Repartee combinations of text spans 

 
Longacre (1996:127-129) identifies four different relationships of utterances that 

can be constructed into one of the dialogue paragraph types.  Simple repartee involves an 

INITIATING UTTERANCE (IU) and a RESOLVING UTTERANCE (RU) that can consist of one of 

the following three pairs: QUESTION (Q) � ANSWER (Ans), PROPOSAL (Pro) � RESPONSE 

(Res), or REMARK (Rem) � EVALUATION (Ev).  This can be followed by a TERMINATING 

UTTERANCE (TU) to show acquiescence or rejection of the Resolving Utterance. 
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COMPLEX repartee involves the insertion of one or more CONTINUING UTTERANCES 

(CU) between the Initiating and Resolving Utterances that are structured as a COUNTER 

INITIATING Utterance.  These do not necessarily reflect the same pairing as found in 

Simple repartee.  That is, a Proposal could be a Continuing Utterance to an Initiating 

Utterance.  A second Continuing Utterance could also be of any type (1996:129-131). 

ABEYANCE (Abey) includes an embedded subdialogue that suspends the matrix 

dialogue temporarily.  Once the embedded dialogue has been resolved, the dialogue can 

return to the initiating utterance from the previous dialogue.  This could take the form of 

a clarification, in which a question is not countering the previous statement, as in 

Complex repartee, but is simply seeking clarification.  Once the question has been 

satisfactorily answered, the subdialogue can return to the matrix dialogue 

(1996:131-133). 

COMPOUND repartee involves the linking of two or more EXCHANGES (Exch) of a 

Simple or Complex repartee (1996:133-135). 

A resolution in any repartee may be a nonverbal response to an utterance.  

Longacre states this should be labeled distinctly from verbal utterances even though it 

forms part of the paragraph made up of repartee.  This could end any dialogue at any 

point in the structure.  That is, a Resolving utterance, for example, may not occur at the 

end of a Complex or Abeyance repartee (1996:135-137). 

Since each utterance in repartee is a separate statement, repartee is only a feature 

of intersentential relations and is not found in the interclausal relations in the analysis of 

Migabac.  The same sideways tree structure is used to represent the various relations in 
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repartee.  Abeyance repartee and Compound repartee exhibit an embedded tree structure, 

whereas Simple repartee and Complex repartee exhibit a flat tree structure. 

De Vries (2006:812) recognizes �the strong preference for direct speech and the 

preference for quotative forms in domains like intention, emotion, perception, and 

cognition� in Papuan languages.  As expected, quotations are an important element in 

Migabac narrative.  The text corpus contains sixty-nine monologue quotations; that is, no 

verbal reply to the reported speech is given.  Some consist of monologues containing 

several sentences, and some contain embedded quotations, as in the literal translation in 

example (120) (Flierl 20). 

(120) When they left, he said to them like this, �I will take him & go up & put (him) 
at the house & he will lie.  (When) he lies, what will he do?  We will cook & 
feed (him) food & he will eat or leave (it).  If he will leave (it), we will say 
like this, �Oh, that (is) not a man, (he's) what thing?�  After we say like that 
then we will do-enemy to him.  If we feed him food & he eats, however, we 
will say �he (is) our man friend.�� 

In addition to these monologues, thirty instances of dialogue are found in the text 

corpus, which exhibit an interchange of quoted speech.40  This section describes the 

notional relations of repartee found within these dialogues, and illustrates the surface 

structure that joins the elements of the dialogues together.  This section is organized 

according to the notional relations of repartee. 

5.2.4.2. Simple repartee 

The Quote formula is often one clause at the end of a clause chain that describes 

the events leading up to the quotation, as in example (121). 

                                                 
40 12 instances of dialogue consist of an interchange of two quotations, 13 of three 

quotations, and 5 containing four or more quotations related together. 
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(121) Simple repartee with Proposal and Response (Cassowary 4-6) 

�While he came & continued to exist, it became three days & their 
father said like this, �Who must go see the vine I put in the jungle?�� IU(Pro)   
�Their mother said, �I go see.�� RU(Res) Effic  
�After she said (that), she went.�  TH  
 

The first quotation contains a Proposal in the form of an interrogative.  The 

second sentence identifies the speaker explicitly that issues the Response.  The Simple 

repartee is embedded in the paragraph that concludes with a statement explicitly stating 

the completion of the given response. 

Example (122) contains the same Simple Repartee relation of Proposal and 

Response with some different structure. 

(122) Simple repartee with Proposal and Response (Flierl 17-18) 

��later some men, they came & asked him like this, �We must 

come fight this man?�� IU(Pro)   
�After they said, he said, �No, no.  This man (is) good.  He says he 
does not intend to hit me.�� RU(Res) Effic  
�After they said like that to him, they left.�  TH  
 

The first statement is specified as an interrogative by the Quote formula.  They 

are not seeking information, but are proposing a course of action.  A tail-head linking 

clause is included between the two quotations and their Quote formula. 

In example (123), three utterances are given. 

(123) Simple repartee with Question, Answer, and Acquiesence (Flierl 27-28.5) 

��Our skin (is) black and his skin (is) white; men like that, they (are) a 
devil maybe.�� IU(Q)  
��I'm not a devil.  I'm a man.�� RU(Ans)  
��Oh, good, good.�� TU (Acq)  
 

Only the intonation encoded in the punctuation distinguishes that the utterances 

are by different people.  In this example, a Question is structured as a statement.  The 
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people are seeking information about what this white person is.  The second quotation 

gives the Answer to the information they were seeking.  The repartee concludes with an 

Acquiescence accepting his Answer.  Although none of the quotations are introduced by 

a Quote formula, a tail-head link inguc mi-bong �after they said like that� does follow the 

last quotation in the example and joins it to the following sentence. 

In example (124), the speakers provide a critical Remark structured as a series of 

interrogatives.  The Evaluation of the Remark is given with no Quote formula before or 

Tail-head link after.  Their Rejection of his Evaluation is given first by their actions and 

then with a concluding statement in the same text span. 

(124) Simple repartee with Remark, Evaluation, and Rejection (Flierl 100-102) 

��some men, they sat inside the house & did saying-laughing & mi-ibong 
(say-3P.REM.PAST) said, �Bunawa, you do what work?  What do you do 
talking and talking & existing, eh?  You will do like that & cut (end) all our 
ancestor things & (so) you do this work?  You gather them for what thing 
& come & then talk and do this?�� IU(Rem)  
��Aa, you must be quiet.  While you be quiet & sit, we intend to do singing 
& church.�� RU(Ev)  
They did their heathen customs, talking in an uproar & existed  & 
continued to sit (with) their talk rising & falling & yanguc mi-ibong 
(like.this say-3P.REM.PAST) said like this, �We will not hear like that.�� TU (Rej)  
 

The examples given above demonstrate that the common functional use of 

interrogatives in the Migabac language are often skewed from the notional relation of 

Question.  Interrogatives are not typically utilized for seeking information, but for 

criticism (one type of Remark) or for a Proposal.  Although other languages can exhibit 

the same skewing, the skewed forms have become the natural forms. 

Phinnemore (1989) observed the same skewing in the Ono language, a western 

Huon language group that borders the Migabac language group.  Interrogatives are not 
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typically used for seeking information, but for threatening or exhorting.  Information is 

best requested by making leading statements. 

These examples also illustrate the possible types of information that is exhibited 

between quotations of a dialogue.  Tail-head links are sometimes utilized.  A Quote 

formula with varying degrees of content are also found.  In addition, clauses describing 

activities related to the dialogue can be incorporated. 

5.2.4.3. Complex repartee 

The first quotation in example (125) immediately follows the actions of the 

speaker. 

(125) Complex repartee with Counter-Proposals (Sangamu 16-18) 

��Hey, cousin, go down & get betel pepper & when you come up, we 
must eat.�� IU(Pro)  
�After he said, Sangamu said to him, �The clearing (is) only here, eh?  
You will not go over there & stand, eh?�� CU(c-Pro)  
�Then Wasika said like this to him, �Go down & get betel pepper & come 
up & we must eat.�� CU(c-Pro)  
 

He presents a Proposal as a command.  This is followed by a tail-head linking 

clause and a Quote formula to introduce a Counter-Proposal (c-Pro) structured as a 

question.  Sangamu is not really seeking information, but is looking for reassurance and 

requesting that Wasika will not go anywhere.  Wasika restates his original Proposal as a 

Counter-Proposal, simply ignoring the intervening Counter-Proposal.  The final quotation 

is also preceded by a Quote formula. 

A series of four Counter-Proposals are stated in an argument initiated by a 

Proposal structured as a basic statement of need in example (126). 
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(126) Complex repartee with Counter-Proposals and Acquiescence (Mula 50-61) 

1 
��it blocked his neck & he said and, �Grandmother, 
it waters me (I am thirsty).��   IU (Pro)  

2 

�After he said, the old grandmother, the big woman 
said and, �(I'm a) grandmother.  You must go, go, 
our water (is) (by) the grass, our water lays there, go 
& drink.��   CU(c-Pro)  

3 
�After she said, the boy stood & said, �Grandmother, 
it makes me unwilling, you must go.�� Th  CU(c-Pro)  

4 

�Their youngest boy, he already thought �All my 
brothers, this big woman (is) who habitually eats 
them,� he already thought like that.� Comment    

5 
�Since they became like that, (he and) the big 
woman were-stubborn.� QF    

6 ��Grandmother, you must go,�� Q  CU(c-Pro)  
7 �After he said, it made the big woman unwilling.� QF    
8 ��No, (I'm a) grandmother, you must go.�� Q  CU(c-Pro)  
9 �After she said, it made that boy unwilling.� Amp    

10 

�He was stubborn & continued & that boy 
strengthened & that big woman, the old grandmother 
herself went.� TH QF   

11 ��I go drink water.��  Q RU (Res)  
 

A Quote formula precedes the first three quotations in sentences 1, 2, and 3.  All 

but the third quotation are followed by a mi-me �after s/he said� tail-head link.  The third 

quotation is instead followed by an intervening Comment that explains the boy�s actions 

in sentence 4.  The last three quotations are not preceded by a typical Quote formula.  

However, a description of their attitudes (S5, S7, S9-10) precedes the quotations.  These 

are interpreted as a Quote formula in the dialogue structure, since this type of information 

is often combined with an explicit Quote formula.  Sentence 10 expands upon the 

unwillingness of the boy expressed in sentence 9 as an Amplification paraphrase, and 

adds the action of the grandmother before her final quotation.  The grandmother ends the 

argument with a Response that accepts the Counter-Proposal. 
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In example (127), each statement within the first quotation receives its own Quote 

formula. 

(127) Complex repartee with split quotations (Kpea 46-54) 

�She (older sister) then rose & said to her younger sister & said and, 
�Ee.� 
She said, �little sister, eh?� 
She said, �If you leave this man & I myself would take (him).� 
She said, �I take; I see the man & he becomes good.� 
She said, �You just sit.�  She said, �I take (him).�� IU (Pro)  
�After she said, then her younger sister said and, �Not that.� 
She said, �If he would have desired for you, he would have taken you.  

He does desire for me, so he takes me, so he becomes mine, he (is) only 
my man.�� CU(c-Rem)  
 

The speaker makes five statements in her Proposal.  The first is introduced by two 

clauses stating �she said to her younger sister & said�, which contains a Quote formula in 

the second clause.  The next four quotations are preceded by a brief mi-wec �she said� 

Quote formula.  The Counter-Remark (c-Rem) by the younger sister is joined by a 

tail-head link, then a Quote formula.  Her quotation is also split into two parts by mi-wec 

�she said�. 

The second quotation in example (128) contains both an Answer to the Initiating 

utterance and a counter-Proposal. 

(128) Complex repartee with dual relations (Mula 6-11) 

�After she heard, she said, �You (are) who (making noise) on my 
house?�� IU(Q)  
�After she said, that boy said, �Grandmother, I (am).  Grandmother, 
you must take (spear & bird) & remove & take the bird first & throw 
my spear (so) it comes up.�� 

CU 
(Ans+c-Pro)  

After he said, the old grandmother said, �No, (I'm a) grandmother.  
You must come down, come down.  You must come & take & eat 
bananas (that) cook at the house." CU (c-Pro)  
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All the quotations in this dialogue are introduced by a Quote formula and joined 

by tail-head linking clauses.  The first quotation provides a match between the notional 

relation of Question and the interrogative surface structure.  However, the question still 

has an accusing connotation, not simply a request for information.  After the boy answers 

the question, he makes a Proposal.  The grandmother then offers a Counter-Proposal, 

which the boy accepts, as indicated by his actions in the next sentence not shown here. 

5.2.4.4. Abeyance repartee 

Abeyance repartee is found in example (129). 

(129) Abeyance repartee (Mapoisa 21-23) 

��(Dundu) turned & said to his cousin, �We must go down & 
go up & bring Mapoisa & come down the road & you must 
break his neck.��  IU(Pro)  
�Then his nephew was-startled & worried, �Why do we intend 
to do like that?�� CU(Q)   
�Then Dundu took the story to him, �No, a small boy goes down 
& goes up to the garden & steals & eats them.  He does like that 
(so) the skin does inside for me (I feel weak and helpless).�� RU (Ans) Abey  
 

A Proposal is first given as a command.  A Counter-Question to the command 

suspends the dialogue by seeking justification for the command.  The Answer to the 

Question not only provides an answer, but the initial negative reply also indicates that the 

force of the interrogative was not simply seeking information, but was also questioning 

whether he should do what was requested.  Only the first quotation contains a Quote 

formula.  The second quotation is coupled with the cousin�s emotional response.  The 

final Quote is introduced by another clause, but not a typical Quote formula. 
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5.2.4.5. Compound repartee 

Compound repartee is illustrated in example (130). 

(130) Compound repartee (Flierl 80-85) 

He said to (some)one, �You (are) from what place?� IU(Q)   
�I come from there.� RU(Ans)   
�Oh, you (are) a caretaker.� TU(Acq) Exch1  
He said to (another) one, �You (are) from what place?� IU(Q)   
�I come from that small place.� RU(Ans)   
�Oh, you (are) a caretaker.� TU(Acq) Exch2  
 

In this story, the first speaker, Senio, is appointing leaders that came from 

different places.  He uses an interrogative as a Question to request information.  The 

exchanges are linked because Senio is initiating both exchanges with individuals of one 

group of people.  A different unspecified addressee provides an Answer to each of his 

repeated Questions.  Senio accepts their answer and appoints each one as a leader in the 

Terminating Utterance of each exchange. 

5.3. Migabac Paragraph structure 

The previous section describes the forms that express various intersentential 

notional relations within a paragraph.  This section describes and illustrates structures 

that identify paragraph boundaries.  Then it briefly illustrates how intersentential relations 

can relate to one another with embedding at various levels, and how this can help to 

determine a surface paragraph structure that can be applied orthographically. 

5.3.1. Paragraph boundary features 

Paragraph boundaries are indicated by a number of structures, some of which 

have the same surface structure with identifiable notional relations between them in some 
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contexts.  Thus, surface structure alone is insufficient to suggest how to divide 

paragraphs orthographically.  The notional relations also serve to indicate boundaries to 

make orthographic paragraphs.  For example, lower level sentences that are joined by 

tail-head links could be divided orthographically based upon discontinuity of participants, 

time, setting, or logical relations that is reflected in the divisions between notional 

relations at a higher level.  The remainder of this section describes some clear structural 

indications of paragraph boundaries. 

All of the examples of juxtaposition in 5.2.1 above point to a logical relation 

between sentences rather than a chronological relation, and constitute a thematic 

paragraph.  If there is no repetition or any other conjoining feature indicating continuity, 

and no apparent logical relation, then the text spans belong to two separate paragraphs, 

and a break in the narrative is indicated.  The juxtaposition between the two sentences in 

example (131) is an indication of a break in the narrative (Sangamu 46-47). 

(131) a. Inguc   mi-lu, 
 like.that  say-SEQ.SS 
 �Yesu  Hobung=ka  kwesi-gac�  mi-ibong. 
 Jesus  Hobung=to  come-3S.PRES  say-3P.REM.PAST 
 �After they said like that, �Jesus comes to Hobung� they said.� 
 
b. Damba  sugucne  monic,  teng  hefe-lu,  tengke-lu 
 basket   big   one  stick  tie-SEQ.SS  carry-SEQ.SS 
 �They tied one basket to a big stick & carried & went around�� 

The discontinuity indicated by ai-me �do-3S.SEQ.DS� often indicates a paragraph 

boundary.  Although related to the previous section, the link indicates a change in 

development.  In example (132), the initial aime in line �b� indicates a change from the 
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actions of the Gemeng men to the actions of Sangamu and Wasika, even though they 

were active in the previous sentence in hearing the other men calling (Sangamu 5-6). 

(132) a. Mi-lu    wa-cepa-me, 
 say-SEQ.SS  call-3D.O-3S.SEQ.DS 
 yeke   edi   ngie-lu  ngage-iboc. 
 they(D)  there  sit-SEQ.SS  hear-3D.REM.PAST 
 �After he said, he called them & they sat over there & heard.� 
 
b. Ai-me    monic=ti  ngage-lu 
 do-3S.SEQ.DS  one=SUB  hear-SEQ.SS 
 biac   monic  mi-cno-wec, 
 quickly  one  say-3S.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST 
 �Then one heard & quickly said to the other�� 

A temporal phrase or a temporal clause at the beginning of a sentence can 

introduce a new paragraph.  In example (133), a new clause beginning with a compound 

temporal phrase introduces a new paragraph (Flierl 110). 

(133) Deboc-ne deboc-ne nga awelilic=te  soc 
night-ADJ night-ADJ and  afternoon=of all 
mac lolomeng=ka   gee  miti ai-lu  ga-ibong 
house underneath=at  song church do-SEQ.SS exist-3P.REM.PAST 
�Night after night and in all the afternoons they did song-church under the 
house & existed.� 

The conjunctions so and ok indicate a new paragraph.  They do not have the same 

causative connotation of their English counterparts, but simply indicate a new direction 

or development in the narrative. 

Example (134) illustrates the use of ok, which is only found twice in the text 

corpus.  The conjunction indicates a new section of the narrative describing the 

interactions between the sisters (Kpea 45). 

(134) Ok, ngigac  i=lec  yeme-ine  ngie-wec. 
Ok woman  that=of  big.sister-her sit-3S.REM.PAST 
�Ok, that woman sat like that with her older sister.� 
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Similarly, the conjunction so, which is found five times in the text corpus, is used 

for the same purpose in example (135).  The story changes from investigating the 

destroyed garden to tracking down the culprit (Mapoisa 8). 

(135) So ngani le-wec=ti    biac  hige yefe kwe-gac 
so see  go-3S.REM.PAST=INST quickly leg  path follow-3S.PRES 
�So he saw & went by quickly following the leg trail (tracks).� 

5.3.2. Multiple intersentential relations 

The selection of the Action Peak from the Sangamu story in example (136) 

illustrates how intersentential relations can be analyzed with an embedded paragraph 

structure from lower level text spans up to a discourse level section.  The translations 

consist of literally translated sentence boundary conjoining features combined with a 

summarizing free translation.  The interlinear text with full translations is in section 3.1.2 

above. 
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(136) Multiple intersentential relations (Sangamu 19-29) 

19 �Then no, Sangamu felt heavy & sat.� Circum     

20 

�While he sat, one of the trouble men 
that did sorcery raised a bow & shot 
him.� TH Effic    

21 

�After he shot him, he went to the 

Nandzo river & laid dead there, and they 
threw away Wasika�s weapons because 

he wanted to retaliate.� TH TH EvSEQ1   
22 �They (weapons) completely went.� Summary     

23 

�After they did like that, Wasika cried 
with sorrow & said, �Oh, we went 

because they tricked us to do that!��  EvSEQ1    

24 
�After he said like that, he followed his 

blood down.�  EvSEQ2    

25 
�He went down & saw him dead in the 

Nandzo river.� ET1     

26 
�He quickly went down & saw that he 
lay like that.� ET2 EvSEQ3 EvSEQ2 Effic  

27 
��Oh, my cousin, we went because they 

tricked us to give us like that.�� Effic     

28 

�After he said like that, he spit & did 

sorcery & said, �The same must happen 

to you (Gemeng men).�� TH EvSEQ1    
29 �After he said like that, he spit & went.�  EvSEQ2  TH  
 

The beginning of this section is marked by a discontinuous  ai-me �do-3S.SEQ.DS�.  

Two sets of paraphrase are related by juxtaposition (S21-22 & S25-26).  All other 

sentences are joined by a tail-head linking clause, reflecting the unity of this section.  The 

section following this selection begins with a temporal clause that indicates a new 

section. 

A narrative can be divided into paragraphs and sections by identifying the 

notional relations and the surface structure conjoining features between text spans.  Based 

upon both the notional relations and the surface structure conjoining features, the above 
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section can be divided into three orthographic paragraphs: 1) They shoot Sangamu 

(S19-22), 2) Wasika tracks him down (S23-26), and 3) Wasika retaliates (S27-29). 

The recognition of various forms of instersentential structures and the analysis of 

their notional relations demonstrates a hierarchical paragraph structure in Migabac that 

brings together sentence and discourse in the formation of a coherent text. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion- Implications for translation 

I examine the grammar of Migabac in the context of narrative discourse in this 

thesis.  I show the various structures that are used in Migabac, and demonstrate how the 

discourse context influences the structure of a text.  Significant variations in sentence 

length are best understood in the context of plot structure.  The participant reference 

patterns indicate when a noun phrase or personal pro-form should be used to identify 

participants rather than the default verbal agreement.  Apparent anomalies in the Switch 

reference system are resolved when the influence of discourse continuity supersedes the 

syntactic continuity of Subject that is normally indicated by the Switch reference 

suffixation.  The notional relations that lead to the formation of various structures help to 

understand the different interclausal relations in Migabac, including the difference 

between coordinating, chaining, subordinating, and embedding.  As these notional 

relations are applied intersententially, the same sort of variation is found.  The distinction 

between a chaining paragraph and a thematic paragraph in a co-ranking structure helps to 

explain how different types of information are presented in a narrative. 

When all of these factors are combined, they provide a standard to guide in 

translating narrative texts and in evaluating translated texts so that they conform to the 

natural style exhibited in native authored Migabac texts.  Failure to do so can result in 

texts that are difficult to read, hard to understand, and worse, that communicate wrong 

information.  De Vries (2006:825) observes the problem of eliciting texts for analysis 

through a trade language.  The elicited texts may be acceptable in the language, but they 
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do not conform to the natural style of the language.  The elicited clauses will use frequent 

non-distributive forms that are more common in English and Melanesian Pidgin than they 

are in Papuan languages.  That is, nouns may be extensively modified by adjectives, and 

clauses will frequently exhibit more than one nominal. 

This is precisely the problem that can occur when texts are translated.  Without 

careful attention to using the proper, natural forms to express the same message, the 

translated texts will resemble the form of the source language. 

To conclude this thesis, I examine a narrative text translated from English to 

Migabac, and illustrate how the analysis in this thesis provides a basis for proposing 

specific changes to achieve a natural sounding text that communicates the same message 

as the original text. 

6.1. Source text 

The narrative text that I use to illustrate translation problems is the story of Cain 

and Abel taken from Genesis 4:1-16.  There is some disagreement about where the breaks 

occur in the text.  Most English versions that use section headings begin a new section at 

Genesis 4:1.  One version places the next section heading after verse 15.41  Some place 

the next section heading after verse 16.42  Others place the next heading after verse 26.43  

This is partly because some versions typically divide the text into smaller units. 

                                                 
41 The New Century Version (NCV). 
42 Contemporary English Version (CEV), Today�s English Version (TEV), New English 

Translation (NET), New Revised Standard Version (NRSV), and New Living 
Translation (NLT). 
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Kidner (1967) divides chapter 4 into the first three sections of the larger unit that 

goes from  4:1 to 6:8.  Verses 1-15 tell the story of the murder of Abel.  Verses 16-24 tell 

about the family of Cain.  Verses 25-26 tell how Seth replaced Abel.  However, this is a 

logical division to study the text, and he gives no justification for his divisions.  Hamilton 

(1990) treats the chapter as a unit and also divides the chapter based on a logical 

presentation, with divisions that resemble paragraphs: verses 1-7, 8-16, 17-24, and 25-26. 

Barnwell & Kuhn (2006) also take the whole chapter as a unit, but they divide the 

chapter based on its structure.  Verses 1-2 provide background information.  The time 

expression at the beginning of verse 3 indicates the beginning of the story.  Verse 17-24 

have a change of participants and describes Cain�s descendents.  Verses 25-26 again 

return to Adam and Eve and their son Seth.  The resulting units, then, are verses 1-2, 

3-16, 17-24, and 25-26. 

Reyburn and Fry (1998) also provide some useful features for dividing the 

chapter.  Their description is based upon the TEV, which divides the chapter into three 

parts: verses 1-16, 17-24, and 25-26.  They mention that the description of the birth and 

giving the occupations of Cain and Abel are typical for the beginning of other narratives 

as an introduction.  Their occupation is not part of the conflict that develops, but is just 

part of the background.  Reyburn and Fry also recognize that the �story proper� begins at 

verse 3.  They point to a new episode in verse 8.  Verse 16 �closes and rounds off the 

story of Cain�.  Verse 17 and following transitions to listing his descendents. 

                                                                                                                                                 
43 New International Version (NIV), New American Standard Bible (NASB), and English 

Standard Version (ESV). 
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It is my conclusion that verses 1-16 can be taken as a complete story unit.  Even 

those that include the entire chapter or more as a unit still separate the events in the first 

15 verses.  There is some discrepancy whether verse 16 should be included with the 

previous or the following section.  As Reyburn and Fry noted, verse 16 provides a good 

closure to the story, which is how most versions also divide the text in their paragraph 

divisions. 

My concern in this chapter is not the exegetical accuracy of the translation 

regarding the specific lexical items chosen, but an accurate reflection of the overall plot 

structure and flow of the narrative as exhibited in Migabac.  I am not trying to follow a 

specific English translation, but compare a variety of English translations and translation 

helps to achieve a good translation into the Migabac language.  Again, naturalness is the 

main concern in this chapter, so many exegetical issues that are important for a broader 

treatment of translation are ignored in this chapter. 

Based upon a comparison of the previously mentioned English versions, 

commentaries, and helps, Genesis 4:1-16 can be divided into the plot structure below to 

provide a framework to compare and evaluate the structure of the translated text. 

4:1-2 (Stage- Exposition) Cain & Abel were born.  Abel cared for flocks and Cain 
planted crops. 

4:3-7 (Prepeak1- Inciting moment) Cain and Abel each brought an offering to 
God.  God was pleased with Abel and his offering, but not Cain and his offering. 

4:8 (Prepeak2- Developing conflict) Cain killed Abel. 

4:9-15 (Peak- Climax) God judged Cain. 

4:16 (Closure- Conclusion) Cain moved to the land of Nod. 
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The second half of verse two is sometimes associated with the following 

paragraph.  However, as already noted, their occupations are not relevant to the conflict, 

and the temporal passing of time at the beginning of verse 3 indicates a new episode, 

which begins to bring out that it is the relationship of the brothers with God that is 

significant, not their relationship with one another.  Verse 8 changes from the interaction 

between Cain and God to the Developing conflict between the two brothers.  The 

dialogue at the Climax, beginning with verse 9, highlights that the significance of the 

story is God�s response to Cain�s sin.  As already noted, the final verse in the selection 

provides the Conclusion to this small segment of the Genesis text as the story wraps up 

the fate of Cain.  This plot structure closely parallels the plot structures found in the 

Migabac texts as well, so the structures analyzed in this thesis can readily be applied to 

this text. 

6.2. Translated text 

The first draft of the Migabac translation of Genesis 4:1-19 was completed by a 

Migabac speaker that is able to read and understand English.  He attended a one-week 

introduction to translation course that taught, among other things, the need to translate in 

a way that is natural, so that when someone reads it, they will think that it sounds like a 

natural Migabac text.  I did a preliminary exegetical check on his draft and asked for the 

input of another Migabac speaker to improve the text.  He affirmed that all the sentences 

are grammatically acceptable.  Below is a literal translation of the results of the first draft 

and preliminary revisions.  Each sentence is numbered.  Quotations are kept with their 
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Quote formula.  Verse numbers are superscripted.  Referents indicated by verbal 

agreement are translated by pronouns in parentheses. 

1. 1Adam and Eve, they laid together & the woman became pregnant (lit. with stomach). 

2. The new baby appeared & Eve said, �I will give (to him) his name Cain, because (lit. 
of what) God helped (me) & (I) had a baby boy.� 

3. 2Later she had one new-baby again & (she) gave (to him) his name Abel. 

4. Older brother & younger brother, they grew & Abel, he watched sheep & existed, and 
Cain, he made a garden & existed. 

5. 3One time Cain pulled food from the garden & took some & went & made God's 
offering, 4and Abel, he also made God's offering. 

6. He killed the first baby that appeared from his sheep & made a very good flesh for 
God, that God was pleased (lit. thought good-insides) of Abel and his offering. 

7. 5(He) did not become pleased (lit. good-insides) of Cain and his offering. 

8. So then Cain thought a big anger & it appeared on his face. 

9. 6God said to Cain, �What thing becomes-bad to you? Big anger appears on your face 
of what thing?  7You would have done a very good thing.  It would have appeared 
pleased (lit. good-insides) to you.  You did not do a good thing, you did very bad 
actions.  So a bad action, it will prepare like a wild animal & eat (you).  A bad action 
will take (you) down; then (you) must strengthen & stand.� 

10. 8Cain said to his brother Abel, �We must go to the field.� 

11. They went to the field & Cain turned & killed (lit. hit-die). 

12. 9At that time God asked Cain, �your brother Abel (is) where?� 

13. He replied & said, �I must be able to know how?  When I know, I habitually exist my 

brother's care-taker, eh?� 

14. 10Then God said, �You did what very bad thing? You killed your very younger 

brother.  So his blood goes down on top of the ground & (it) calls & says to me.  11So 
I will ruin you.  So I make come down trial talk.  When (you) struck your younger 
brother the blood went down to the ground.  So then (you) must leave this ground & 
go.  12So you will try & make a garden.  Your garden will not make its fruit.  Now it 
begins & you will exist without a place.  Then you must go around all different places 
& exist.� 
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15. 13So Cain said, �This trial talk (is) very high. 
14Because (lit. of what) you will do like 

this to me, I will leave my life place & will not exist with you. I will just go around 
like an outsider man & men from one, they will be able to strike (me).� 

16. 15God said (to him), �No! One will strike (you); I myself will give (to him) a trouble 

above 7 times above again.� 

17. So God put one mark on Cain & (they) will see that & will not strike Cain. 

18. 16So Cain, he left the Lord & was able to go very far & existed at that new ground, 
which name (is) 'wandering life'. 

19. This ground (is) there at the sun rising side of Eden. 

A cursory examination of the literal translation reveals several significant features 

that indicate the text is not natural Migabac.  First, this literal translation is somewhat 

easy for a native speaker of English to read, unlike the literal translations of the Migabac 

texts analyzed in this thesis.  This may indicate that the text is much more like English 

than a natural Migabac text, even though a Migabac speaker said that every sentence was 

acceptable.  Second, there are no tail-head linking clauses.  Third, there is a frequent use 

of nominals, with 19 of the 42 clauses (excluding quotations) having two or more 

nominals, and 17 other clauses having one nominal.  That leaves only 6 clauses without 

any nominal.  This includes the frequent use of pro-forms and proper names to refer to 

the participants.  Fourth, there are no subordinate clauses.  Although that may be possible 

in a text of this size, it also indicates that the translator did not consider all the possible 

forms when translating.  Finally, the longest clause chains are only three clauses long. 

A person with a cursory understanding of Papuan languages would see that this 

text is not natural.  Someone with a functional knowledge of Migabac might even try to 

make changes to the text to make it more natural.  However, an analysis that explains the 

discourse patterns of the language, as in this thesis, is needed to know where to add 
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tail-head links and where to leave them out.  An analysis of the participant reference 

system is needed to know which pro-forms and names should be kept and which should 

be changed or deleted.  The next section proposes the changes that need to be made to 

this text in order to develop a coherent, natural text in the Migabac language in light of 

the findings in this thesis. 

6.3. Translation solutions 

The translator worked from more than one English version.  However, in a 

number of instances, it shows that he was closely following the CEV when the versions 

varied.  Further exegetical considerations may lead to a revision of the text based on 

exegetical concerns.  However, exegetical issues are not in focus in this section. 

This section is subdivided based upon the plot structure for the story as presented 

in section 6.1 above.  Each sentence from the story is presented as interlinear examples in 

the order that they occur.  The examples present both deleted text, represented by 

strikethrough text, and added text, represented by bold text, so that the original and the 

revised text can be seen together.  Thus, text that was changed has a deleted text and 

added text adjacent to one another.  The English translations of the Migabac rendering in 

each example represent the revised text.  The reasoning for the changes or retention of the 

original text is explained in the prose discussion after each example. 

6.3.1. Exposition (4:1-2) 

The exposition in this story is unique from the Migabac narrative texts examined 

in this thesis since it is embedded in a larger discourse, and continues from the previous 
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section.  However, the absence of any tail-head linkage or any other temporal expression 

to relate to the previous text naturally indicates a new section. 

(137) 1Adam nga Ewa yeke momoc  fa-lu-boc 
Adam and  Eve they.D together lie-SEQ.SS-3D.SEQ.DS 
ngigac-ine  gobo=holec ai-wec. 
woman-his  stomach=with become-3S.REM.PAST 
�Adam and Eve laid together & his wife became pregnant (lit. with stomach).� 

Adam and Eve�s names are retained to indicate a role change from the previous 

section.  A role change is a shift in who is locally dominant within the narrative.  Since 

this is not their first mention in the larger discourse and this section serves as a 

transitional episode rather than a prototypical Exposition as the first episode of a story, 

the pro-form yeke �they.D� is retained to show that they are thematic in this section of the 

narrative.  The medial verb suffix in the first clause is changed to Same Subject, which is 

typical when the Subject of the following clause is included in the current clause, and 

which also emphasizes the continuity between clauses.  A possessive agreement suffix 

-ine �his� is added to ngigac �woman� to reflect the more common use of kinship terms 

when people are related, which results in the meaning of �his wife�.
44 

                                                 
44 Alternatively, �his wife� could be deleted since it would be assumed that Eve, not 

Adam, is the one who became pregnant, and there would be no need to specify her at 
this point. 
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(138) Gobo=holec ai-me     gboli fike-me 
stomach=with become-3S.SEQ.DS  infant appear-3S.SEQ.DS 
Ewa=di mi-wec, 
Eve=SUB say-3S.REM.PAST 
"Wapong=ti bafi-cnu-me 
God=SUB  help-3S.O-3S.SEQ.DS 
kogoc madec ba.fike-bac=te 
baby boy make.appear-1S.NR.PAST=for 
Na wac-ine Kein lacno-dacte  oma=le.� 
I name-his Cain give.him-1S.FUT what=of 
�After she became pregnant, an infant appeared & Eve said, �Because God 

helped me & I birthed (lit. made-appear) a baby boy, I will give him his name 
Cain.� 

Although an Exposition in Migabac narrative does not usually introduce people 

within a series of events, it is appropriate in this context since the Exposition represents a 

local transition from Adam and Eve to Cain and Abel.  Because the Exposition contains a 

series of events within one episode, tail-head linking clauses are added between each 

sentence.  In this sentence, Gobo=holec �with stomach� is retained in the tail-head link in 

order to distinguish from the discontinuous  use of ai-me �then� as a conjunction.  �Eve� is 

retained in the third clause to show the role change.  �God� is retained since he is in a 

direct quotation.  In addition, he is restaged from chapter 3, and this is his first mention in 

this selection.  The order of the two sentences in the quotation is reversed, which 

maintains iconic ordering, so that the first sentence can be subordinated with the =le 

genitive postposition to show Efficient cause in a more natural way.  The interrogative 

oma=le �of what� is deleted, which was used as a less common form to indicate Efficient 

cause between two juxtaposed sentences.  The naming of the baby is a natural way to 

introduce a participant within the Exposition. 
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(139) 2Ga-cgu  Lobeina ye gboli monic hatac=mac 
exist-DUR.SS later  she infant one  again=little 
ba.fike-lu    wac-ine Abel lacno-wec. 
make.appear-SEQ.SS name-his Abel give.him-3S.REM.PAST 
�After she continued to exist, she again birthed one infant & gave to him his 
name Abel.� 

A generic tail-head link ga-cgu �continued to exist� is added to connect to the 

quotation in the previous sentence.  It provides a more natural indication of the passing of 

time than the deleted lobeina �later�.  The pro-form ye �she� is deleted because it cannot 

be used for routine tracking.  Deletion of the explicit identification of a participant for 

routine tracking is the most common change for participant reference in this text.  Thus, 

whenever the explicit referent is deleted in the rest of the story, it is to coincide with the 

natural form of routine tracking through verbal agreement or zero anaphora, which helps 

to keep the preferred distribution of nominals to one or none for each clause.  If there is 

no comment on a deleted participant referent in the following examples, that indicates 

that I deleted it because it was unnecessary for routine tracking. 

(140) Lacno-me    hae    gba    yeke 
give.him-3S.SEQ.DS older.brother younger.brother they.D 
sugule-lu    gba-ine     Abel ye lama 
become.big-SEQ.SS younger.brother-his  Abel he sheep 
damong-yeba-lu  ga-wec, 
care.for-3P.O-SEQ.SS exist-3S.REM.PAST 
nga hae-ine   Kein ye bole ba-lu   ga-wec. 
and  older.brother-his Cain he garden make-SEQ.SS exist-3S.REM.PAST 
�After she gave him (his name), the brothers, they became big & his younger 

brother cared for sheep & existed, and his older brother made a garden & 
existed.� 

The tail-head link lacno-me �after he gave him� is added to indicate the temporal 

continuation of the episode.  The use of the noun phrase and pro-form in the first clause 

to identify the two brothers is natural because it represents both a role change from Eve 
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and thematization of the brothers.  The coordinated sentence giving the occupations of 

the two brothers is a natural way to describe the two participants that the story is about.  

Two sentences coordinated by nga �and� can indicate Contrast.  These sentences naturally 

express a Contrast relation between the two brothers and the work that they do, so the 

pro-forms are also retained to show the local contrast.  The referents to the two brothers 

are changed to kinship terms to reflect the more natural way to identify participants that 

are related to one another.  Because Migabac distinguishes between older and younger 

brothers in their kinship expressions, this works very well in this context and leaves no 

ambiguity when the proper names are deleted. 

6.3.2. Inciting moment (4:3-7) 

The Inciting moment now begins the �story proper� of Cain and Abel, who were 

introduced in the Exposition. 
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(141) 3Dameng monic Kein=ti bole=wa=wacni hike-lu 
time  one  Cain=SUB garden=to=from go-SEQ.SS 
nosing fulucke-lu  gocne ba-lu 
food pull-SEQ.SS some take-SEQ.SS 
hike Wapong=te taha  ba-cno-wec, 
go  God=of  offering make-3S.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST 
4nga Abel ye i=yac  Wapong=te taha 
and  Abel he that=also God=of  offering 
ba- noga=le-wec. 
make-DES=for-3S.REM.PAST 
Ye gboli molic.molic lama-ine monic=kacni fike-wec    i 
he infant first   sheep-its one=from  appear-3S.REM.PAST that 
we-lu  bikung madicne benang-ine 
kill-SEQ.SS flesh good  very-its 
Wapong taha  ba-cno-wec. 
God  offering make-3S.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST 
�At one time, Cain went to the garden & pulled food & took some & went & 

made God�s offering for him, and Abel, he also, in order to make an offering 
for God, killed the first newborn from one of his sheep that appeared & made 
its very good flesh (as an offering) for him.� 

The lack of a tail-head link and the inclusion of the temporal expression �one 

time� is a natural way to transition from the Exposition to the Inciting moment.  Again, a 

coordinated sentence is a natural way to present the two separate actions of the two 

participants.  The name of Cain is retained to show the contrast between the two brothers 

in this coordinated sentence.  The verb hike-lu �went� is added to produce a more natural 

construction by distributing the two nominals �garden� and �food� across two different 

clauses.  Because of the verb change, the ablative postposition is changed to locative.  

Abel�s name and the pro-form are retained because now there is a role change, and the 

actions of the two brothers are contrastive.  A more natural reading for Abel�s actions is 

made by making the first clause a subordinated Final cause.  The previous reading could 

result in a wrong meaning by stating that he made the offering before he killed the lamb, 

although it could also be interpreted as an Amplification paraphrase.  However, the 
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original reading is a more confusing structure.  The description of the lamb, 

gboli...fike-wec �infant...appeared� is an embedded relative clause of what was killed.  

The last �offering to God� is redundant and understood from the previous clauses, so it is 

deleted to retain the preferred distributional pattern of nominals. 

(142) Ba-cno-me    i  Wapong=ti 
make-3S.BEN.O-3S.SEQ.DS that God=SUB 
Abel-ine nga taha-ine=le  kwele madic ngage-wec, 
Abel-his and  offering-his=of insides good think-3S.REM.PAST 
5nga Kein-ine ailu taha-ine=le  ine 
and  Cain-his and  offering-his=of however 
kwele madic mi ai-wec. 
insides good not become-3S.REM.PAST 
�After he made for him, God thought well (lit. good insides) of Abel and his 

offering, but he did not become well of Cain and his offering.� 

The temporal continuation is indicated by the insertion of the tail-head link, which 

makes the anaphoric demonstrative unnecessary.  The mention of �God� is natural 

because of the role change here.  The Contrast relation is made explicit by the insertion of 

nga �and� to coordinate the two sentences, and the contrast is emphasized by the addition 

of the ine �however� conjunction.  The more frequent use of nominals in this coordinated 

sentence is natural because of the thematic nature of this sentence describing God�s 

reaction rather than a temporal progression of events. 

(143) Ilec ai-lu  Kein aalic sugucne ngage-me 
so  do-SEQ.SS Cain anger big   think-3S.SEQ.DS 
haic-ina  fike-wec. 
face-on.his  appear-3S.REM.PAST 
�So then, Cain thought a big anger & it appeared on his face.� 

A tail-head link is not needed, since this sentence expresses an Efficient causation 

relation to the previous sentence with ilec �so�.  The explicit mention of Cain is natural as 

a role change. 
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(144) 6Fike-me   Wapong=ti Kein mi-cno-wec, 
appear-3S.SEQ.DS God-SUB  Cain say-3S.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST 
"Oma wiyac=ti ga=la  sowale-gac? 
what thing=SUB you=to  become.bad-3S.PRES 
�After it appeared, God said, �What thing becomes bad to you?� 

A tail-head link to the previous is added to indicate the continuation of events.  

�God� is again natural to show the role change, but �Cain� and the Benefactive Object 

agreement are unnecessary since they are the only two active participants.  The use of 

ga=la �to you� in the quotation is retained because it is necessary to minimally 

disambiguate the patient of sowale-gac �it becomes bad�.  The use of interrogatives in 

this quotation is natural although God is not seeking information from Cain.  He is giving 

a Remark, and the interrogative form naturally indicates a rebuke. 

(145) Oma wiyac=te aalic sugucne haic-gona  fike-gac? 
what thing=of anger big   face-on.your appear-3S.PRES 
��Big anger appears on your face for what thing?� 

As an Equivalence paraphrase to the preceding sentence, no changes are needed.  

The more frequent nominals are typical in this thematic type of paragraph. 

(146) Ga  7Wiyac madicne benang  ai-ng-deng. 
you thing good  very  do-2S.SEQ.DS-2S.CONTRA 
Ga=la kwele madic fike-dec. 
you=to insides good appear-3S.CONTRA 
��If you would have done a very good thing, good insides would have 
appeared.� 

The two sentences in juxtaposition are rewritten in a two clause chain, which is a 

natural way to express a Contrafactual relation.45 

                                                 
45 The Contrafactual reading follows the CEV, which eliminates an original rhetorical 

question.  A change back to a rhetorical question in the Migabac translation could result 
in a different meaning, so further exegetical evaluation is needed to make other 
proposals for this verse that continues through the next example.  
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(147) Ga  Wiyac madicne mi ai -mec 
you thing good  not do -2S.NR.PAST 
aibaba sowacne benang ine   ai-ng -mec.    Ilec 
action bad   very however do--2S.SEQ.DS 2S.NR.PAST so 
aibaba sowacne ye kate sic  ingucne afecke-lu 
action bad   it wild animal like  prepare-SEQ.SS 
no-cgu-daicte. 
bite-2S.O-3S.FUT 
��You did a bad action, however, & a bad action, it (is) like a wild animal that 
will prepare & bite you.� 

The first clause is not in the English text and it is deleted because it unnecessarily 

repeats the first part of the contrafactual statement in the previous sentence.  The 

conjunction ine �however� is inserted to indicate contrast with the previous sentence.  The 

Hypotheticality in this sentence is restructured as a clause chain with future tense to 

reflect the certainty expressed in the English text.  The pro-form ye �it� in the second 

clause is natural since it designates the aibaba sowacne �bad action� from the previous 

clause as locally thematic for the remainder of the verse in the following example. 

(148) Aibaba  sowacne=di ba.wa-cgu-noga-daicte 
action  bad=SUB  take.go.down-2S.O-DES-3S.FUT 
ai-me   Ilec sanang-ke-lu    doma-damec.� 
do-3S.SEQ.DS so  strengthen-3S.O-SEQ.SS stand-2S.HORT 
 ��A bad action desires to take you down.  So you must strengthen & stand.�� 

The lack of a tail-head link is natural as the thematic paragraph in the quotation is 

completed in this sentence.  The future tense of the first clause is changed to desiderative 

to reflect that it is the intention, not the future occurrence, that is described.  Ilec �so� is 

added to show an efficient causation relation between the sentences. 

The end of the quotation is the end of the Inciting moment. 
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6.3.3. Developing conflict (4:8) 

The developing conflict is only two sentences long. 

(149) 8Ai-me   Kein=ti gba-ine    Abel 
do-3S.SEQ.DS Cain=SUB younger.brother-his Abel 
mi-cno-wec,    �Nokilec kpangge=wa hike-nac." 
say-3S.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST we.EMPH field=to  go-1D.IMP 
�Then Cain said to his younger brother, �We must go to the field.�� 

The discontinuous verb ai-me �then� used as a conjunction is inserted to indicate a 

change in episodes.  �Cain� is naturally retained to show a role change from God as the 

primary actor in the previous episode.  Gba-ine �his younger.brother� is correctly used to 

restage Abel after his absence from the story for seven clauses plus an extended 

quotation.  The name �Abel� is deleted because it is not necessary and the preferred 

kinship term is kept. 

(150) Inguc  mi-me   Yeke kpangge=wa hike-lu 
like.that say-3S.SEQ.DS they.D field=to  go-SEQ.SS 
Kein=ti hefalie-lu  we.homa-wec. 
Cain=SUB turn-SEQ.SS strike.die-3S.REM.PAST 
�After he said like that, they went to the field & Cain turned & killed (him).� 

The tail-head link inguc mi-me �after he said like that� is inserted to show the 

temporal unity between the sentences in this episode.  The Different Subject suffixation 

on mi-me �say-3S.SEQ.DS� is natural since the Subject of the following clause adds a 

participant who is not the Subject of the current clause.  The Same Subject suffixation on 

hike-lu �go-SEQ.SS� is natural since the Subject of the following clause is included in the 

current clause.  The pro-form yeke �they.D� is not necessary for disambiguation since it 

would be assumed, based upon the previous quotation, that hike-lu �they went� includes 

both Cain and Abel. 
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6.3.4. Climax (4:9-15) 

The climax of the story is structured as a dialogue between God and Cain, much 

like the dialogue at the peak of the �Language� story.  Like that story, the speaker is 

explicitly stated with the Subject marker on each of the Quote formulas to show the role 

change as each one speaks in a Peak episode. 

(151) 9We.homa-me  dameng i=wa Wapong=ti Kein 
hit.die-3S.SEQ.DS time  that=at God=SUB  Cain 
uwa-cno-wec,     �Gba-gone   Abel wenu=wa?� 
ask-3S.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST younger.brother-your Abel what=at 
�After he killed him, at that time God asked him, �Your younger brother (is) 

where?�� 

Although this sentence begins a new episode, a tail-head link is inserted to show 

the temporal progression, as is found between some episodes in the text corpus.  The 

temporal expression �at that time� naturally serves to indicate a new episode.  �Cain� is 

deleted since he is the only other active participant, and -cno �3S.BEN.O� verbal agreement 

is used here for routine tracking.  �Abel� is deleted because the kinship term is sufficient 

for identification and is the preferred way to refer to someone�s relatives.  The 

interrogative form is not simply seeking an answer, but accuses with a Remark, which is 

usually followed by an Evaluation in a dialogue.  This is a natural use of interrogatives as 

a rhetorical question in Migabac. 

(152) Inguc  mi-me   Ye Kein=ti bafalie-lu  mi-wec, 
like.that say-3S.SEQ.DS he Cain=SUB turn-SEQ.SS say-3S.REM.PAST 
"Weninguc  na nalic ngage-dac?  ngage-ng=ka 
which=like I able know-1S.HORT  think-2S.SEQ.DS=at 
na gba-ne=le     damong ga-cai-gabac,   me?" 
I younger.brother-my=of caretaker exist-IMPERF-1S.PRES eh 
�After he said like that, Cain turned & said, �I must be able to know like 
what?  You think that I habitually exist as my brother�s caretaker, eh?�� 
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The tail-head link inguc mi-me �after he said like that� is added to show the 

temporal progression within the episode.  �Cain� replaces the pro-form to identify a 

change in role from addressee to speaker rather than local contrast.  The =ka locative 

postposition is deleted from the ngage-ng �you think� clause, which is an indirect 

Awareness attribution in a clause chain, and the following clause is the indirect 

Awareness.  Cain responds with an interrogative as a Counter-Remark.  He not only 

answers that he does not know, but denies the implicit accusation in a natural way. 

(153) Ai 10Mi -me  Wapong=ti mi-wec, 
do say-3S.SEQ.DS God=SUB  say-3S.REM.PAST 
"Ga oma wiyac sowacne benang  ai-mec? 
you what thing bad   very  do-2S.NR.PAST 
�After he said, God said, �You did what very bad thing?� 

The tail-head link mi-me �after he said� replaces the discontinuous  ai-me �then� to 

show the continuation of the dialogue.  The pro-form ga �you� is kept at the beginning of 

the quotation to show that Cain is the thematic participant in the quotation.  The 

Counter-Remark in the quotation is in a natural interrogative form for the Migabac 

language. 

(154) Ga  Gba-gone    benang  we.homa-ng-mec. 
you younger.brother-your very  strike.die-2S.SEQ.DS-2S.NR.PAST 
Ilec ye=le sac  giyeng witina wa-lu 
so  he=of blood ground on.top come.down-SEQ.SS 
na wac-ke-lu   mi-nele-gac. 
I call-3S.O46-SEQ.SS say-1S.BEN.O-3S.PRES 
��You killed your very own younger brother & his blood goes down on top of 
the ground & calls out & says to me (what happened).� 

                                                 
46 The verb is derived from wac �name� by adding an Object agreement marker.  In this 

example, the 3S form is used in a generic sense without identifying a specific Object. 
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This sentence closely follows the CEV in explicating the implicit information 

about killing his brother.  The explicit Efficient cause structure indicated by ilec �so� is 

removed and the two sentences rewritten as a temporal clause chain. 

(155) 11Ilec na ga  ba.sowale-cgu-lu-dacte. 
So  I you take.become.bad-2S.O-SEQ.SS-1S.FUT 
Ilec na yowa umac-ine ba.wa-cgu-gabac. 
so  I talk trial-its take.go.down-2S.O-1S.PRES 
��So I ruin you & bring down its trial talk.� 

The Efficient cause relation to the previous verse is naturally retained with the 

ilec �so� conjunction.  However, the two sentences are rewritten as a clause chain since 

they are not in another Efficient cause relation, but two aspects of the same �curse� 

action. 

(156) Gba-gone    we-ng=ka 
younger.brother-your strike-2S.SEQ.DS=at 
sac=ti  giyeng=ka wa-yec=te 
blood=SUB ground=to go.down-3S.NR.PAST=for 
Ilec ai-lu  giyeng yago=wa hegile-lu  hike-damecte. 
so  do-SEQ.SS ground this=at  leave-SEQ.SS go-2S.FUT 
��Because you struck your younger brother & the blood went down to the 

ground, you must leave this ground & go.� 

The postposition at the end of the first clause is deleted to make a sequential 

action between the first two clauses.  The Efficient causation previously written in two 

sentences with ilec �so� is rewritten with the first sentence subordinated to the following 

clause by the genitive =te in a more natural subordinated Efficient cause structure. 

(157) Ilec ga  12Hike-lu esaicke-lu   bole 
so  you go-SEQ.SS prepare-SEQ.SS  garden 
ba-eng=ka-damecte.   bole-gone  noine mi ai-daicte. 
make-2S.SIM.DS=at-2S.FUT garden-your fruit not become-3S.FUT 
��After you go, when you prepare & make a garden, fruit will not grow.� 
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This sentence is not a result of the previous, so the ilec �so� conjunction is deleted 

and replaced by the tail-head link hike-lu �after you go� to show the temporal succession 

between the two sentences.  The clause bole ba-eng �when you make a garden� is 

subordinated by the =ka locative postposition, which makes a Contingency relation with 

the last clause, rather than having two related events juxtaposed.  Bole-gone �your 

garden� is deleted in the last clause because it is redundant and unnecessarily results in 

two nominals in the clause. 

(158) Yakuc=mac fungke-lu  ga  mac mikac,  ga-lu-damecte. 
now=right  begin-SEQ.SS you place without,  exist-SEQ.SS-2S.FUT 
Ai-lu  ga  mac=soc mac=soc lolicke-lu 
do-SEQ.SS you place=all place=all go.around-SEQ.SS 
ga-damecte-damec.� 
exist-2S.FUT-2S.HORT 
��Starting right now, you will be without a place & exist & you will go around 
all different places & exist.�� 

The pro-form ga �you� needs to be retained in the non-verbal equative clause as 

the minimal form for routine tracking since there is no verbal agreement.  The two 

sentences are restructured into a clause chain because of their temporal unity, and the last 

verb is changed from hortative to future since the entire sentence is predictive, as the first 

sentence was originally translated.  The original connective ai-lu �doing� between the two 

sentences is not needed when they are combined into a clause chain.  The entire quotation 

shifts from a Remark to a Proposal, although God does not give Cain an opportunity to 

reject the proposal. 

(159) Ilec 13Mi-me  Kein=ti mi-wec, 
so  say-3S.SEQ.DS Cain=sub say-3S.REM.PAST 
"yowa umac-ine yago feicne=benang. 
talk trial-its  this  above=very 
�After he said, Cain said, �This trial talk (is) far above.� 
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Ilec �so� is not typically used to show a causative relation to a quotation, so it is 

replaced with the tail-head link mi-me �after he said�. 

(160) Ga  oma=le 14inguc  ai-nele-ng=ka 
you what=of like.that do-1S.BEN.O-2S.SEQ.DS=at 
mac gaga-ne hegile-lu  ga=holec mi ga-dacte. 
place life-my  leave-SEQ.SS you=with not exist-1S.FUT 
��When you will do like that, I will leave my life place & will not exist with 
you.� 

The interrogative oma=le �of what� was not observed in natural texts as a 

causative relation.  The causation between this and the previous sentence is indicated by 

juxtaposition, and inguc �like that� naturally refers back to the previous clause as the 

reason for the following result stated in this sentence. 

(161) Na kwilic  ngic ingucne moc lolicke-be 
I temporary man like  just  go.around-1S.SEQ.DS 
ngic monic=kacni yengi  nalic we-cnu-dainte.� 
man one=from  they.SUB able strike-1S.O-3P.FUT 
��I will just go around like a temporary man & men from one (place), they 

will kill me.� 

This sentence is naturally joined by juxtaposition to the previous because the first 

clause is not temporal succession but an Amplification paraphrase.  The response of Cain 

to God is a Counter-Remark to God�s Proposal.  He is protesting, but not rejecting, the 

Proposal.  The pro-form na �I� is retained because of the local contrast within the 

quotation. 
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(162) 15Mi-me  Wapong=ti mi-cno-wec, 
say-3S.SEQ.DS God=SUB  say-3S.O-3S.REM.PAST 
"Miyac! Monic=ti we-cgu-me-daicte 
no   one=SUB strike-2S.O-3S.SEQ.DS 
umac feicne alec 747 feina hatac naneuc  lacno-dacte." 
trial above trouble 7 on.top again I.myself give.him-1S.FUT 
�After he said, God said, �No!  (If) one strikes you, I myself will give him 

trials 7 times above.� 

The tail-head link mi-me �after he said� is inserted to indicate the continuation of 

the dialogue.  The Object agreement on �he said� is deleted since it is not needed for 

routine tracking.  The use of monic=ti �one=SUB� as a generic reference is retained as a 

natural form for the first mention of a minor participant.  The first two sentences in the 

quotation are rewritten in a clause chain rather than juxtaposition to express 

Hypotheticality.  The Future tense on the last clause is retained because of the certainty of 

the result. 

(163) Inguc  mi-lu  Ilec Wapong=ti maa monic Kein=ta 
like.that say-SEQ.SS so  God=SUB  mark one  Cain=on 
lo-me   yogo ngani-lu Kein mi we-dabiente. 
put-3S.SEQ.DS that  see-SEQ.SS Cain not strike-3P.FUT 
�After he said like that, he put one mark & they see that & will not strike.� 

The tail-head link inguc mi-lu �after he said like that� is added to show the 

continuation of the episode and the relation to what was said, rather than the deleted ilec 

�so� conjunction, which does not normally show causation after a quotation.  The 

participants do not need explicit mention for routine tracking since the verbal agreement 

makes clear who is doing what to whom. 

                                                 
47 Numerals are used to write numbers greater than three in Migabac because people 

usually use the Melanesian Pidgin expression, but they have difficulty reading the 
numerical words in a Migabac context when written out. 
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6.3.5. Conclusion (4:16) 

The conclusion wraps up this narrative segment within Genesis.  As some 

associate verse 16 with the following section, it also serves as a transitional element to 

the following text. 

(164) Ilec 16Ai-me  Kein ye Sugucne Wapong hegile-lu 
So  do-3S.SEQ.DS Cain he Lord  God  leave-SEQ.SS 
nalic dalic=ka benang  hike-lu  giyeng  fulu=na 
able far=to  very  go-SEQ.SS ground  unkown=to 
wac-ine �Kosa   gaga� i=wa  ga-wec. 
name-its Wandering  life  that=at  exist-3S.REM.PAST 
�Then Cain, he left God & was able to go to very far & existed at an unknown 
ground whose name (is) �Wandering life�.� 

The discontinuous ai-me �then� is used to indicate a new episode rather than the 

ilec �so� conjunction, which would indicate a direct causative relation with the previous 

sentence.  The use of �Cain� and ye �he� is natural at the beginning of this new episode 

since there is a role change and he is thematic for this final episode of the story.  Sugucne 

�Lord� is changed to Wapong �God� for consistency in the translation, since the same 

expression is translated as Wapong �God� in the previous verses.
48  The explicit reference 

to �God� is retained because it would otherwise be ambiguous whether he was leaving the 

place or leaving God himself as he went.  The use of the relative clause gieng... Kosa 

                                                 
48 The Hebrew proper name for God, YHWH, is the only name used to refer to God in 

this selection.  The translator used the expression Wapong, which is the name 
commonly used by the Migabac people as a more general reference to God, so it is 
retained in this thesis.  Historically, the name Wapong referred to a chief or leader that 
deserved a high level of respect.  No people today receive this title.  Sugucne �big� can 

refer to any leader or important person, so it has been used to translate �Lord�.  Some 

English versions distinguish the Hebrew proper name for God by writing YHWH as 
�LORD� in small caps.  Since this selection was originally translated, the Migabac 
translation committee has decided to use Anutu, the word for God borrowed from the 
related Kâte language, to translate YHWH distinctly from �Lord� and �God�.  
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gaga �ground... Wandering life� to name the place that he went to is a natural form for the 

first mention of a place. 

(165) Giyeng  yogo yago edi=haic wenac ofe.ofe-ina  yogo Iden. 
ground  that this  that=side sun  rising-at.its that Eden 
�That ground (is) at Eden�s sun rising side (i.e. east).� 

The final non-verbal clause is a Comment on the location mentioned in the 

previous sentence, so its lack of a tail-head link and many nominals are natural.  The 

demonstrative qualifying giyeng �ground� is changed to the anaphoric yogo �that� rather 

than the cataphoric yago �this�. 

6.4. Summary of proposed changes 

The proposals in the previous section are rooted in the analysis of Migabac 

narrative discourse as given in this thesis.  A grammatical analysis concerned solely with 

the sentence level and below could not have made these suggestions for change, since all 

of the sentences in the Genesis text sample are acceptable Migabac sentences.  However, 

the text is far from natural when compared with native authored Migabac narrative texts.  

Although a cursory comparison with narrative texts would show some of the kinds of 

changes needed, only a thorough analysis of Migabac narrative texts makes it possible to 

propose the specific changes in specific places as suggested here, and to determine which 

of the original forms should be retained.  A summary of the types of changes proposed 

for each major discourse topic follows. 

6.4.1. Plot structure 

The plot structure for this story indicates the type of transition that should be used 

for each new episode.  The inciting moment naturally begins with a temporal phrase 
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dameng monic �one time� in example (141) since there is not a direct temporal continuity 

with the exposition.  The discontinuous ai-me �then� is inserted at the start of the 

Developing conflict in example (149) to indicate the progression and change in episodes.  

A tail-head link is inserted at the beginning of the Climax in example (151) to indicate 

the temporal sequence, and the temporal phrase is retained to indicate the new episode.  

Finally, the discontinuous ai-me �then� is again added at the beginning of the closure in 

example (164) to indicate the progression and change in episodes. 

In addition, the plot structure guides the types of grammatical constructions that 

are expected in each episode, as applied under the other discourse topics. 

6.4.2. Participant reference 

The primary change to the participant reference in this text is the deletion of all 

overt references to participants for routine tracking.  The English use of pronouns and 

proper names for routine tracking was frequently followed in the first draft translation.  

These are unneccessary and unnatural in the Migabac participant reference system, so 

they are removed.  The analysis of the Migabac participant reference system indicates 

when noun phrases and pro-forms should be retained or added in the translation, even 

when they are not needed for disambiguation.  Pro-forms are only used to indicate local 

contrast in this text, as in the contrast between Cain and Abel in examples (140) and 

(141).  In addition, the preference for kinship terms when related people interact within a 

story indicates that the kinship term alone is sufficient for reference without a proper 

name, as in example (140), and replaces a proper name, as in example (139).  Noun 
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phrases are retained when there is a change in dominance between participants.49  At the 

climax to the story, in examples (151) through (162), Cain and God are identified by 

name with the Subject marker each time one is the speaker in a quote formula.  This 

indicates the change in dominance between them at each quotation. 

One medial verb suffix was changed to match the pattern in overlap of Subject 

participants between clauses in the switch reference system.  The first clause of the story 

in example (137) includes both Adam and Eve as Subject.  Because of the continuity with 

the following clause and the default pattern of the switch reference system when going 

from a group to a member of a group, the medial suffix is changed from Different Subject 

to Same Subject because Eve is the Subject of the second clause. 

6.4.3. Interclausal relations 

The minimal use of clause chains is unnatural in this narrative text.  The analysis 

of interclausal relations indicates when sentences can be rewritten as a clause chain to 

present a natural structure.  These include pairs of sentences in examples (146) and (147) 

that express a Contrafactual and Hypothetical relation respectively that are rewritten as a 

clause chain rather than juxtaposed sentences.  Example (158) combines two sentences 

into a single clause chain that indicates temporal sequence.  A clause is added into the 

clause chain of example (141) to keep the strong preference for only one nominal per 

clause in temporal sequences. 

                                                 
49 Examples that retain a noun phrase to indicate role change include examples 

(138)-Eve, (141)-Cain & Abel, (142)-God, (143)-Cain, (144)-God, (149)-Cain, and 
(164)-Cain. 
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This text also exhibited an absence of subordinated clauses.  Sentences were 

restructured into a subordinated interclausal relation to express Efficient cause in 

examples (138) and (156).  Final cause is restructured as a subordinated clause in 

example (141).  Contingency is restructured as a subordinated clause in example (157). 

The contrast evidenced in example (142) is rewritten as a coordinate clause and 

emphasized with ine �however�, rather than sentence juxtaposition.   

In addition to these changes, the analysis of interclausal relations also indicates 

when the original translation should be retained, such as the contrast in the coordinated 

sentences in example (140) and the coupling in the coordinated sentences in example 

(141). 

6.4.4. Intersentential relations 

The absence of tail-head links in the original translation reveals another aspect of 

unnaturalness.  The analysis of intersentential relations shows that tail-head links serve to 

extend the chaining structure across sentence boundaries to join sentences together that 

are in a temporal relation.  For this reason, tail-head links are added at the beginning of 

twelve of the sentences.50  Tail-head links are not added to other sentences because they 

are at the beginning of a section break, or sentences are in a non-temporal relation.  Four 

pairs of sentences exhibit paraphrase, so they are joined by juxtaposition.51  The last 

sentence, example (165), is a comment in juxtaposition to the preceding sentence.  The 

                                                 
50 Examples (138), (140), (142), (144), (150), (151), (152), (153), (157), (159), (162), and 

(163). 
51 Examples (144)-(145), (147)-(148), (155)-(158), and (160)-(161). 
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analysis of intersentential relations provides the foundation to determine when the 

juxtaposition is appropriate and when tail-head links should be used. 

6.5. Conclusion 

These proposals still need testing with native speakers of Migabac, and further 

exegetically based revisions may be made before the text sample can be considered a 

clear, natural, and accurate translation of Genesis 4:1-16.  However, it is expected that 

Migabac speakers will find the revised text to be much more coherent and 

comprehensible than the originally translated text, through the application of the 

description that is developed in this thesis. 

This chapter identifies one type of training that is needed for mother tongue 

translators.  Sometimes it is difficult for mother tongue translators to think about their 

own language in a way that helps them to understand the various ways that it can be 

constructed.  The research conducted through this thesis enables me, as an outsider, to 

help them discover the similarities and differences between their language and other 

languages, so that they can produce translations that communicate the message in a 

natural way. 

This thesis provides answers to the questions about the Migabac language that a 

syntactic analysis of sentences in isolation cannot provide.  The plot structure analysis 

demonstrates that Migabac narrative plot structure is like the narrative plot structure of 

languages around the world.  It describes the various types of sentences and conjoining 

features found in different episodes of a story.  The features that show a change in 

structure at the peak are the types of changes that are expected in languages.  The 
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participant reference analysis describes the variety of structures that can be used to refer 

to participants, and when it is appropriate to use structures such as a noun phrase, a 

pro-form, or zero anaphora.  The patterns in the apparent anomolies of the switch 

reference system reveal a system for overlapping participants that is like other languages, 

and the anomalies indicate a tension between syntactic Subject continuity and semantic 

continuity of participants.  The analysis of interclausal and intersentential relations shows 

the surface structure forms in Migabac for the relations found in common among world 

languages.  The analysis of interclausal relations indicates the various notional relations 

that form coordination, chaining, and subordination.  The analysis of intersentential 

relations indicates how these same notional relations can form chains of sentences joined 

by tail-head links, or relations of sentences in juxtaposition to one another.  In addition, 

demonstratives can indicate relations between sentences.  The analysis of relations of 

quotations within a dialogue also indicates how various relations are formed in surface 

structures.  This kind of information as found in Migabac narrative texts is adequately 

described through discourse analysis. 
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  Intro S O Obl V post 

1   
Ngic monic ngigac 
madecfocine yenge  katemacka   gaibong.  

2a         Gacguebong     

2b 
wenac 
monicka  mamacnginengti  katewa hikelu  

2c     muc    lowec.   
3a       Kesowa yefeina  lolu    
3b         kpisiwec.   
4a         Kpisigacguemewa   
4b     wenac habackang    aime   
4c   mamacnginengti yanguc     miwec,    
5   Nenggacnginengti    miwec   nga, 
6a         Milu    
6b         hikewec.   
7a         Hikenganime    
7b   kesowa   yefeina   kpesigacgueme    
7c       mucti higeina   bawec.   
8a         Bame   
8b     muc    welockelu    

8c       
yoctowa sugucne 
debangina  haulu    

8d         domawec.   
9a   Nenggacngineng      hike nganime    
9b         domame    
9c     fitec    wickelu    
9d     kesowa ubeina   welockeme    
9e   kesowadi hige     wickelu    
9f     nenggacngineng    lilolu    

9g     
yoc monic 
hewachewac    kpodume    

9h   nenggacngineng      kpatackelu    
9i   hige moleine      tengtengkpeme    
9j         domawec.   
10a         Domame   
10b   kesowa     homalu   

10c       
lodingloding hau 
kpiewa  <<< fame   

10d   nenggacngineng      hikelu    
10e     mamacngineng    micnome    
10f         kpesi tengkelu    
10g       macka  hikeiboc.   
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  Quote Translation father 
     F GR CON PER RD 

1  
One man, a woman, all his boys, they existed at a 
jungle house. F1 S S4 6 12 

2a   While they continued to exist, F5 S S1 5 1 
2b  another day their father went to the jungle & F3kd S S1 4 1 
2c   put a rope (trap). F5 S S1 3 1 
3a   He put (it) on a cassowary trail & F5 S S1 2 1 
3b   came (to the house). F5 S S1 1 1 
4a   While he came & continued to exist, F5 S S1 0 1 
4b   it became three days &           

4c 
"Madi hike katewa muc lobac 
nganina?" 

their father said like this, "Who must go see the 
rope I put in the jungle?" F3kd S S4 1 2 

5 "nani hike nganibe." Their mother said, "I go see." F7 O2 N2 0 1 
6a   After she said,           
6b   she went.           
7a   After she went, she saw (that)           
7b   a cassowary came & continued to exist on the trail &           
7c   it held on its leg with the rope.           
8a   After it (trap) held (its leg),            
8b   it (cassowary) cut the rope &           
8c   went down to the base of a very big tree &           
8d   stood.           
9a   Their mother went & saw (that)           
9b   it stood &           
9c   she threw a knife &           
9d   cut the cassowary on its neck &           
9e   the cassowary threw (its) leg &           
9f   missed their mother &           
9g   broke the very middle of one tree &           
9h   their mother was-startled &           
9i   her leg hands shook &           
9j   she stood.           
10a   After she stood,            
10b   the cassowary died &           
10c   went down rolling & laid in a ditch &           
10d   their mother went &           
10e   said (what happened) to their father & F3k O2 N4 2 11 
10f   they came & carried (the cassowary) & F5 S S2 1 1 
10g   went to the house. F5 S S1 0 1 
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  mother boys cassowary 
  F GR CON PER RD F  GR CON PER RD F GR CON PER RD 
1 F1 S S4 1 12 F1 S S4 2 12        
2a F5 S S1 0 1 F5 S S1 1 1           
2b        F6 P N3 0 1        
2c                               
3a                               
3b                               
4a                               
4b                               
4c F7 O2 N4 4 7 F7 O2 N4 0 7           
5 F3kd S S2 3 1             
6a F5 S S1 2 1                     
6b F5 S S1 1 1                     
7a F5 S S1 0 1                     
7b                     F3 S S4 3 12 
7c                     F3 O N3 2 1 
8a                     F7 O N1 1 1 
8b                     F5 S S3 0 1 
8c                     F5 S S1 1 1 
8d                     F5 S S1 0 1 
9a F3k S S4 0 7 F6 P N4 0 11           
9b                     F5 S S4 0 2 
9c F5 S S4 0 2                     
9d                     F3 O N4 3 2 
9e                     F3d S S3 2 1 
9f F3k O N4 0 3 F6 P N4 0 5 F5 S S1 1 1 
9g                     F5 S S1 0 1 
9h F3k S S4 3 2 F6 P N4 0 2           
9i F6 P N3 2 1                     
9j F5 S S1 1 1                     
10a F5 S S1 0 1                     
10b                     F3 S S4 2 5 
10c                     F5 S S1 0 1 
10d F3k S S4 3 3 F6 P N4 1 6           
10e F5 S S1 2 1 F6 P N1 0 1           
10f F5 S S1 1 1                     
10g F5 S S1 0 1                     
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          Verbal suffixes    
  Count Subj Part Link =di Serial Obj Aspect subord medial final Trans Quote QF 
1 a S   NP       R E   
2a   S- H       C   LD   E     
2b   S T T         QS   M     
2c c S               R T     
3a   S H+           QS   T     
3b b S               R M     
4a   D H       C   LD   M     
4b   D             QD   T     
4c c D   T           R A P2a YVQ 
5 a S   T     C  R A S2b VCQV 
6a   S H           QS   A     
6b b S               R M     
7a   D H   S       QD   A     
7b   D   N     C   LD   M     
7c c S   I           R T     
8a   D H           QD   T     
8b   S             QS   T     
8c   S             QS   M     
8d d D               R S     
9a   D   N S       QD   A     
9b   D             QD   S     
9c   S             QS   T     
9d   D             QD   T     
9e   S   T         QS   T     
9f   S             QS   T     
9g   D             QD   T     
9h   S-   N         QS   T     
9i   S+   N         QD   T     
9j j S               R S     
10a   D H           QD   S     
10b   S   N         QS   I     
10c   D     S       QD   S     
10d   S   N         QS   M     
10e   S+       B     QD   A     
10f   S     S       QS   T     
10g g                 R M     
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This is an edited transcription of the story as told by Tacnukac in December 

2002.52 

 
�John Senio, he preceded & came.� 

 
�He came in the middle of the ocean & existed.� 

 
�After he continued to exist, God said, �You must go to Papua New Guinea & find 

the ground place and people.�� 

FT: John Senio traveled across the ocean.  While he traveled, God said to him, �You 

must go to Papua New Guinea and find people there. 

 
�After he said like that, he continued to come & came in the middle of the ocean & 

thought like this, �I come to where?  I will go & arrive at Papua New Guinea or 

not?�� 

 
�I will go & arrive at Papua New Guinea or not?�� 

                                                 
52 Interlinear texts are numbered according to the original orthographic sentence 

divisions.  Free translations for each paragraph are given according to the original 
orthographic paragraph divisions. 

?" miyac  
no  

me  
or  

, sulume-dacte  
arrive-1S.FUT  

hike  
go  

Nugini  
New.Guinea  

Papa  
Papua  

5.  

? kwesi-gabac  
come-1S.PRES  

wenu=wa  
what=to  

na  
I  

" , ngage-wec  
think-3S.REM.PAST  

yanguc  
like.this  

kwesi-lu  
come-SEQ.SS  

hewac=ka  
middle=to  

kiwec  
ocean  

kwesi ga-cgu  
come exist-DUR.SS  

mi-me  
say-3S.SEQ.DS  

inguc  
like.that  

4.  

." bafuac-eba-c  
find-3P.O-2S.IMP  

ngic  
man  

nga  
and  

gieng  
ground  

mac  
place  

hike-lu  
go-SEQ.SS  

Nugini  
New.Guinea  

Papa  
Papua  

ga  
you  

" , mic-no-wec  
say-3S.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST  

Wapong=ti  
God=SUB  

gac-gu-me  
exist-DUR-3S.SEQ.DS  

3.  

. ga-wec  
exist-3S.REM.PAST  

kwesi-lu  
come-SEQ.SS  

hewac=ka  
middle=to  

kiwec  
ocean  

2.  

. kwesi-wec  
come-3S.REM.PAST  

molic-ke-lu  
precede-3S.O-SEQ.SS  

ye  
he  

, Senio  
Senio  

Jon  
john  

1.  
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�After he thought like that, he continued to come & saw (that) the ocean floated tree 
bits & (bits) came.� 

 
�Those tree bits floated on the ocean & laid & he grabbed it with his hand & took it & 

he saw (that), �I will already find Papua New Guinea (is) very close.�� 

 
�After he said like that he took bits & saw (that).� 

 
��Oh, I will already arrive at New Guinea.�� 

FT: Then as he traveled across the ocean, he thought �Where am I? Will I find Papua 

New Guinea or not?�  Then he came and saw that some tree bits came floating.  He 

scooped some tree bits that floated on the ocean and said, �Oh, I will find that Papua New 

Guinea is very close.�  Then he took the tree bits and saw, �Oh, I will arrive at New 

Guinea soon.� 

 
�After he said like that, he continued to come & exist & went up to Tami island.� 

 
�He went up to Tami island.� 

. fe-wec  
go.up-3S.REM.PAST  

nuc=ka  
island=to  

tami  
Tami  

11.  

. hole-wec  
join-3S.REM.PAST  

fe  
go.up  

nuc=ka  
island=to  

Tami  
Tami  

ga-cgu  
exist-DUR.SS 

ga-cgu  
exist-DUR.SS  

kwesi ga-cgu  
come exist-DUR.SS  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

inguc  
like.that  

10.  

." sulume-dacte  
arrive-1S.FUT  

bangkacne  
short  

biac  
already  

Nugini  
New.Guinea  

, oo  
oh  

" 9.  

. ngani-wec  
see-3S.REM.PAST  

ba-lu  
take-SEQ.SS  

yafo  
bits  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

inguc  
like.that  

8.  

." bafua-dacte  
find-1S.FUT  

benang  
very  

bangkacne  
short  

biac  
already  

Nugini  
New.Guinea  

Papa  
Papua  

, Oo  
oh  

" , ngani-wec  
see-3S.REM.PAST  

ba-lu  
take-SEQ.SS  

heloc-ke-lu  
cut-3S.O-SEQ.SS  

bomboc-ine=di  
hand-of.3S=INST  

fa-bong  
lie-23P.SEQ.DS  

iyong-ke-lu  
float-3S.O-SEQ.SS  

kiwec=ka  
ocean=on  

yogo  
that  

yafo-ine  
bits-of.3S  

yoc  
tree  

7.  

. kwesi-ibong  
come-23P.REM.PAST  

iyong-eba-me  
float-3P.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

kiwec=ti  
ocean=SUB  

yafo-ine  
bits-of.3S  

yoc  
tree  

ngani-me  
see-3S.SEQ.DS  

kwesi ga-cgu  
come exist-DUR.SS  

ngage-lu  
think-SEQ.SS  

inguc  
like.that  

6.  
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�He went up & went to the beach & they saw Senio & it frightened them.� 

 
�Then one big man, he existed the place's leader in the past.� 

 
�He came down & saw.� 

 
�After he saw, he said to him, �I hit you, or not.�� 

FT: Then he continued to come and went up on Tami island.  When he went up and went 
on the beach, they saw Senio and were frightened.  One important man was the leader of 
that place before.  He came down and saw him, so he said, �I will hit you or not.� 

 
�Then Senio said like this to him, �You must not hit me.� 

 
�I'm a man, your friend.� 

 
�You do not intend to hit me.� 

 
�I became your friend.�� 

." ai-bac  
become-1S.NR.PAST  

ago  
friend  

ga=le  
you=of  

na  
I  

19.  

. wec-nu-noga  
strike-1S.O-DES  

mi=  
not  

na  
I  

18.  

. ago-gone  
friend-of.2S  

ngic  
man  

na  
I  

17.  

. wec-nu-c  
strike-1S.O-2S.IMP  

mi=  
not  

Na  
I  

" , mic-no-wec  
say-3S.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST  

yanguc  
like.this  

Senio=di  
Senio=SUB  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  
 

16.  

." miyac  
no  

me  
or  

, wec-gu-be  
strike-2S.O-1S.SEQ.DS  

ga  
you  

Na  
I  

" , mic-no-wec  
say-3S.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST  

ngani-lu  
see-SEQ.SS  

15.  

. ngani-wec  
see-3S.REM.PAST  

wa-lu  
come.down-SEQ.SS  

ye=di  
he=SUB  

14.  

. ga-wec  
exist-3S.REM.PAST  

damong  
leader  

i=lec  
that=of  

mac  
place  

esecne  
of.old  

ye  
he  

monic  
one  

sugucne  
big  

ngic  
man  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  
 

13.  

. hangoc-eba-wec  
frighten-3P.O-3S.REM.PAST  

ngani-lu  
see-SEQ.SS  

Senio  
Senio  

yenge  
they  

le-me  
go-3S.SEQ.DS  

dinong=ka  
beach=to  

fe  
go.up  

12.  
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FT: Then Senio said, �Don�t hit me.  I�m your friend.  Don�t hit me.  I became your 

friend.� 

 
�After he said like that, he took a friend (to Senio) & put him & (Senio) stood & later 

some men, they came & asked him like this,� 

 
��we must go fight that man.�� 

FT: Then the leader welcomed him and Senio stood where the leader brought him.  Later, 
some men came and asked, �Let�s go fight that man.� 

 
��No, no.� 

 
�This man (is) good.� 

 
�He says he does not intend to hit me.�� 

FT: The leader said, �No, no.  He (is) a good man.  He says that he will not hit me.� 

 
�After he said to them like that, they left.� 

 
�While they left, he said to them like this, �I will take him & go up & put (him) at the 

house & he will lie.� 

. fa-daicte  
lie-3S.FUT  

lo-be  
put-1S.SEQ.DS  

fe  
go.up  

ba  
take  

mac=ka  
house=to  

, nani  
I.SUB  

" , mi-yele-wec  
say-3P.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST  

yanguc  
like.this  

hegile-bong=ka  
leave-23P.SEQ.DS=to  

yenge  
they  

26.  

. hegile-ibong  
leave-23P.REM.PAST  

yenge  
they  

mi-yele-me  
say-3P.BEN.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

inguc  
like.that  

25.  

." mi-gac  
say-3S.PRES  

wec-nu-noga  
strike-1S.O-DES  

mi=  
not  

na  
I  

24.  

. madicne  
good  

ya  
this  

ngic  
man  

23.  

. miyac  
no  

, miyac  
no  

" 22.  

." fu.we-nang  
precede.strike-1P.IMP  

i  
that  

ngic  
man  

" 21.  

. uwac-no-ibong  
ask-3S.BEN.O-23P.REM.PAST  

yanguc  
like.this  

wele-lu  
come-SEQ.SS  

yengi  
they.SUB  

gocne  
some  

ngic  
man  

lobe-ina  
later-on.3S  

doma-me  
stand-3S.SEQ.DS  

lo-me  
put-3S.SEQ.DS  

ba-lu  
take-SEQ.SS  

ago  
friend  

, mi-me  
say-3S.SEQ.DS  

inguc  
like.that  

20.  
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�(When) he lies, what will he do?� 

 
�We will cook & feed (him) food & he will eat or leave it.� 

 
�If he will leave (it), we will say, 'Oh, that (is) not a man, (he's) what thing?'� 

 
�After we say like that then we will do-enemy to him.� 

 
�If we feed him food & he eats, then we will say, �He (is) our man friend�.�� 

FT: Then they left.  As they left, he said, �I will take him up to my house and he will rest.  
What will he do then?  We will cook & feed him food.  Will he eat it or leave it?  If he 
leaves it, then we will say, �Oh, that (is) not a man, what is that?�  Then we will attack 

him.  However, if we feed him and he eats, then we will say, �He (is) our friend.�� 

 
�Then the big man brought Senio to the house & they went up.� 

 
�After they went up, Senio laid with him, the big man, at his house.� 

. fa-iboc  
lie-23D.REM.PAST  

mac=ka  
house=to  

ye=le  
he=of  

ye=holec  
he=with  

sugucne  
big  

ngic  
man  

Senio  
Senio  

fe-lu  
go.up-SEQ.SS  

33.  

. fe-iboc  
go.up-23D.REM.PAST  

mengoc-ke-me  
bring-3S.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

mac=ka  
house=to  

Senio  
Senio  

sugucne=di  
big=SUB  

ngic  
man  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  
 

32.  

" '  
'  

. ago  
friend  

ngic  
man  

nongileng  
we.EMPH  

'  
'  

mi-dabelengte  
say-1P.FUT  

ine  
then  

no-me  
eat-3S.SEQ.DS  

gume-beng  
feed-1P.SEQ.DS  

nosing  
food  

31.  

. losic    aic-no-dabelengte  
be.an.enemy  do-3S.BEN.O-1P.FUT  

i=wa  
that=at  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

inguc  
like.that  

'  
'  

30.  

? wiac  
thing  

oma  
what  

i  
that  

miyac  
no  

ngic  
man  

yogo  
that  

Oo  
oh  

'  
'  

, mi-dabelengte  
say-1P.FUT  

yanguc  
like.this  

i  
that  

hegile-me  
leave-3S.SEQ.DS  

29.  

. hegile-daicte  
leave-3S.FUT  

me  
or  

, no-daicte  
eat-3S.FUT  

lobe gume-beng  
cook feed-1P.SEQ.DS  

nosing  
food  

28.  

? ai-daicte  
do-3S.FUT  

wenuc  
what  

fa-gac  
lie-3S.PRES  

27.  
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�They cooked food, that they gave to Senio & he ate.� 

 
�After he ate, they saw & said, �that man (is) good.� 

 
�He came to us.�� 

FT: So their leader brought Senio to the house, and Senio said with the leader at his 
house.  They gave Senio the food that they cooked and he ate it.  Then they saw that he 
ate and they said, �This man is good.  He came to us.� 

 
�They saw his skin (is) white.� 

 
�Because of that it frightened them.� 

 
��Our skin (is) black and his skin (is) white; men like that, they (are) a devil maybe.�� 

 
�They said like that to him.� 

FT: They saw his white skin, so they were frightened. �Our skin is black and his skin is 

white, so they (are) maybe a devil.� 

 
��I'm not a devil.� 

 
�I'm a man.�� 

FT: Senio said, �I am not a devil, I am a man.� 

." ngic  
man  

na  
I  

42.  

. miyac  
no  

bowe  
devil  

na  
I  

" 41.  

. mic-no-ibong  
say-3S.BEN.O-23P.REM.PAST  

inguc  
like.that  

40.  

." mecne  
maybe  

bowe  
devil  

yenge  
they  

ingucne  
like.that  

ngic  
man  

lalacne  
white  

soc-ine  
skin-of.3S  

ye=le  
he=of  

nga  
and  

gobocne  
black  

soc-ine  
skin-of.3S  

nongileng  
we.EMPH  

" 39.  

. hangoc-eba-wec  
frighten-3P.O-3S.REM.PAST  

i=lec  
that=of  

38.  

. ngani-ibong  
see-23P.REM.PAST  

lalacne  
white  

soc-ine  
skin-of.3S  

37.  

." kwesi-yec  
come-3S.NR.PAST  

nongilang  
to.us.EMPH  

36.  

. madicne  
good  

ya  
this  

ngic  
man  

" mi-ibong  
say-23P.REM.PAST  

ngani-lu  
see-SEQ.SS  

no-me  
eat-3S.SEQ.DS  

35.  

. no-wec  
eat-3S.REM.PAST  

lacno-bong  
give.him-23P.SEQ.DS  

Senio  
Senio  

i  
that  

lobo-ibong  
cook-23P.REM.PAST  

nosing  
food  

34.  
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��Oh, good, good.�� 

 
�After they said like that, he existed with them & existed.� 

FT: They said, �Oh, good, good� and he lived with them. 

 
�After he continued & continued & continued to exist, God himself said to him, �You 

must leave this small place ground & go down to that big place ground below 
Simbang.�� 

 
�Then he came down to Simbang.� 

FT: After living with them for a while, God himself said to him, �You must leave this 

small land and go down to Simbang, the big land.� 

 
�He came down to Simbang & came up & Simbang men, they intended to shoot him 

so they got their spears, their shields, their clubs & said, �we must shoot (him).  After 
they said,� 

FT: He went to Simbang, and the Simbang men took their spears, shields, and clubs in 
order to stab him and they said, �Let�s stab him.� 

 
�then Senio said, �Don't kill me.� 

. nu-noga  
kill-DES  

mi=  
not  

Na  
I  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

Senio=di  
Senio=SUB  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  
 

48.  

. mi-bong  
say-23P.SEQ.DS  

" kpe-nang 
stab-1P.IMP  

" , mi-ibong  
say-23P.REM.PAST  

ba-lu  
take-SEQ.SS  

sontuc-ngineng  
club-of.23P  

maleku-ngineng  
shield-of.23P  

, kpandoc-ngineng  
spear-of.23P  

, kpe-ning=te  
stab-2P.IMP=for  

yengi  
they.SUB  

ngic  
man  

Simbang  
Simbang  

ofe-me  
come.up-3S.SEQ.DS  

wa-lu  
come.down-SEQ.SS  

Simbang  
Simbang  

47.  

. wa-wec  
come.down-3S.REM.PAST  

Simbang  
Simbang  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  
 

46.  

." hau-c  
go.down-2S.IMP  

i=wa  
that=to  

Simbang  
Simbang  

dumeng  
underneath  

suguc-na  
big  

gieng  
ground  

mac  
place  

hegile-lu  
leave-SEQ.SS  

ya  
this  

kpisicne  
small  

gieng  
ground  

mac  
place  

, ga  
you  

" , mic-no-wec  
say-3S.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST  

Wapong=ti=yac  
God=SUB=same  

ga-cgu  
exist-DUR.SS 

ga-cgu  
exist-DUR.SS 

ga-cgu  
exist-DUR.SS  

45.  

. ga-wec  
exist-3S.REM.PAST  

ga-lu  
exist-SEQ.SS  

i=wa  
that=at  

yenge=holec  
they=with  

mi-bong  
say-23P.SEQ.DS  

inguc  
like.that  

44.  

." madicne  
good  

madicne  
good  

oo  
oh  

" 43.  
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�I'm your friend man.�� 

FT: Then Senio said, Don�t kill me.  I am your friend.� 

 
�Then they befriended him like that & he said, �good.�� 

FT: Then they in the same way befriended him and he said, �good.� 

 
�then they put (him) & he sat.� 

 
�After he sat, they saw.� 

 
�Then they took & saw his skin.� 

 
��His skin (is) what?� 

 
�Our own skin (is) black, but this his skin is another.�� 

 
�After they said like that they took & felt (his skin).� 

 
�After they took & felt, it finished & they said, �Ok.�� 

FT: Then he sat where they put him.  They saw him, then they were touching and seeing 
him.  �what is his skin like?  Our own skin is black, but this skin is another kind.�  So 

they touched him to know what it was like.  After that they said, �All right.� 

." nalic  
sufficient  

" , mi-ibong  
say-23P.REM.PAST  

moto-me  
end-3S.SEQ.DS  

ai-bong  
do-23P.SEQ.DS  

ba.ngagec  
take.hear  

57.  

. ai-ibong  
do-23P.REM.PAST  

ba.ngagec  
take.know  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

inguc  
like.that  

56.  

." monic  
one  

soc-ine  
skin-of.3S  

ya=bac  
this=first  

gobocne  
black  

soc=bac  
skin=first  

nongileng  
we.EMPH  

55.  

? weningucne  
which=like  

ya  
this  

soc-ine  
skin-of.3S  

" 54.  

. ai-ibong  
do-23P.REM.PAST  

ba.nganic  
take.see  

soc-ine  
skin-of.3S  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  
 

53.  

. ngani-ibong  
see-23P.REM.PAST  

ngie-me  
sit-3S.SEQ.DS  

52.  

. ngie-wec  
sit-3S.REM.PAST  

lo-bong  
put-23P.SEQ.DS  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  
 

51.  

." madicne  
good  

" , 

mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

heckoloc-ke-bong  
befriend-3S.O-23P.SEQ.DS  

=hac  
=also  

inguc  
like.that  

yenge  
they  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  
 

50.  

." ago  
friend  

ngic  
man  

ngenge=le  
you.P=of  

na  
I  

49.  
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�Then they said just like the Tami men talk, �we give him food & he will eat or leave 

(it).�� 

FT: Then they said like the Tami men, �If we give him food, he will eat it or leave it?� 

 
�After they said like that, they gave him food & he ate.� 

 
�Then they said like this, �No, this man's skin (is) the same, we ourselves (are) the 

man friend, he (is) a good man.�� 

FT: So they gave him food and he ate.  Then they said, �No, this man�s skin is like this, 

we are friends, he is a good man.� 

 
�They gave a place to him & he sat.� 

 
�After he continued & continued to sit there, the small Simbang (place), they 

understood & gave one place to him.� 

 
�It's name (is) Gaigalesa, they gave him, at that he built a temporary house, at that he 

sat & existed.� 

. ga-wec  
exist-3S.REM.PAST  

ngie-lu  
sit-SEQ.SS  

i=wa  
that=to  

ba-lu  
make-SEQ.SS  

bade-ine  
temporary-of.3S  

mac  
house  

i=wa  
that=at  

lacno-bong  
give.him-23P.SEQ.DS  

, Gaigalesa  
Gaigalesa  

wac-ine  
name-of.3S  

63.  

. lacno-ibong  
give.him-23P.REM.PAST  

monic  
one  

mac  
place  

ngage.moto-lu  
know.end-SEQ.SS  

yenge  
they  

kpisicne  
small  

Simbang  
Simbang  

, ga-cgu  
exist-DUR.SS 

ga-cgu  
exist-DUR.SS 

ngie ga-cgu  
sit exist-DUR.SS  

62.  

. ngie-wec  
sit-3S.REM.PAST  

holec-no-bong  
join-3S.BEN.O-23P.SEQ.DS  

mac  
place  

61.  

." madicne  
good  

ngic  
man  

ye  
he  

ago  
friend  

ngic  
man  

nongileng  
we.EMPH  

, inguc=ni  
like.that=from  

soc-ine=di  
skin-of.3S=SUB  

ya  
this  

ngic  
man  

miyac  
no  

" , mi-ibong  
say-23P.REM.PAST  

yanguc  
like.this  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  

60.  

. no-wec  
eat-3S.REM.PAST  

lacno-bong  
give.him-23P.SEQ.DS  

nosing  
food  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

inguc  
like.that  

59.  

." hegile-daicte  
leave-3S.FUT  

me  
or  

no-daicte  
eat-3S.FUT  

lacno-beng  
give.him-1P.SEQ.DS  

Nosing  
food  

" , mi-ibong  
say-23P.REM.PAST  

=hac  
=also  

inguc  
like.that  

yowa  
speech  

ngic  
man  

Tami  
Tami  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  

58.  
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�Then he sat well & thieves took his gun and things.� 

 
�Simbang men, they, thieves took some of all his things, then he did not say a speech 

of that.� 

 
�he released their bad (actions).� 

 
�After he released (their actions), he sat & they did all kinds of bad things to him.� 

FT: They gave him a place and he lived there.  The people at Simbang understood him 
and gave him a place.  named Gaigalesa.  He made a shelter there and lived well, and 
then thieves took his shotgun things.  The Simbang men took some of all his things as 
thieves, but he did not say anything.  He forgave their bad actions.  He lived there and 
they did all kinds of bad things to him. 

 
�Then one mouth talk came again from God.� 

 
�After it came, he said, �You must not sit only here.� 

 
�You must go down to Heldsbach, that (is) your strong sitting place, you must go 
down to that Heldsbach.� 

. hau-c  
go.down-2S.IMP  

i=wa  
that=to  

Helsba  
Heldsbach  

sanang  
very  

ngie.ngie  
sit.sit  

mac  
place  

ga=le  
you=of  

i  
that  

, hau-c  
go.down-2S.IMP  

Helsba  
Heldsbach  

70.  

. ngie-c  
sit-2S.IMP  

mi=  
not  

sugu  
only  

yago=wa  
this=at  

Ga  
you  

" nga  
and  

mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

wele-lu  
come-SEQ.SS  

69.  

. wele-wec  
come-3S.REM.PAST  

hatac  
again  

Wapong=tacni  
God=from  

monic  
one  

yowa  
speech  

mic  
mouth  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  
 

68.  

. aic-no-ibong  
do-3S.BEN.O-23P.REM.PAST  

sowacne  
bad  

susugu  
all  

wiac  
thing  

yenge  
they  

ngie-me  
sit-3S.SEQ.DS  

hegile-lu  
release-SEQ.SS  

67.  

. hegile-wec  
release-3S.REM.PAST  

sowacne-ngineng  
bad-of.23P  

66.  

. mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

mi=  
not  

yowa  
speech  

i=lec  
that=of  

aime  
then  

bac-no-ibong  
take-3S.BEN.O-23P.REM.PAST  

hise  
thief  

gocne  
some  

susugu  
all  

wiac  
thing  

wiac=ti  
thing=INST

  

yengi  
they.SUB  

ngic  
man  

Simbang  
Simbang  

65.  

. bac-no-ibong  
take-3S.BEN.O-23P.REM.PAST  

hise  
thief  

ngama-ine  
all-of.3S  

lebe  
shotgun  

ngie-me  
sit-3S.SEQ.DS  

madicne  
good  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

64.  
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�You will sit & strengthen there.� 

 
�You came new and outsider, so you sit here.� 

 
�Again, you must go down to Heldsbach place & sit.�� 

FT: Then a message came from God again.  He said, you must not live only here.  Go 
down to Heldsbach.  Go down to your solid place to live there at Heldsbach.  Then you 
will be strong.  Because you came as an outsider, you live here.  You must go down again 
to the Heldsbach place and live.� 

 
�After he said like that to him, (Senio) rose & came down & took Heldsbach place.� 

 
�After he took Heldsbach place, he laid at a stone cave at that trail & existed.� 

 
�The stone sits, he laid at just that trail & existed.� 

FT: Then he rose and went down and stayed at Heldsbach place.  He slept and lived in a 
cave along that trail.  He slept and lived along that trail where the stone sits. 

 
�After he laid & existed, they said, �Here a devil lays or a man lays?�� 

FT: After he stayed there, they said, �Is this a devil or a man laying here.� 

?" fa-gac  
lie-3S.PRES  

ngic=ti  
man=SUB  

me  
or  

fa-gac  
lie-3S.PRES  

bowe=di  
devil=SUB  

ya  
here
  

" , mi-ibong  
say-23P.REM.PAST  

ga-me  
exist-3S.SEQ.DS  

fa  
lie  

77.  

. ga-wec  
exist-3S.REM.PAST  

fa-lu  
lie-SEQ.SS  

yogo=wa  
that=to  

=hac  
=also  

yefe=wa  
trail=at  

, ngie-gac  
sit-3S.PRES  

hoc  
stone  

76.  

. ga-wec  
exist-3S.REM.PAST  

fa-lu  
lie-SEQ.SS  

gibe=wa  
cave=at  

hoc  
stone  

yogo  
that  

yefe=wa  
trail=at  

, ba-lu  
take-SEQ.SS  

mac  
place  

Helsba  
Heldsbach  

75.  

. ba-wec  
take-3S.REM.PAST  

mac  
place  

Helsba  
Heldsbach  

wa  
come.down  

fangke  
rise  

mic-no-me  
say-3S.BEN.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

inguc  
like.that  

74.  

." ngie-damec  
sit-2S.HORT  

hau-lu  
go.down-SEQ.SS  

Helsba  
Heldsbach  

mac-ine  
place-of.3S  

hatac  
again  

73.  

. ngie-gic  
sit-2S.PRES  

ya  
this  

wele-mec=te  
come-2S.NR.PAST=for  

gbogboli  
become.new  

kpilic  
temporary  

yago=bac  
this=first  

72.  

. sanang-ke-damecte  
strengthen-3S.O-2S.FUT  

ngie  
sit  

ine  
then  

i=wa  
that=to  

71.  
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�After they said like that one big man from Howec hit (Senio) with a stone.`� 

 
�He hit on his eye ball & (Senio) said like this, �I'm not a devil.� 

 
�I'm a man, why do you shoot me?" He said like that. 

 
�He shot with a big stone (so) (Senio) said like this, �I'm not a devil.� 

 
�Why do you shoot me with a stone?� 

 
�I'm a man, your friend.�� 

FT: Then one leader from Howec shot him with a stone right on his eye ball, so he said. 
�I am not a devil.  I am a man.  Why do you shoot me?�  He shot him with a big stone so 

he said, �I am not a devil.  Why do you shoot me with a stone? I am your friend.� 

 
�he released his bad (actions) & existed.� 

. ga-wec  
exist-3S.REM.PAST  

hegile-lu  
release-SEQ.SS  

sowacne  
bad  

ye=le  
he=of  

84.  

." ago-gone  
friend-of.2S  

ngic  
man  

na  
I  

83.  

? holec-nu-gic  
hit-1S.O-2S.PRES  

hoc=ti  
stone=INST

oma=le  
what=of  

82.  

. i  
that  

miyac  
no  

bowe  
devil  

Na  
I  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

yanguc  
like.this  

hole-me  
hit-3S.SEQ.DS  

sugucne=di  
big=INST  

hoc  
stone  

81.  

. mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

inguc  
like.that  

," holec-nu-gaing  
hit-1S.O-23P.PRES  

oma=le  
what=of  

, ngic  
man  

na  
I  

80.  

. i  
that  

miyac  
no  

bowe  
devil  

Na  
I  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

yanguc  
like.this  

hole-me  
hit-3S.SEQ.DS  

huc-ina  
egg-on.3S  

dongo  
eye  

79.  

. hole-wec  
hit-3S.REM.PAST  

hoc=ti  
stone=INST

  

monic=ti  
one=SUB  

sugucne  
big  

ngic  
man  

Howec=kocni  
Howec=from  

, mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

inguc  
like.that  

78.  
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�After he continued & continued to exist, God himself said to him, �You must go up 

& see the hill Nuselan above," He said like that.� 

FT: Then he forgave their badness and lived.  After he continued to live, God said, �You 

must go up on top of the Nuselan mountain and see.� 

 
�Then, in order to ask and know of that mountain, one place's name (is) Bole, to there 
he came down.� 

 
�he came down to Bole & asked a man, his name (is) Dzake, �Who becomes its 

master (of) the mountain above?�� 

FT: So he went down to one place named Bole in order to find out about that mountain.  
He came down to Bole and asked one man whose name was Dzake, �Who is the owner of 

the top of the mountain?� 

 
�Then Dzake said to him like this, �My mountain.� 

 
�My jungle lies there.� 

. fa-gac  
lie-3S.PRES  

sifec=ti  
jungle=SUB  

na=le  
I=of  

89.  

. kupic  
mountain  

Na=le  
I=of  

" , mic-no-wec  
say-3S.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST  

yanguc  
like.this  

Dzake=di  
Dzake=SUB  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  
 

88.  

?" ai-gac  
do-3S.PRES  

ma=di  
who=SUB  

file-ine  
owner-of.3S  

wileng  
on.top  

Kupic  
mountain  

" , 

uwac-no-wec  
ask-3S.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST  

Dzake  
Dzake  

, wac-ine  
name-of.3S  

ngic  
man  

wa-lu  
come.down-SEQ.SS  

Bole  
Bole  

87.  

. wa-wec  
come.down-3S.REM.PAST  

i=wa  
that=to  

Bole  
Bole  

wac-ine  
name-of.3S  

monic  
one  

mac  
place  

ngage-na=le  
know-3S.IMP=for  

uwa  
ask  

i=lec  
that=of  

kupic  
mountain
  

, ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  

86.  

. mic-no-wec  
say-3S.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST  

inguc  
like.that  

," ngani-c  
see-2S.IMP  

fe  
go.up  

i  
that  

Nuselan  
Nuselan  

wilini  
on.top  

kupic  
mountain  

Ga  
you  

" , mic-no-wec  
say-3S.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST  

Wapong=ti=yac  
God=SUB=same  

ga-cgu  
exist-DUR.SS  

ga-cgu  
exist-DUR.SS  

85.  
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�We will be able to go up & see it.� 

 
�Another good day I will come & we will go up.�� 

FT: Then Dzake said to him, �That (is) my mountain.  My jungle lies there.  We will go 

up and see it.  On another good day I will come and we will go up.� 

 
�then one day, Senio, he came down to Bole Dzake.� 

 
�After he came down, Dzake brought him & in order to see Nuselan mountain�s place 

ground, they went up.� 

 
�They saw & it finished & he came down & took Heldsbach place & sat & the place 

became-clear.� 

 
�Then he sat at Heldsbach & just went up, did coming-going to Simbang.� 

 
�Then He came down & sat & existed at Heldsbach.� 

. ga-wec  
exist-3S.REM.PAST  

ngie  
sit  

Helsba  
Heldsbach  

wa  
come.down  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

96.  

. ai-wec  
do-3S.REM.PAST  

lec-welec  
go.back.and.forth  

fe  
go.up  

moc  
just  

Simbang  
Simbang  

ngie-lu  
sit-SEQ.SS  

Helsba  
Heldsbach  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  

95.  

. yegeng-ke-wec  
be.clear-3S.O-3S.REM.PAST  

mac  
place  

ngie-me  
sit-3S.SEQ.DS  

ba-lu  
take-SEQ.SS  

mac  
place  

Helsba  
Heldsbach  

wa  
come.down  

, moto-me  
end-3S.SEQ.DS  

ngani-boc  
see-23D.SEQ.DS  

94.  

. fe-iboc  
go.up-23D.REM.PAST  

ngani-nic=te  
see-2D.IMP=for  

gieng  
ground  

mac  
place  

kupic=ka  
mountain=to  

Nuselan  
Nuselan  

mengoc-ke-me  
bring-3S.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

Dzake=di  
Dzake=SUB  

wa-me  
come.down-3S.SEQ.DS  

93.  

. wa-wec  
come.down-3S.REM.PAST  

Dzake=la  
Dzake=to  

Bole  
Bole  

ye  
he  

Senio  
Senio  

monic  
one  

hadeng  
day  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  
 

92.  

." fe-dabelecte  
go.up-1D.FUT  

wele-be  
come-1S.SEQ.DS  

na  
I  

monic=ka  
one=at  

hadeng  
day  

madicne  
good  

91.  

. ngani-dabelecte  
see-1D.FUT  

fe  
go.up  

nalic  
sufficient  

90.  
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�After he did like that, Heldsbach place grew.� 

 
�After it grew, men came & men completely added to him.� 

 
�Then they said like this, �our big man came.� 

 
�He does some talk & we must hear.�� 

FT: Then one day Senio went down to Bole Dzake.  Dzake brought him and they went up 
in order to see the place at Nuselan hill.  They finished seeing it and he came down and 
stayed at Heldsbach and the place became clear.  Then he lived at Heldsbach and just 
went back and forth to Simbang.  Then he went and lived at Heldsbach.  Then Heldsbach 
grew.  Men came to him and they joined to him.  Then they said, our leader came. 

 
�After they said like that, Senio, he completely told them all of God's basis.� 

 
�Then men came & did talk with him.� 

 
�He only put them leaders.� 

 
�they did talk, so he said, �You (are) a leader.�� 

 
�He said to one, �You (are) from what place?�� 

?" wenu=wacni 
what=from  

mac-gone  
place-of.2S  

Ga  
you  

" , mic-no-wec  
say-3S.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST  

monic  
one  

105.  

." damong  
leader  

Ga  
you  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

soc  
all  

ai-bong  
do-23P.SEQ.DS  

yowa  
speech  

104.  

. loc-eba-wec  
put-3P.O-3S.REM.PAST  

damong  
leader  

hocne  
only  

yenge  
they  

103.  

. ai-ibong  
do-23P.REM.PAST  

yowa  
speech  

ye=holec  
he=with  

kwesi  
come  

ngic  
man  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  
 

102.  

. edoc-eba-yacke-wec  
tell-3P.O-all-3S.REM.PAST  

susugu  
all  

fung-ine  
base-of.3S  

Wapong=te  
God=for  

ye  
he  

Senio  
Senio  

mi-bong  
say-23P.SEQ.DS  

inguc  
like.that  

101.  

." ngage-nang  
hear-1P.IMP  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  

gocne  
some  

yowa  
speech  

yei  
he.SUB  

100.  

. kwesi-yec  
come-3S.NR.PAST  

sugucne-nonggeng  
big-of.1P  

Ngic  
man  

" , mi-ibong  
say-23P.REM.PAST  

yanguc  
like.this  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

99.  

. taoc-ke-yacke-ibong  
add-3S.O-all-23P.REM.PAST  

ye=la  
he=to  

ngic  
man  

kwesi  
come  

ngic  
man  

sugule-me  
grow-3S.SEQ.DS  

98.  

. sugule-wec  
grow-3S.REM.PAST  

mac  
place  

Helsba  
Heldsbach  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  

inguc  
like.that  

97.  
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FT: Then Senio told them all about God.  Then men came and talked with him.  He just 
made them leaders.  They talked and he said, �you (are) a leader.�  He said to one, where 

are you from?� 

 
��I come from there.�� 

FT: They said, �I�m from there.� 

 
��Oh, you (are) a leader.�� 

 
�He said to one, �You (are) from what place?�� 

FT: He said, �Oh, you (are) a leader.�  He said to another, where are you from?� 

 
��I come from that small place.�� 

FT: He said, �I come from that small place. 

 
��Oh, you (are) a leader." He said to him like that.� 

 
�After he said like that, he gathered all the leaders.� 

 
�He gathered them, then they sat with a group & preceded church-things & 
understood.� 

. mi.yegeng-ke-ibong  
say.be.clear-3S.O-23P.REM.PAST  

molic-ke-lu  
precede-3S.O-SEQ.SS  

miti  
church  

ngie-lu  
sit-SEQ.SS  

habu=golec  
group=with  

yenge  
they  

=bac  
=first  

kpaduc-eba-me  
gather-3P.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

112.  

. kpaduc-eba-wec  
gather-3P.O-3S.REM.PAST  

susugu  
all  

damong  
leader  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

inguc  
like.that  

111.  

. mic-no-wec  
say-3S.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST  

inguc  
like.that  

," damong  
leader  

ga  
you  

, oo  
oh  

" 110.  

." wele-gabac  
come-1S.PRES  

yogo=wacni 
that=from  

hakicne  
small  

mac  
place  

na  
I  

" 109.  

?" wenu=wacni 
what=from  

mac-gone  
place-of.2S  

Ga  
you  

" , mic-no-wec  
say-3S.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST  

monic  
one  

108.  

." damong  
leader  

ga  
you  

, oo  
oh  

" 107.  

." wele-gabac  
come-1S.PRES  

i=wacni 
that=from  

na  
I  

" 106.  
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�While they understood, at some places, they did not take it quickly.� 

 
�Heldsbach, it got Wandokai boys, so Wandokai and Heldsbach, they quickly became 

friends.� 

 
�While they laid at some places, Wandokai and Heldsbach, they already became 
friends.� 

 
�Then later Waleo and Kate came around.� 

 
�Wandokai and Heldsbach, they already did saying-hearing.� 

 
�they joined each other & stood & Waleo and Kpelahaluc came (as) a congregation.� 

 
�and Dedua, they went later.� 

. hike-ibong  
go-23P.REM.PAST  

lobo  
later  

yenge  
they  

Dedua  
Dedua  

nga  
and  

119.  

. wele-ibong  
come-23P.REM.PAST  

higefung  
congregation  

Kpelahaluc  
Kpelahaluc  

nga  
and  

Waleo  
Waleo  

doma-boc  
stand-23D.SEQ.DS  

wetac-nagu  
join-REFL  

yeke  
they.D  

118.  

. ai-iboc  
do-23D.REM.PAST  

mi ngagec  
say hear  

biac  
already  

yeke  
they.D  

Helsba  
Heldsbach  

nga  
and  

Wandokai  
Wandokai  

117.  

. kwesi-ibong  
come-23P.REM.PAST  

lobe  
later  

i  
that  

lolic-lolic  
round  

Kate  
Kate.language  

nga  
and  

Waleo  
Waleo  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  
 

116.  

. ai-iboc  
do-23D.REM.PAST  

ago  
friend  

ago  
friend  

biac  
quickly  

yeke  
they.D  

Helsba  
Heldsbach  

nga  
and  

Wandokai  
Wandokai  

fa-eme=wa  
lie-3S.SIM.DS=to  

gocna  
some  

mac  
house  

115.  

. ai-iboc  
become-23D.REM.PAST  

ago  
friend  

ago  
friend  

biac  
quickly  

yeke  
they.D  

Helsba  
Heldsbach  

nga  
and  

Wandokai  
Wandokai  

ba-wec=te  
take-3S.REM.PAST=for  

madec  
boy  

Wandokai  
Wandokai  

ye  
it  

Helsba=di  
Heldsbach=SUB  

114.  

. ba-ibong  
take-23P.REM.PAST  

mi=  
not  

tictac  
hurry.up  

yenge  
they  

gocna  
some  

mac  
place  

mi yegeng-ke-bong=ka  
say be.clear-3S.O-23P.SEQ.DS=at  

113.  
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�They, Wandokai and Heldsbach, they did saying-hearing first.� 

FT: �Oh, you (are) a leader.�  After he said like that, he gathered all the leaders.  They sat 

as a group and started the church and understood.  Some places did not received it 
quickly.  Because Heldsbach welcomed the Wandokai boys, Wandokai and Heldsbach 
quickly became friends.  When some places lived, Wandokai and Heldsbach quickly 
became friends.  Then later Waleo and Kate came around.  Wandokai and Heldsbach 
already talked together.  They joined together and Waleo and Kpelahaluc became a 
congregation.  And Dedua went later.  Wandokai and Heldsbach talked first. 

 
�Then some leaders from Wandokai appeared & went to Senio & they did in order to 
hear good church talk & they said in order to get a church  & men like this went.� 

 
�Bunawa and Tacnukac and Pusi and Botingnukac, they went.� 

 
�They went to that & went up to school.� 

 
�After they did, they came.� 

FT: Then these leaders from Wandokai went to Senio in order to learn good church talk 
in order to start a church: Bunawa, Tacnukac, Pusi, and Botingnukac went there to that 
school.  Then they came back. 

. kwesi-ibong  
come-23P.REM.PAST  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

124.  

. fe-ibong  
go.up-23P.REM.PAST  

hibi mac=ka  
school house=to  

i=wa  
that=to  

hike-lu  
go-SEQ.SS  

123.  

. hike-ibong  
go-23P.REM.PAST  

yengi  
they.SUB  

Botingnukac  
Botingnukac  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

Pusi  
Pusi  

nga  
and  

Tacnukac  
Tacnukac  

nga  
and  

Bunawa  
Bunawa  

122.  

. hike-ibong  
go-23P.REM.PAST  

yanguc=ti  
like.this=SUB  

ngic  
man  

mi-bong  
say-23P.SEQ.DS  

ba-ning=te  
make-2P.IMP=for  

miti  
church  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

ngage-ning=te  
know-2P.IMP=for  

madicne  
good  

yowa  
speech  

miti  
church  

hike-lu  
go-SEQ.SS  

Senio=la  
Senio=to  

fike-lu  
appear-SEQ.SS  

gocne  
some  

damong  
leader  

=hocni  
=from  

Wandokai  
Wandokai  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  
 

121.  

. ai-iboc  
do-23D.REM.PAST  

mi ngagec  
say hear  

molic-molic  
first  

yeki  
they.SUB  

Helsba  
Heldsbach  

nga  
and  

Wandokai  
Wandokai  

yeke  
they.D  

120.  
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�After they came, Bunawa gathered people under the long house & did singing church 

for them & existed.� 

 
�After he did & existed first, some men, they sat inside the house & did 
saying-laughing & said, �Bunawa, you make what work?� 

 
�What do you do talking and talking & existing, eh?� 

 
�You will do like that & kill all our ancestor things & (so) you make this work?� 

 
�You gather them for what thing & come & then talk and do this?�� 

FT: Bunawa gathered people underneath the long house and did church services and 
singing.  Then some men who sat inside the house laughed and said, �Bunawa, what are 
you doing talking on and on and on?  Are you doing this work to put an end to our 
traditions?  You gather people for what and continue talking?� 

 
��Aa, you must be quiet.� 

 
�While you be quiet & sit, we intend to do singing church.�� 

." ai-noga  
do-DES  

miti  
church  

gee  
song  

nonge  
we  

ngie-bong=ka  
sit-23P.SEQ.DS=to  

waic-ke  
be.quiet-3S.O  

131.  

. waic-ke-ning  
be.quiet-3S.O-2P.IMP  

ngenge  
you.P  

, aa  
ah  

" 130.  

?" ga-gic  
exist-2S.PRES  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

yowa  
speech  

i=wa  
that=to  

kwesi-lu  
come-SEQ.SS  

baduc-eba-lu  
gather-3P.O-SEQ.SS  

wiac  
thing  

oma  
what  

i  
that  

ga  
you  

129.  

? i  
that  

ba-gic  
make-2S.PRES  

bole-ine  
work-of.3S  

we-damecte  
kill-2S.FUT  

ya  
this  

wiac  
thing  

ngesa  
ancestor  

nongileng  
we.EMPH  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

inguc  
like.that  

ga  
you  

128.  

? me  
eh  

, ga-gic  
exist-2S.PRES  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

ngucnguc  
talking  

ngucnguc  
talking  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

oma  
what  

127.  

? ba-gic  
make-2S.PRES  

bole  
work  

oma  
what  

ga  
you  

, Bunawa  
Bunawa  

" , mi-ibong  
say-23P.REM.PAST  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

goi  
laugh  

mi  
say  

ngie-lu  
sit-SEQ.SS  

kwelina  
inside  

mac  
place  

yenge  
they  

gocne  
some  

ngic  
man  

=bac  
=first  

ai ga-me  
do exist-3S.SEQ.DS  

126.  

. ga-wec  
exist-3S.REM.PAST  

ai-yele-lu  
do-3P.BEN.O-SEQ.SS  

miti  
church  

gee  
song  

kpaduc-eba-lu  
gather-3P.O-SEQ.SS  

ngigac  
woman  

ngic  
man  

lolomeng-ngina  
underneath-on.3S  

=dale  
=long  

mac  
house  

Bunawa=di  
Bunawa=SUB  

kwesi-lu  
come-SEQ.SS  

125.  
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FT: He said, �Ah, you shut up.  We intend to have church and sing while you sit.� 

 
�They did their heathen customs, talking an uproar & existed & their talk went up & 
came down & they continued to sit & said like this, �We will not hear like that.�� 

FT: They made an uproar with their heathen customs and they sat talking as their 
conversation went up and down and they said, �We will not listen to that.� 

 
�After they said, they saw them through a hole & existed.� 

 
��Oh, it already finished, yes?� 

 
�You must go.� 

 
�You come here under ours & make babbling talk & it comes, you make what talk & 
it comes?�� 

FT: Then they watched them through a hole and said, �Oh, you (are) already finished?  

You must leave.  You come and babble underneath here, what are you saying?� 

?" kwesi-gac  
come-3S.PRES  

ba-bong  
make-23P.SEQ.DS  

yowa  
speech  

oma  
what  

i  
that  

, kwesi-gac  
come-3S.PRES  

ba-bong  
make-23P.SEQ.DS  

yowa  
speech  

ngucnguc  
talking  

nganga  
babbling  

kwesi-lu  
come-SEQ.SS  

ya  
this  

bage=wa  
underneath=to  

nonge=le  
we=of  

136.  

. hike-ning  
go-2P.IMP  

ngenge  
you.P  

135.  

? me  
or  

, moto-gac  
end-3S.PRES  

biac  
already  

, oo  
oh  

" 134.  

. ga-ibong  
exist-23P.REM.PAST  

nganic-eba-lu  
see-3P.O-SEQ.SS  

kikusu=wa  
hole=to  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

133.  

." ngage-dabelengte  
hear-1P.FUT  

mi=  
not  

ingucne  
like.that  

nonge  
we  

" , mi-ibong  
say-23P.REM.PAST  

yanguc  
like.this  

ngie  ga-cgu  
sit   exist-DUR.SS  

wa-na  
come.down-3S.IMP  

fe-na  
go.up-3S.IMP  

yowa-ngineng=ti  
speech-of.23P=SUB  

ga-bong  
exist-23P.SEQ.DS  

kpe-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

kpebololo  
uproar  

yowa=le  
speech=of  

pasi-ngineng  
custom-of.23P  

papuc  
heathen  

yenge  
they  

132.  
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�After they said like that, their big men sat inside the house & became an enemy to 

them.� 

 
�Then Bunawa said, �You must completely leave like that.� 

 
�You must leave & go.�� 

FT: Then the leaders sitting inside the house caused trouble.  Then Bunawa said, �You 

must all leave.� 

 
�Then they said to him like this, �Why do you get all the kids & come here & do song 

church here & exist, eh?� 

 
�It makes us unwilling.�� 

FT: Then they said to him, �Why do you bring all the children here and do church and 

singing?  We do not want o hear it.� 

 
�Then Bunawa, he did not leave.� 

. hegile-wec  
leave-3S.REM.PAST  

mi=  
not  

ye  
he  

Bunawa  
Bunawa  

aime  
then  

142.  

." takic-noba-gac  
unwilling-1P.O-3S.PRES  

nonge  
we  

141.  

? me  
or  

, ga-gabieng  
exist-23P.PRES  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

miti  
church  

gee  
song  

ya=wa  
this=at  

kwesi  
come  

bac-eba  
take-3P.O  

ya  
this  

adu.madec=toa  
girl.boy=great  

oma=le  
what=of  

Ga  
you  

" , mic-no-ibong  
say-3S.BEN.O-23P.REM.PAST  

yanguc  
like.this  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  
 

140.  

." hike-ning  
go-2P.IMP  

hegile-lu  
leave-SEQ.SS  

139.  

. hegile-yacke-ning  
leave-all-2P.IMP  

ingucne  
like.that  

Ngenge  
you.P  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

Bunawa=di  
Bunawa=SUB  

aime  
then  

138.  

. ai-yele-ibong  
become-3P.BEN.O-23P.REM.PAST  

losi  
enemy  

ngie-lu  
sit-SEQ.SS  

kwelina  
inside  

mac  
place  

yengileng  
they.EMPH  

sugucne  
big  

ngic  
man  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

inguc  
like.that  

137.  
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�Every night and afternoon they did song church under the house & existed.� 

 
�They did song church & existed.� 

 
�the big men, they sat inside the house & said like this, �you say talk & we must 

hear.�� 

 
�They continued doing talk & left & they only made the church & said & the place 

cleared.� 

 
�After it cleared, people existed at the jungle, they took them & they came & they 

opened song church & the place cleared.� 

. ando-e-wec  
clarify-3S.O-3S.REM.PAST  

mac  
place  

nuba-bong  
open-23P.SEQ.DS  

miti  
church  

gee  
song  

kwesi-bong  
come-23P.SEQ.DS  

bac-eba-bong  
take-3P.O-23P.SEQ.DS  

susugu  
all  

ga-ibong  
exist-23P.REM.PAST  

kate=wa  
jungle=to  

ngigac  
woman  

ngic  
man  

ando-e-me  
clarify-3S.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

147.  

. ando-e-wec  
clarify-3S.O-3S.REM.PAST  

mac  
place  

mi-bong  
say-23P.SEQ.DS  

ba-lu  
make-SEQ.SS  

miti  
church  

hocne  
only  

yenge  
they  

hegile-lu  
leave-SEQ.SS  

ai  ga-cgu  
do exist-DUR.SS  

yowa  
speech  

146.  

." ngage-nang  
hear-1P.IMP  

mi-me  
say-3S.SEQ.DS  

yowa  
speech  

" , mi-ibong  
say-23P.REM.PAST  

yanguc  
like.this  

ngie-lu  
sit-SEQ.SS  

kwelina  
inside  

mac  
house  

yenge  
they  

sugucne  
big  

ngic  
man  

145.  

. ga-ibong  
exist-23P.REM.PAST  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

miti  
church  

gee  
song  

144.  

. ga-ibong  
exist-23P.REM.PAST  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

miti  
church  

gee  
song  

lolomeng=ka  
underneath=at  

mac  
house  

soc  
all  

awelilic=te  
afternoon=of  

nga  
and  

debocne  
night  

debocne  
night  

143.  
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�they did & existed song church continuously & the big ones, they sat at the house & 

said like this, �Oh, we, in order to leave our ancestor things, they take the work & 
exist.�� 

FT: But Bunawa did not leave.  Every night and afternoon they had church and singing 
underneath the house.  The leaders sat inside the house and they said, �We want to hear 

what you are saying.�  They heard the talk and left and said they joined the church and 
the place became clear.  Then they brought all the people that lived in the jungle and 
shared church and songs with them and the place became clear. 

 
�They said only that & it spread.� 

 
�Then they only said that.� 

 
�After it spread, they all heard.� 

 
�they said �no" & the church grew.� 

 
�It just grew.� 

 
�After it grew & continued on to exist, one of Senio's friends came.� 

. kwesi-wec  
come-3S.REM.PAST  

monic  
one  

ago-ine  
friend-of.3S  

Senio  
Senio  

ga-cgu  
exist-DUR.SS 

ga-cgu  
exist-DUR.SS 

ga-cgu  
exist-DUR.SS  

sugule-me  
grow-3S.SEQ.DS  

154.  

. hocne  
only  

sugule-wec  
grow-3S.REM.PAST  

153.  

. sugule-wec  
grow-3S.REM.PAST  

miti  
church  

, miyac  
no  

mi-bong  
say-23P.SEQ.DS  

152.  

. ngage-yacke-ibong  
hear-all-23P.REM.PAST  

selec-ke-me  
spread-3S.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

151.  

. mi-ibong  
say-23P.REM.PAST  

sugu  
only  

i  
that  

yenge  
they  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  
 

150.  

. selec-ke-wec  
spread-3S.O-3S.REM.PAST  

mi-bong  
say-23P.SEQ.DS  

sugu  
only  

i  
that  

149.  

." ga-gabieng  
exist-23P.PRES  

ba-lu  
take-SEQ.SS  

bole  
work  

, hegile-noga=le  
leave-DES=for  

-nonggeng  
-of.1P  

wiac  
thing  

ngesa  
ancestor  

, nonge=le  
we=of  

Oo  
oh  

" , mi-ibong  
say-23P.REM.PAST  

yanguc  
like.this  

ngie-lu  
sit-SEQ.SS  

mac=ka  
house=to  

yenge  
they  

sugucne  
big  

ai ga-bong  
do exist-23P.SEQ.DS  

duduhuc  
no.rest  

miti  
church  

gee  
song  

148.  
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�He (wanted to) look to know & he came & said like this to them, �You will be able 

to burn heathen things, eh?� 

 
�You get your heathen things.� 

 
�Who (has) that of all your father's things or all your things, all that will burn on the 

fire.  Those man's bad things will burn on the fire.�� 

FT: They only talked and it spread and everyone heard.  They said �no� and the church 
grew.  It just grew.  After it continued to grow, one of Senio�s friends came to look and 

see and said, �Do you want to burn your heathen things?  You get your heathen things.  

All your father�s things or your own things will burn on the fire.  Their bad things will 
burn on the fire.� 

 
�After he said like that, �Ok" one man, his name (is) Lenanto, he said like that to 

them.� 

 
�Then Bunawa and Pusi and Tacnukac and Botinnukac, they said, �Ok, we will throw 

(them),� 

. wic-ke-dabelengte  
throw-3S.O-1P.FUT  

, nalic  
sufficient  

" , mi-ibong  
say-23P.REM.PAST  

i=di  
that=SUB  

yenge  
they  

, Botinnukac  
Botinnukac  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

Tacnukac  
Tacnukac  

nga  
and  

Pusi  
Pusi  

nga  
and  

Bunawa  
Bunawa  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  

159.  

. mi-yele-wec  
say-3P.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST  

inguc  
like.that  

yogo  
that  

Lenanto=di  
Lenanto=SUB  

wac-ine  
name-of.3S  

ngic  
man  

" nalic  
sufficient  

" mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

inguc  
like.that  

158.  

." lobe-daicte  
burn-3S.FUT  

dac=ka  
fire=on  

i  
that  

wiac  
thing  

sowacne=le  
bad=of  

ngic  
man  

yogo  
that  

lobe-acke-daicte  
burn-all-3S.FUT  

dac=ka  
fire=on  

susugu  
all  

i  
that  

ngengileng  
you.P.EMPH  

me  
or  

yenge=le  
they=of  

mamac-foc-ngineng  
father-all-of.23P  

yogo=di  
that=SUB  

weni  
which  

157.  

. ba   ga-gaing  
take  exist-23P.PRES  

wiac  
thing  

papuc  
heathen  

ngenge  
you.P  

156.  

? me  
eh?  

, lobe-daicte  
burn-3S.FUT  

nalic  
sufficient  

wiac  
thing  

papuc  
heathen  

ngenge  
you.P  

" , mi-yele-wec  
say-3P.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST  

yanguc  
like.this  

kwesi-lu  
come-SEQ.SS  

ngani-c  
see-2S.IMP  

heloc-ke  
cut-3S.O  

mac  
place  

biac  
already  

ye  
he  

155.  
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�we men say this.� 

 
�We throw these things & it will burn them on the fire.�� 

 
�Then they said like this to him, �When you come then we must do the thing.�� 

FT: Then he said �Ok�.  Lenanto is the name of the man who said that.  Then Bunawa, 

Pusi, Tacnukac, and Botinnukac said �Ok, we will throw them on the fire.  We men say 

this.  We will throw those things on the fire and they will burn.�  They they said to him, 

�When you come, we will do that.� 

 
�After they said to him, �a meeting will appear one time at Ago.� 

 
�At that when we put all those things & it will burn them.�� 

FT: They said, �When a meeting happens one time in Ago, we will gather all those things 

and burn them.� 

 
�they made a time like this for Lenanto & he went.� 

 
�Already they did an Ago meeting, to that they met & it laid & they took the ancestor 
tree whistle-whip & spun it.� 

. goging-ke-ibong  
spin-3S.O-23P.REM.PAST  

ba-lu  
take-SEQ.SS  

felafa  
whistle-whip  

yoc  
tree  

ngesa  
ancestor  

fa-me  
lie-3S.SEQ.DS  

tumane-bong  
meet-23P.SEQ.DS  

i=wa  
that=at  

, ai-ibong  
do-23P.REM.PAST  

tutumang  
meeting  

Ago  
Ago  

biac  
already  

166.  

. hike-wec  
go-3S.REM.PAST  

bac-no-bong  
make-3S.BEN.O-23P.SEQ.DS  

inguc  
like.that  

nalo  
time  

Lenanto  
Lenanto  

165.  

." lobec-eba-daicte  
burn-3P.O-3S.FUT  

lo-beng=ka  
put-1P.SEQ.DS=to  

i  
that  

susugu  
all  

wiac  
thing  

i=wa  
that=at  

164.  

. fike-daicte  
appear-3S.FUT  

i=wa  
that=at  

Ago  
Ago  

monic  
one  

nalo  
time  

tutumang  
meeting  

" mic-no-lu  
say-3S.BEN.O-SEQ.SS  

163.  

." ai-dabeleng  
do-1P.HORT  

wiac  
thing  

i=wa  
that=at  

kwesi-eng=ka  
come-2S.SIM.DS=to  

ga  
you  

" , mic-no-ibong  
say-3S.BEN.O-23P.REM.PAST  

yanguc  
like.this  

yenge  
they  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  
 

162.  

." lobec-eba-daicte  
burn-3P.O-3S.FUT  

dac=ka  
fire=on  

wic-ke-beng  
throw-3S.O-1P.SEQ.DS  

i  
that  

wiac  
thing  

151.  

. mi-gabeleng  
say-1P.PRES  

yago=di  
this=SUB  

ngic  
man  

nonge  
we  

160.  
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�They took all their ancestor things bad and good together & came & threw them on 

the fire & it completely burned them.� 

 
�some good things for killing pig animals, some of a dog and some of kinds of food 

they eat, in order that they will be-filled,� 

 
�of that they did things & while you feed pig animals, they quickly will grow.� 

 
�In all months, one month will become another face.� 

 
�In one month a pig will become very big.� 

 
�all these kinds of things, and they go to the jungle & intend to shoot pig animals,� 

 
�of that all those things went up on the fire.� 

. fe-yacke-wec  
go.up-all-3S.REM.PAST  

dac=ka  
fire=to  

susugu  
all  

i  
that  

wiac  
thing  

i=lec  
that=of  

173.  

. kpe-noga  
stab-DES  

sic  
opossum  

bec  
pig  

hike-lu  
go-SEQ.SS  

kate=wa  
jungle=to  

nga  
and  

, susugu  
all  

ingucne  
like.that  

ingucne  
like.that  

wiac  
thing  

172.  

. ai-daicte  
become-3S.FUT  

benang  
very  

sugucne  
big  

bec  
pig  

monic=ka  
one=at  

tamacne  
month  

171.  

. ai-daicte  
become-3S.FUT  

monic  
one  

haic  
face  

monic=ka  
one=at  

tamacne  
month  

, soc  
all  

tamacne=le  
month=of  

170.  

. sugule-daingte  
grow-23P.FUT  

biac  
already  

gumec-yeba-eng=ka  
feed-3P.O-2S.SIM.DS=at  

sic  
opossum  

bec  
pig  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

wiac  
thing  

yogoc=te  
that=of  

169.  

. gebec-eba-noga=le  
quickly.fill-3P.O-DES=for  

no-bong  
eat-23P.SEQ.DS  

nosing  
food  

noba  
all.kinds.of  

ine  
then  

gocne  
some  

nga  
and  

hoda=le  
dog=of  

gocne  
some  

kpe-noc=te  
stab-2D.IMP=for  

sic  
opossum  

bec  
pig  

gocne  
some  

madicne  
good  

wiac  
thing  

168.  

. lobec-eba-yacke-wec  
burn-3P.O-all-3S.REM.PAST  

wic-eba-bong  
throw-3P.O-23P.SEQ.DS  

dac=ka  
fire=on  

kwesi-lu  
come-SEQ.SS  

bac-eba  
take-3P.O  

momoc  
together  

madicne  
good  

nga  
and  

sowacne  
bad  

i  
that  

susugu  
all  

wiac  
thing  

papuc  
heathen  

yenge  
they  

167.  
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�they shoot with a food stick & eat & it will fill them, all that, it completely burned on 

the fire.� 

 
�Then one thing did not lie.� 

 
�Nothing at all did.  Their church came to some places & escaping, they took & went 

& hid (them) & took & came & hid & completely did.� 

 
�like that then they hold these & exist.� 

 
�We Ago and Kapawa completely burned all things on the fire.� 

 
�One did not lay.� 

FT: They set the time for Lenanto and he went.  When the meeting happened in Ago, 
they spun the whistle-whip to gather everyone.  They took both the good and bad things 
from their ancestors and threw them on the fire and they completely burned.  These 
things include the following: Some good things for hunting animals, for dogs, and some 
things so that they eat and grow quickly-  when you feed animals, they grow big.  It will 
change from one month to the next.  A pig will become very big in one month; and when 
you go to the jungle to shoot animals.  All those kinds of things went on the fire.  And 
when you stab food with a stick and they eat, it will quickly fill them.  All that burned on 
the fire.  Then nothing remained.  Nothing at all.  The church came to some places and 
they escaped and completely hid their things.  So now they still have these things.  We 
people from Ago and Kapawa completely burned all these things on the fire.  Not one 
remained. 

. fa-wec  
lie-3S.REM.PAST  

mi=  
not  

monic  
one  

179.  

. lobe-yacke-wec  
burn-all-3S.REM.PAST  

dac=ka  
fire=on  

susugu  
all  

wiac  
thing  

Kapawa  
Kapawa  

nga  
and  

Ago  
Ago  

nonge  
we  

178.  

. ba ga-gabieng  
take exist-23P.PRES  

ya  
this  

ine  
then  

i=lec  
that=of  

177.  

. ai-yacke-ibong  
do-all-23P.REM.PAST  

sang-ke  
hide-3S.O  

wele  
come  

ba  
take  

sang-ke  
hide-3S.O  

le  
go  

ba  
take  

hangoc  
escape  

kwesi-me  
come-3S.SEQ.DS  

miti  
church  

yenge-ine  
they-of.3S  

gocna  
some  

mac  
place  

, ai-yacke-wec  
do-all-3S.REM.PAST  

miyac  
no  

176.  

. fa-wec  
lie-3S.REM.PAST  

mi=  
not  

monic  
one  

wiac  
thing  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  
 

175.  

. lobe-yacke-wec  
burn-all-3S.REM.PAST  

dac=ka  
fire=on  

susugu  
all  

i  
that  

gebec-eba-daicte  
quickly.fill-3P.O-3S.FUT  

no-bong=ka  
eat-23P.SEQ.DS=to  

kpe-lu  
stab-SEQ.SS  

kping=ti  
stick=INST

nosing  
food  

174.  
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�So then now we search (find it hard).� 

 
�At some places, their ancestor things lay, so they do & they hold & exist.� 

 
�they hold things & habitually become with food.� 

 
�Then where they put their pig animals, they do good reproduction & habitually lie.� 

 
�We ourselves did that all those things completely burned on the fire, so right now we 

exist without.� 

 
�and some places, they held & existed, so they become & now they hold their 

ancestor things & exist.� 

FT: So now we find life hard.  Because their ancestor things lie at some places, they hold 
them.  So they have enough food.  And their animals reproduce well.  Because we 
completely burned all the things, now we live without.  And because some places held 
them, now they possess their ancestor things.

. ga-gabieng  
exist-23P.PRES  

ba-lu  
hold-SEQ.SS  

i  
that  

wiac-ngineng  
thing-of.23P  

ngesa  
ancestor  

=mac  
=little  

yakuc  
now  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

ba ga-ibong=te  
hold exist-23P.REM.PAST=for  

yenge  
they  

gocne  
some  

mac  
place  

nga  
and  

185.  

. ga-gabeleng  
exist-1P.PRES  

moc  
without  

=mac  
=little  

yakuc  
now  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

lobe-yacke-wec=te  
burn-all-3S.REM.PAST=for  

dac=ka  
fire=on  

i  
that  

susugu  
all  

wiac  
thing  

nongileng  
we.EMPH  

184.  

. fac-ai-gaing  
lie-IMPERF-23P.PRES  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

fikesawec  
reproduction  

madicne  
good  

lo-bong=ka  
put-23P.SEQ.DS=to  

sic  
animal  

bec  
pig  

yenge=la  
they=to  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  
 

183.  

. aic-ai-gac  
do-IMPERF-3S.PRES  

noi-ine=holec  
fruit-of.3S=with  

ba-bong  
hold-23P.SEQ.DS  

wiac  
thing  

i=lec  
that=of  

182.  

. ba.ga-gabieng  
take.exist-23P.PRES  

yenge  
they  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

fa-gac=te  
lie-3S.PRES=for  

wiac-ngineng  
thing-of.23P  

ngesa  
ancestor  

yenge-ine  
they-of.3S  

gocna  
some  

mac  
place  

181.  

. basac-kec-ai-gabeleng  
search-3S.O-IMPERF-1P.PRES  

=mac  
=little  

yakuc  
now  

nonge  
we  

=bac  
=first  

i=lec  
that=of  

180.  
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Tomsen and Teenosh wrote this story in 2003. 

 
�Death of taking tobacco� 

 
�One day a dad and his boy, they went to the garden.� 

 
�They went & arrived at their garden & his father, he took their fire & it burned & he 

dried that, his new tobacco & because he intended to go to the garden, he said to his 
boy like this, �Boy, eh, I go to the garden.  I say that new tobacco, I stick that 
alongside the fire on a long stick & it stands.� 

 
�You must watch (it) for me.  It may continue to exist & a wind may take & throw it 

& it may burn on the fire for me, like that.� 

 
�So then, you must watch (it) for me & sit.�� 

 
�After he said, he himself went up to the garden & existed.� 

FT: One day the dad and his boy went to the garden.  When they arrived, his father 
started their fire and put some green tobacco leaves alongside it to dry.  He told his boy 

. ga-wec  
exist-3S.REM.PAST  

fe  
go.up  

bole=wa  
garden=to  

yeicne  
he.EMPH  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

5.  

." ngie-damec  
sit-2S.HORT  

nganinele  
see-1S.BEN.O  

ga  
you  

i=lec  
that=of  

4.  

. i=lec  
that=of  

, lobenele-daic  
cook-1S.BEN.O-3S.HORT  

dac=ka  
fire=to  

wic-ke-me  
throw-3S.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

ba  
take  

gbelong  
wind  

ga-cgu  
exist-DUR.SS  

, ngani-nele-damec  
see-1S.BEN.O-2S.HORT  

3.  

. doma-gac  
stand-3S.PRES  

kping-ke-be  
stick-3S.O-1S.SEQ.DS  

kping=ka  
stick=on  

yoc  
tree  

mendengina  
alongside  

dac  
fire  

yogo  
that  

mi-me  
say-3S.SEQ.DS  

gboli  
new  

homong  
tobacco  

fe-gabac  
go.up-1S.PRES  

bole=wa  
garden=to  

na  
I  

, me  
eh?  

madec  
boy  

" , mic-no-wec  
say-3S.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST  

yanguc  
like.this  

madec-ine  
boy-of.3S  

fe-noga=le  
go.up-DES=for  

bole=wa  
garden=to  

dime-lu  
dry-SEQ.SS  

i  
that  

gboli  
new  

homong-ngine  
tobacco-of.3S  

lobe-me  
burn-3S.SEQ.DS  

ba-me  
take-3S.SEQ.DS  

dac-nginec  
fire-of.23D  

ye  
he  

mamac-ine  
father-of.3S  

sulume-lu  
arrive-SEQ.SS  

bole-nginac  
garden-at.23D  

hike  
go  

2.  

. hike-iboc  
go-23D.REM.PAST  

bole=wa  
garden=to  

monic  
one  

hadeng  
day  

yeke  
they.D  

madec  
boy  

mame  
dad  

1.  

ba-icne  
take-ADJ  

homac  
die  

homong=te  
tobacco=of  
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like this in order to go to the garden, �Hey boy, I am going to the garden.  I stuck that 

new tobacco on a stick alongside the fire, so you must watch it.  Make sure the wind does 
not throw it into the fire and burn it.  So you must sit and watch it for me.� Then he went 
and worked in the garden. 

 
�After he existed, while he did not hear, his boy, he went around & went & came.  He 

continued to exist & saw (that) his father's tobacco, that stood alongside the fire.� 

 
�He took it & squeezed it & threw it & it went to the fire & it burned up & became 

nothing.� 

 
�Then he himself (was) without a noise & sat & existed.� 

 
�while he sat & existed, his father continued to exist at the garden & he died & 
became bad (desired) for his tobacco & came.� 

 
�He came & said, �My tobacco dried at the fire & I put (it) & it stood & I came up, 

that (which) stood I will take & cover & eat (it) maybe.�� 

." mecne  
maybe  

no-dacte  
eat-1S.FUT  

ebec-ke  
cover-3S.O  

ba  
take  

doma-me  
stand-3S.SEQ.DS  

i  
that  

, ofe-bac  
come.up-1S.NR.PAST  

doma-me  
stand-3S.SEQ.DS  

lo-be  
put-1S.SEQ.DS  

di-me  
dry-3S.SEQ.DS  

dac=ka  
fire=at  

homong=ne  
tobacco-of.1S  

" , nga  
and  

mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

wele  
come  

10.  

. wele-wec  
come-3S.REM.PAST  

sowale-lu  
become.bad-SEQ.SS  

homa  
die  

homong-ine=le  
tobacco-of.3S=of  

ga-cgu  
exist-DUR.SS  

bole=wa  
garden=at  

mamac-ine  
father-of.3S  

ga-emo=wa  
exist-3S.SIM.DS=to  

ngie  
sit  

9.  

. ga-wec  
exist-3S.REM.PAST  

ngie  
sit  

mikac  
without  

uc  
noise  

yeicne  
he.EMPH  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  
 

8.  

. ai-wec  
become-3S.REM.PAST  

miyac  
no  

deloc-ke-me  
burn.completely-3S.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

lobe  
burn  

fe-lu  
go.up-SEQ.SS  

dac=ka  
fire=to  

wic-ke-me  
throw-3S.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

basosoc-ke-lu  
squeeze.soft-3S.O-SEQ.SS  

ba-lu  
take-SEQ.SS  

7.  

. doma-wec  
stand-3S.REM.PAST  

mendengina  
alongside  

dac  
fire  

i  
that  

=bac  
=first  

homong  
tobacco  

mamac-ine=le  
father-of.3S=of  

ngani-me  
see-3S.SEQ.DS  

ga-cgu  
exist-DUR.SS  

wele-wec  
come-3S.REM.PAST  

, le-wec  
go-3S.REM.PAST  

lolic-ke  
go.around-3S.O  

ye  
he  

madec-ine  
boy-of.3S  

ngage-eme=wa  
hear-3S.SIM.DS=to  

mi=  
not  

ga-lu  
exist-SEQ.SS  

6.  
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�He saw (that) nothing (was there), only its place.� 

 
�Then he asked his boy, �Did you watch the tobacco for me or not?�� 

FT: While he was in the garden, he did not hear that his boy went back and forth and saw 
his father�s tobacco standing alongside the fire.  He took it and squeezed it and threw it 

on the fire and it completely burned until nothing was left.  Then he sat quietly.  While he 
sat quietly, his father was working at the garden and craved his tobacco so he came and 
said, �I stood my tobacco by the fire to dry, I will get it and cover it and smoke it 

maybe.�  He saw nothing at its place.  Then he asked his boy, Did you watch the tobacco 

for me or not?� 

 
��No, I do not know.�� 

 
�His boy said to his father like that.� 

FT: His boy said to his father, �No, I don�t know what happened.� 

 
�Then his father said like this, �No, I put the tobacco here & it stood & I went up,�� 

 
�After he said like that, he went up & hit his boy & he (boy) unexpectedly died.� 

 
�Then he would do what, He left & went to the place.� 

. hike-wec  
go-3S.REM.PAST  

mac=ka  
place=to  

hegile-lu  
leave-SEQ.SS  

ai-dec  
do-3S.CONTRA  

oma  
what  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  
 

17.  

. homa-wec  
die-3S.REM.PAST  

bucnac  
unexpectedly  

we-me  
strike-3S.SEQ.DS  

madec-ine  
boy-of.3S  

fe-lu  
go.up-SEQ.SS  

, mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

inguc  
like.that  

16.  

." fe-bac  
go.up-1S.NR.PAST  

doma-me  
stand-3S.SEQ.DS  

lo-be  
put-1S.SEQ.DS  

yago=wa  
this=at  

homong  
tobacco  

, Miyac  
no  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

yanguc  
like.this  

mamac-ine=di  
father-of.3S=SUB  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  
 

15.  

. mic-no-wec  
say-3S.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST  

mamac-ine  
father-of.3S  

inguc  
like.that  

madec-ine=di  
boy-of.3S=SUB  

14.  

." ngae-gabac  
know-1S.PRES  

mi=  
not  

na  
I  

, miyac  
no  

" 13.  

?" miyac  
no  

me  
or  

nganinele-me  
see-1S.BEN.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

homong  
tobacco  

Ga  
you  

" , uwac-no-wec  
ask-3S.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST  

madec-ine  
boy-of.3S  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  

12.  

. sugu  
only  

mac-ine  
place-of.3S  

, miyac  
no  

ngani-wec  
see-3S.REM.PAST  

11.  
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FT: Then his father said, No, I stood the tobacco here by the fire and left.�  Then he went 

and struck his boy and he unexpectedly died.  Then the father did not know what to do, so 
he left and went to the place. 

 
�Then men from the place, they came & carried & went & buried him.� 

FT: Then men from the place came and carried his body and went and buried him.

. long-ke-ibong  
bury-3S.O-23P.REM.PAST  

hike  
go  

teng-ke  
carry-3S.O  

kwesi  
come  

yengi  
they.SUB  

ngic  
man  

mac=kacni  
place=from  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  
 

18.  
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Bob Masai wrote this story in May 2005. 

 
�Two men were brothers; they left Sualu ground & came up.� 

 
�Then they came up to one place ground seeing-covering.� 

 
�After they went up, they left the ocean ground & went up to Huba ground.� 

FT: Two brothers left the Sualu area and came up the mountain.  They came up to one 
flat place.  They left the ocean and went up to the Huba area. 

 
�After they continued to go up, they went up & came to another long mountain.� 

 
�Then eyes looked & it (look) went & they completely saw the place ground.� 

 
�Then they said, �So now we ourselves must make our one place.� 

 
�Then we must exist here.� 

. ga-nac  
exist-1D.IMP  

yago=wa  
this=to  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

7.  

. ba-nac  
make-1D.IMP  

monic  
one  

mac-nonggec  
place-of.1D  

nokilec  
I.D.EMPH  

yakuc=bac  
now=first  

So  
so  

" , mi-iboc  
say-23D.REM.PAST  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

6.  

. ngani-yacke-iboc  
see-all-23D.REM.PAST  

himong  
ground  

mac  
place  

hike-me  
go-3S.SEQ.DS  

hila-boc  
look-23D.SEQ.DS  

donge  
eye  

doma  
stand  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

5.  

. fe   kwesi-iboc  
go.up  come-23D.REM.PAST  

monic=ka  
one=to  

dalicne  
long  

kupic  
hill  

fe   gac-gu  
go.up  exist-DUR.SS  

4.  

. fe-iboc  
go.up-23D.REM.PAST  

himong=ka  
ground=to  

Huba  
Huba  

hegile-lu  
leave-SEQ.SS  

himong  
ground  

kiwec  
ocean  

ofe-lu  
come.up-SEQ.SS  

3.  

. ofe-iboc  
come.up-23D.REM.PAST  

hole.nganic  
cover.see  

himong  
ground  

mac  
place  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

2.  

. ofe-iboc  
come.up-23D.REM.PAST  

hegile-lu  
leave-SEQ.SS  

himong  
ground  

Sualu  
Sualu  

yeke  
they.D  

hae.gba  
brothers  

yaeckang  
two  

ngic  
man  

1.  
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�This becomes a long mountain.� 

 
�Because this exists here, the eyes are able to look & we will see & (when) they come 

with an argument, we will be able to quickly see them, since this mountain ridge then 
comes up a lot.�� 

FT: They continued up to another long mountain.  Then they stood and looked and saw 
all the places Then they said, �Ok, let us make our place.  We must live here.  This is a 

long mountain.  We are able to live here and watch and when troublemakers come we 
will be able to see them quickly because this mountain ridge comes way up. 

 
�After they said like that his brother sent his younger brother & said, �You must go to 

the jungle & get a vine & come.�� 

FT: Then his brother sent his younger brother and said, �Go to the jungle and bring a 

vine.� 

 
�Then his younger brother, he went to the jungle for a vine.� 

 
�and his brother, he cut a tree & it came.� 

. kwesi-wec  
come-3S.REM.PAST  

hole-me  
fall-3S.SEQ.DS  

yoc  
tree  

ye  
he  

kakac-ine  
brother-of.3S  

nga  
and  

12.  

. hike-wec  
go-3S.REM.PAST  

muc=te  
vine=for  

haseng=ka  
jungle=to  

ye  
he  

gba-ine  
younger.brother-of.3S  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  
 

11.  

." wele-nong  
come-2S.IMP  

ba-lu  
take-SEQ.SS  

muc  
vine  

le-lu  
go-SEQ.SS  

haseng=ka  
jungle=to  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

sale-lu  
send-SEQ.SS  

gba-ine  
younger.brother-of.3S  

kakac-ine=di  
brother-of.3S=SUB  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

inguc  
like.that  

10.  

." ofe-gac  
come.up-3S.PRES  

bocyac  
plenty  

bulilic-ine  
ridge-of.3S  

yago=di  
this=SUB  

kupic  
hill  

nganic-yeba-dabelecte  
see-3P.O-1D.FUT  

biac  
already  

nalic  
sufficient  

kwesi-bong  
come-23P.SEQ.DS  

yenge  
they  

ngaba  
argument  

ngani-dabelecte  
see-1D.FUT  

hila-lu  
look-SEQ.SS  

dongo  
eye  

nalic  
sufficient  

ga-lu  
exist-SEQ.SS  

yago=wa  
this=at  

9.  

. ai-gac  
become-3S.PRES  

dalicne  
long  

kupic  
hill  

yago=di  
this=SUB  

8.  
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�Then he continued to exist & seek a vine & came up & his brother asked him & said, 

�You get a vine where?�� 

FT: Then his younger brother went to the jungle for a vine, and his brother felled a tree 
and came.  Then his younger brother continued searching for a vine and came and his 
brother asked him, �Where is the vine you brought?� 

 
�Then his younger brother asked him like this, �(Dedua- I do not hear your 
conversation).�� 

FT: Then his younger brother said like this (in the Dedua language) �I do not hear your 

conversation.� 

 
�Then his brother said, �I say rope", he said & asked his younger brother, �then you 

say what talk?�� 

 
�Then his younger brother said, �(Dedua- I say, I do not hear.)�� 

FT: Then his brother said, �I say vine,� then he asked his younger brother, �What talk do 

you say?�  Then his younger brother said (in the Dedua language), �I say, I do not hear.� 

." negenduae  mi=  

ni  Deduac  ni  " , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

gba-ine=di  
younger.brother-of.3S=SUB  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  
 

16.  

?" mi-gic  
say-2S.PRES  

yowa  
speech  

oma  
what  

ga  
you  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  

" , uwac-no-wec  
ask-3S.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST  

gba-ine  
younger.brother-of.3S  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

," muc  
vine  

mi-gabac  
say-1S.PRES  

na  
I  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

kakac-ine=di  
brother-of.3S=SUB  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  
 

15.  

." negenduae  mi=  ni  noacdenec  ge  " 

, uwac-no-wec  
ask-3S.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST  

yanguc  
like.this  

gba-ine=di  
younger.brother-of.3S=SUB  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  
 

14.  

?" weni  
which  

ba-gic  
take-2S.PRES  

muc  
vine  

ga  
you  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

uwac-no-lu  
ask-3S.BEN.O-SEQ.SS  

kakac-ine=di  
brother-of.3S=SUB  

kwesi-me  
come-3S.SEQ.DS  

ga-cgu  
exist-DUR.SS  

basac-ke  
search-3S.O  

muc  
vine  

hike  
go  

haseng=ka  
jungle=to  

ye  
he  

gba-ine  
younger.brother-of.3S  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  

13.  
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�Then his brother thought bad of his brother & said, �Because you say bad talk, you 

must rise here & go up & go to Huba.  I myself will again rise & go down to the 
ocean.�� 

FT: This his brother thought poorly of his younger brother and said, �You rise and go 

away to Huba because you say bad talk; I will rise and go down to the ocean again.� 

 
�After he said like that, they divided.� 

 
�His younger brother, he went up to Huba, His name (is) Dedua.� 

 
�His older brother, he came down to the ocean, his name (is) Migabac.� 

FT: Then they split.  His younger brother who went up to Huba is named Dedua.  His 
brother who went down to the ocean is named Migabac.

. Migabac  
Migabac  

wac  
name  

ye=le  
he=of  

wa-wec  
come.down-3S.REM.PAST  

kiwec=ka  
ocean=to  

ye  
he  

kakac-ine  
brother-of.3S  

20.  

. Dedua  
Dedua  

wac  
name  

ye=le  
he=of  

fe-wec  
go.up-3S.REM.PAST  

Huba=wa  
Huba=to  

ye  
he  

gba-ine  
younger.brother-of.3S  

19.  

. siyec-ke-i-boc  
divide-3S.O IMPERF.REM.PAST-23D.SEQ.DS  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

inguc  
like.that  

18.  

." hau-dacte  
go.down-1S.FUT  

kiwec=ka  
ocean=to  

fangke  
rise  

hatac=kolec  
again=with  

na=bac  
I=first  

Huba=wa  
Huba=to  

hike-c  
go-2S.IMP  

fe  
go.up  

fangke  
rise  

yanguc  
like.this  

ga  
you  

mi-gic=te  
say-2S.PRES=for  

sowacne  
bad  

yowa  
speech  

ga  
you  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

ngage-lu  
think-SEQ.SS  

sowacne  
bad  

gba-ine=le  
younger.brother-of.3S=of  

kakac-ine=di  
brother-of.3S=SUB  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  
 

17.  
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Bob Masai wrote this story in May 2005. 

 
�Senio Flierl, he intended to leave Simbang & see Sialum, so it became for him & he 

told all his boys & they brought him & they came.� 

 
�After they continued to come, they found Bonga men at Bonga Kaluwec water.� 

 
�Then the Bonga men, they told them like this, �Grassland men, they (are) bad men; 

(if) you go down, their bow men shoot you & they will eat you.�� 

FT: Senio Flierl told his helpers in order that he will leave Simbang and see Sialum, so 
they brought him.  They continued to come and found Bonga men at the Bonga Kaluwec 
river.  Then the Bonga men told them, �The grassland men are bad men.  If you go down 

there, they will shoot you and eat you.� 

 
�After they said like that, all Senio's boys, they threw Senio's cargo & went escaping.� 

 
�After they did like that, Senio, he thought & it became-bad, from that he again 
returned.� 

. hefalie-wec  
turn-3S.REM.PAST  

hatac=kolec  
again=with  

i=wacni 
that=from  

sowale-me  
become.bad-3S.SEQ.DS  

ngage-me  
hear-3S.SEQ.DS  

ye  
he  

Senio  
Senio  

ai-bong  
do-23P.SEQ.DS  

inguc  
like.that  

5.  

. hike-ibong  
go-23P.REM.PAST  

hangoc  
escape  

wi-ke-lu  
throw-3S.O-SEQ.SS  

mafa  
possessions  

Senio=le  
Senio=of  

yenge  
they  

madec-foc-ine  
boy-all-of.3S  

Senio  
Senio  

mi-bong  
say-23P.SEQ.DS  

inguc  
like.that  

4.  

." noc-ngeba-daingte  
eat-2P.BEN.O-23P.FUT  

muluc-ngeba-gaing  
shoot-2P.BEN.O-23P.PRES  

lebe-ngineng=ti  
bow-of.23P=SUB  

hau-bong  
go.down-23P.SEQ.DS  

ngenge  
you.P  

sowacne  
bad  

ngic  
man  

yenge  
they  

ngic  
man  

kpangge  
grassland

" , edoc-eba-ibong  
tell-3P.O-23P.REM.PAST  

yanguc  
like.this  

yengi  
they.SUB  

ngic  
man  

Bonga  
Bonga  

aime  
then  

3.  

. bafuwac-eba-ibong  
find-3P.O-23P.REM.PAST  

ngic  
man  

Bonga  
Bonga  

misa=wa  
water=at  

Kaluwec  
Kaluwec  

Bonga  
Bonga  

kwesic-gu  
come-DUR.SS  

2.  

. kwesi-ibong  
come-23P.REM.PAST  

mengoc-ke-lu  
bring-3S.O-SEQ.SS  

edoc-yeba-me  
tell-3P.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

madec-foc-ine  
boy-all-of.3S  

aic-no-me  
do-3S.BEN.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

ngani-noga=le  
see-DES=for  

Sialum  
Sialum  

hegile-lu  
leave-SEQ.SS  

Simbang  
Simbang  

ye  
he  

Flierl  
Flierl  

Senio  
Senio  

1.  
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FT: So Senio�s helpers threw away Senio�s possessions and ran away.  So Senio heard 

that and felt bad and again returned from there. 

 
�Then he went & went up to Kpelahaluc trail & came to Hube & continued to go on 

Huba trail & came to Zagehemec & chief Silo took (him as a) friend & (Silo) put 
(Senio) at another house & (Senio) laid.� 

 
�From there he rose & went up to Zongofifi.� 

FT: Then he went up the Kpelahaluc trail and came to Huba and continued on the Huba 
trail and came to Dzageheme and chief Silo welcomed him and brought him to another 
house and he slept.  He rose from there and went to Zongofifi. 

 
�Then leader Daucbeng brought him & came down to Gemeng trail & he with them 

Gemeng men brought him & came down to Ago.� 

 
�After they came down, Ago's chief Umauma said talk like this & carried (talk), �O 

my brother man, I'm your big older brother, where you stand here.�� 

FT: Then chief Daucbeng brought him and he came down the Gemeng trail, and brought 
him down to Ago with the Gemeng men.  The Ago�s chief Umauma said, Oh brothers, 

I�m your older brother, you stand here.� 

." doma-ng=ka  
stand-2S.SEQ.DS=at  

ya=wa  
this=at  

ga  
you  

sugucne  
big  

hae  
big.brother  

ga=le  
you=of  

na  
I  

hae.gba=ne  
brothers-of.1S  

ngic  
man  

o  
Oh  

" , hoba-we-c  
carry-3S.O-2S.IMP  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

yanguc  
like.this  

yowa  
speech  

Umauma=di  
Umauma=SUB  

ngictau  
chief  

Ago=le  
Ago=of  

wa-bong  
come.down-23P.SEQ.DS  

9.  

. wa-ibong  
come.down-23P.REM.PAST  

mengoc-ke  
bring-3S.O  

ago  
Ago  

yenge=golec  
they=with  

ngic  
man  

Gemeng  
Gemeng  

wa-me  
come.down-3S.SEQ.DS  

yefe  
trail  

Gemeng  
Gemeng  

mengoc-ke-lu  
bring-3S.O-SEQ.SS  

Daucbeng=ti  
Daucbeng=SUB  

ngictau  
chief  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  

8.  

. fe-wec  
go.up-3S.REM.PAST  

Zongofifi  
Zongofifi  

fangke-lu  
rise-SEQ.SS  

i=wacni 
that=from  

7.  

. fa-wec  
lie-3S.REM.PAST  

lo-me  
put-3S.SEQ.DS  

monic=ka  
one=at  

mac  
house  

ba-lu  
take-SEQ.SS  

ago  
friend  

Silo=di  
Silo=SUB  

ngictau  
chief  

kwesi-lu  
come-SEQ.SS  

Zagehemec  
Dzageheme  

hikec-gu  
go-DUR.SS  

yefe  
trail  

Huba  
Huba  

kwesi-lu  
come-SEQ.SS  

Hube  
Hube  

fe-lu  
go.up-SEQ.SS  

yefe  
trail  

Kpelahaluc  
Kpelahaluc  

le  
go  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

6.  
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�After he said like that, he stood & he went down & got one young pig & came up & 

cut its neck & washed Senio on his leg (with the blood) & Senio, he removed his shoe 
& dug a hole in the ground & said his talk & blessed them & buried them.� 

 
�Then he went down & saw Tuling ground & again returned to his place Simbang.� 

FT: Then Senio stood and the chief went down and brought up one piglet and cut its neck 
and washed Senio�s legs with the blood.  Then Senio removed his shoes and dug a hole in 
the ground and said a speech and blessed them and buried them.  Then he went down and 
saw Tuling ground and again returned to his place at Simbang. 

 
�Senio Flierl, his story finishes here.� 

FT: Senio Flierl�s story is finished. 

. moto-gac  
end-3S.PRES  

ya=wa  
this=to  

siduc  
story  

ye=le  
he=of  

Flierl  
Flierl  

Senio  
Senio  

12.  

. hefalie-wec  
turn-3S.REM.PAST  

Simbang  
Simbang  

mac-ine  
place-of.3S  

hatac=kolec  
again=with  

ngani-lu  
see-SEQ.SS  

himong  
ground  

Tuling  
Tuling  

hau  
go.down  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

11.  

. long-ke-wec  
bury-3S.O-3S.O  

mosoc-ke-lu  
bless-3S.O-SEQ.SS  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

yowa-ine  
speech-of.3S  

fali-lu  
dig-SEQ.SS  

long  
hole  

himong=ka  
ground=on  

hemocto-lu  
remove-SEQ.SS  

su-ine  
shoe-of.3S  

ye  
he  

Senio  
Senio  

loac-no-me  
wash-3S.BEN.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

hige=ina  
leg=on.3S  

Senio  
Senio  

kwoloc-ke-lu  
cut-3S.O-SEQ.SS  

ube-ine  
neck-of.3S  

ba ofe-lu  
take come.up-SEQ.SS  

monic  
one  

madec-ine  
baby-of.3S  

bec  
pig  

hau-lu  
go.down-SEQ.SS  

doma-me  
stand-3S.SEQ.DS  

mic-no-me  
say-3S.BEN.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

inguc  
like.that  

10.  
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Tomsen and Teenosh wrote this story in 2003. 

 
�Mapoisa� 

 
�When in the past heathen life laid, some men groups existed.� 

 
�Mandada men called themselves like that & existed.� 

 
�The men's leader, his name (is) Dundu, he stood (as) their big one (leader) & they 

existed.� 

FT: In the time of our heathen ancestors, there were some groups of men.  One group 
called themselves the Mandada men.  Their chief was named Dundu, and he was their 
leader. 

 
�After they existed, it laid (happened) one time his younger brother, his name (is) 

Mapoisa, he went down & came up to Mandada men, their mature garden & pulled 
out sweet potatoes & went & took & finished yams from a tree & went & broke the 
fastened sugar cane from them & carried & went to his house.� 

. mac=ina  
house=on.3S  

, hike-wec  
go-3S.REM.PAST  

mekie  
carry.in.arms  

badu-yele-lu  
break-3P.BEN.O-SEQ.SS  

hefe-icne=kacni  
fasten=from  

ba  
sugar.cane  

faloc-ke-lu  
pass-3S.O-SEQ.SS  

ba moto-lu  
take loose-SEQ.SS  

yoc=kacni  
tree=from  

mote  
yam  

le  
go  

fulu-ke-yele-lu  
pull-3S.O-3P.BEN.O-SEQ.SS  

sigaba  
sweet.potato  

fe-lu  
go.up-SEQ.SS  

hau  
go.down  

kpili=wa  
old.garden=to  

yenge=le  
they=of  

ngic  
man  

Mandada  
Mandada  

ye=di  
he=SUB  

, Mapoisa  
Mapoisa  

wac-ine  
name-of.3S  

gba-ine  
younger.brother-of.3S  

monic=ka  
one=at  

nalo  
time  

, fa-me  
lie-3S.SEQ.DS  

ga-bong  
exist-23P.SEQ.DS  

4.  

. ga-ibong  
exist-23P.REM.PAST  

doma-me  
stand-3S.SEQ.DS  

sugucne-ngineng  
leader-of.23P  

ye=di  
he=SUB  

, Dundu  
Dundu  

wac-ine  
name-of.3S  

wapong-ngineng  
chief-of.23P  

ngic  
man  

3.  

. ga-ibong  
exist-23P.REM.PAST  

wac-nagu-lu  
call-REFL-SEQ.SS  

inguc  
like.that  

ngic  
man  

Mandada  
Mandada  

2.  

. ga-ibong  
exist-23P.REM.PAST  

gocne  
some  

habu  
group  

ngic  
man  

, fa-wec=ka  
lie-3S.REM.PAST=at  

gaga  
life  

kpapuc  
heathen  

esecne  
of.old  

1.  

Mapoisa  
Mapoisa  
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FT: Then one time his younger brother Mapoisa went to the Mandada men�s gardens and 

pulled up their sweet potatoes and removed yams from the trees and broke sugar cane 
from where it was fastened and carried it away to his house. 

 
�So it became two days & all the garden caretakers sat & sent one of them & said, 

�You must go check & see our garden & do & come,�� 

 
�After they said like that, their friend went down completely & went.� 

 
�Just after he went, he saw (that) big ruins appeared at the garden & laid.� 

FT: Then two days went by and the garden owners sent one men and said, �You go check 

our garden and come back.�  Then their friend went all the way there.  He went and saw 

that their garden laid in ruins. 

 
�So he saw & went then quickly follows the leg trail (tracks).� 

 
�They (tracks) came & came & put to Dundu's sister in law, her house.� 

. lo-wec  
put-3S.REM.PAST  

mac=ka  
house=at  

yeke=le  
they.D=of  

some-ine  
in-law-of.3S  

seng  
sister  

Dundu  
Dundu  

kwesi  
come  

kwesi  
come  

9.  

. kwe-gac  
do-3S.PRES  

yefe  
trail  

hige  
leg  

biac  
already  

le-wec=ti  
go-3S.REM.PAST=INST  

ngani  
see  

so  
so  

8.  

. fa-wec  
lie-3S.REM.PAST  

fike-lu  
appear-SEQ.SS  

sugucne  
big  

ima  
ruins  

bole=wa  
garden=to  

, ngani-wec  
see-3S.REM.PAST  

=bac  
=first  

hike-lu  
go-SEQ.SS  

7.  

. hike-wec  
go-3S.REM.PAST  

wa-lu  
come.down-SEQ.SS  

moto  
end  

ago-ngineng  
friend-of.23P  

mi-bong  
say-23P.SEQ.DS  

inguc  
like.that  

6.  

." kwesi-c  
come-2S.IMP  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

nganic  
see  

heloc-ke  
cut-3S.O  

bole-nonggeng  
garden-of.1P  

hike  
go  

ga  
you  

" , nga  
and  

mi-ibong  
say-23P.REM.PAST  

sale-lu  
send-SEQ.SS  

monic-ngineng  
one-of.23P  

ngie-lu  
sit-SEQ.SS  

file-foc-ine  
owner-all-of.3S  

bole  
garden  

ai-me  
become-3S.SEQ.DS  

monic  
one  

nga  
and  

monic  
one  

hadeng  
day  

so  
so  

5.  
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�Just Then he thought like this, �Dundu (is) just a big man, he gets a name 

(reputation) & just stands & the leg's basis appears (reveals) a thief like this & lies.�� 

 
�After he thought like that, he worried (lit. thought bad) & went.� 

FT: Then he went following the tracks.  He continued along and came to Dundu�s 

sister-in-law�s house.  Then he thought, Dundu himself is an important man and the 

tracks lying here reveal the thief. 

 
�After he went, he gathered all his men & told them.� 

 
�After he completely already told them, he went to him their big (leader) Dundu.� 

 
�After he already went, he makes the talk story for him; he completely took it & came 
again.� 

 
�While he came, Dundu, he quickly called his cousin.� 

 
�After he called, he took to his message (lit. mouth).� 

. ba-wec  
take-3S.REM.PAST  

mic=ina  
mouth=on.3S  

wac-ke-me  
call-3S.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

16.  

. wac-ke-wec  
call-3S.O-3S.REM.PAST  

nefe-ine  
cousin-of.3S  

biac  
already  

ye  
he  

Dundu  
Dundu  

, kwesi-mo=wa  
come-3S.SEQ.DS=to  

15.  

. kwesi-wec  
come-3S.REM.PAST  

monic=kolec  
one=with  

, ba-yacke-lu  
make-all-SEQ.SS  

, bac-no-gac  
make-3S.BEN.O-3S.PRES  

siduc  
story  

yowa  
speech  

biac  
already  

hike-lu  
go-SEQ.SS  

14.  

. hike-wec  
go-3S.REM.PAST  

ye=la  
he=to  

Dundu  
Dundu  

sugucne-ngineng  
leader-of.23P  

biac  
already  

edoc-eba-yacke-lu  
tell-3P.O-all-SEQ.SS  

13.  

. edoc-eba-wec  
tell-3P.O-3S.REM.PAST  

kpaduc-eba-lu  
gather-3P.O-SEQ.SS  

ngic-foc-ine  
man-all-of.3S  

hike-lu  
go-SEQ.SS  

12.  

. hike-wec  
go-3S.REM.PAST  

sowale-lu  
become.bad-SEQ.SS  

ngage  
think  

ngage-lu  
hear-SEQ.SS  

inguc  
like.that  

11.  

." fa-gac  
lie-3S.PRES  

fike-lu  
appear-SEQ.SS  

yanguc  
like.this  

hise  
thief  

fung-ine  
base-of.3S  

hige  
leg  

=bac  
=first  

doma-me  
stand-3S.SEQ.DS  

ba-lu  
take-SEQ.SS  

donge  
eye  

sugucne  
big  

ngic  
man  

=bac  
=first  

Dundu  
Dundu  

" , ngage-wec  
think-3S.REM.PAST  

yanguc  
like.this  

=bac  
=first  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  
 

10.  
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�After he took his message, he said like this to him, �you must come down & come 
up, you must come down & come up.�� 

FT: Then he gathered all the men and told them everything.  After that he went to their 
leader Dundu.  He told him the whole story and Dundu came back with him.  Dundu 
called his cousin and told him what happened.  He said, �come over here, come over 

here.� 

 
�Then his cousin said and, �Yes, yes, I will go to you.�� 

 
�After he said like that he went down & went up.� 

FT: Then his cousin said, �Yes, yes, I will go to you.� 

 
�After he went down & went up, Dundu said to him, �we ourselves must go down & 

go up to Mandada." After he says to him like that, they quickly go down.� 

 
�After they go down the the trail, (Dundu) turned & said to his cousin, �We must go 

down & go up & bring Mapoisa & come down the trail & you must break his neck.�� 

." bauc-ke-damec  
break-3S.O-2S.HORT  

ube=ina  
neck=on.3S  

gagi  
you.SUB  

, wa-lu  
come.down-SEQ.SS  

yefe=wa  
trail=to  

mengoc-ke-lu  
bring-3S.O-SEQ.SS  

Mapoisa  
Mapoisa  

fe-lu  
go.up-SEQ.SS  

hau  
go.down  

nokilec  
I.D.EMPH  

" 

, mic-no-wec  
say-3S.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST  

nefe-ine  
cousin-of.3S  

hefale-lu  
turn-SEQ.SS  

hau-lu  
go.down-SEQ.SS  

yefe=wa  
trail=to  

21.  

. hau-gaic  
go.down-23D.PRES  

biac  
already  

mic-no-me  
say-3S.BEN.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

inguc  
like.that  

," fe-nac  
go.up-1D.IMP  

hau  
go.down  

Mandada  
Mandada  

nokilec  
I.D.EMPH  

" , mic-no-wec  
say-3S.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST  

Dundu=di  
Dundu=SUB  

fe-me  
go.up-3S.SEQ.DS  

hau  
go.down  

20.  

. fe-wec  
go.up-3S.REM.PAST  

hau  
go.down  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

inguc  
like.that  

19.  

." fu-dacte  
precede-1S.FUT  

, oc  
yes  

, oc  
yes  

" , nga  
and  

mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

nefe-ine=di  
cousin-of.3S=SUB  

aime  
then  

18.  

." ofe-c  
come.up-2S.IMP  

wa  
come.down  

, ofe-c  
come.up-2S.IMP  

wa  
come.down  

" , mic-no-wec  
say-3S.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST  

yanguc  
like.this  

, ba-me  
take-3S.SEQ.DS  

mic=ina  
mouth=on.3S  

17.  
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FT: He went and Dundu said, �Let�s go to Mandada.  Then they went.  As they went 

down the trail, he turned to his cousin and said, �We must go and bring Mapoisa down 

the trail, and you must break his neck.� 

 
�Then his nephew was-startled & worried, �Why do we intend to do like that?�� 

FT: Then his cousin was shocked and worried, �Why will we do that to him?� 

 
�Then Dundu made the story to him, �No, a small boy goes down & goes up to the 
garden & steals & eats them.  He does like that (so) the skin does inside for me (I feel 
weak and helpless).�� 

 
�After he said like that, they quickly went down & went up.� 

 
�After they go up, they go up to his sister Kakung, her house.� 

 
�After they go up, their in-law says �afternoon" to them & they go up & sit.� 

 
�he removed betel nut and betel pepper, lime for them & they ate & sat.� 

. ngie-ibong  
sit-23P.REM.PAST  

biac  
quickly  

no-lu  
eat-SEQ.SS  

udu-yete-me  
remove-3D.BEN.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

nepa  
lime  

, latec  
betel.pepper  

nga  
and  

sawec  
betel.nut

27.  

. ngie-gaic  
sit-23D.PRES  

fe-lu  
go.up-SEQ.SS  

mi-yete-me  
say-3D.BEN.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

," awelilic  
afternoon  

" some-nginec=ti  
in-law-of.23D=SUB  

fe-boc  
go.up-23D.SEQ.DS  

26.  

. 

fe-gaic  
go.up-23D.PRES  

mac=ka  
house=to  

ye=le  
he=of  

, Kakung  
Kakung  

, seng-ine  
sister-of.3S  

biac  
quickly  

fe-lu  
go.up-SEQ.SS  

25.  

. fe-iboc  
go.up-23D.REM.PAST  

hau  
go.down  

biac  
quickly  

mi-me  
say-3S.SEQ.DS  

inguc  
like.that  

24.  

." ainele-gac  
do-1S.BEN.O-3S.PRES  

focfoc  
inside  

gotic  
skin  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

inguc  
like.that  

, noc-eba-gac  
eat-3P.O-3S.PRES  

hise  
thief  

fe-lu  
go.up-SEQ.SS  

hau  
go.down  

bole=wa  
garden=to  

hakic  
small  

madec  
boy  

, miyac  
no  

" , bac-no-wec  
make-3S.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST  

siduc  
story  

Dundu=di  
Dundu=SUB  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  

23.  

?" aic-no-noga  
do-3S.BEN.O-DES  

inguc  
like.that  

"oma=le  
what=of  

 , 

sowale-wec  
become.bad-3S.REM.PAST  

ngage  
think  

kwatac-ke-lu  
startle-3S.O-SEQ.SS  

nefe-ine  
cousin-of.3S  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  
 

22.  
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�After they sat, while it wasn't a long time, Dundu said to them & said, �hey sister, 

in-law, the place is dark, It does like that so we quickly go up & go.� 

FT: Then Dundu told him the story, �You must, the small boy went to the garden and 

stole food.  So I feel weak and helpless.�  Then they went and went to Kakung�s house.  

They said �afternoon� and went in and sat down.  He got out betel nut, betel pepper, and 
lime and he shared and they sat and ate.  Then it was not very long and Dundu said to 
them, �Hey sister and brother-in-law, it is getting dark, so we are already going.� 

 
�Since they say like that they rise & call Mapoisa, �Mapoisa, we must rise & go 

down.�� 

FT: So they rose and called Mapoisa, �Mapoisa, let�s get up and go.� 

 
�After they said, his older sister Kakung, she rose & rebuked them,� 

 
��the place is dark, so where will you bring him & go?�� 

FT: Then his older sister Kakung rose and rebuked them, �It is dark, where will you bring 

him?� 

?" hike-dabiecte  
go-23D.FUT  

mengoc-ke-lu  
bring-3S.O-SEQ.SS  

weni=wa  
which=to  

, i  
that  

ubi-e-gac  
become.night-3S.O-3S.PRES  

mac  
place  

" 31.  

. ngeleng-ke-yete-wec  
rebuke-3S.O-3D.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST  

fangke  
rise  

yei  
she.SUB  

Kakung  
Kakung  

yeme-ine  
big.sister-of.3S  

, mi-boc  
say-23D.SEQ.DS  

30.  

." hau-nang  
go.down-1P.IMP  

fangke  
rise  

Mapoisa  
Mapoisa  

" , wac-ke-gaic  
call-3S.O-23D.PRES  

Mapoisa  
Mapoisa  

fangke  
rise  

mi-gaic=ti  
say-23D.PRES=INST  

inguc  
like.that  

29.  

." hike-gabelec  
go-1D.PRES  

fe  
go.up  

biac  
already  

noke  
we.D  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  

inguc  
like.that  

, debole-gac  
become.night-3S.PRES  

mac  
place  

, some  
in-law  

seng  
sister  

iye  
hey  

" , nga  
and  

mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

mi-yete-lu  
say-3D.BEN.O-SEQ.SS  

Dundu=di  
Dundu=SUB  

, dali-we-mo=wa  
lengthen-3S.O-3S.SEQ.DS=to  

mi=  
not  

ngie-bong  
sit-23P.SEQ.DS  

28.  
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�Then their in-law yelled at his woman Kakung,� 

 
��The place (is) at what jungle, he will go down & put you at the water & come up.�� 

 
�Then his older-sister Kakung thought (that) it was not correct & she sat.� 

FT: Then their in-law yelled at his wife Kakung, �It (is) not a jungle, he will bring them 

down to the water and come back.�  Then his older sister sat thinking that something was 

not right. 

 
�So, Dundu and his cousin, they quickly bring Mapoisa & go down & go up.� 

 
�They went up the trail & quickly Dundu, he broke a branch-covering & covered & 
turned his back & stood & his cousin broke his younger brother Mapoisa's neck & he 
died.� 

. homa-wec  
die-3S.REM.PAST  

bauc-ke-me  
break-3S.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

ube=ina  
neck=on.3S  

Mapoisa  
Mapoisa  

gba-ine  
younger.brother-of.3S  

nefe-ine=di  
cousin-of.3S=SUB  

, doma-me  
stand-3S.SEQ.DS  

hole-lu  
turn-SEQ.SS  

lobe  
back  

huduc-ke-lu  
cover-3S.O-SEQ.SS  

badu-lu  
break-SEQ.SS  

boloac  
branch.covering  

ye  
he  

Dundu  
Dundu  

biac  
quickly  

fe-lu  
go.up-SEQ.SS  

yefe=wa  
trail=to  

36.  

. fe-gaic  
go.up-23D.PRES  

hau  
go.down  

mengoc-ke-lu  
bring-3S.O-SEQ.SS  

Mapoisa  
Mapoisa  

biac  
quickly  

yeke  
they.D  

nefe-ine  
cousin-of.3S  

nga  
and  

Dundu  
Dundu  

, so  
so  

35.  

. ngie-wec  
sit-3S.REM.PAST  

soc-ke-me  
correct-3S.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

mi=  
not  

ngage-me  
think-3S.SEQ.DS  

Kakung  
Kakung  

yeme-ine  
big.sister-of.3S  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  
 

34.  

." ofe-daicte  
come.up-3S.FUT  

loc-epa-lu  
put-3D.O-SEQ.SS  

hau  
go.down  

misa=wa  
water=to  

, kate=wa  
jungle=to  

weni=wa  
which=at  

mac  
place  

" 33.  

. ngeleng-ke-no-wec  
rebuke-3S.O-3S.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST  

Kakung  
Kakung  

ngigac-ine  
woman-of.3S  

some-nginec=ti  
in-law-of.23D=SUB  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  
 

32.  
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FT: Then Dundu and his cousin brought Mapoisa.  They went up the trail and Dundu 
broke a branch and turned his back and stood, and his cousin broke his younger brother 
Mapoisa�s neck and he died. 

 
�After he died, he broke a covering & covered him & he laid & they quickly called 
their sister, �Oh, Kakung, eh?�� 

FT: Then he broke a covering and covered him and they quickly called his sister, �Hey, 

Kakung, are you there?� 

 
�Then Kakung already heard & took to their message (lit. mouth), �Oh, you say & I 

hear,�� 

 
�Then quickly, their cousin says & tells,� 

 
��your young mushroom's mouth (idiom for child), I cut a covering & cover him & he 

lies on the trail.� 

 
�You must come down & take & go up.�� 

 
�After he said, they went up.� 

. fe-iboc  
go.up-23D.REM.PAST  

, mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

42.  

." fe-damec  
go.up-2S.HORT  

ba  
take  

wa  
come.down  

41.  

. fa-gac  
lie-3S.PRES  

yefe=wa  
trail=to  

hemac-ke-be  
covering-3S.O-1S.SEQ.DS  

we-lu  
cut-SEQ.SS  

eso  
covering  

, mic-ine  
mouth-of.3S  

sobing-gone  
mushroom-of.2S  

" 40.  

. edo-gac  
tell-3S.PRES  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

nefe-nginec=ti  
cousin-of.23D=SUB  

, biac  
quickly  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  

39.  

." ngage-be  
hear-1S.SEQ.DS  

mi-boc  
say-23D.SEQ.DS  

, oo  
oh  

" , ba-wec  
take-3S.REM.PAST  

mic-nginac  
mouth-on.23D  

biac  
already  

ngage-lu  
hear-SEQ.SS  

biac  
already  

Kakung  
Kakung  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  
 

38.  

." me  
eh?  

Kakung  
Kakung  

, Oo  
oh  

" , wac-ke-iboc  
call-3S.O-23D.REM.PAST  

seng-nginec  
sister-of.23D  

biac  
quickly  

, fa-me  
lie-3S.SEQ.DS  

hemac-ke-me  
cover-3S.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

badu-lu  
break-SEQ.SS  

eso  
covering  

, homa-me  
die-3S.SEQ.DS  

37.  
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�After they went up, Kakung with her husband cried & came down & took (him) & 

went up & they buried him.� 

FT: Then Kakung alread heard them and said, �Yes, I am listening.�  Then his cousin 

quickly told them, I covered your precious child and he lies on the trail.  You must come 
and bring him back up.�  Then they went up.  Kakung cried with her husband & they 

went down and brought him up and buried him.

. long-ke-ibong  
bury-3S.O-23P.REM.PAST  

fe-lu  
go.up-SEQ.SS  

ba-lu  
take-SEQ.SS  

wa  
come.down  

hia-lu  
cry-SEQ.SS  

ngawe-ine=holec  
husband-of.3S=with  

Kakung  
Kakung  

, fe-boc  
go.up-23D.SEQ.DS  

43.  
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This is an edited transcription of a traditional story as told by Sisalis in April 

1998. 

 
�A group of brothers existed.� 

 
�After they existed, their older brother shot a bird.� 

 
�While he shot birds, he continued to shoot & it went, one bird went.� 

 
�(The spear with the bird) it fell down on one big (old) woman's house.� 

 
�After it fell, the big woman sat & heard its noise.� 

 
�After she heard, she said, you (are) who (making noise) on my house?�� 

FT: There was a group of brothers.  They went hunting for birds.  As they shot at birds, 
they hit one and it went down.  It landed on one old woman�s house.  The old woman sat 
inside and heard the noise.  Then she said, �Who are you making noise on my house?� 

 
�After she said, that boy said, �Grandmother, I (am).� 

 
�Grandmother, you must take (spear & bird) & remove & take the bird first & throw 

my spear (so) it comes up.�� 

FT: Then that boy said, �Grandmother, it (is) me.  Grandmother, take the bird and throw 
my spear back up to me.� 

." ofe-no  
come.up-3S.IMP  

wic-ke-ng  
throw-3S.O-2S.SEQ.DS  

hilo=ne  
spear-of.1S  

=bac  
=first  

ba-lu  
take-SEQ.SS  

ba moto  
take end  

nango  
bird  

, ata  
grandmother  

8.  

. nani  
I.SUB  

ata  
grandmother  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

i=di  
that=SUB  

madec  
boy  

, mi-me  
say-3S.SEQ.DS  

7.  

?" mac=ka  
house=to  

na=le  
I=of  

ma=di  
who=SUB  

ga  
you  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

ngage-lu  
hear-SEQ.SS  

6.  

. ngage-wec  
hear-3S.REM.PAST  

uc-ine  
noise-of.3S  

, ngie-lu  
sit-SEQ.SS  

sugucne  
big  

ngigac  
woman  

hole-me  
fall-3S.SEQ.DS  

5.  

. hole-wec  
fall-3S.REM.PAST  

mac=ka  
house=to  

monic=te  
one=of  

sugucne  
big  

ngigac  
woman  

4.  

. hike-wec  
go-3S.REM.PAST  

monic  
one  

nango  
bird  

, hike-lu  
go-SEQ.SS  

mulu-la  
shoot-SIM.SS  

mulu-la  
shoot-SIM.SS  

nango  
bird  

3.  

. mulu-wec  
shoot-3S.REM.PAST  

nango  
bird  

hae-ngineng  
big.brother-of.23P  

, fa-me  
lie-3S.SEQ.DS  

ga-bong  
exist-23P.SEQ.DS  

2.  

. ga-ibong  
exist-23P.REM.PAST  

habu  
group  

hae.gba  
brothers  

1.  
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�After he said, the old grandmother said, �No.� 

 
�(I'm a) grandmother.  You must come down, come down.� 

 
�You must come & take & eat bananas (that) cook at the house.�� 

FT: Then the old grandmother said, �No, I am a grandmother, you come down.  Come 

down.  Then you can eat bananas that are cooking.� 

 
�After she said, he went down.� 

 
�After he went down, the bananas that cooked she fed (him) & he ate the bananas & it 
blocked his neck & he said, �Grandmother, it waters me (I am thirsty).�� 

FT: Then he went down.  She fed him those bananas that cooked.  When he ate them they 
blocked his neck and he said, �Grandmother, I need water.� 

 
�Then the old grandmother woman, she (is) a man eater.� 

 
�She said, �(I am a) grandmother.  Our water by the grass, our water lays over there.� 

 
�You must go drink.�� 

." no-c  
eat-2S.IMP  

le-lu  
go-SEQ.SS  

16.  

. fa-gac  
lie-3S.PRES  

yogo  
that  

edi  
there  

misa-nonggec  
water-of.1D  

daneng  
grass  

misa-nonggec  
water-of.1D  

, ata  
grandmother  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

ye=di  
she=SUB  

15.  

. no no  
eat eat  

ngic  
man  

ye  
she  

ngigac  
woman  

dandang  
old  

ata  
grandmother  

aime  
then  

14.  

." i  
that  

misa-nu-gac  
water-1S.O-3S.PRES  

ata  
old.woman  

i  
that  

" , 

mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

hedic-ke-me  
block-3S.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

ube-ine  
neck-of.3S  

no-me  
eat-3S.SEQ.DS  

degocsuc  
cooking.banana  

, gume-me  
feed-3S.SEQ.DS  

i  
that  

lobo-wec  
cook-3S.REM.PAST  

degocsuc  
cooking.banana  

, hau-lu  
go.down-SEQ.SS  

13.  

. hau-wec  
go.down-3S.REM.PAST  

, mi-me  
say-3S.SEQ.DS  

12.  

." ba no-c  
take eat-2S.IMP  

lobo-gac  
cook-3S.PRES  

mac  
place  

degocsuc  
cooking.banana  

wa-lu  
come.down-SEQ.SS  

11.  

. wa-c  
come.down-2S.IMP  

wa-c  
come.down-2S.IMP  

ata  
grandmother  

10.  

. miyac  
no  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

dandang=ti  
old=SUB  

ata  
grandmother  

, mi-me  
say-3S.SEQ.DS  

9.  
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FT: Now the old grandmother is a man eater.  She said, �I�m a grandmother.  Our water 
is over there by the grass.  Go drink.� 

 
�After she said, that boy went.� 

 
��I go drink." After he said, a stone trap already set, that came down & hit & smashed 
him & he died.� 

 
�Then the grandmother took him & came & went up & cooked & ate him.� 

 
�Then she put his bones on a shelf & he laid.� 

 
�She cut & ate & put his bones on a shelf.� 

FT: So he went.  He said �I�m going to drink�, and a stone trap that was already set came 

down and smashed him and he died.  Then the grandmother cam and brought him up to 
the house and cooked him and ate him.  Then she laid his bones on a shelf.  Che cut and 
ate him and put his bones on a shelf. 

 
�Then while his one younger brother, he shot in the same way & while he continued 

to shoot, he went & shot one & it went.� 

 
�It landed on the big woman's house.� 

. hole-wec  
fall-3S.REM.PAST  

mac=ka  
house=to  

ye=le  
she=of  

sugucne  
big  

ngigac  
woman  

23.  

. hike-wec  
go-3S.REM.PAST  

mulu-me  
shoot-3S.SEQ.DS  

monic  
one  

hike-lu  
go-SEQ.SS  

mulu-la  
shoot-SIM.SS  

mulu-la  
shoot-SIM.SS  

nango  
bird  

inguc=yac  
like.that=same  

ye  
he  

, monic  
one  

gba-ine  
younger.brother-of.3S  

, aime  
then  

22.  

. lo-wec  
put-3S.REM.PAST  

falec=ka  
shelf=on  

luwe-ine  
bone-of.3S  

no-lu  
eat-SEQ.SS  

heloc-ke-lu  
cut-3S.O-SEQ.SS  

21.  

. fa-wec  
lie-3S.REM.PAST  

lo-me  
put-3S.SEQ.DS  

falec=ka  
shelf=on  

luwe-ine  
bone-of.3S  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

20.  

. no-wec  
eat-3S.REM.PAST  

lobo-lu  
cook-SEQ.SS  

fe-lu  
go.up-SEQ.SS  

wele  
come  

ba-lu  
take-SEQ.SS  

ye  
she  

ata  
grandmother  

, aime  
then  

19.  

. homa-wec  
die-3S.REM.PAST  

wec.pelec-ke-me  
strike.smash-3S.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

wa-lu  
come.down-SEQ.SS  

i=di  
that=SUB  

idoi-cne  
set-ADJ 

biac  
already  

hoc.suba  
stone.trap  

, mi-me  
say-3S.SEQ.DS  

" no-gabac  
eat-1S.PRES  

le-lu  
go-SEQ.SS  

" 18.  

. le-wec  
go-3S.REM.PAST  

i  
that  

madec  
boy  

, mi-me  
say-3S.SEQ.DS  

17.  
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�After it landed, she heard its noise & said, �(I'm a) grandmother.  You (are) who 

(making noise)?�� 

FT: Then one of his younger brothers was hunting birds in the same way and shot one 
and it fell down on the old woman�s house.  Then she heard its noise and said, �I�m a 

grandmother, who are you making noise?� 

 
�After she said, that boy said, I (did).� 

 
�Grandmother, take & remove the bird first & throw my spear (so) it comes up,�� 

FT: Then that boy said, �It (is) me, grandmother.  Take the bird and throw my spear back 

up.� 

 
�After he said, the big woman said, �(I'm a) grandmother.  You must come down, 

come down.� 

 
�Bananas cook at the house, you must eat first & go up.�� 

FT: Then the old woman said, �I�m a grandmother.  You come down, come down.  Eat 

the bananas that cook in the house first and go.� 

 
�After she said, the boy went down.� 

. hau-wec  
go.down-3S.REM.PAST  

madec  
boy  

mi-me  
say-3S.SEQ.DS  

29.  

." fe-nong  
go.up-2S.IMP  

=bac  
=first  

no-lu  
eat-SEQ.SS  

lobo-gac  
cook-3S.PRES  

mac  
house  

degocsuc  
cooking.banana  

28.  

. wa-c  
come.down-2S.IMP  

, wa-c  
come.down-2S.IMP  

ata  
grandmother  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

sugucne=di  
big=SUB  

ngigac  
woman  

, mi-me  
say-3S.SEQ.DS  

27.  

." ofe-no  
come.up-3S.IMP  

wic-ke-ng  
throw-3S.O-2S.SEQ.DS  

hilo=ne  
spear-of.1S  

=bac  
=first  

ba-lu  
take-SEQ.SS  

ba moto  
take loose  

nango  
bird  

26.  

. ata  
grandmother  

nani  
I.SUB  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

i  
that  

madec  
boy  

, mi-me  
say-3S.SEQ.DS  

25.  

?" ma=di  
who=SUB  

ga  
you  

, ata  
grandmother  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

ngage-lu  
hear-SEQ.SS  

uc-ine  
noise-of.3S  

hole-me  
fall-3S.SEQ.DS  

24.  
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�After he went down, he ate bananas & it blocked his neck & he said, �Grandmother, 

it waters me (I am thirsty).�� 

FT: Then the boy went down.  He ate the bananas and they blocked his neck and he said, 
�Grandmother, I need water.� 

 
�After he said, that old grandmother said, �our water lays over there by the grass.  

You must go drink.�� 

 
�You must go drink.�� 

FT: Then that old grandmother said, �our water is voer there by the grass.  Go drink.� 

 
�After she said, he went & knocked down (the trap) & that stone trap came down & 
hit him & he died.� 

 
�After he died, she took & went & cut & ate him & put his bones on a shelf.� 

FT: Then he went and knocked down that stone trap and it killed him. 

. lo-wec  
put-3S.REM.PAST  

falec=ka  
shelf=on  

luwe-ine  
bone-of.3S  

no-lu  
eat-SEQ.SS  

heloc-ke-lu  
cut-3S.O-SEQ.SS  

ba le  
take go  

homa-me  
die-3S.SEQ.DS  

34.  

. homa-wec  
die-3S.REM.PAST  

we-me  
strike-3S.SEQ.DS  

wa-lu  
come.down-SEQ.SS  

i  
that  

hoc suba  
stone trap  

hemoto-me  
knock.down-3S.SEQ.DS  

le-lu  
go-SEQ.SS  

, mi-me  
say-3S.SEQ.DS  

33.  

." no-c  
eat-2S.IMP  

le-lu  
go-SEQ.SS  

32.  

. daneng  
grass  

fa-gac  
lie-3S.PRES  

yogo  
that  

edi  
there  

misa-nonggec  
water-of.1D  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

i=di  
that=SUB  

dandang  
old  

ata  
grandmother  

, mi-me  
say-3S.SEQ.DS  

31.  

." i  
that  

misa-nu-gac  
water-1S.O-3S.PRES  

ata  
grandmother  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

hedic-ke-me  
block-3S.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

ube-ine  
neck-of.3S  

no-me  
eat-3S.SEQ.DS  

degocsuc  
cooking.banana  

hau-lu  
go.down-SEQ.SS  

30.  
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�Then while another boy shot a bird & continued to shoot, he went & shot (a bird) it 
went & landed on the big woman's house & she heard its noise.� 

 
��You (are) who?�� 

FT: Then another boy went hunting for birds and shot one and it fell on the old woman�s 

house and she heard its noise.  �Who are you?� 

 
�After she said, that boy said, �Grandmother, I (am).  You must take & remove the 

bird first & throw my spear (so) it comes up,�� 

 
�You must take & remove the bird first & throw my spear (so) it comes up,�� 

FT: Then the boy said, �Grandmother, it (is) me.  Take the bird and throw my spear back 

up.� 

 
�After he said, the big woman said, �No, you must come down.  Why (me?), you 

must come down, you must take & eat bananas first.�� 

FT: Then the old woman said, �No, come down, why should I?  Come down, eat some 
bananas first.� 

." =bac  
=first  

ba no-lu  
take eat-SEQ.SS  

degocsuc  
cooking.banana  

wa-c  
come.down-2S.IMP  

oma=le  
what=of  

, wa-c  
come.down-2S.IMP  

miyac  
no  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

sugucne=di  
big=SUB  

ngigac  
woman  

mi-me  
say-3S.SEQ.DS  

39.  

." ofe-no  
come.up-3S.IMP  

wic-ke-ng  
throw-3S.O-2S.SEQ.DS  

hilo=ne  
spear-of.1S  

=bac  
=first  

ba moto-lu  
take loose-SEQ.SS  

nango  
bird  

38.  

. nani  
I.SUB  

ata  
grandmother  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

i=di  
that=SUB  

madec  
boy  

mi-me  
say-3S.SEQ.DS  

37.  

?" ma=di  
who=SUB  

ga  
you  

" 36.  

. ngage-wec  
hear-3S.REM.PAST  

uc-ine  
noise-of.3S  

hole-me  
fall-3S.SEQ.DS  

mac=ka  
house=on  

ye=le  
he=of  

sugucne  
big  

ngigac  
woman  

hike  
go  

mulu-me  
shoot-3S.SEQ.DS  

, hike-lu  
go-SEQ.SS  

mulu-la  
shoot-SIM.SS  

mulu-la  
shoot-SIM.SS  

nango  
bird  

, monic  
one  

madec  
boy  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  

35.  
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�After she said, that boy went down & he ate those bananas that cooked & it blocked 

his neck & he said, �Grandmother, it waters me (I am thirsty).�� 

FT: Then that boy went down and ate the bananas that cooked and they blocked his neck 
and he said, �Grandmother, I need water.� 

 
�After he said, the Grandmother said talk just like that.� 

 
�After she said to him, he went & drank water & knocked over the stone trap & it 
came down & hit him.� 

 
�After it hit him, he died & she took him & cut him small & ate him & put his bones 

& they laid.� 

FT: Then the grandmother said the same thing again.  He went and drank water and 
knocked down the trap and it hit him.  He died and she took him and cut him up small 
and ate him and laid his bones on the shelf. 

. fa-wec  
lie-3S.REM.PAST  

lo-me  
put-3S.SEQ.DS  

luwe-ine  
bone-of.3S  

no-lu  
eat-SEQ.SS  

heloc kpaloc-ke  
cut cut.small-3S.O  

ba-lu  
take-SEQ.SS  

homa-me  
die-3S.SEQ.DS  

we-me  
strike-3S.SEQ.DS  

43.  

. we-wec  
strike-3S.REM.PAST  

wa-lu  
come.down-SEQ.SS  

hemoto-me  
knock.down-3S.SEQ.DS  

hoc.suba  
stone.trap  

no-me  
eat-3S.SEQ.DS  

misa  
water  

le  
go  

mic-no-me  
say-3S.BEN.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

42.  

. 

mic-no-wec  
say-3S.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST  

i=hac  
that=also  

yowa  
speech  

ata=di  
grandmother=SUB  

, mi-me  
say-3S.SEQ.DS  

41.  

." misa-nu-gac  
water-1S.O-3S.PRES  

ata  
grandmother  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

hedic-ke-me  
block-3S.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

ube-ine  
neck-of.3S  

no-me  
eat-3S.SEQ.DS  

i  
that  

lobo-wec  
cook-3S.REM.PAST  

degocsuc  
cooking.banana  

hau-lu  
go.down-SEQ.SS  

i  
that  

madec  
boy  

mi-me  
say-3S.SEQ.DS  

40.  
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�It continued to become & go like that & the youngest boy, while just he shot a bird 

& while he continued to shoot & he went & shot (a bird) & it landed on the big 
woman's house & she said.� 

 
�She heard its noise & said �You (are) who (making noise) on my house?�� 

FT: So then the youngest boy continued hunting for birds and shot one and it fell on the 
big woman�s house.  She heard its noise and said, who are you making noise on my 

house?� 

 
�After she said, their youngest said, �Grandmother, I (am).� 

 
�You must take & remove & eat the bird first, you must throw my spear (so) it comes 

up.�� 

FT: Then their youngest one said, Grandmother, it (is) me.  Take the bird and throw back 
my spear.� 

." ofe-no  
come.up-3S.IMP  

wic-ke-ng  
throw-3S.O-2S.SEQ.DS  

hilo=ne  
spear-of.1S  

, =bac  
=first  

no-lu  
eat-SEQ.SS  

ba moto  
take loose  

nango  
bird  

47.  

. nani  
I.SUB  

, Ata  
grandmother  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

dic-nginen=ti  
youngest-of.23P=SUB  

mi-me  
say-3S.SEQ.DS  

46.  

." mac=ka  
house=on  

na=le  
I=of  

, ma=di  
who=SUB  

ga  
you  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

ngage-lu  
hear-SEQ.SS  

uc-ine  
noise-of.3S  

45.  

. mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

hole-me  
fall-3S.SEQ.DS  

mac=ka  
house=on  

ye=le  
she=of  

sugucne  
big  

ngigac  
woman  

, mulu-me  
shoot-3S.SEQ.DS  

hike-lu  
go-SEQ.SS  

mulu-la  
shoot-SIM.SS  

mulu-la  
shoot-SIM.SS  

nango  
bird  

hocne  
only  

ye  
he  

, dic-ngineng  
youngest-of.23P  

madec  
boy  

ai   lec-gu  
become  go-DUR.SS  

inguc  
like.that  

44.  
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�After he said, their grandmother said, the old woman said, �You must come down, 
take & eat bananas first & go.�� 

FT: Then the old grandmother said, �Come down, eat some bananas first and go. 

 
�After she said the boy, he (is) their youngest, goes down.� 

 
�After he went down, he ate bananas & it blocked his neck & he said, �Grandmother, 

it waters me (I am thirsty).�� 

FT: Then the youngest boy went down.  He ate bananas and they blocked his neck and he 
said, �Grandmother, I need water.� 

 
�After he said, the old grandmother, the big woman said, �(I'm a) grandmother.  You 

must go, go, our water (is) (by) the grass, our water lays there, go & drink.�� 

FT: Then the old grandmother said, �I�m a grandmother.  You go.  The water is over 
there by the grass.  Go and drink.� 

." no-c  
eat-2S.IMP  

le-lu  
go-SEQ.SS  

fa-gac  
lie-3S.PRES  

edi  
there  

misa-nonggec  
water-of.1D  

daneng  
grass  

misa-nonggec  
water-of.1D  

le  
go  

, le-c  
go-2S.IMP  

ata  
grandmother  

" , nga  
and  

mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

sugucne=di  
big=SUB  

ngigac  
woman  

, dandang  
old  

ata  
grandmother  

mi-me  
say-3S.SEQ.DS  

. 51 

." i  
that  

misa-nu-gac  
water-1S.O-3S.PRES  

ata  
grandmother  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

hedic-ke-me  
block-3S.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

ube-ine  
neck-of.3S  

no-me  
eat-3S.SEQ.DS  

degocsuc  
cooking.banana  

hau-lu  
go.down-SEQ.SS  

50.  

. hau-gac  
go.down-3S.PRES  

dic-ngineng  
youngest-of.23P  

ye  
he  

madec  
boy  

, mi-me  
say-3S.SEQ.DS  

49.  

." hike-c  
go-2S.IMP  

=bac  
=first  

ba  no-lu  
take  eat-SEQ.SS  

degocsuc  
cooking.banana  

, wa-c  
come.down-2S.IMP  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

dandan=ti  
old=SUB  

ngigac  
woman  

, mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

ata-nginen=ti  
grandmother-of.23P=SUB  

, mi-me  
say-3S.SEQ.DS  

48.  
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�After she said the boy stood & said and, �grandmother, it makes me unwilling, you 

must go.�� 

 
�Their youngest boy, he already thought �All my brothers, this big woman (is) who 

habitually eats them.�� 

 
�He already thought like that.� 

 
�Since they became like that (he and) the big woman were-stubborn.� 

 
��Grandmother, you must go,�� 

FT: Then the youngest boy already thought, �This old woman is who was eating all my 
older brothers.�  So he thought like that and he and the old woman were stubborn. 

�Grandmother, you go.� 

 
�After he said, it made the big woman unwilling.� 

 
��No, (I'm a) grandmother, you must go.�� 

 
�After she said it made that boy unwilling.� 

. takic-ke-wec  
unwilling-3S.O-3S.REM.PAST  

i  
that  

madec  
boy  

, mi-me  
say-3S.SEQ.DS  

59.  

." le-c  
go-2S.IMP  

gagi  
you.SUB  

ata  
grandmothe
r  

, miyac  
no  

" 58.  

. takic-ke-wec  
unwilling-3S.O-3S.REM.PAST  

sugucne  
big  

ngigac  
woman  

mi-me  
say-3S.SEQ.DS  

57.  

." le-c  
go-2S.IMP  

gagi  
you.SUB  

ata  
grandmothe
r  

" 56.  

. ai-iboc  
do-23D.REM.PAST  

dedec  
be.stubborn  

sugucne  
big  

ngigac  
woman  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

i=lec  
that=of  

55.  

. ngage-wec  
think-3S.REM.PAST  

biac  
already  

i  
that  

inguc  
like.that  

54.  

." noc-ebac-ai-gac  
eat-3P.O-IMPERF-3S.PRES  

ma  
who  

ya=di  
this=SUB  

sugucne  
big  

ngigac  
woman  

hae-foc=ne  
big.brother-all-of.1S  

" , ngage-wec  
think-3S.REM.PAST  

biac  
already  

ye  
he  

dic-ngineng  
youngest-of.23P  

madec  
boy  

53.  

." le-c  
go-2S.IMP  

gagi  
you.SUB  

takic-nu-gac  
unwilling-1S.O-3S.PRES  

na  
I  

ata  
grandmother  

" , nga  
and  

mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

doma-lu  
stand-SEQ.SS  

i=di  
that=SUB  

madec  
boy  

, mi-me  
say-3S.SEQ.DS  

52.  
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�He was stubborn & went & that boy strengthened & that big woman, the old 
grandmother herself went.� 

 
��I go drink water," After she said, she knocks the trap & it comes down & hits the 

big woman herself.� 

FT: Then the old woman was unwilling.  �No, I�m a grandmother.  You go.�  Then the 

boy was unwilling.  They both continued to be stubborn and the boy stood strong and 
only the old grandmother went.  She said �I go drink water� and she knocked the trap 

down and it just struck the old woman. 

 
�After it hit, while the boy, he went & existed & that boy saw on the shelf.� 

 
�he saw on the shelf (that) the bones laid.� 

 
��Oh, all my brothers, just their bones (are) here & the big woman habitually eats 

(them).�� 

 
�After he said like that, he took the bones & went down & put them in a basket & 

only went.� 

. hike-wec  
go-3S.REM.PAST  

hocne  
only  

damba-eba-lu  
basket-3P.O-SEQ.SS  

wa-lu  
come.down-SEQ.SS  

bac-eba  
take-3P.O  

luwe  
bone  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

inguc  
like.that  

65.  

." noc-ai-gac  
eat-IMPERF-3S.PRES  

sugucne  
big  

ngigac  
woman  

hocne  
only  

ya  
this  

luwe  
bone  

yenge=le  
they=of  

hae-foc=ne  
big.brother-all-of.1S  

o  
Oh  

" 64.  

. fa-ibong  
lie-23P.REM.PAST  

luwe  
bone  

ngani-me  
see-3S.SEQ.DS  

falec=ka  
shelf=on  

63.  

. ngani-wec  
see-3S.REM.PAST  

falec=ka  
shelf=on  

i  
that  

madec  
boy  

le ga-eme  
go exist-3S.SIM.DS  

ye  
he  

madec  
boy  

we-me  
strike-3S.SEQ.DS  

62.  

. we-gac  
strike-3S.PRES  

hocne  
only  

sugucne  
big  

ngigac  
woman  

wa-lu  
come.down-SEQ.SS  

hemoto-me  
knock.down-3S.SEQ.DS  

suba  
trap  

, mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

" no-gabac  
eat-1S.PRES  

misa  
water  

le  
go  

" 61.  

. le-wec  
go-3S.REM.PAST  

hocne  
only  

i  
that  

dandang  
old  

ata  
grandmother  

sugucne  
big  

ngigac  
woman  

sanang-ke-me  
strengthen-3S.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

i  
that  

madec  
boy  

ai-le-lu  
become.go-SEQ.SS  

dedec  
be.stubborn  

60.  
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FT: Then the boy went and that boy saw the bones lying on the shelf.  �Oh, all my older 

brothers, only their bones remain; the old woman eats them.�  Then he brought down the 

bones and put them in a basket and went. 

 
�After he went, he blew a big fire & it burned.� 

 
�After it burned, he made only the bones in a line.� 

 
�He lined them & they laid & the fire stabbed (burned) them & he lined them & they 
laid & only those bones, they joined.� 

 
�After they joined, the men already became like our bones & they laid & he said, 

�you must lie quiet.� 

 
�You must say �mmm� & become like that & lie.�� 

FT: He went and started a big fire.  As it burned, he lined up the bones alongside it.  The 
fire burned them & he lined them and the bones just joined together.  Then the bones 
became like men and he said, �lie quietly.  You must only say �mmm� like that and lie 

there.� 

." fa-daing  
lie-23P.HORT  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

sugu  
only  

inguc  
like.that  

mmm  
mmm  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

70.  

. fa-daing  
lie-23P.HORT  

waic-ke  
be.quiet-3S.O  

" , nga  
and  

mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

fa-bong  
lie-23P.SEQ.DS  

ai-lu  
become-SEQ.SS  

ingucne  
like.that  

luwe-nonggeng  
bone-of.1P  

ngic  
man  

biac  
already  

, duc-ke-lu  
join-3S.O-SEQ.SS  

69.  

. duc-ke-ibong  
join-3S.O-23P.REM.PAST  

yenge  
they  

i  
that  

luwe  
bone  

hocne  
only  

fa-bong  
lie-23P.SEQ.DS  

, aling-yeba-me  
line-3P.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

kpec-eba-me  
stab-3P.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

dac=ti  
fire=SUB  

, fa-bong  
lie-23P.SEQ.DS  

aling-yeba-me  
line-3P.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

68.  

. aling-yeba-wec  
line-3P.O-3S.REM.PAST  

hocne  
only  

luwe  
bone  

lobo-me  
burn-3S.SEQ.DS  

67.  

. lobo-wec  
burn-3S.REM.PAST  

fito-me  
blow-3S.SEQ.DS  

sugucne  
big  

dac  
fire  

hike-lu  
go-SEQ.SS  

66.  
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�After he said, they did like that & laid, he went in order to get worms and snakes & 
come & tease them with those & they rose & only said talk.� 

 
�After they said talk, they completely did men & only brought each other & went.� 

FT: Then they laid there and he went to bring worms and snakes and teased them with 
those and they rose and just talked. 

 
�This story, its name (is) Mula story.� 

 
�That story finishes only there.� 

FT: The name of this story is the Mula story.  It is finished.

. wisic-ke-gac  
finish-3S.O-3S.PRES  

hocne=le  
only=of  

yogo  
that  

siduc  
story  

74.  

. siduc  
story  

Mula  
Mula.water  

dongo-ine  
name-of.3S  

i  
that  

siduc  
story  

73.  

. hike-ibong  
go-23P.REM.PAST  

mengoc-nagu-lu  
bring-REFL-SEQ.SS  

hocne  
only  

ai-yacke-lu  
do-all-SEQ.SS  

ngic  
man  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

yowa  
speech  

72.  

. hocne  
only  

mi-ibong  
say-23P.REM.PAST  

yowa  
speech  

fangke  
rise  

yenge  
they  

ilu-eba-me  
tease-3P.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

i=di  
that=INST

  

, ba kwesi-lu  
take come-SEQ.SS  

hema  
snake  

nga  
and  

gusu  
worm  

hike-wec=ti  
go-3S.REM.PAST=INST  

ye  
he  

, ai fa-ibong  
do lie-23P.REM.PAST  

inguc  
like.that  

yenge  
they  

mi-me  
say-3S.SEQ.DS  

71.  
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This is an edited transcription of the story told as told by Tomas Silau on June 15, 

2005. 

 
�I say the Basung story from before.� 

 
�Kpea's story.� 

 
�I say the story of how they took & brought the woman from there, Basung 
Diweneng.� 

 
�Kpea story, Kpea with his grandmother, they sit yet at Kpea.� 

FT: I am telling the Basung story from a long time ago.  It (is) Kpea�s story.  I am saying 

the story of how they brought a woman from Basung Diweneng.  This is Kpea�s story.  

Kpea lived with his grandmother at Kpea. 

 
�After they continued to sit, then his grandmother thought, �I (will do) for my male 

grandchild how?� 

 
�and I might get how?� 

? ba-dacka  
take-1S.HYPO  

weninguc  
which=like  

na  
I  

nga  
and  

6.  

? weninguc  
which=like  

ngic  
man  

ata=ne=le  
grandchild-of.1S=of  

na  
I  

" ngage-wec  
think-3S.REM.PAST  

ata-ine=di  
grandmother-of.3S=SUB  

ine  
then  

ngie  ga-cgu  
sit   exist-DUR.SS  

5.  

. ngiye-i-gaic  
sit-IMPERF-23D.PRES  

Kpea=wa  
Kpea=at  

yeke  
they.D  

ata-ine=holec  
grandmother-of.3S=with  

Kpea  
Kpea  

, siduc  
story  

Kpea  
Kpea  

4.  

. mi-gabac  
say-1S.PRES  

siduc  
story  

ba.wele-icne=le  
take.come-ADJ=of  

weninguc  
which=like  

ngigac  
woman  

i=wacni 
that=from  

Diweneng=kocni  
Diweneng=from  

Basung  
Basung  

3.  

. siduc  
story  

Kpea=le  
Kpea=of  

2.  

. mi-gabac  
say-1S.PRES  

siduc  
story  

Basung  
Basung  

benang  
very  

esecne  
of.old  

1.  
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�After I get, my grandchild, he might become a man with a woman & they might 
exist.�� 

FT: When they lived there, his grandmother said, �What will I do for my grandson?  And 

how might I get something for him? My grandson might live with a woman.� 

 
�After she said, then she saw one woman & then she sat at Basung.� 

 
�After she sat, then �how will I do & take?" After she said, then she sent a vine.� 

FT: Then she saw one woman living in Basung.  Then she said �what will I do to get 

her?� so she sent a vine. 

 
�She sent a vine rope & then the vine went down & went & went up & then went to 

Basung & went up & then at the feces stand, the vine's sprout went to that & lay at 
the feces stand.� 

. fa-wec  
lie-3S.REM.PAST  

kpekpec=ka  
stand=at  

ha  
feces  

hike-lu  
go-SEQ.SS  

i=wa  
that=to  

witi-ine  tongge  
vine  

, kpekpec=ka  
stand=to  

ha  
feces  

ine  
then  

fe-lu  
go.up-SEQ.SS  

hike  
go  

Basung  
Basung  

ine  
then  

fe-lu  
go.up-SEQ.SS  

hike  
go  

hau-lu  
go.down-SEQ.SS  

ye  
it  

tongge  
vine  

ine  
then  

sale-me  
send-3S.SEQ.DS  

muc  
rope  

tongge  
vine  

10.  

. sale-wec  
send-3S.REM.PAST  

tongge  
vine  

ine  
then  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

" ba-be  
take-1S.SEQ.DS  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

wenu=nguc  
what=like  

" ine  
then  

ngie-me  
sit-3S.SEQ.DS  

9.  

. ngie-wec  
sit-3S.REM.PAST  

i=wa  
that=to  

Basung  
Basung  

ine  
then  

ngani-me  
see-3S.SEQ.DS  

monic  
one  

ngigac  
woman  

ine  
then  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

8.  

." ga-daicka  
exist 3S.HYPO  

ai-lu  
become-SEQ.SS  

ngigac=kolec  
woman=with  

ye  
he  

ngic  
man  

ata=ne  
grandchild-of.1S  

ba-be  
take-1S.SEQ.DS  

7.  
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�That woman, she went down to the stand, �I do urination, excrement" she said & 

came down & sat & then the vine's sprout waved a song & lay.� 

 
�After it lies, she sees.� 

 
�After she saw, it became-good & then she said, �Ee," she said, �I might be able to 

take my rope & weave a string bag with that."  She says.� 

FT: She sent the vine, and it went to Basung and went to the feces stand and laid there.  
The woman went down to the stand and said �I�m using the toilet� and she sat down there 
so the vine�s sprout played a song.  Then she saw that it was good so she said, �hey,� she 

said, �I might be able to take that vine and weave a string bag.� 

 
�After she said, then she went down & took that rope.� 

 
�After she took, while she broke that vine & while she continued breaking she went 

down.� 

 
�Just after she goes down, she goes down up (through a ditch) to Hubeng Buwasa, 

goes & goes up  & goes down the other side at Libeng Mandina & goes up.� 

. fe-gac  
go.up-3S.PRES  

hau  
go.down  

Mandina=wa  
Mandina=to  

Libeng  
Libeng  

edi  
there  

fe-lu  
go.up-SEQ.SS  

hike  
go  

faloc-ke-gac=ti  
pass-3S.O-3S.PRES=INST  

Buwasa=wa  
Buwasa=to  

Hubeng  
Hubeng  

hau-lu=bac  
go.down-SEQ.SS=first  

16.  

. hau-wec  
go.down-3S.REM.PAST  

wedu-la  
break-SIM.SS  

wedu-la  
break-SIM.SS  

i  
that  

tongge  
vine  

ba-lu  
take-SEQ.SS  

15.  

. ba-wec  
take-3S.REM.PAST  

i  
that  

tongge  
vine  

hau  
go.down  

ine  
then  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

14.  

. mi-gac  
say-3S.PRES  

" fu-dacka  
weave-1S.HYPO  

hiye  
string.bag  

i=di  
that=SUB  

ba-lu  
take-SEQ.SS  

andoine  
enough  

tongge=ne  
vine-of.1S  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

" ei  
hey  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

ine  
then  

madic-ke-me  
become.good-3S.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

ngani-me  
see-3S.SEQ.DS  

13.  

. ngani-gac  
see-3S.PRES  

fa-me  
lie-3S.SEQ.DS  

12.  

. fa-wec  
lie-3S.REM.PAST  

wec-no-lu  
strike-3S.BEN.O-SEQ.SS  

ge.ge  
song.song  

witi-ine=di  
sprout-of.3S=SUB  

tongge  
vine  

ine  
then  

ngie-me  
sit-3S.SEQ.DS  

wa  
come.down  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

" ai-be  
do-1S.SEQ.DS  

fodi  
urination  

ha  
feces  

" hau-lu  
go.down-SEQ.SS  

kpekpec=ka  
stand=at  

i  
that  

ngigac  
woman  

11.  
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�After she goes down & goes up, at that the place becomes night.� 

 
�After it becomes night, at that she puts & it sits, its part (of the rope).� 

 
�After she put, it sits & from there she returns & goes again & she lies at Basung.� 

 
�She laid at Basung.� 

FT: So she took that vine and went down as she wound it up.  The went past Hubeng 
Buwasa to go up and she went up to Libeng Mandina.  It became dark there, so she laid 
down the remainder.  Then she returned from there and went and slept at Basung. 

 
�The place becomes morning & she again returns & goes & puts & from where it lay, 
she takes it & continues to cut it & goes through (a ditch) & goes & goes up stands at 
Haebangec & the place becomes night.� 

dali  
long  

mac  
place  

Basung=ti  
Basung=SUB  

ine  
then  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  

fe-dacka  
go.up-1S.HYPO  

hike  
go  

Basung  
Basung  

" , nga  
and  

mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

ine  
then  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  

ine  
then  

doma-me  
stand-3S.SEQ.DS  

22.  

. ubi-e-gac  
become.night-3S.O-3S.PRES  

mac  
place  

doma-me  
stand-3S.SEQ.DS  

Haebangec  
Haebangec  

fe  
go.up  

hike  
go  

faloc-ke-lu  
pass-3S.O-SEQ.SS  

wedu-la  
break-SIM.SS  

wedu-la  
break-SIM.SS  

ba-lu  
take-SEQ.SS  

fa-wec=kacni  
lie-3S.REM.PAST=from  

lo-me  
put-3S.SEQ.DS  

hike-lu  
go-SEQ.SS  

lisiye 
return 

hatac  
again  

sae-me  
dawn-3S.SEQ.DS  

mac  
house  

21.  

. fa-wec  
lie-3S.REM.PAST  

Basung  
Basung  

20.  

. fa-gac  
lie-3S.PRES  

Basung  
Basung  

hike  
go  

hatac  
again  

lisiye-lu  
return-SEQ.SS  

i=wacni 
that=from  

ngie-me  
sit-3S.SEQ.DS  

lo-me  
put-3S.SEQ.DS  

19.  

. tofa-ine  
debt-of.3S  

, ngie-gac  
sit-3S.PRES  

lo-me  
put-3S.SEQ.DS  

i=wa  
that=at  

ubi-ye-me=bac  
become.night-3S.O-3S.SEQ.DS=first  

18.  

. ubi-ye-gac  
become.night-3S.O-3S.PRES  

mac  
place  

i=wa  
that=to  

fe-me  
go.up-3S.SEQ.DS  

hau  
go.down  

17.  
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�After she stood then it became & then she said, �I might go, go up to Basung, if I do 

that, then cut to the far place Basung place, so then unexpectedly I'll sit here at the 
vine�s leaves" she said.� 

FT: At dawn she rose again and returned and took the vine from where she put it and 
passed by as she rolled it and went up and stood at Haebangec and it became dark.  So 
she stood there and said, �I might go to Basung but because Basung place is far, then I 
will sit here at this vine leaf.�  she said. 

 
�she said, �The place becomes morning & then I break some & finish & I go" After 

she said, she laid at the vine leaves.� 

 
�After she laid, �I go & at midnight, I lie at the vine�s leaves�� 

 
�After she said, then the rope leaves turned & became a newly-decorated-sago house.� 

 
�After it became, then she laid inside the newly-decorated-sago house.� 

FT: �At dawn I wil finish rolling some and go.�  After she said, he slept at the vine 

leaves.  �I go at midnight, I lie at the vine leaves.  Then the vine leaf turned around and 

became a sago house.  Then she laid inside the sago house. 

. fa-wec  
lie-3S.REM.PAST  

kwelina  
inside  

mac  
house  

gaileso  
sago.house  

ine  
then  

ai-me  
become-3S.SEQ.DS  

26.  

. ai-wec  
become-3S.REM.PAST  

mac  
house  

gaileso  
sago.house  

hefale-lu  
turn-SEQ.SS  

hekeng-ine  
leaf-of.3S  

tongge  
vine  

ine  
then  

mi-me  
say-3S.SEQ.DS  

25.  

." 

fa-gabac  
lie-1S.PRES  

hekeng=ka  
leaf=at  

tongge  
vine  

ye  
it  

dodonging=ka  
midnight=at  

ubic  
night  

hike  
go  

" fa-me  
lie-3S.SEQ.DS  

. 24 

. fa-wec  
lie-3S.REM.PAST  

hekeng=ka  
leaf=at  

tongge  
vine  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

" hike-be  
go-1S.SEQ.DS  

tala-lu  
finish-SEQ.SS  

wedu  
break  

gocne  
some  

ine  
then  

sae-me  
dawn-3S.SEQ.DS  

mac  
house  

" 23.  

. mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

" ngie-be  
sit-1S.SEQ.DS  

hekeng=ka  
leaf=to  

tongge  
vine  

mac  
place  

yago=wa  
this=at  

sifu  
unexpectedly  

ine  
then  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

we-gac=te  
strike-3S.PRES=for  
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�The place dawned & a chicken cried & flapping clucking like that & stood & 
underneath the house she heard a pig laid oinking.� 

 
�All kinds of food just appeared & laid (happened) like that.� 

 
�While it laid (happened), she rose & thought & while all things appeared like that, 

she was-surprised & went down & took food & just fed the pig chicken & went back 
and forth & stood.� 

 
�A man then did not appear.� 

 
�Only the man's skin smell just smelled.� 

 
�After it smelled, she stood.� 

 
��Ok, a man then appears where, While I might take, we might exist.�� 

FT: At dawn chickens stood flapping and clucking and a she heard a pig lying oinking 
underneath the house.  All kinds of food just appeared like that.  At that time she rose and 

." ga-dabelecka  
exist 1P.HYPO  

ba-ebe=wa  
take-1S.SIM.DS=to  

, fike-me  
appear-3S.SEQ.DS  

wenuc  
what  

ine  
then  

ngic  
man  

, ok  
Ok  

" 33.  

. doma-wec  
stand-3S.REM.PAST  

kwe-me  
stab-3S.SEQ.DS  

32.  

. kwe-we-c  
stab-3S.O-2S.IMP  

moc  
just  

sugu  
only  

hoi-ine  
smell-of.3S  

soc  
all  

moc  
just  

ine  
then  

ngic  
man  

31.  

. fike-wec  
appear-3S.REM.PAST  

mi=  
not  

ine  
then  

ngic  
man  

30.  

. doma-wec  
stand-3S.REM.PAST  

lebo welec  
go  come  

gumec-eba  
feed-3P.O  

moc  
just  

kokolec  
chicken  

bec  
pig  

ba-lu  
take-SEQ.SS  

nosing  
food  

hau-lu  
go.down-SEQ.SS  

kpatac-ke-lu  
startle-3S.O-SEQ.SS  

fike-emo=wa  
appear-3S.SIM.DS=to  

inguc  
like.that  

sasawa  
all  

wiyac  
thing  

ngage-me  
think-3S.SEQ.DS  

fangke-lu  
rise-SEQ.SS  

fa-emo=wa  
lie-3S.SIM.DS=to  

29.  

. fa-wec  
lie-3S.REM.PAST  

inguc  
like.that  

fike-lu  
appear-SEQ.SS  

moc  
just  

nosing  
food  

noba  
all.kinds.of  

28.  

. fa-wec  
lie-3S.REM.PAST  

ngangung  
oinking  

bec=ti  
pig=SUB  

ngage-me  
hear-3S.SEQ.DS  

dumeng  
underneath  

lolomeng=ka  
underneath=at  

doma-me  
stand-3S.SEQ.DS  

hia-lu  
cry-SEQ.SS  

inguc  
like.that  

kokolelekoc  
clucking  

pung pung  
flapping flapping  

ye  
it  

kokolec  
chicken  

sae-me  
dawn-3S.SEQ.DS  

mac  
house  

27.  
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thought and she was startled when everything appeared like that and she went down and 
got food and just fed the pig and chickens and went around doing work.  There was no 
man, just his smell and she stood. �Ok, If a man would appear somewhere, we would 

exist when I take him.� 

 
�After she said like that, she considered & she made a big garden, the woman, her.� 

 
�She made a big garden & stood & it went & went & later a man appeared.� 

 
�this Kpea boy, the Kpea boy appeared & she took this Kpea madec & quickly existed 

with happiness.� 

FT: Then she herself decided and made a big garden.  She continued making the garden 
and later a man appeared.  That Kpea boy.  The Kpea boy appeared and she took him and 
she lived happily. 

 
�After she continued to exist, she went & the man said, so he said, �we exist, this 

already finishes.� 

 
�We must turn back then & go to all them of yours.� 

 
�After we go, we must do looking-knowing for them.� 

. ai-yele-nac  
do-3P.BEN.O-1D.IMP  

ngani.ngagec  
see.hear  

hike-lu  
go-SEQ.SS  

39.  

. hike-nac  
go-1D.IMP  

yenge=la  
they=to  

-foc  
-all  

wiyac  
thing  

ga=le  
you=of  

ine  
then  

lisie-lu  
return-SEQ.SS  

nokilac  
we.D.EMPH.LOC  

38.  

. wisic-ke-gac  
finish-3S.O-3S.PRES  

biyac  
already  

ya  
this  

ga-gabelec  
exist-1D.PRES  

" , 

mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

so  
so  

, nga  
and  

mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

ngic=ti  
man=SUB  

hike-lu  
go-SEQ.SS  

gac-gu  
exist-DUR.SS  

37.  

. ga-wec  
exist-3S.REM.PAST  

angac=ka  
desire=on  

biyac  
quickly  

ba-lu  
take-SEQ.SS  

i  
that  

madec  
boy  

Kpea  
Kpea  

fike-me  
appear-3S.SEQ.DS  

madec  
boy  

Kpea  
Kpea  

, i  
that  

madec  
boy  

Kpea  
Kpea  

36.  

. fike-wec  
appear-3S.REM.PAST  

ngic  
man  

lobo=ina  
back=on.3S  

hikec-gu  
go-DUR.SS  

hikec-gu  
go-DUR.SS  

doma-me  
stand-3S.SEQ.DS  

ba-lu  
take-SEQ.SS  

sugucne  
big  

bole  
garde
n  

35.  

. ye  
she  

ngigac  
woman  

, ba-wec  
make-3S.REM.PAS

  

sugucne=yac  
big=same  

bole  
garden  

ngagesi-lu  
consider-SEQ.SS  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

inguc  
like.that  

34.  
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�Then they must see you.�� 

FT: Later she went so the man said, �We live and the work finishes here already.  Let�s 

return and go to all of your relatives.  Let�s go and get to know them.  Then they must see 

you. 

 
�After he said, they cut a pig & did butchering-cooking & it went up & they 
filled-carried & did & went down-up, They went to Basung.� 

 
�They went & went up & they saw them, so the girl's family, they saw & thought 

happiness, �Oo, you continued to go & took a man like that.� 

 
�After you took, from (where) you exist) you come.�� 

FT: Then they killed the pig and butchered and cooked it and it would have filled so they 
passed by and went to Basung.  They saw them two and the girl�s sister saw him and 

happily thought, �Oh, you went and got a man like that.  You come from where you 

lived.� 

 
�After they said, they thought happiness.� 

 
�Ok, the woman sat like that with her older sister.� 

. ngie-wec  
sit-3S.REM.PAST  

yeme-ine  
big.sister-of.3S  

i=lec  
that=of  

ngigac  
woman  

, ok  
Ok  

45.  

. ngage-ibong  
know-23P.REM.PAST  

angac  
desire  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

44.  

." kwesi-gamec  
come-2S.PRES  

ga-ing=kacni  
exist-2S.REM.PAST=from  

ba-lu  
take-SEQ.SS  

43.  

. 

ba-ing  
take-2S.REM.PAST  

inguc  
like.that  

ngic  
man  

hikec-gu  
go-DUR.SS  

, oo  
oh  

" , ngage-ibong  
think-23P.REM.PAST  

angac  
desire  

ngani-lu  
see-SEQ.SS  

adu seng-ngineng  
girl sister-of.23P  

nganic-epa-gaing=ti  
see-3D.O-23P.PRES=INST  

fe-boc  
go.up-23D.SEQ.DS  

hike  
go  

42.  

. hike-iboc  
go-23D.REM.PAST  

Basung  
Basung  

faloc-ke-iboc  
pass-3S.O-23D.REM.PAST  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

umung-ke-dec  
fill-3S.O-3S.CONTRA  

fe-me  
go.up-3S.SEQ.DS  

ai-boc  
do-23D.SEQ.DS  

hedu loboc  
cut cook  

we-lu  
cut-SEQ.SS  

bec  
pig  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

41.  

." nganic-gu-ning  
see-2S.O-2P.IMP  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  

40.  
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�She then rose & said to her younger sister & said, �Ee" she said �my little sister, eh�� 

 
�(Older sister) said, �If you leave this man, I myself would take (him).�� 

 
�(Older sister) said, �I take.� 

 
�I see the man & he becomes-good.�� 

 
�she said, �you just sit.�� 

 
�she said, �I take (him).�� 

FT:  So they were happy.  Ok, the woman sat with her older sister.  She rose and said to 
her younger sister, �Hey, my sister.  If you would leave this man I myself would take 

him.  I take him.  I see that he is a good man.  You just sit and I will take him.� 

 
�After she said, then, her younger sister said, �No this,�� 

 
�She said, �If he would have done desire for you, he would have taken you.� 

. bac-gu-dec  
take-2S.O-3S.CONTRA  

ga  
you  

ai-lu=bac  
do-SEQ.SS=first  

angac  
desire  

ga=le  
you=of  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

53.  

," i  
that  

miyac  
no  

" , nga  
and  

mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

kwa-ine=di  
younger.sister-of.3S=SUB  

ine  
then  

mi-me  
say-3S.SEQ.DS  

52.  

." ba-be  
take-1S.SEQ.DS  

nani  
I.SUB  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

51.  

." ngie-c  
sit-2S.IMP  

moc  
just  

Ga  
you  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

50.  

." madic-ke-gac  
become.good-3S.O-3S.PRES  

ngani-be  
see-1S.SEQ.DS  

ngic  
man  

49.  

. ba-be  
take-1S.SEQ.DS  

nani  
I.SUB  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

48.  

." ba-dacka  
take-1S.HYPO  

naneuc  
I.INT  

hegile-ng=ka  
leave-2S.SEQ.DS=to  

ya  
this  

ngic  
man  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

47.  

." me  
or  

kwa  
younger.sister  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

" ee  
hey  

" , nga  
and  

mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

mic-no-lu  
say-3S.BEN.O-SEQ.SS  

kwa-ine  
younger.sister-of.3S  

fangke-lu  
rise-SEQ.SS  

ine  
then  

ye=di  
she=SUB

  

46.  
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�He does desire for me, so he takes me, so he becomes mine, he (is) only my man.�� 

 
�After she said, she (younger sister) took (him).� 

FT: Then the younger sister said to her, �of course not.  If he would have desired you, he 

would have taken you.  He desires me so he takes me and he is only my man.  Then she 
took him. 

 
�Then they existed.� 

 
�After they continued to exist, they again returned & came & went down & sat at 

Kpea.� 

 
�While they sat, that they will play a big dance at Basung, while they said, he sat at 

Kpea & made flower decorations.� 

 
�He makes a drum with birds, they rose at the dance time & went.� 

 
�His woman and his sister-in-law, they go together.� 

. hike-gaing  
go-23P.PRES  

momoc  
together  

yogo  
that  

some-ine  
in-law-of.3S  

nga  
and  

ngigac-ine  
woman-of.3S  

60.  

. hike-ibong  
go-23P.REM.PAST  

fangke-lu  
rise-SEQ.SS  

dameng=ka  
time=to  

gee  
song  

ba-gac=ti  
make-3S.PRES=INST  

nango-ine  
bird-of.3S  

yoming  
drum  

59.  

. bamoc-ke-wec  
prepare-3S.O-3S.REM.PAST  

bilas-ine  
decoration-of.3S  

daling  
flower  

ngie-lu  
sit-SEQ.SS  

Kpea=wa  
Kpea=at  

ye  
he  

mi-ebong=ka  
say-23P.SIM.DS=to  

we-ning=te  
cut-2P.IMP=for  

sugucne  
big  

gee  
song  

i=wa  
that=to  

Basung  
Basung  

ngie-bong=ka  
sit-23P.SEQ.DS=to  

58.  

. 

ngie-iboc  
sit-23D.REM.PAST  

hau  
go.down  

Kpea  
Kpea  

kpesi-lu  
come-SEQ.SS  

lisie-lu  
return-SEQ.SS  

hatac  
again  

ga-cgu  
exist-DUR.SS  

57.  

. ga-iboc  
exist-23D.REM.PAST  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  

56.  

. ba-wec  
take-3S.REM.PAST  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

55.  

." hocne  
only  

ngicne  
man  

na  
I  

ai-lu=bac  
do-SEQ.SS=first  

bac-nu-gac=te  
take-1S.O-3S.PRES=for  

na  
I  

ai-lu=bac  
do-SEQ.SS=first  

angac  
desire  

na=le  
I=of  

54.  
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FT: They lived together.  Then they returned again and went down to Kpea and lived 
there.  When they lived there they said that they will play a big dance at Basung, so he sat 
at Kpea and prepared flower decorations.  He made a drum decorated with birds and rose 
at the dance time and went.  He went together with his wife and in-law. 

 
�They went & went up & stood at the dance & his neck dried.� 

 
�After his neck dried, he said to his woman & said, �while you give me one water, I 

drink"  He said.� 

FT: They went up and stood at the dance and his neck became dry, so he said to his wife, 
�give me a glass of water to drink.� 

 
�After he said, his sister-in-law, she (thought) of her brother-in-law, �I might ruin him 

how"  She said & she already knew this knowledge.� 

 
�Then she takes a bat's wingbone & fills & stands & that she takes this with this water 

& gives him & he drinks.� 

 
�His sister-in-law gave him & he drank.� 

. no-wec  
drink-3S.REM.PAST  

lacno-me  
give.him-3S.SEQ.DS  

some-ine  
in-law-of.3S  

65.  

. no-gac  
drink-3S.PRES  

lacno-me  
give.him-3S.SEQ.DS  

ba-lu  
take-SEQ.SS  

i=holec  
that=with  

misa  
water  

i  
that  

doma-wec  
stand-3S.REM.PAST  

umung-ke-lu  
fill-3S.O-SEQ.SS  

ba-lu  
take-SEQ.SS  

salung-ine  
wing.bone-of.3S  

biyanga  
bat  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

64.  

. ngage-wec  
know-3S.REM.PAST  

biyac  
already  

i  
that  

ngage.ngage  
hear.hear  

ye  
she  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

ba.sowale-dacka  
take.become.bad-1S.HYPO  

wenu=nguc  
what=like  

some-ine  
in-law-of.3S  

ye  
she
  

some-ine  
in-law-of.3S  

mi-me  
say-3S.SEQ.DS  

63.  

. mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

" no-be  
drink-1S.SEQ.DS  

nele-ng=ka  
give.me-2S.SEQ.DS=to  

monic  
one  

misa  
water  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

mic-no-lu  
say-3S.BEN.O-SEQ.SS  

ngigac-ine  
woman-of.3S  

keleng-ke-me  
dry-3S.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

ube-ine  
neck-of.3S  

62.  

. keleng-ke-wec  
dry-3S.O-3S.REM.PAST  

ube-ine  
neck-of.3S  

doma-cgu  
stand-DUR.SS  

gee=wa  
song=at  

fe-lu  
go.up-SEQ.SS  

hike  
go  

61.  
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FT: Then his in-law already thought and said, �how would I ruin him.�  So she took a 

bat�s wing-bone and stood it in a cup and she took it with water and gave it to him and he 
drank. 

 
�After he drank, the wing bone itself went down & stuck in his neck.� 

 
�After it stuck, then the man rises;  goes around;  left the dance & went up.� 

 
�he goes up-down to Hubeng Buwasa; went up & went to Salekpa; he puts at 
Kpea-ladder; went up-down & climbed up &(took) & went up.� 

 
�he goes up & continued singing its song & went up.� 

FT: After he drank, that very same wing-bone went down and caught in his neck.  Then 
the man rose and wandered and left the dance.  He passed Hubeng Buwasa and reached 
Saleckpa and stopped at Kpea�s ladder and climbed up. 

 
�After he went up, he went & turned & saw (that)  Haebangec (mountain) just saw & 

sat.� 

. ngie-wec  
sit-3S.REM.PAST  

ngani-lu=hac  
see-SEQ.SS=also  

Haebangec=ti  
Haebangec=SUB  

ngani-me  
see-3S.SEQ.DS  

hefale-lu  
turn-SEQ.SS  

hike  
go  

fe-lu  
go.up-SEQ.SS  

70.  

. fe-wec  
go.up-3S.REM.PAST  

hole-la  
join-SIM.SS  

hole-la  
join-SIM.SS  

gee-ine  
song-of.3S  

fe-gac  
go.up-3S.PRES  

69.  

. fe-wec  
go.up-3S.REM.PAST  

ba-lu  
take-SEQ.SS  

ngelendabe  
climbing  

faloc-ke-lu  
pass-3S.O-SEQ.SS  

lo-gac=ti  
break-3S.PRES=INST  

liti  
doorstep  

Kpea liti  
Kpea doorstep  

we-wec=ti  
strike-3S.REM.PAST=INST  

Saleckpa  
Saleckpa  

fe-lu  
go.up-SEQ.SS  

faloc-ke-gac=ti  
pass-3S.O-3S.PRES= INST 

Buwasa=wa  
Buwasa=to  

Hubeng  
Hubeng  

68.  

. fe-wec  
go.up-3S.REM.PAST  

hegile-lu  
leave-SEQ.SS  

gee  
song  

dabie-gac=ti  
wander-3S.PRES= INST  

fangke-gac=ti  
rise-3S.PRES=INST  

i  
that  

ngic  
man  

ine  
then  

kpelac-ke-me  
catch-3S.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

67.  

. kpelac-ke-wec  
catch-3S.O-3S.REM.PAST  

ube=ina  
neck=on.3S  

hau-lu  
go.down-SEQ.SS  

i=di=yac  
that=SUB=same  

salung  
wing.bone  

no-me  
drink-3S.SEQ.DS  

66.  
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�After it sat, he went up & went up, He went up & went & went down & again 

returned & saw (that)  Haebangec just saw & sat.� 

 
�After it sat, he went up & went & went down & went & went down & went up to 
Gandecmongandec.� 

 
�After he went up, a stone that he became stands.� 

FT: He turned around and saw that Haebangec mountain sat watching.  Then he 
continued to go up and turned again and saw that Haebangec mountain still sat watching.  
Then he went down and went to Gandecmongandec.  He became a stone that stands 
there. 

 
�They, this man becomes a stone & stands & his woman stands there & then his 
sister-in-law, she laid alongside their legs (and they also became stones).� 

 
�It lies.� 

 
�I say finish there.� 

. moto-gabac  
end-1S.PRES  

mi  
say  

yogo=wa  
that=to  

76.  

. fa-gac  
lie-3S.PRES  

75.  

. we-wec  
strike-3S.REM.PAST  

baade  
laying  

hige-nginac  
leg-on.23D  

ye  
she  

some-ine  
in-law-of.3S  

ine  
then  

doma-me  
stand-3S.SEQ.DS  

i=wa=hac  
that=at=also  

ngigac-ine  
woman-of.3S  

doma-me  
stand-3S.SEQ.DS  

ai-lu  
become-SEQ.SS  

hoc  
stone  

i  
that  

ngic  
man  

yeke  
they.D  

74.  

. doma-gac  
stand-3S.PRES  

ai-wec  
become-3S.REM.PAST  

hoc  
stone  

fe-lu  
go.up-SEQ.SS  

73.  

. fe-wec  
go.up-3S.REM.PAST  

hau  
go.down  

Gandecmongandec  
Gandecmongandec  

hike  
go  

hau-lu  
go.down-SEQ.SS  

le  
go  

fe  
go.up  

ngie-me  
sit-3S.SEQ.DS  

72.  

. ngie-wec  
sit-3S.REM.PAST  

ngani-lu=hac  
see-SEQ.SS=also  

Haebangec  
Haebangec  

ngani-me  
see-3S.SEQ.DS  

hefale-lu  
turn-SEQ.SS  

hatac  
again  

hau-lu  
go.down-SEQ.SS  

le-lu  
go-SEQ.SS  

fe  
go.up  

, fe-wec  
go.up-3S.REM.PAST  

, fe-wec  
go.up-3S.REM.PAST  

ngie-me  
sit-3S.SEQ.DS  

71.  
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FT: His wife and his in-law also came up and laid by his legs and they also became 
stones.  They lie there.  That (is) the end.
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This is an edited transcription of the story as told by Tomas Silau on Jun 15, 2005. 

 
�Before, the ancestors existed between Mandada and Gemeng how.� 

 
�Then we do reproduction & continue to come & now we exist.� 

 
�And fighting laid how between us.� 

 
�They shot each other with bows & ate each other & existed.� 

 
�Ancestors, they will become like that & I will do the story of them, Wasika and 
Sangamu.� 

FT: I am going to tell you the story of how our ancestors lived between Mandada and 
Gemeng a long time ago.  They lived fighting and shot each other with bows and arrows 
and ate each other.  So I will tell you the story of Wasika and Sangamu. 

 
�The Gemeng men, they came up between Mandada from Gemeng & then they called 
& it went down & went up to Gepelumec.� 

. fe-wec  
go.up-3S.REM.PAST  

hau  
go.down  

Gepelumec  
Gepelumec  

edi  
there  

wac-ke-bong  
call-3S.O-23P.SEQ.DS  

ine  
then  

ofe-lu  
come.up-SEQ.SS  

Gemeng=kacni  
Gemeng=from  

yenge  
they  

ngic  
man  

Gemeng  
Gemeng  

i=wa  
that=to  

hewac  
middle  

Mandada  
Mandada  

6.  

. ai-dacte  
do-1S.FUT  

siduc  
story  

yeke=le  
they.D=of  

Sangamu  
Sangamu  

nga  
and  

Wasika  
Wasika  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

i=lec  
that=of  

i  
that  

yenge  
they  

ngesa  
ancestor  

5.  

. ga-ibong  
exist-23P.REM.PAST  

no-nagu-lu  
eat-REFL-SEQ.SS  

mulu-nagu-lu  
shoot-REFL-SEQ.SS  

yuwenac  
conflict  

lebe=di  
bow=INST

4.  

. fa-wec  
lie-3S.REM.PAST  

hewac-nonggang  
middle-on.1P  

wenuc  
what  

yuwenac  
conflict  

nga  
and  

3.  

. ga-gabeleng  
exist-1P.PRES  

yakuc  
now  

kwesi-gu  
come-2S.O  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

fikesawec  
reproduction  

nonge  
we  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  

2.  

. ga-ibong  
exist-23P.REM.PAST  

wenuc  
what  

yenge  
they  

ngesa  
ancestor  

i=wa  
that=at  

hewac  
middle  

Gemeng=ka  
Gemeng=to  

nga  
and  

Mandada  
Mandada  

sanang  
very  

esecne  
of.old  

1.  
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�They call Wasika and Sangamu & say, �Where you (D) come up, we must go to 

Hebe & fight with them at Hebe.�� 

FT: The Gemeng men came up from their place to the middle of Mandada and called 
down to Gepelumec.  They called Wasika and Sangamu and said, �Come up, let�s go 

fight with the Hebe people.� 

 
�After they say, they call them (D).� 

 
�Where they call them (D), they (D) come up & come up to Esoloc & then there they 

make movements.� 

 
�they intend to fight with them Hebe, they say & make movements.� 

 
�They made movements & went & went & then quickly they (D) said, �True, we will 

fight with them Hebe, maybe." No, they already pulled Sangamu's magic, so they do 
& Sangamu already wanders.� 

FT: When they called them, they went up to Esoloc and did fighting warm-up exercises.  
Then they kept going and said, �True, we will fight with the Hebe people maybe.�  But 

no, because they already did magic on Sangamu, Sangamu wandered aimlessly. 

. dabiye-gac  
wander-3S.PRES  

biyac  
already  

Sangamu  
Sangamu  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

fuluc-ke-ibong=te  
pull-3S.O-23P.REM.PAST=for  

biyac  
already  

godo  
magic  

Sangamu=le  
Sangamu=of  

yenge  
they  

, miyac  
no  

," mecne  
maybe  

yu-dabelengte  
fight-1P.FUT  

yenge=holec  
they=with  

Hebe  
Hebe  

, foinac  
true  

" , mi-iboc  
say-23D.REM.PAST  

yeke  
they.D  

biyac  
already  

ine  
then  

hike.hike-lu  
go.go-SEQ.SS  

ba  
make  

bulo  
movement  

11.  

. ba-gaing  
make-23P.PRES  

bulo  
movement  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

yu-noga  
fight-DES  

yenge=holec  
they=with  

Hebe  
Hebe  

10.  

. ba-gaing  
make-23P.PRES  

bulo  
movement  

i=wa  
that=at  

ine  
then  

ofe-boc  
come.up-23D.SEQ.DS  

Esoloc=ina  
Esoloc=on.3S  

ofe  
come.up  

yeke  
they.D  

wac-epa-bong=ka  
call-3D.O-23P.SEQ.DS=to  

9.  

. wac-epa-gaing  
call-3D.O-23P.PRES  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

8.  

." yu-nang  
fight-1P.IMP  

yenge=holec  
they=with  

Hebe  
Hebe  

hike-lu  
go-SEQ.SS  

Hebe  
Hebe  

Ofe-boc=ka  
come.up-23D.SEQ.DS=to  

" , nga  
and  

mi-gaing  
say-23P.PRES  

wac-epa-lu  
call-3D.O-SEQ.SS  

Sangamu  
Sangamu  

nga  
and  

Wasika  
Wasika  

7.  
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�After he just wandered, they went up &, to that very place Sangamu already 

wandered & just sat & Wasika, he (said that), �I will do Sangamu how, & he must go 

escaping," he said & did going-coming & nudged Sangamu with his toe & did.� 

 
�He stepped & nudged & did.� 

 
�Then no, (Sangamu did nothing) Wasika did like that & Sangamu went (with) heavy 
& just sat� 

 
�While he sat, he sat & (Wasika) quickly sat & sent him for daga things.� 

FT: Then they came up and Sangamu already wandered aimlessly and sat.  Wasika said, 
�What will I do for Sangamu so that he can escape,� so he went back and forth and 

nudged Sangamu with his toe.  But no, Wasika did that and Sangamu just sat like a dead 
weight.  Then Wasika sent him for betel pepper things. 

. sale-wec  
send-3S.REM.PAST  

ngama  
all  

latec=te  
betel.pepper=of  

ngie-lu  
sit-SEQ.SS  

biyac  
already  

ngie-me  
sit-3S.SEQ.DS  

, ngie-emo=wa  
sit-3S.SIM.DS=to  

15.  

. ngie-me=bac  
sit-3S.SEQ.DS=first  

le-lu  
go-SEQ.SS  

uma  
feel.heavy  

Sangamu  
Sangamu  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  

inguc  
like.that  

Wasika  
Wasika  

, miyac  
no  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  

14.  

. ai-wec  
do-3S.REM.PAST  

fidac-ke  
nudge-3S.O  

ede  
step  

13.  

. ai-wec  
do-3S.REM.PAST  

hefidacke  
nudge  

fingac=ti  
toenail=INST  

Sangamu  
Sangamu  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

wele  
come  

lebu  
go  

, mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

" hike-na  
go-3S.IMP  

hangoc  
frighten  

Sangamu  
Sangamu  

, ai-be  
do-1S.SEQ.DS  

wenuc  
what  

Sangamu  
Sangamu  

" ye  
he  

Wasika  
Wasika  

biyac  
already  

=bac  
=first  

ngie-me  
sit-3S.SEQ.DS  

dabiye-lu  
wander-SEQ.SS  

Sangamu  
Sangamu  

biyac  
already  

i=wa=hac  
that=to=also  

ofe-lu  
come.up-SEQ.SS  

yenge  
they  

dabiye-me=bac  
wander-3S.SEQ.DS=first  

12.  
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�He (Wasika) just said �rise & go down & get betel pepper" & (Sangamu) said, �Ee, 

die-feeling, You yourself can't go down & get ee," he said to him & did.� 

FT: �Get up and go get betel pepper� he just said and Sangamu said, �Hey, I feel aweful, 

you yourself go down and get it.� 

 
�Then he went (with) heaviness & quickly sat & (Wasika) thought, �Oo, they will just 

shoot him, the man, now.� 

 
�Then it  (is) not a long time.�� 

FT: Then he moved a little with heaviness and sat and Wasika thought, �Oh, the men will 

just shoot him now.  There is not very much time left.�� 

 
�While he did like that, now they, the man's name (is) Kombiang, he (is) from 

Yasugau, Kombiang.� 

. Kombiang  
Kombiang  

=hocni  
=from  

Yasugau  
Yasugau  

ye  
he  

, Kombiang  
Kombiang  

donge-ine  
name-of.3S  

ngic  
man  

, biyac  
already  

yenge  
they  

, ai-emo=wa  
do-3S.SIM.DS=at  

inguc  
like.that  

19.  

." miyac  
no  

dalicne  
long  

dameng  
time  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  

18.  

. hocne  
only  

kwe-dainte  
stab-23P.FUT  

biyac  
already  

ye  
he  

ngic  
man  

, oo  
oh  

" 

, ngage-wec  
think-3S.REM.PAST  

ye  
he  

=bac  
=first  

ngie-me  
sit-3S.SEQ.DS  

le-lu  
go-SEQ.SS  

uma  
feel.heavy  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  

17.  

. ai-wec  
do-3S.REM.PAST  

mic-no  
say-3S.BEN.O  

," e  
hey  

ba-damec  
take-2S.HORT  

hau  
go.down  

mi=  
not  

gageuc  
you.yourself  

kwickwoc  
dying-talk  

, ee  
hey  

" , nga  
and  

mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

mi-me=bac  
say-3S.SEQ.DS=first  

" ba-c  
take-2S.IMP  

latec  
betel.pepper  

hau  
go.down  

fangke  
rise  

" 16.  
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�he pulls an arrow from its case.  He cut its string with his mouth & pulls it & then 

draws it above & makes movement & then from where he went, then says with Dedua 
talk, �Ee," he said, �(Dedua) man is where?" he says.� 

FT: Now there was a man named Kombiang from Yasugau.  He pulled an arrow out of its 
case and pulled it back and cut the string in his mouth and drew it above his head and 
prepared to fight and went and said in the Dedua language, �Hey, where is the man?� 

 
�After he says, then he takes & turns (bow) down & puts & it shoots Sangamu's skin.� 

 
�They take & hold Wasika.� 

 
�After they hold (him), then they break & smash his bow.� 

 
�After they hold (him), they (part of group) stand & then they (other part) shoot 

Sangamu & keep shooting & he goes down & then goes down to Nandzo water & 
sits.� 

. ngie-gac  
sit-3S.PRES  

hau-lu  
go.down-SEQ.SS  

misa=wa  
water=to  

Nandzo  
Nanzo  

ine  
then  

hau-lu  
go.down-SEQ.SS  

mulu-bong  
shoot-23P.SEQ.DS  

mulu-bong  
shoot-23P.SEQ.DS  

Sangamu  
Sangamu  

ine  
then  

doma-bong  
stand-23P.SEQ.DS  

hoba-lu  
carry-SEQ.SS  

24.  

. kwadu-gaing  
smash-23P.PRES  

badu  
break  

lebe-ine  
bow-of.3S  

ine  
then  

hoba-lu  
carry-SEQ.SS  

23.  

. hoba-gaing  
hold-23P.PRES  

bac  
take  

Wasika  
Wasika  

22.  

. kwe-gac  
stab-3S.PRES  

soc=ka  
skin=on  

Sangamu=le  
Sangamu=of  

lo-me  
put-3S.SEQ.DS  

ba wa-lu  
take come.down-SEQ.SS  

ine  
then  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

21.  

. mi-gac  
say-3S.PRES  

" wedeba  dacnac  ngic  
 

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

," ee  
hey  

" 

, mi-gac  
say-3S.PRES  

yowa=hac  
speech=also  

Dedua  
Dedua  

ine  
then  

le-wec=kacni  
go-3S.REM.PAST=from  

ine  
then  

ba-lu  
make-SEQ.SS  

bulo  
movement  

ebole-lu  
draw-SEQ.SS  

sawawa  
on.top  

ine  
then  

fuluc-ke-lu  
pull-3S.O-SEQ.SS  

heloc-ke-lu  
cut-3S.O-SEQ.SS  

muc-ine  
string-of.3S  

mic=ti  
mouth=INST

  

fuluc-ke-gac  
pull-3S.O-3S.PRES  

ebec=kacni  
covering=from  

lebe  
arrow  

ye  
he  

20.  
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�After he sits, later they release Wasika & then Wasika goes down & says to his man 
brothers, �my cousin" & says  & he goes.� 

FT: Then he pointed it down and shot Sangamu through his body.  They grabbed Wasika 
and smashed his bow.  Then some stood and held him and others shot Sangamu and he 
went down and sat in the Nandzo river.  Then later they released Wasika and he went 
down and told his brothers what happened to �my cousin� and he left. 

 
�He goes & goes & goes up & continues going & (Wasika) sees & (that) Sangamu 

sits below at the water & then he sees.� 

 
�After he sees (that), he dies & sits & then he takes & becomes a bad-stomach 
(sorrowful) & becomes a bad-stomach (sorrowful) & then he again leaves & he sits & 
he goes down & goes up to Gepelumec.� 

 
�He goes & goes up & then a big man's name is Foickpac; he sees.� 

 
�He saw Foickpac & then he said to him & then he did the story for him & then he 
said  �OK", (Foickpac said) �so let's go down to the base.� 

. hau-nac  
go.down-1D.IMP  

fung  
base  

i=lec  
that=of  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

" nalic  
sufficient  

" ine  
then  

aic-no-me  
do-3S.BEN.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

siduc  
story  

ine  
then  

mic-no-me  
say-3S.BEN.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

ine  
then  

ngani-lu  
see-SEQ.SS  

Foickpac  
Foickpac  

29.  

. ngani-gac  
see-3S.PRES  

Foickpac  
Foickpac  

wac-ine  
name-of.3S  

sugucne  
big  

ngic  
man  

ine  
then  

fe-lu  
go.up-SEQ.SS  

hike  
go  

28.  

. fe-gac  
go.up-3S.PRES  

hau  
go.down  

Gepelumec  
Gepelumec  

ngie-me  
sit-3S.SEQ.DS  

hegile-me  
leave-3S.SEQ.DS  

hatac  
again  

ine  
then  

ai-lu  
become-SEQ.SS  

gobo   sowac  
stomach  bad  

ai-lu  
become-SEQ.SS  

kwele-sowac  
sad  

ba-lu  
take-SEQ.SS  

ine  
then  

ngie-me  
sit-3S.SEQ.DS  

homa-lu  
die-SEQ.SS  

ngani-me  
see-3S.SEQ.DS  

27.  

. ngani-gac  
see-3S.PRES  

ine  
then  

ngie-me  
sit-3S.SEQ.DS  

misa=wa  
water=at  

dumeng  
underneath  

Sangamu  
Sangamu  

ngani-me  
see-3S.SEQ.DS  

hikec-gu  
go-DUR.SS  

fe  
go.up  

hike  
go  

hike  
go  

26.  

. hike-gac  
go-3S.PRES  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

nefe=ne  
cousin-of.1S  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

hae.gba-ine  
brothers-of.3S  

ngic  
man  

hau-lu  
go.down-SEQ.SS  

Wasika  
Wasika  

ine  
then  

hegile-bong  
release-23P.SEQ.DS  

lobo  
later  

Wasika  
Wasika  

ngie-me  
sit-3S.SEQ.DS  

25.  
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�Let's go down & see," he said.� 

FT: He continued going and saw Sangamu sitting under the water.  He saw that he sat 
dead and he felt sorrow and left and went to Gepelumec.  He went and saw the leader 
named Foickpac.  Then he told him the story and he said, �ok, let�s go down to the 
bottom and see.� 

 
�After he says, then they with Foickpac go down & then they see.� 

 
�After they see, they pull the arrow & then Foickpac gives him a broken tree branch.� 

 
�Ok, they shoot you, so then the number of how many men will die like that.� 

FT: Then he went down with Foickpac and they saw.  He pulled out the arrow then 
Foickpac gave him a broken tree branch.  �Because they shot you how man men will die 

is like that.� 

 
�he says & then he breaks & gives to him.� 

 
�After he gives to him, he holds it & sits.� 

 
�After he sits, then they go up & sit.� 

. ngie-gaic  
sit-23D.PRES  

fe-lu  
go.up-SEQ.SS  

yeke  
they.D  

ine  
then  

ngie-me  
sit-3S.SEQ.DS  

36.  

. ngie-gac  
sit-3S.PRES  

balic-ke-lu  
hold-3S.O-SEQ.SS  

lacno-me  
give.him-3S.SEQ.DS  

35.  

. lacno-gac  
give.him-3S.PRES  

badu-lu  
break-SEQ.SS  

ine  
then  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

34.  

." homa-daingte  
die-23P.FUT  

inguc  
like.that  

edomeng  
how.many  

namba-ngineng  
number-of.23P  

ngic  
man  

yenge  
they  

ine  
then  

kwec-gu-gaing=te  
stab-2S.O-23P.PRES=for  

ga  
you  

, nalic  
sufficient  

" 33.  

. lacno-gac  
give.him-3S.PRES  

badu-icne  
break-ADJ 

mang-ine  
branch-of.3S  

yoc  
tree  

Foickpac=ti  
Foickpac=SUB  

ine  
then  

fuluc-ke-lu  
pull-3S.O-SEQ.SS  

lebe  
arrow  

ngani-lu  
see-SEQ.SS  

32.  

. ngani-gaic  
see-23D.PRES  

ine  
then  

wa-lu  
come.down-SEQ.SS  

Foickpac=kolec  
Foickpac=with  

yeke  
they.D  

ine  
then  

mi-me  
say-3S.SEQ.DS  

31.  

. mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

," ngani-nac  
see-1D.IMP  

hau  
go.down  

30.  
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�The next day in the morning, Gemeng men, they come up.� 

 
�After they come up, they see & then Sangamu, while he sits, they go down & take 

(him).� 

 
�After they take (him), they carry & go up & cook; cut & then �our meat,"  they say 

& they eat.� 

FT: After he said that, he broke the branch and gave it to him.  Then he sat, then they 
went up and sat.  In the morning, the Gemeng men came up.  They saw that Sangamu sat 
in the water and they went down and took him.  Then they carried him up and cooked 
him and cut him up and said �our meat� and ate him. 

 
�After they eat, the man already spit (causing to die) so they do his bad spitting like 
that & they eat.� 

 
�Later the Gemeng men, they all die.� 

 
�After they all died, how many men, they �our brothers"  said & stood & they then 

existed.� 

. ga-ibong  
exist-23P.REM.PAST  

yenge-ine  
they-of.3S  

yenge  
they  

doma-ibong  
stand-23P.REM.PAST  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

" hae.gba-nonggeng  
brothers-of.1P  

ngic  
man  

" , yenge  
they  

edomeng  
how.many  

ngic  
man  

homa-yacke-bong  
die-all-23P.SEQ.DS  

42.  

. homa-yacke-gaing  
die-all-23P.PRES  

yenge  
they  

ngic  
man  

Gemeng  
Gemeng  

lobo=ina  
back=on.3S  

41.  

. no-gaing  
eat-23P.PRES  

ai-lu=bac  
do-SEQ.SS=first  

i=lec  
that=of  

hic-ine  
spit-of.3S  

sowac  
bad  

sowec-ke-wec=te  
spit-3S.O-3S.REM.PAST=for  

biyac  
already  

ngic  
man  

lobo=ina  
back=on.3S  

, no-gaing  
eat-23P.PRES  

40.  

. no-gaing  
eat-23P.PRES  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

sic-nonggeng  
meat-of.1P  

ine  
then  

hedu-lu  
cut-SEQ.SS  

lobo-gaing=ti  
cook-23P.PRES=INST  

fe-lu  
go.up-SEQ.SS  

tengke  
carry  

ba-lu  
take-SEQ.SS  

39.  

. ba-gaing  
take-23P.PRES  

hau-lu  
go.down-SEQ.SS  

ngie-emo=wa  
sit-3S.SIM.DS=to  

ye  
he  

Sangamu  
Sangamu  

ine  
then  

ngani-bong  
see-23P.SEQ.DS  

ofe-lu  
come.up-SEQ.SS  

38.  

. ofe-gaing  
come.up-23P.PRES  

yenge  
they  

ngic  
man  

Gemeng  
Gemeng  

ubiac-ine  
morning-of.3S  

sae-me  
dawn-3S.SEQ.DS  

mac  
place  

37.  
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�and they �our meat," said & ate, they all completely died.� 

FT: Then, because he did sorcery later, they ate his sorcery.  Later, the Gemeng men all 
died.  Then all those men that stood and said �our brothers�, they lived.  And those who 

said �our meat�, they all died.

. homa-yacke-ibong  
die-all-23P.REM.PAST  

sasawa=di  
all=SUB  

yenge  
they  

, no-ibong  
eat-23P.REM.PAST  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

" sic-nonggeng  
meat-of.1P  

" nga  
and  

43.  
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Teenosh wrote this story in June 2005. 

 
�In the past two big people existed.� 

 
�They made their house there at the head of the kwengeng water & existed.� 

 
�Her husband, he becomes a good man & he (is) a very garden making man & and the 

big woman, she however is a very man eater.� 

 
�She goes around every day & takes children & comes & kills (hit-die) them & 
habitually cooks & eats them.� 

FT: A long time ago and old man and woman lived.  They built their houses at the top of 
the Kwengeng waterfall.  Her husband was a good man and a hard worker, but the 
woman was a man eater.  She went around every day and took children and killed them 
and cooked and ate them. 

 
�After they continued to exist like that, one day she rose & took her string bag & 
came & went down across the water & went to Hubeng Gowa like that & went up.� 

. fe-wec  
go.up-3S.REM.PAST  

hike  
go  

inguc  
like.that  

Gowa=wa  
Gowa=to  

Hubeng  
Hubeng  

faloc-ke-lu  
pass-3S.O-SEQ.SS  

misa  
water  

wele  
come  

ba-lu  
take-SEQ.SS  

hiye-ine  
string.bag-of.3S  

fangke  
rise  

monic=ka  
one=on  

wenac  
day  

ga-cgu  
exist-DUR.SS  

inguc  
like.that  

5.  

. noc-ebac-ai-gac  
eat-3P.O-IMPERF-3S.PRES  

lobe  
cook  

wo.homac-eba-lu  
strike.die-3P.O-SEQ.SS  

kwesi-lu  
come-SEQ.SS  

bac-eba  
take-3P.O  

adu.madec  
girl.boy  

lolic-ke-lu  
go.around-3S.O-SEQ.SS  

hadeng=soc  
day=all  

ye  
she  

4.  

. benang  
very  

no no  
eat eat  

ngic  
man  

ine  
then  

ye  
she  

sugucne  
big  

ngigac  
woman  

nga  
and  

benang  
very  

ngic  
man  

baba  
maker  

bole  
garden  

ye  
he  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

madicne  
good  

ngic  
man  

ye  
he  

ngawe-ine  
husband-of.3S  

3.  

. ga-iboc  
exist-23D.REM.PAST  

ba-lu  
make-SEQ.SS  

i=wa  
that=at  

mac-nginec  
house-of.23D  

hodoc=ina  
head=on.3S  

misa  
water  

Kwengeng  
Kwengeng  

yeke  
they.D  

2.  

. ga-iboc  
exist-23D.REM.PAST  

yaeckang  
two  

sugucne  
big  

ngic ngigac  
man woman  

benang  
very  

esecne  
of.old  

1.  
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�Going up, she saw  (that) at the place, were no big people; they all completely went 

to the old garden & only children sat at the place.� 

 
�Then the big woman quickly went up & called them, �Ee, all my grandchildren, 

(your) parents put you to where & go & you continue sitting like this & exist.� 

 
�You must come & go with me.�� 

FT: They lived like that and one day she rose and brought her string bag and went past 
and went to Hubeng Gowa.  She saw that the village did not have any adults.  They all 
went to the garden and only children were in the village.  So the old woman went and 
called them, �Hey, all my grandchildren, where did your parents go and you just continue 

sitting like this.  Come and go with me.� 

 
�After she said like that, the children, they came to her & she took her big string bag 

& filled them & carried & went down & went up to her house.� 

 
�After she went up, she went & went down to the water head.� 

. hodoc=ina  
head=on.3S  

misa  
water  

hau-wec  
go.down-3S.REM.PAST  

hike  
go  

fe-lu  
go.up-SEQ.SS  

10.  

. fe-wec  
go.up-3S.REM.PAST  

hau  
go.down  

mac=ina  
house=on.3S  

de-lu  
carry-SEQ.SS  

ebung-eba-lu  
fill-3P.O-SEQ.SS  

ba-lu  
take-SEQ.SS  

sugucne  
big  

hiye  
string.bag  

kwesi-bong  
come-23P.SEQ.DS  

ye=la  
she=to  

yenge  
they  

adu.madec  
girl.boy  

mi-me  
say-3S.SEQ.DS  

inguc  
like.that  

9.  

." hike-nang  
go-1P.IMP  

na=holec  
I=with  

kwesi-bong  
come-23P.SEQ.DS  

8.  

. ga-gaing  
exist-23P.PRES  

ngie-la  
sit-SIM.SS  

ngie-la  
sit-SIM.SS  

yanguc  
like.this  

hike-bong  
go-23P.SEQ.DS  

loc-ngeba-lu  
put-2P.BEN.O-SEQ.SS  

weni=wa  
which=at  

nenggac.mamac  
mother.father  

ata-foc=ne  
grandchild-all-of.1S  

, ee  
hey  

" , wac-eba-wec  
call-3P.O-3S.REM.PAST  

fe-lu  
go.up-SEQ.SS  

biac  
already  

sugucne  
big  

ngigac  
woman  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  

7.  

. ngie-ibong  
sit-23P.REM.PAST  

mac=ka  
place=at  

sugu=di  
only=SUB  

adu.madec  
girl.boy  

hike-acke-bong  
go-all-23P.SEQ.DS  

kpili=wa  
old.garden=to  

bole  
garden  

sasawa  
all  

yenge  
they  

mikac  
without  

sugucne  
big  

ngic ngigac  
man woman  

mac=ka  
place=at  

ngani-me  
see-3S.SEQ.DS  

fe  
go.up  

6.  
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�She went down & went up & hung them inside the house & they stood & she rose & 

took the string bag and bamboo things & went for food, greens and fire, water.� 

FT: Then they came to her and she took her big string bag and filled her bilum with them 
and carried them down to her house.  She went to the top of the waterfall and hung her 
bilum inside the house and she rose and took her string bag and container and things and 
went to get greens and fire and water. 

 
�While she went & existed, the big man, he sat inside his house & heard & the babies 

and children laid in the big woman's house crying.� 

 
�After he heard like that he just thought, �The big woman goes to the garden, what 
thing does noise talking in her house.� 

 
�I go up & see.�� 

FT: After she went, the old man sat inside his house and heard babies and children crying 
in the old woman�s house.  Then he just thought, since the old woman went to the garden, 

what is making noise inside her house?  I will go see.� 

." ngani-be  
see-1S.SEQ.DS  

fe  
go.up  

14.  

. ai-gac  
do-3S.PRES  

uc  
noise  

mic  
mouth  

wiyac=ti  
thing=SUB  

oma  
what  

mac=ina  
house=on.3S  

hike-me  
go-3S.SEQ.DS  

bole=wa  
garden=to  

sugucne  
big  

ngigac  
woman  

" , ngage-wec  
think-3S.REM.PAST  

moc  
just  

ngage-lu  
hear-SEQ.SS  

inguc  
like.that  

13.  

. fa-ibong  
lie-23P.REM.PAST  

hine.hine  
crying  

adu.madec=ti  
girl.boy=SUB  

nga  
and  

kogoc  
child  

mac=ka  
house=at  

sugucne=le  
big=of  

ngigac  
woman  

ngage-me  
hear-3S.SEQ.DS  

ngie-lu  
sit-SEQ.SS  

kwelina  
inside  

mac-ine  
house-of.3S  

ye  
he  

sugucne  
big  

ngic  
man  

ga-emo=wa  
exist-3S.SIM.DS=to  

hike  
go  

12.  

. hike-wec  
go-3S.REM.PAST  

misa=le  
water=of  

dac  
fire  

nga  
and  

mendang  
edible.greens  

nosing  
food  

ba-lu  
take-SEQ.SS  

ngama-ine  
all-of.3S  

kufoc  
bamboo.container  

nga  
and  

hiye  
string.bag  

fangke-lu  
rise-SEQ.SS  

doma-bong  
stand-23P.SEQ.DS  

gbedic-eba-me  
hang-3P.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

kwelina  
inside  

mac  
place  

fe  
go.up  

hau  
go.down  

11.  
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�He went up & saw (that) the children continued to go down & continued to fill that 
string bag & laid.� 

 
�Then the big man, he was-surprised & asked them, �you come from where? Or who 
took you & came?�� 

 
�Or who took you & came?�� 

FT: So he went in and saw that the children filled the string bag.  Then the old man was 
startled and asked, �Where did you come from? Or who brought you here?� 

 
�Then the children, they said to him & said, �The big woman was coming & saw us & 

took us & came.�� 

FT: Then the children said to him, �The old woman came and saw us and brought us.� 

 
�Then the big man rose & said, �Aa, the old woman, she just tricked you & took you 

& came.� 

 
�She who went to the garden exists.� 

. ga-gac  
exist-3S.PRES  

hi-ke-yec  
cry-3S.O-3S.NR.PAST  

bole=wa  
garden=to  

ye  
she  

20.  

. kwesi-yec  
come-3S.NR.PAST  

bac-nguba  
take-2P.BEN.O  

kwesac-nguba-lu  
trick-2P.BEN.O-SEQ.SS  

moc  
just  

ye  
she  

sugucne  
big  

ngigac  
woman  

, aa  
ah  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

fangke-lu  
rise-SEQ.SS  

sugucne=di  
big=SUB  

ngic  
man  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  

19.  

." 

kwesi-yec  
come-3S.NR.PAST  

bac-nuba  
take-1P.O  

nganic-noba-lu  
see-1P.O-SEQ.SS  

fuc-gu  
precede-DUR.SS  

sugucne=di  
big=SUB  

ngigac  
woman  

" , nga  
and  

mi-ibong  
say-23P.REM.PAST  

mic-no-lu  
say-3S.BEN.O-SEQ.SS  

yenge  
they  

adu.madec  
girl.boy  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  

18.  

?" kwesi-yec  
come-3S.NR.PAST  

bac-ngeba  
take-2P.BEN.O  

ma=di  
who=SUB  

me  
or  

17.  

? kwesi-bieng  
come-23P.NR.PAST  

weninguc  
which=like  

ngenge  
you.P  

" 

, uwa-yele-wec  
ask-3P.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST  

kwatac-ke-lu  
startle-3S.O-SEQ.SS  

ye  
he  

sugucne  
big  

ngic  
man  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  

16.  

. fa-ibong  
lie-23P.REM.PAST  

wakec-gu  
fill-DUR.SS  

i  
that  

hiye  
string.bag  

hauc-gu  
go.down-DUR.SS  

adu.madec=ti  
girl.boy=SUB  

, ngani-wec  
see-3S.REM.PAST  

fe-lu=bac  
go.up-SEQ.SS=first  

15.  
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�(When) the place does afternoon & she comes, she will cook & eat you.� 

 
�You must come down & completely go to your place.�� 

FT: Then the old man rose and said, �ah, the old woman just tricked you and brought 

you.  She went to her garden.  In the afternoon when she comes, she will cook and eat 
you.  You must come down and go back to your place.� 

 
�After he said like that, the man cut under the big woman's string bag with a sharp 

stone & all the children, they came down & went up & they all did carrying (on 
shoulders, back) & went completely down & went up to their house.� 

 
�While they completely went down & went up, the big woman, she continued for fire, 
water & came & went up & saw  (that)  at the house (was) only the house & she 
searched for them & it angered her & she said, �my meat, I thought tasty, who would 

have said (that) I would have eaten them.�� 

FT: Then he cut the bottom of the string bag with a sharp stone and all the children came 
down and carried the little ones back to their village.  When they all left, the old woman 
came from getting fire and water and saw that nothing was in the house, so she searched 

." noc-eba-daba  
eat-3P.O-1S.CONTRA  

mi-me  
say-3S.SEQ.DS  

ma=di  
who=SUB  

sic   popocne  
meat tasty  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

aalic-ke-me  
anger-3S.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

basac-eba-lu  
search-3P.O-SEQ.SS  

sugu  
only  

mac  
house  

mac=ka  
house=at  

ngani-me  
see-3S.SEQ.DS  

fe  
go.up  

kwesi-lu  
come-SEQ.SS  

ga-cgu  
exist-DUR.SS  

misa=le  
water=of  

dac  
fire  

ye  
she  

sugucne  
big  

ngigac  
woman  

fe-yacke-bong=ka  
go.up-all-23P.SEQ.DS=to  

hau  
go.down  

24.  

. fe-yacke-ibong  
go.up-all-23P.REM.PAST  

hau  
go.down  

mac-nginang  
place=on.23P  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

deatic  
carried.on.shoulder  

wa     fe-lu  
come.down  go.up-SEQ.SS  

yenge  
they  

sasawa  
all  

adu.madec  
girl.boy  

kwoloc-ke-me  
cut-3S.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

sindac-ine=di  
quarter-of.3S=with  

hoc  
stone  

bage-ine  
underneath-of.3S  

hiye  
string.bag  

sugucne=le  
big=of  

ngigac  
woman  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

inguc  
like.that  

23.  

." hike-yacke-ning  
go-all-2P.IMP  

mac-nginang  
place-on.23P  

wa-lu  
come.down-SEQ.SS  

ngenge  
you.P  

22.  

. lobo noc-nguba-daicte  
cook eat-2P.BEN.O-3S.FUT  

kwesi-gac  
come-3S.PRES  

awele-me  
afternoon-3S.SEQ.DS  

mac  
place  

21.  
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for them and was angry and said, �my tast meat, who would have said that I would have 

eaten them?� 

 
�After she said like that, she laid.� 

 
�While the place was not morning yet, the big woman, she again went & went down 

& went up.� 

 
�And the children, yesterday they go down & go up like that & do the story to all their 

parents & they feel a big anger & fasten (agreed) talk, �tomorrow in the morning we 

ourselves will hide & kill the big woman.�� 

 
�After they say like that, they lie.� 

 
�the place was not morning, in the early morning all the men rose & they whittled one 
house's doorstep & it became-small & underneath it where they made one big ground 
oven & it burned & sat, they hid it very well & it laid.� 

. fa-wec  
lie-3S.REM.PAST  

hemac-ke-bong  
cover-3S.O-23P.SEQ.DS  

aneng  
carefully  

ngie-me  
sit-3S.SEQ.DS  

lobe-lu  
cook-SEQ.SS  

ba-bong=ka  
make-23P.SEQ.DS=to  

monic  
one  

sugucne  
big  

wesi  
ground.oven  

bageina  
on.bottom.of  

kwesi le-me  
come go-3S.SEQ.DS  

fosai-bong  
cut.&.shape-23P.SEQ.DS  

liti-ine  
doorstep-of.3S  

monic  
one  

mac  
place  

fangke-lu  
rise-SEQ.SS  

sasawa=di  
all=SUB  

ngic  
man  

sae-me  
dawn-3S.SEQ.DS  

sae-lu  
dawn-SEQ.SS  

mi=  
not  

mac  
house  

29.  
 

. fa-gaing  
lie-23P.PRES  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

inguc  
like.that  

28.  

." wo.homa-dabelente  
hit.die-1P.FUT  

sugucne  
big  

ngigac  
woman  

sang-ke-lu  
cover-3S.O-SEQ.SS  

ubiac=te  
morning=of  

sae-me  
dawn-3S.SEQ.DS  

nongileng  
we.EMPH  

" , hefe-gaing  
fasten-23P.PRES  

yowa  
speech  

ngage-lu  
experience-SEQ.SS  

sugucne  
big  

aalic  
anger  

ai-yele-bong  
do-3P.BEN.O-23P.SEQ.DS  

siduc  
story  

nenggac.mamac-foc-ngineng  
mother.father-all-of.23P  

fe-lu  
go.up-SEQ.SS  

hau  
go.down  

inguc  
like.that  

awecnac  
yesterday  

yenge  
they  

adu.madec  
girl.boy  

nga  
and  

27.  

. fe-wec  
go.up-3S.REM.PAST  

hau  
go.down  

le-lu  
go-SEQ.SS  

hatac=mac  
again=little  

ye  
she  

sugucne  
big  

ngigac  
woman  

sae-emo=wa  
dawn-3S.SIM.DS=at  

mi=  
not  

mac  
place  

26.  

. fa-wec  
lie-3S.REM.PAST  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

inguc  
like.that  

25.  
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�After it laid, the women, they cooked taro with its skin & gave to the hand of their 

children & while they did for them, they went up & sat in a line on the veranda.� 

 
�While they sat, the parents, they went & completely hid.� 

 
�They hid & went down & saw  (that) the big woman already comes & comes up; 
comes to the house clearing & sees  (that) the children sit in a line like that & it 
angers her & she says talk to them, �Your nose with its charring, who said I intend to 

eat you & you came escaping, eh?� 

 
�You sit & I come to you & see you.�� 

FT: Then she slept.  When it was not yet morning, the old woman went again.  And 
yesterday the children went and told their parents the story and they were very angry and 
agreed, in the morning we will hide and kill the old woman.�  Then they slept.  When it 

was not yet morning, all the men rose and cut out one doorstep and made a big ground 
oven under it and it burned and they carefully covered it up.  The the mothers cooked taro 
with ashes and gave them to their children and the children went up and sat in a line on 
the veranda.  When they sat, their parents and went hid.  They saw that the old woman 

." nganic-nguba-be  
see-2P.BEN.O-1S.SEQ.DS  

fu  
precede  

ngie-bong  
sit-23P.SEQ.DS  

33.  

? me  
eh  

, kwesi-bieng  
come-23P.NR.PAST  

hangoc  
frighten  

mi-me  
say-3S.SEQ.DS  

noc-ngeba-noga  
eat-2P.BEN.O-DES  

ma=di  
who=SUB  

, hosoc=kolec  
ashes=with  

sogo-ngineng  
nose-of.23P  

" , mi-yele-gac  
choose-3P.BEN.O-3S.PRES  

yowa  
speech  

alic-ke-me  
anger-3S.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

ngie-bong  
sit-23P.SEQ.DS  

inguc  
like.that  

aling=kolec  
group=with  

adu.madec=ti  
girl.boy=SUB  

ngani-me  
see-3S.SEQ.DS  

wele  
come  

sobeng=ka  
clearing=to  

mac  
place  

ofe-gac=ti  
come.up-3S.PRES=INST  

kwesi  
come  

biac  
already  

sugucne  
big  

ngigac  
woman  

ngani-bong  
see-23P.SEQ.DS  

fa  
lie  

sang-ke  
hide-3S.O  

32.  

. sang-ke-acke-ibong  
cover-3S.O-all-23P.REM.PAST  

hike-lu  
go-SEQ.SS  

yenge  
they  

nenggac.mamac  
mother.father  

ngie-bong=ka  
sit-23P.SEQ.DS=to  

31.  

. ngie-ibong  
sit-23P.REM.PAST  

aling=kolec  
group=with  

dakec=ina  
veranda=on.3S  

mac  
house  

fe-lu  
go.up-SEQ.SS  

ai-yele-bong=ka  
do-3P.BEN.O-23P.SEQ.DS=at  

yele-lu  
give.them-SEQ.SS  

bomboc-nginang  
hand-on.23P  

adu.madec  
girl.boy  

lobe-lu  
cook-SEQ.SS  

hosoc=kolec  
ashes=with  

boya  
taro  

yenge  
they  

nenggac  
mother  

fa-me  
lie-3S.SEQ.DS  

30.  
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was already coming and came to the village clearing and saw that the children sat in a 
line, so she was angry and said to them, �you kids with charred noses, who said �I intend 

to eat you� and frightened you, eh?  I will come to where you are sitting.� 

 
�After she said, she went up the long house's doorstep & the doorstep broke & the big 
woman, she fell & came down & laid on the big ground oven.� 

 
�So she went down inside & burned completely (died of burning) & she cried out & 

laid.� 

 
��You must come get me, come get me.�� 

FT: Then she went up the long house ladder and the ladder broke and the old woman fell 
down and laid in the great ground oven.  So she went inside it and felt like she was dying 
from burning and she howled as she laid there, �Come get me, come get me.� 

 
�she cried & while she laid, from where the men hid & laid, they rise & come & split 
the old woman on her head with a stone-axe.� 

. heuc-ke-gaing  
break-3S.O-23P.PRES  

hodoc-ine  
head-of.3S  

wame=di  
axe=INST  

i  
that  

sugucne  
big  

ngigac  
woman  

wele-lu  
come-SEQ.SS  

fangke  
rise  

, fa-ibong=kacni  
lie-23P.REM.PAST=from  

sang-ke-lu  
cover-3S.O-SEQ.SS  

yenge  
they  

ngic  
man  

, fa-emo=wa  
lie-3S.SIM.DS=to  

aukwe-lu  
howl-SEQ.SS  

37.  

." bac-nu-ning  
take-1S.O-2P.IMP  

wele  
come  

, bac-nu-ning  
take-1S.O-2P.IMP  

wele  
come  

" 36.  

. fa-wec  
lie-3S.REM.PAST  

aukwe-lu  
howl-SEQ.SS  

homa-me  
die-3S.SEQ.DS  

lobe  
burn  

hau-lu  
go.down-SEQ.SS  

kwelina  
inside  

i=lec  
that=of  

35.  

. fa-wec  
lie-3S.REM.PAST  

sugucne  
big  

wesi=towa  
ground.oven=great  

wa-lu  
come.down-SEQ.SS  

wohoma-me  
fall.down-3S.SEQ.DS  

ye  
she  

sugucne  
big  

ngigac  
woman  

helie-me  
break-3S.SEQ.DS  

liti  
doorstep  

fe-me  
go.up-3S.SEQ.DS  

dangdang  
stepping  

liti=ina  
doorstep=on.3S  

mac  
place  

mi-lu  
say-SEQ.SS  

34.  
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�After they split (her head), she cried & said like this, �Ee, while you leave me, I say 

talk above & below for you.�� 

FT: Then the men rose from where they hid and split the old woman�s head with an axe.  

Then she howled and said like this, �Hey, when you leave me, I tell talk from above and 
below for you. 

 
�After she said, no.� 

 
�The men, they rose & said to her, �Why do you see some men & their children, it 

habitually becomes your meat?�� 

FT: But no, the men rose and said to her, �Why do you see some men�s children and 

think that they are your meat?� 

 
�After they said like that to her, they split her head with an axe & she died & they put 

her in the ground oven & it cooked her.� 

 
�So at night, the old woman, her spirit went down & went up & went & went down.� 

. hau-wec  
go.down-3S.REM.PAST  

le  
go  

fe-lu  
go.up-SEQ.SS  

hau  
go.down  

iluc-ine  
person's.spirit-of.3S  

sugucne  
big  

ngigac  
woman  

deboc-ine  
night-of.3S  

i=lec  
that=of  

42.  

. lobe-wec  
cook-3S.REM.PAST  

lo-bong  
put-23P.SEQ.DS  

wesi=wa  
ground.oven=to  

homa-me  
die-3S.SEQ.DS  

heuc-ke-bong  
break-3S.O-23P.SEQ.DS  

wame=di  
axe=INST  

hodoc-ine  
head-of.3S  

mic-no-lu  
say-3S.BEN.O-SEQ.SS  

inguc  
like.that  

41.  

?" 

aic-ai-gac  
become-IMPERF-3S.PRES  

sic-gone  
meat-of.2S  

ngani-ng  
see-2S.SEQ.DS  

adu.madec  
girl.boy  

yenge=le  
they=of  

gocne  
some  

ngic  
man  

oma=le  
what=of  

ga  
you  

" , mic-no-ibong  
say-3S.BEN.O-23P.REM.PAST  

fangke-lu  
rise-SEQ.SS  

yenge  
they  

ngic  
man  

40.  

. miyac  
no  

mi-me  
say-3S.SEQ.DS  

39.  

." edoc-nguba-be  
tell-2P.BEN.O-1S.SEQ.DS  

yowa  
speech  

leleng=te  
below=of  

feic=te  
go.up=of  

hegilec-nu-bong=ka  
leave-1S.O-23P.SEQ.DS=to  

, ee  
hey  

" , mi-wec  
say-3S.REM.PAST  

yanguc  
like.this  

aukwe-lu  
howl-SEQ.SS  

heuc-ke-bong  
break-3S.O-23P.SEQ.DS  

38.  
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�She went down & went up to her house & did noise inside the house & existed & the 
big man, he heard that noise & called to her & she came up, �Where the big woman 

went, you (are) who doing noise in her house?�� 

FT: So they split her head with an axe and she died and they put her in the ground oven 
and cooked her.  Then the old woman�s spirit went away at night.  She went up to the 

house and made noise inside the house and the old man heard that noise and called out, 
�The old woman went, who are you making noise inside her house?� 

 
�Then the big woman she went up & did the same mouth to him, �Where the big 

woman went, you (are) who doing noise in her house?�� 

FT: Then the old woman echoed back, �The old woman went, who are you making noise 

inside her house?� 

 
�While they continued to exist like that, the big woman's spirit went down & went up 
to the big man's house & they fought with each other, with the big man.� 

. we-nagu-gaic  
strike-REFL-23D.PRES  

sugucne=holec  
big=with  

ngic  
man  

fe-lu  
go.up-SEQ.SS  

mac=ka  
house=to  

sugucne=le  
big=of  

ngic  
man  

hau-lu  
go.down-SEQ.SS  

iluc=ti  
person's.spirit=SUB  

sugucne=le  
big=of  

ngigac  
woman  

ga-cgu  
exist-DUR.SS 

inguc  
like.that  

inguc=ti  
like.that=SUB  

45.  

?" ai-gic  
do-2S.PRES  

uc  
noise  

mac=ka  
house=at  

ye=le  
he=of  

ma=di  
who=SUB  

ga  
you  

hike-yec=ka  
go-3S.NR.PAST=at  

sugucne  
big  

ngigac  
woman  

" , fec   aic-no-wec  
go.up  do-3S.BEN.O-3S.REM.PAST  

i  
that  

mic=ka  
mouth=to  

sugucne=di  
big=SUB  

ngigac  
woman  

ai-me  
do-3S.SEQ.DS  

44.  

?" ai-gic  
do-2S.PRES  

uc  
noise  

mac=ka  
house=at  

ye=le  
she=of  

ma=di  
who=SUB  

ga  
you  

hike-yec=ka  
go-3S.NR.PAST=at  

sugucne  
big  

ngigac  
woman  

" , ofe-wec  
come.up-3S.REM.PAST  

wac-ke-me  
call-3S.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

ngage-lu  
hear-SEQ.SS  

i  
that  

uc  
noise  

ye  
he  

sugucne  
big  

ngic  
man  

, ga-me  
exist-3S.SEQ.DS  

ai-lu  
do-SEQ.SS  

uc  
noise  

kwelina  
inside  

mac  
house  

fe  
go.up  

hau  
go.down  

mac=ina  
house=on.3S  

43.  
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�They continued to fight with each other & fought & the big woman bit & broke the 

big man's nose & they held each other & jumped off the Kwengeng cliff.� 

 
�They jump & go down & their heads join each other at the cliff bottom & become a 

stone & they (stones) sit inside the water.� 

FT: After they continued on like that, the old woman�s spirit went into the old man�s 

house and fought with the old man.  They continued fighting and the old woman bit the 
old man�s nose and broke it and they held onto each other and jumped off the Kwengeng 

cliff.  Their heads banged each other at the bottom of the cliff and turned into a stone, and 
they still sit there inside the water. 

. ngie-gaic  
sit-23D.PRES  

kwelina  
inside  

misa  
water  

ai-boc  
become-23D.SEQ.DS  

hoc  
stone  

hole-nagu-lu  
join-REFL-SEQ.SS  

hodoc-nginec=ti  
head-of.23D=SUB  

fung=ina  
base=on.3S  

dengge  
cliff  

wa-lu  
come.down-SEQ.SS  

wintac-ke  
jump-3S.O  

47.  

. wintac-ke-iboc  
jump-3S.O-23D.REM.PAST  

dengge=wa  
cliff=at  

Kwengeng  
Kwengeng  

hoba-nagu-lu  
hold-REFL-SEQ.SS  

hi.soc-kec-no-me  
bite.break-3S.O-3S.BEN.O-3S.SEQ.DS  

soge  
nose  

sugucne  
big  

ngic  
man  

sugucne=di  
big=SUB  

ngigac  
woman  

, we-naguc-gu  
strike-REFL-DUR.SS  

we-naguc-gu  
strike-REFL-DUR.SS  

46.  
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